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Land and Environment Court Commissioner
c/- Alyce Johnson and Emma Fleming, SWAAB
Level 4, 20 Hunter Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Email:
aij@swaab.com.au
cxz@swaab.com.au
Cc: Land and Environment Court
Email: lecourt@justice.nsw.gov.au
Dear Land and Environment Court Commissioner,
Re: Land & Environment Court
Proceedings No. 2021/295333
Graham & Sanders Pty Ltd
Application made directly to the Land and Environment Court pursuant to s. 4.55 (8) of the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 to modify development consent
DA2018/599/1 granted by the Land and Environment Court on 30 July 2021
It has been less than four months since the protracted pursuit of this grossly non-compliant and
contentious development application culminated in approval by the Land and Environment Court
(LEC) after consent orders were filed on behalf of Camden Council.
This modification application is for the rear section only and includes:






Removing the hipped roof with Dutch gables and expanding the roof bulk;
Increasing the floor area of the third level (mezzanine) by 31.6sqm;
Adding extra skylights in the rear roof;
Changing the first-floor side facing windows;
Adding a big window at the eastern side of the building facing Edward Street.
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Clearly this modification is unacceptable as it increases the scale and bulk of what is already a
completely non-compliant, imposing, inappropriate and disproportionate building in the Heritage
Conservation Area (HCA).
It is unclear how the claim can be made that the modification does not involve an increase in
building height. As the ground falls away the added roof volume at the rear must result in greater
height above ground.
The East elevation, facing Edward Street, shows a new window, large at roughly 2.9m in height,
in the third level. The sill height is extremely high compared to the height of surrounding building
stock and clearly presents a further loss of privacy.
Also, no shadow diagrams are publicly provided, although additional overshadowing and loss of
solar access must occur with the roof extension. We do not accept the claim that there is no
increase in overshadowing, which is simply illogical. There is obviously an increase in
overshadowing to the south because of the extended roof profile and corresponding bulk.
This modification undoubtedly must exacerbate the detrimental impacts beyond what was
approved by the LEC under the consent orders. This DA should never have reached the point it
did because it is grossly non-compliant. The many heritage protections have been sidelined as
irrelevant and it seems to be lost that the DCP precludes anything over two storey and the LEP
height standard in the Heritage Conservation Area is 7m.
The Camden Local Planning Panel (CLPP) twice refused similar iterations to those of the consent
orders, despite being recommended by Council staff, because they were grossly non-compliant
and degraded the heritage values of the HCA and adjacent and nearby heritage items.
The HCA views, particularly through the adjacent heritage listed cottages in Mitchell Street,
pattern of development, roofscape, streetscapes, fine-grain, human scale and rural character are
even more detrimentally impacted by the increase in scale and bulk of this modification.
Adjacent and nearby heritage items, already severely compromised, are also more detrimentally
impacted through increased overshadowing, potential loss of privacy and further crowding of
heritage curtilage.
The DA has been running now for three and a half years with numerous iterations, and there is no
guarantee that incremental modifications will not continue. The number of iterations and CLPP
refusals indicate that the DA is conceptually flawed and should never have been accepted for
exhibition and recommended for approval. Instead, Council staff have repeatedly supported the
grossly non-compliant DA despite the CLPP determinations, failure of the LEC conciliation and
resounding community (including Councillor) objections.
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It is not fair, even though the gross inappropriateness of the proposal is crystal clear, that the
community must navigate convoluted environmental planning provisions and legal manipulations
of due process that it is not equipped to understand. It is deeply unfair that the community must
again and again object about a DA that flouts the legislation and Camden’s sense of place and
identity, enshrined in all Council policies.
The development also flouts Camden’s Local Strategic Planning Statement which aligns with the
Greater Sydney Region Plan and Western City District Plan at the local level. The Planning
Statement refers repeatedly to the Camden Town Centre’s exceptional heritage, its unique and rich
cultural and agricultural history and opportunities to strengthen and protect its identity for current
and future generations. This development removes a cottage that contributes to the cultural
identity according to the HCA heritage listing. It replaces a cottage, which most are happy to use
as intended or adapt for business use, with a generic urban building of modern materials and
construction that is overscale and would be at home in a green field suburb, not the 1840
Macarthur town.
This modification, yet another iteration of the DA, again demonstrates contempt for Camden’s
unique heritage and special character, which is highly valued by the community, including its
residential community, affected neighbours and businesses that rely on the point of difference of
the HCA as a competitive advantage.
This modification continues its ongoing quest to achieve what is profoundly unacceptable in
Camden’s HCA. The long history of non-compliant iterations of this DA has made a mockery of
the legislation, Council policies, the CLPP determinations and the planning process generally.
Council’s original SOFAC, based on the CLPP1 8.2 appeal determination, the subject of the LEC
case, clearly stated that the proposal was an over-development, that the s4.6 variation of height
(47%) request was unjustified and that the heritage impact was unacceptable. The CLPP
determined that the 4.6 request failed to provide sufficient environmental planning grounds to
justify the height contravention having regard to the objectives of the standard and did not
demonstrate that compliance with the development standard was unreasonable or unnecessary in
the circumstances of the case.
In this case there are no special circumstances, simply an assumption of an entitlement to
development yield without regard to the full range of constraints requiring consideration. This
approach is not valid as supported in LEC case law2.
On appeal to the LEC, the s34 Conciliation Conference was terminated as unsuccessful.
1

Camden Council Camden 15 October 2019 Local Planning Panel Minutes CLPP01 available at
https://www.camden.nsw.gov.au/assets/pdfs/Development/CLPP/2019/CLPP-MINUTES-15-October-2019-final.pdf
2
Rebel MH Neutral Bay Pty Ltd v North Sydney Council [2018] NSWLEC 191 Available at
https://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/decision/5bf636fae4b0a8a74af0b08d
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To the community’s astonishment, Council subsequently exhibited another iteration, with greater
height exceedance (60%). Despite community objections, Council presented consent orders for
that iteration to the Court. The CLPP and the community never accepted that the height
variations of the various previous iterations were justified, and yet the consent orders were for a
greater height variation at 11.2m, 4.2m above the height limit and approximately double the height
of most of the surrounding cottages. Arguably the 4.6 LEP clause was never intended to support a
60% height variation. Even with very specific and unique planning reasons, surely such an
excessive variation would require a spot planning proposal.
This modification application seeks to make what was never shown to be justified even worse by
increasing the bulk of the rear roof (which was inexplicably increased to three-level height from
the CLPP 8.2 appeal iteration two-level height). The development is fully three-storey despite the
third level of the rear section being claimed to be a “mezzanine”. This development does not
respect the HCA and its two-storey limit provision to protect the human scale of its building stock.
As the Local Government NSW3 recommends, there should be clear criteria for assessing
variations under LEP 4.6. Although presumably required, as usually addressed in Court cases4, it
is not apparent that any criteria, including the objectives of LEP 4.3 Height5 were considered in
drawing up the consent orders for the Court. The Court decision6 did not address how the s4.6
variation request justified a 60% height variation. As a 47% exceedance was found by the CLPP
not to have been justified, the community feels entitled to a full explanation.
We submit that without that explanation there is also no basis upon which to justify the expansion
of the height exceedance and corresponding bulk through expansion of the roof space.

3

Local Government NSW May 2021 Submission in response to the Review of clause 4.6 of the Standard Instrument
LEP – Varying Development Standards: Explanation of Intended Effect Available at
https://lgnsw.org.au/common/Uploaded%20files/Submissions/2021/LGNSW_Submission_Clause_4.6_Variations_to_
development_standards_EIE.pdf
4
Brunswick Project Developments Pty Ltd v City of Canada Bay [2016] NSWLEC 1531 Available at
https://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/decision/58252c51e4b0e71e17f5530c
Al Maha Pty Ltd v Marrickville Council [2015] NSWLEC 1494 Available at
https://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/decision/565ba12be4b003c5681fb06d
Statewide Planning Pty Ltd v City of Canterbury Bankstown [2017] NSWLEC 1499 Available at
https://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/decision/59b5f536e4b058596cbaa365
5
Camden LEP 4.3 Height (1) The objectives of this clause are as follows:
(a) to ensure that buildings are compatible with the height, bulk and scale of the existing and desired future character
of the locality,
(b) to minimise the visual impact, disruption of views, loss of privacy and loss of solar access to existing
development,
(c) to minimise the adverse impact of development on heritage conservation areas and heritage items.
(2) The height of a building on any land is not to exceed the maximum height shown for the land on the Height of
Buildings Map.
6
Graham & Sanders Pty Ltd v Camden Council [2021] NSWLEC 1433 Available at
https://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/decision/17aea75f2b178d5e918848c9
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The community wishes to take the opportunity to express its outrage that:




the Consent Orders, after the termination of the conciliation conference were for a
building taller than what had already been rejected;
both the Consent Orders and Court approval were completely inconsistent with the CLPP
8.2 appeal reasons for refusal and Council’s original SOFAC;
Council ignored its own SOFAC to give the developers what they wanted.

The approval of this DA ignored the local voice and the Local Planning Panel determinations,
which were based on Council policy and the LEP; it would seem to those outside the closed doors
that the consent orders were used to avoid the tests of LEP 4.6 variation to a legislated standard
(LEP s4.3 Height).
Now the modification seeks to further increase the scale and bulk, and the height towards the rear.
Concerningly, as pointed out by Local Government NSW7, the requirement to justify departures to
development standards under s4.6 only applies when development is granted, not when a s4.55
modification application is made. In this modification, the impact of the height exceedance is
exacerbated and logically should be addressed under a s4.6 variation request in terms of the
objectives of s4.3 Height.
In this case the approved impact is already excessively detrimental and the modification would
make it more so. Incremental modifications clearly favour the developer and potentially exclude
proper scrutiny of the development’s absolute impact.
No explanation has ever been provided as to why Council staff are not required to assess and
recommend development consent according to legislation and policy. The community expects no
less and is calling for the matter to be investigated. The DA should never have been
recommended for approval and never have caused disbursement of community resources on Court
actions.
Whilst we do not suggest it as a cause of Council’s continual support of the developers despite the
legislated height limit and Council policy, we take this opportunity to note that a Land and
Environment Court - Working Party8, identified that “inappropriate political decision-making”
can be a problem. It also identified that consent orders can be used for unpopular decisions so that
the decision will be seen as one by the Court, not the Council.

7

Ibid
Land and Environment Court - Working Party 19 September 2001 4. Council Processes; 9.5 Consent Orders
Available at
http://www.lawlink.nsw.gov.au/report%5Clpd_reports.nsf/pages/lec-working-4-council-processes
http://www.lawlink.nsw.gov.au/report%5Clpd_reports.nsf/pages/lec-working-9.5
8
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Although Local Planning Panels have since been instituted to ensure transparency and
accountability, the determinations of the CLPP and its reasons for them have been swept aside,
without explanation.
Whatever may or may not have influenced the process that led to the consent orders of Camden
Council being approved by a Commissioner of the Court on 30 July 2021, from the community’s
perspective and in its opinion, the outcome does not pass the pub test or any other test of probity.
The community relied on the Court as the last defence against loss of what it so highly values. It is
extremely disappointed that its approval did not:



explain how community objections and the rationality of their arguments were considered
in the decision,
question the history of the DA and why consent orders would be supported by Council
despite the Planning Panel refusals and gross non-compliance with legislation and policy.

We also point out that the DA approval not only flies in the face of the LEP, DCP and all Council
policies, but also objectives of the EP&A Act (s1.3) such as:
(a) to promote the social and economic welfare of the community and a better environment by the
proper management, development and conservation of the State's natural and other resources,
(c) to promote the orderly and economic use and development of land,
(f) to promote the sustainable management of built and cultural heritage (including Aboriginal
cultural heritage),
(g) to promote good design and amenity of the built environment,
(j) to provide increased opportunity for community participation in environmental planning and
assessment.
It is no wonder that the community has lost confidence and faith in its Council and the planning
system.
As was pointed out strongly to the Commissioner on 20 May 2021, the day of the Consent Orders
hearing, an approval would send a signal to developers. One developer in particular has since met
with the community and stated that DA approval is not a matter of law or policy, but what can be
got away with and indicated that 14.8m height will be sought. When asked why, as the height
standard is 7m, the answer was because Council consented to and the Court had recently approved
11.2m. In other words, the LEP is irrelevant.
This is not good planning. There is no place for the LEP or DCP in this approach and the
community and neighbours are also irrelevant. It is not how the system is meant to work.
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We refer to our previous numerous submissions and presentations to Camden Council, CLPP and
LEC, which are attached. We should not have to expend this much effort, all to no avail, to protect
what is already protected in legislation and policy. The number of community objections is almost
certainly a record in Camden if not NSW, but all have been seemingly ignored. Something is not
right here.
The community is frustrated by what to it appears as a manipulation of process and obviation of
planning standards and policies to achieve a development outcome, inexplicably endorsed by
Council staff; an outcome that hands advantage to this and other developers at the expense of the
wider community and at the cost of our heritage that has been legislated for conservation for
future generations.
The pattern continues with this modification application. It has been successful so far. This
modification amounts to again playing the authorities for an outcome that the LEP and DCP do
not permit and despite loud and long community objection.
Clearly the community is beyond frustrated and has lost faith in the integrity of the planning
system, at least in relation to the process of this DA approval and its obvious ramifications.
We are told that the approval does not create a precedent and that all proposals are assessed on
merits. We know that developers and even planners do not see it that way. Unfortunately, much
damage is being done with would be developers arranging themselves for easy pickings.
It is time to decide whether the LEP and DCP are to be honoured, or not.
The modification application should be thrown out.
We submit that the Court approval should be re-evaluated under s4.15. We consider it to be in the
public interest that what is seen in the community as being unjustly and unfairly approved, due to
gross non-compliance with the planning instruments, be transparently and independently assessed.
We request that the Court exercise all its functions and discretions to restore faith in the
planning instruments and the planning process by overturning the approval.
Yours sincerely

Glenda Davis
President
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Land and Environment Court Commissioner
c/- Alyce Johnson and Emma Fleming, SWAAB
Level 4, 20 Hunter Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Email: aij@swaab.com.au
Cc: Land and Environment Court
Email: lecourt@justice.nsw.gov.au
Re: Land & Environment Court (Proceedings No. 81653 of 2020)
Camden Council ats Graham & Sanders
Consent orders hearing 18 June 2021.
We strongly object to the proposed development at 20 Elizabeth Street Camden, which is located
in Camden’s Heritage Conservation Area (HCA) and adjacent to and in the near vicinity of a
number of heritage- listed items. In particular, the iteration of the proposal that is presented to the
Court is essentially similar to those that have been previously refused or failed in conciliation due
to failure of justification for height exceedance and because of detrimental heritage impacts. This
iteration also does not satisfy many of the contentions raised in Camden Council’s Statement of
Facts and Contentions (SOFAC).
We further state that our reasons for objection are supported by a legal statement on the Variation
Request provided by John Paul Merlino of HWL Ebsworth Lawyers (see Appendix 5) and a
heritage impact report provided by renowned heritage advisor Robyn Conroy of Conroy Heritage
Planning (see Appendix 6).
Our reasons for objection, which reflect the views of the community, are set out to align with
those of the contentions of the SOFAC. Our submission elaborates upon and justifies these
reasons and also outlines the inaccuracies of the Camden Local Environmental Plan (LEP) Clause
4.6 request March 2021 to vary the height standard of LEP 4.3 (Variation Request) and Heritage
Impact Statement March 2021 (HIS) accompanying the latest plans.
1

Our submission and reasons for objection are set out under the following headings:

1. Insufficient Environmental Planning Grounds to Justify Contravention of
LEP 4.3 Height of Buildings Standard (SOFAC Contention 1)
History of Variation Requests (p. 4)
Significantly greater height exceedance of height standard (60%) than previously refused
by Camden Local Planning Panel (LPP) (47% at the front portion only of the proposed
building).
Variation Request March 2021 (p. 5; Appendix 5)
No substantive difference in arguments than previously submitted in unsuccessful s4.6
Variation Request
Council’s SOFAC states that the Court would not be satisfied with the s4.6 Variation
Request would be sufficient and well founded (for above noted maximum (partial) height
exceedance of 47%)
Independent legal statement that the s.4.6 Variation Request does not provide sufficient
planning ground or demonstrate that it is in the public interest, and that to accept it would
be an error at law. (Appendix 5)
Non-compliance with Objectives of LEP 4.3 Height standard (p. 6)
Adverse heritage impacts as independently assessed (p. 6)
Deficiencies in HIS (p. 7; Appendix 1; Appendix 6)
Methodology
Fails to assess contributory status of extant cottage
Relies on unsubstantiated statements
Not in public interest (p. 7; Appendix 2)
Irrelevant claims of environment planning grounds (p. 8)
No particular circumstances of the case (s4.6(a)) (p. 13)
Conclusion: Insufficient environmental planning grounds (p. 13)

2. Overdevelopment of the Site (SOFAC Part B (2) pp. 10-12) (p. 14)
The Proposal remains an overdevelopment of excessive height and scale in the HCA and
in relation to adjacent and nearby heritage items
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3. Inconsistency with Character of the HCA (SOFAC Part B (3) pp. 12-14) (p.
14)
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Demolition of extant contributory cottage in HCA (p. 15; Appendix 6)
Non-compliance with LEP 5.10 Heritage conservation (p. 16; Appendix 6)
Non-compliance with LEP Aims of Plan (p. 17; Appendix 3)
Non-compliance with Camden Development Control Plan (DCP) and desired
future character (p. 18; Appendix 4; Appendix 6)
DCP analysis: non-compliance (p. 18; Appendix 4)
Non-compliance with Camden Town Centre Urban Design Framework (UDF)
(p. 19)
Non-observance of the Burra Charter (p. 19)
Desired future character: non-compliance (p. 20)

4. Community Request (p. 20; Appendix 7)
Sincerely request that this vexatious proposal of many iterations, all gross overdevelopments, be refused, as was indicated in Council’s pre-DA advice. It is in the
public interest that the community have faith in the planning instruments and confidence
in making life and investment decisions. If approved it would be a loss to the greater
good, both in terms of loss of irreplaceable heritage and certainty in the planning
process.
APPENDIX 1 Deficiencies of Heritage Impact Statement (March 2021)
APPENDIX 2 Objectives of CLEP 4.3 Height standard and B4 Zone
APPENDIX 3 Non-compliance with LEP Aims of Plan
APPENDIX 4 Non-compliance with DCP: Camden Heritage Conservation Area
APPENDIX 5 Independent statement on legal inadequacy the Variation Request
(HWL Ebsworth Lawyers)
APPENDIX 6 Independent statement of heritage impact (Conroy Heritage Planning)
APPENDIX 7 CRAG submissions:
2 March 2021 re public submission of iteration of proposal post
termination of s34 Conciliation conference.
Other submissions and LPP presentations.
This Appendix of the history of community objection is included for
convenience and in the interests of full disclosure of the continuation
of this DA with many varied iterations of non-compliant proposals.
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1. Insufficient Environmental Planning Grounds to Justify Contravention
of LEP 4.3 Height of Buildings Standard (SOFAC Contention 1)
History of Variation Requests
The 4.6 Variation Request in accordance with LEP 4.6 (3) attempts to demonstrate
(a) that compliance with the development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary in the
circumstances of the case, and
(b) that there are sufficient environmental planning grounds to justify contravening the
development standard.
In accordance with LEP 4.6 (4)(a)(ii) justification of sufficient environmental planning grounds
requires that the Variation Request to show that the proposed development is in the public interest
because it is consistent with the objectives of LEP 4.3 Height and the B4 zone.
To date we have been presented with five versions of 4.6 requests for variation of the height
standard, three prepared by Creative Planning Solutions (CPS) Pty Ltd and the latest two by
Planning Ingenuity Pty Ltd. Our understanding of the status of these requests to date is set out in
the table below. LPP refers to Camden Local Planning Panel.
Author

Date

PI

8 Dec. 2020

Proposed
Max.
Height (m)
11.47
10.3
Submitted
to LPP
10.1
Front
10.3
Rear
7.4
11.2

CPS
CPS

May 2018
Nov. 2018

PI

3 Mar. 2021

11.2

CPS
Aug. 2019
Revision
D

Exceedance
sought
4.6 request
64%
47%
Submitted to
LPP:
44%
47%

60%

6%
60%

Outcome
Refused Camden Council
Refused
Camden LPP
21 May 2019
Refused
Camden LPP
8.2 Appeal
15 October 2019
Not conciliated. LEC s34
process terminated as advised
23 Dec 2020
LEC
Consent orders pending

The Variation Requests to date have been unsuccessful.
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Variation Request March 2021
We find no substantive difference in arguments in the PI Variation Request compared to
those refused in the LPP 8.2 Appeal.
As noted in the above table, the LPP 8.2 appeal refusal, the subject of this Court case, was for an
iteration of maximum heights of approximately 10.3m, 47% exceedance of the statutory control at
the front portion of the proposed building and 7.4m at the rear portion of the building, occupying
approximately half of the entire building footprint, of less than 6% exceedance.
The latest plans obviously beg the question- how is it possible to argue that a maximum
60% height exceedance over most of the whole building is reasonable, when 47%
exceedance on the front part of the proposed development in the Camden LPP 8.2 Appeal
was refused by the LPP?
The LPP determinations of 21 May and the 8.2 Appeal of 15 October 2019 both stated:
The applicant’s written request to contravene Clause 4.3 - height of building development
standard of Camden LEP 2010 fails to provide sufficient environmental planning grounds to
justify the contravention having regard to the objectives of the standard nor does it demonstrate
that compliance with the development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary in the
circumstances of the case.
As stated in Council’s SOFAC:

The Court, having the functions of the consent authority for the purposes of hearing and
disposing of this appeal, would not be satisfied that the Applicant’s written request pursuant to
Clause 4.6(3) of Camden LEP in relation to the contravention of the development standard
in clause 4.3 of the Camden LEP is sufficient and well founded.
As concluded by our legal representative (HWL Ebsworth Lawyers, 3 June 2021, para. 13;
Appendix 5)
The Court cannot be satisfied, either in respect of the requirements under cl 5.10 of the
CLEP or in respect of the matters for satisfaction under cl 4.6 of the CLEP. Particularly, the
Variation Request does not provide sufficient planning grounds or demonstrate that it is in
the public interest having regard particularly to the objectives of the development standard.
We would urge the Court not to approve the Application despite the parties' reaching
agreement and intending on entering into consent orders. The Court does not have the
jurisdiction to make the orders sought in the circumstances set out above and therefore,
making the orders could constitute an error at law.
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Non-compliance with Objectives of LEP 4.3 Height standard
That an increase in scale over the requirements of the LEP and DCP should not be supported is
reinforced by the Objectives of LEP 4.3 Height:
(a) to ensure that buildings are compatible with the height, bulk and scale of the existing and
desired future character of the locality,
(b) to minimise the visual impact, disruption of views, loss of privacy and loss of solar access to
existing development,
(c) to minimise the adverse impact of development on heritage conservation areas and heritage
items.
The maximum permissible height under the CLEP for development on this site is 7m including
roof form. The proposed development, as stated in the latest 4.6 Variation Request (dated 3
March 2021) is 11.2m. This equates to a 60% exceedance of the statutory control and an
additional third floor level, which is also in contravention of the DCP limit of two storeys.
The arguments in demonstration of 4.6(3)(a) and (b) can therefore be expected to rely on new
design elements of this current iteration being sufficient to show that the above objectives of the
height standard are achieved and that there are sufficient environmental planning grounds for a
large height exceedance to a maximum of 60% over the entire building.
Adverse heritage impacts as independently assessed
As submitted in Robyn Conroy’s Review of Heritage Impacts (June 2021; Appendix 6) the new
design elements of this iteration do not offset its detrimental heritage impact on the HCA and
heritage items, particularly in terms of height, bulk, scale, visual impact, disruption of views and
historic development pattern. The Review questions the approach taken by this HIS and refutes its
conclusions.
We also draw attention to the conclusion reached by Robyn Conroy, who is familiar with the
numerous iterations of this proposal and has previously provided her expert opinion to the LPP,
that this development application should be refused. Ms Conroy also notes in her conclusion that
zoning and development standards do not over-ride the LEP’s Aims and Objectives relating to the
need to protect Camden’s environmental heritage, including the traditional pattern of
development within the Camden HCA. Any development must satisfy these aims and objectives.
This includes (and is particularly relevant to) consideration of a request for variation of
development standards as per Cl. 4.6 of the LEP.
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Deficiencies in HIS
We understand that the Variation Request relies on the arguments and heritage assessment of the
latest HIS (March 2021) submitted with these plans before the Court. As noted above Robyn
Conroy’s Review of Heritage Impacts (June 2021; Appendix 6), which employed best practice
methodology, concluded that the proposal would result is adverse heritage impact on the HCA
and heritage items.
We cover our concerns with the HIS in more detail in Appendix 1 and hereby submit that it is
flawed and should not be used to support the Variation Request.
In summary, the deficiencies in the HIS, as explained in Appendix 1, are that it






does not employ best practice methodology in assessment of heritage impact by not
employing for instance:
o NSW Heritage Design in Context
o Burra Charter
o Camden Town Centre Urban Design Framework (UDF) and its statutory
expression of the HCA’s unique character and desired future character;
does not assess the extant cottage as contributory to the HCA as an analysis of the
Heritage Listing of the HCA in accordance with LEC Planning Principles1would clearly
indicate;
makes false arguments based on assertion and unsubstantiated assumptions.

Not in Public Interest
Section 7 of the Variation Request (pp. 11-14) addresses 4.6(4)(a)(ii), which requires that the
proposed development will be in the public interest because it is consistent with the objectives of
both the height standard and the B4 zone.
We address and refute claims of satisfaction of these objectives in detail in Appendix 2.
The Variation Request (p. 12) is predicated on a self-serving value judgement that additional
commercial floor space is preferable to conservation of the HCA and heritage items and claims
that
The burden of insisting on strict compliance would result in the removal of the pitched roof and
additional commercial floor space located in the roof, which would be an unreasonable and
unnecessary planning outcome given the nature of the non-compliance and the location of the
site within Camden Town Centre.

1

Helou v Strathfield Municipal Council [2006] NSW LEC 66. Paras. 43-46
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The answer is clear. The planning instruments quite deliberately, on the grounds of heritage
conservation, do not provide for a third level and the additional commercial floor space sought.
The height standard in the HCA has long been in place. If a third level was deemed to be
necessary to the investment in a commercial building, then a different site, located outside the
HCA of the Camden Town Centre, should have been chosen. The rules are not written to be
changed to accommodate private investment decisions and preferred return outcomes.
The site is the same, despite the numerous iterations for its development, and is similar to many
sites elsewhere in the HCA. No new arguments are presented with the latest iteration that
compliance with the development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary in the circumstances
of this case (4.6(a)). The case is in no way special.
On balance we find no compelling argument that the proposal is in the public interest, which is
served by due process and certainty and confidence in the planning system and its planning rules.
Irrelevant claims of Environmental Planning Grounds
The Variation Request, in Section 5 (pp 5-10), provides a list of claims that there are sufficient
environmental planning grounds as required under LEP 4.6(3)(b). We submit that these claims do
not pertain to environmental planning grounds, but rather are self-serving excuses for noncompliance with the planning instruments. Also, the claims made in this section do not obviate
that compliance with the development standard has not been shown to be unreasonable or
unnecessary in the circumstances of the case (LEP 4.6(3)(a)) or that the proposed development
will not be in the public interest because it is inconsistent with the objectives of both the height
standard and the B4 zone as covered above.
The claims in Section 5 are also refuted as follows.
1. The non-compliance is only applicable to the pitched roof form, with the rest of the
development (ground and first levels) being entirely compliant with the 7m height limit.
The point of maximum breach is centrally located for part of the roof and is set away from
the sensitive front and side boundaries and significantly setback from the rear boundary
to facilitate significant green space and landscaping to the rear of the site and setback
from the curtilage and views to and from the heritage items within Mitchell Street. The
proposed height breach will therefore not result in any adverse impacts on the amenity of
the locality.
Comment: It is nonsense to suggest that the roof form does not contribute to height. The
roof form is unusually large to accommodate an additional floor. The reason for the roof
form is pursuit of return on investment despite the planning rules. Heritage principles
would dictate no more than two storey height and a compatible fine grained and human
scale.
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2. The design of the subject development has been extensively amended following numerous
discussions with Council and relevant referral bodies. This includes amendments to the
scale of the development, building setbacks, landscaped area, building form and massing
(including roof form), and architectural design and materiality……. Insisting on strict
compliance with the 7m height limit would require the removal of the traditional pitched
roof form which would be completely uncharacteristic of the built form within the
streetscape – both historic and newer infill development - thus prejudicing the visual
aesthetic of the heritage conservation area and the setting of heritage items in the vicinity
of the site…. Insisting on strict compliance with the 7m height limit would require the
removal of the traditional pitched roof form
Comment: the reason for numerous discussions and amendments is that the Applicant is
not accepting the planning controls. The height control does not prejudice the visual
aesthetic, and on the contrary is in place to protect it. This control does not restrict a
pitched roof, only a third level, which in any case is not permitted under the DCP. It is
unclear why examples of pitched roofs in historic and newer infill development are
provided as they demonstrate that pitched roofs and two levels are compatible. It is
incorrect to claim that a pitched roof requires height exceedance, and a nonsense to
suggest that a pitched roof requires a 60% exceedance.
3. It is the height variation which allows for a reduced footprint for the proposed building
which facilitates these beneficial outcomes that relate to the pattern of rear setbacks,
maintenance of the “green spine” in the locality and a positive response to the HCA.
Comment: the height variation accommodates a third level. The “beneficial” outcomes
are not discretionary, they are required and should have been included in the initial DA
and subsequent iterations. They are not a reason to claim any dispensation on height.

4. …. a significant rear setback ensures that view corridors from public spaces looking
towards the site and over heritage items will be maintained and enhanced.
Comment: this statement is incorrect. Whilst the view corridors with this iteration are
preferable to previous iterations, they are demonstrably not maintained and certainly not
enhanced. For instance, the view from the public space of Mitchell Street looking towards
the adjoining heritage listed cottages is badly compromised.
5. …the amended development includes building setbacks of 4m from the front boundary,
14.6m from the rear boundary, 1.8m from the southern side boundary, and 1.59m-1.8m
from the northern side boundary.
Comment: the increased setbacks are welcomed. However, they are not necessarily
sufficient to reinforce the development pattern of the HCA and its residential housing
stock with modest building footprints and large gardens and side setbacks. They are also
9

not an argument that is relevant to the height exceedance which is predicated on insistence
of three levels.
6. The site is flood affected and consequently basement parking is not feasible. Car parking
has therefore been proposed at ground level, with the commercial floor space principally
located at first and mezzanine levels. This has resulted in an increase in height of the
overall development that contributes to the height breach. The maximum height is
necessary to appropriately deal with the flood constraints that affect the site, whilst
ensuring an acceptable yield of commercial floor space is provided to contribute to the
vitality of Camden Town Centre and necessary car parking is accommodated on site.
Comment: Flooding is a known constraint and should be respected through siting
space-hungry commercial development elsewhere. This site in the HCA does not allow two
levels of “habitable” commercial space.
Flood affectation is not an argument for height exceedance because
• The flood-liability status of the area was known when the CLEP was made.
• It was known when the land was zoned B4.
• It was known when the 7m height limit was included in the CLEP.
• It was known when the site was purchased by the current applicant.
• There is no environmental contradiction between the setting of habitable areas at 71.60
AHD and a finished roof height of 7m above ground level.
7. It is considered that there is an absence of any impact of the proposed non-compliance on
the amenity of the environmental values of the locality, the amenity of future building
occupants and on area character.
Comment: as clear in the HCA listing and as already covered there is considerable impact
on amenity and area character that would be caused by the non-compliance. This claim is
self-serving, not substantiated and refuted by experts, residents and the general community
who highly value the HCA.
8. The proposed height breach, being the roof of the building, allows for an increase in
commercial floor space on the site without giving rise to any adverse heritage, aesthetic or
amenity impacts (as outlined above). Maximising commercial floor space in this location
is consistent with the aims and objectives of the B4 Zone and Camden Town Centre, where
there is an identified shortfall in high quality commercial floor space.
Comment: the common theme throughout the 4.6 Request is that the Applicant insists on
increased habitable floor space that is simply not permitted by the planning instruments.
There are many opportunities to invest in the Municipality. It is clear that property prices
are comparatively lower in the HCA due to heritage and flooding constraints, which are
very well known. It is not fair play for a developer to persist in trying to circumvent the
planning rules for increased return at the expense of residents, other businesses and
conservation of heritage into the future. No evidence is presented to substantiate the claim
that maximizing commercial floor space is more important than the planning controls.
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Even if there was a shortfall of commercial space, which in any case is not apparent, it is
not identified and not substantiated.
9. The proposed development meets the objectives of the development standard and meets the
objectives of the B4 Mixed Use zone (as further detailed in Section 7).
Comment. As noted above and refuted in detail in Appendix 3, claims that the proposed
development meets the objectives of the height standard are unsubstantiated and wrong.
Claims that the proposed development meets the objectives of the B4 Zone are also
addressed in Appendix 3. Further as pointed out in Robyn Conroy’s Review of Heritage
Impact (Appendix 6) this claim is not substantiated because it does not meet the objectives
of LEP 5.10 Heritage Conservation. We also contend that it cannot be substantiated
because it does not meet the general aims and objectives of the LEP 1.2 (2) as examined in
Appendix 2.

10. The proposed development achieves the objects in Section 1.3 of the EPA Act.
Comment: the 4.6 Request cherry picks particular objects (as highlighted below) and
ignores the spirit of the Section 1.3 which includes all of these referenced objects.
(a) to promote the social and economic welfare of the community and a better
environment by the proper management, development and conservation of the State’s
natural and other resources,
Comment: this proposal does not conserve the resource of the HCA and is not in the
interests of the community.
(b) to facilitate ecologically sustainable development by integrating relevant economic,
environmental and social considerations in decision-making about environmental
planning and assessment,
Comment: this proposal does not integrate environmental and social considerations, but is
a quest to maximise investment return at their expense.
(c) a. to promote the orderly and economic use and development of land,
Comment: this proposal does not conserve the resource of the HCA and is not in the
interests of the community. The 4.6 Variation request claims that the proposal satisfies
this object as the site is underutilised commercially. This is nonsense as the corollary is
that all of sites within the HCA with small building footprints are underutilised, yet the
spacious and small-scale nature of the HCA is fundamental to its significance and is
highly valued by the community.
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(d) to promote the delivery and maintenance of affordable housing,
Comment: this proposal actually removes housing within the HCA. At the time of
purchase the cottage was residential and many cottages remain in affordable residential
use. This adds to the vibrancy of the town and is concept endorsed by the Urban Design
Framework.
(e) to protect the environment, including the conservation of threatened and other species
of native animals and plants, ecological communities and their habitats,
Comment: this proposal does not protect the built and natural environment and it took the
LPP to require the retention of the large gum tree at the back of the property. A large
building footprint and large areas of hardstand add to the urban heat island effect and are
generally disastrous to any habitat.
(f) b. to promote the sustainable management of built and cultural heritage (including
Aboriginal cultural heritage)
Comment: the 4.6 Variation Request claims that the cottage is dilapidated and has a
negative effect on the HCA, and that its demolition and replacement is an improvement.
This opinion is not substantiated.
The cottage is not dilapidated. It is currently offered for lease and is in apparent good
condition.
As covered above it is very reasonably arguable that the cottage is contributory. Even if it
were dilapidated would be worthy of restoration, and possible extension.
(g) c. to promote good design and amenity of the built environment,
Comment: the 4.6 Variation Request claims that the proposed development promotes
good design and amenity which is responsive to its setting and context and will not
prejudice the heritage significance of nearby heritage items or the HCA.
As already covered, this opinion is self-serving and unsubstantiated. Non-compliance with
the heritage control of the height and storey limit cannot be argued to be appropriate and
well-considered. Clearly what is proposed is excessively over- height and of a scale that
clearly dominates and is not compatible with adjacent properties, the streetscape or its
cottage-dominated block.
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(h) d. to promote the proper construction and maintenance of buildings, including the
protection of the health and safety of their occupants,
Comment: it is not apparent in what is exhibited that the proposed development complies
with disabled access requirements or fire regulations. It is also of note that the site is
within a high hazard flood area. It is not clear that the proposal does promote protection of
the health and safety of occupants.
What is proposed arguably does not satisfy any of the above objects of the EPA Act.
No Particular Circumstances of the Case (s4.6 (a))
The 4.6 Variation Request (p. 10) goes on to claim that the cited environmental
grounds are not general propositions, and that they are unique circumstances,
particularly the flood affection and heritage constraints of the site.
This is clearly untrue:
 the height standard is long standing and was set in full knowledge of the
heritage and flooding constraints of the HCA
 Any developer in the largely flood-affected HCA, or in other parts of NSW
with similar constraints, could present the same arguments. If they were
accepted the HCA would be lost and the planning controls would be rendered
void.
Conclusion: insufficient environmental planning grounds
We do not find any reasonable environmental grounds for non-compliance with the height
standard, or with any of the objectives of the LEP, particularly those reinforced by LEP
5.10 Heritage conservation.
The objective of LEP 4.6 is to achieve better outcomes from development by allowing
flexibility in particular circumstances.
There is nothing particular about the circumstances of this case, and this has been
determined twice before by the LPP.
What is proposed does not achieve the same planning outcome as compliance would
achieve and would in fact be not only a breach of the letter and intent of the planning
instruments but a breach of faith with the community.
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2. Overdevelopment of the Site (SOFAC Part B (2) pp. 10-12)
The Proposal remains an overdevelopment of excessive height and scale in the HCA and in
relation to adjacent and nearby heritage items
The SOFAC contends that the proposal refused on LPP appeal was an overdevelopment of the
site because of its bulk and scale and excessive maximum height at 47% above the height limit at
its front portion. It also contends that the roof attempts to achieve a greater than two- storey
development by providing for a third level. The consequent excessive height is therefore unable to
achieve the height control standard which reinforces the two-storey limit prescribed in the DCP
(SOFAC (2(g), p. 12).
This current iteration is a maximum of 60% above the height limit over the whole building
footprint and also incorporates a third level.
Logically the proposal before the Court is more of an overdevelopment of the site. The
contentions of the SOFAC that
 the height, bulk and scale result in the development unreasonably dominating the
streetscape and adjoining properties,
 the proposed development fails to establish a bulk and scale that is consistent with the
character, scale and massing of building elements that is sought from the suite of
planning controls applicable to the land,
unequivocally remain valid.
Clearly the roof form accommodates a third level of floor space and consequently is excessive
and unable to achieve the 7m height control prescribed by LEP 4.3. Its excessive and immodest
bulk cannot possibly be demonstrated to relate appropriately to existing adjoining development.
The roof towers above adjoining cottages at approximately twice their building height.
The Camden HCA, which is highly valued by the community, has long been regarded as a unique
asset to be conserved in all council policies and strategies and land within it is subject to
compliance with many planning controls to ensure compatibility of any development.
The HIS makes statements about the compatibility of the proposed overdevelopment in the HCA
and compliance with heritage controls and objectives including those of the DCP. The SOFAC
refers to non-compliance with DCP 2011 whereas the HIS refers to DCP 2019. The objectives
and controls of the earlier and later DCPs are similar and not materially different.
The inconsistency of what is proposed in the HCA and its non-compliance with the LEP and DCP
are addressed in the next section.
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3. Inconsistency with Character of the HCA (SOFAC Part B (3) pp. 12-14)
Council’s SOFAC contends inconsistency with the character of the HCA because
a) the development is inconsistent with the existing character of the HCA and would
have a detrimental impact on the heritage items in the vicinity of the site;
b) the development does not satisfy LEP 5.10 (1) heritage conservation objectives and
5.10(4) on the effect of proposed development on heritage significance;
c) the height, bulk, scale and architectural expression of the development would not be
compatible with the significant characteristics of the conservation area
d) the development is inconsistent with the provisions of the DCP including protection
and conservation of heritage in accordance with the principles of the Burra Charter
and the objectives and controls of the Camden Heritage Conservation Area.
These contentions of the SOFAC remain valid and are supported in detail by Robyn Conroy’s
heritage report (Appendix 6).
The development proposes:
i. demolition of a contributory cottage in the HCA,
ii. non-compliance with LEP 5.10 Heritage conservation,
iii. non-compliance with the DCP and desired future character.
i) Demolition of extant contributory cottage in HCA
As explained in more detail in Appendix 1, the extant cottage is contributory to the HCA
according to the HCA’s heritage listing2. Whilst the HCA listing is referenced in the HIS there is
no attempt to assess the relationship of it with the cottage and explore whether it is contributory.
Its dismissal in the HIS as “undistinguished” misses the point entirely of why the HCA is of
heritage and cultural significance. Despite the numerous iterations for development of the site in
the HCA, no justification has ever been provided for demolition of the cottage.
This omission is contrary to the LEC Planning Principle3 of consideration of the impact of
removing an original heritage element through analysis of the HCA listing. The cottage is not
dilapidated and is advertised for lease.

2
NSW Heritage Camden Town Centre Heritage Conservation Area Available at
https://apps.environment.nsw.gov.au/dpcheritageapp/ViewHeritageItemDetails.aspx?ID=1280090
3
Land and Environment Court Planning Principles: Helou v Strathfield Municipal Council [2006] NSWLEC 66.
Paras. 43-46 Available at https://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/decision/549f84273004262463abec2e
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As set out in Appendix 1 the cottage is clearly contributory and this analysis accords with Ms
Conroy’s assessment that the cottage
…is a substantially intact modest mid-20th century cottage and garden in a part of the HCA that
is characterised by this type of development which is of historical importance to the town of
Camden. HCAs are not collections of individually significant examples of their type. They are
precincts that are important for their collective values. 20 Elizabeth Street makes a solid
contribution to the mid-20th century layer of the historic and aesthetic heritage values of the
HCA and should not be demolished and redeveloped without a comprehensive analysis of
alternatives and why an option that would have retained the evidence of this layer (i.e., adaptive
re-use of the building as seen in many of the former houses in this area including the Items 7 and
9 Mitchell Street) should not be sought. (Appendix 6)

ii) Non-compliance with LEP 5.10 Heritage conservation
The objectives of LEP 5.10 include:
(a) to conserve the environmental heritage of Camden, and
(b) to conserve the heritage significance of heritage items and heritage conservation areas,
including associated fabric, settings and views,
Although the accompanying HIS claims compliance with LEP 5.10 we submit that this claim has
not been justified. Our view is substantiated by Robyn Conroy’s report (cited above; Appendix 6).
In particular, as explained in Appendix 1, the HIS employs deficient methodology, false
arguments and unsubstantiated statements.
The proposed development will not be capable of compliance with LEP 5.10 objectives because:


It is an over-development, of excessive height and scale, as previously addressed.



It will not conserve existing contributory fabric (house and garden) associated with the
traditional pattern of development in the area in the mid-20 century (also see Appendix 3
LEP 1.2 Aim (j)).



Its proximity to similar properties within the HCA contributes to understanding this
pattern of development, with this flood - affected and outlying edge remaining largely
undeveloped for over 100 years. If the cottage was rare or outstanding it should be a
heritage item. Instead, it must be respected as a representative example of the tradition of
development in this part of Camden. Loss of these modest houses and large gardens
through incremental development will contribute to the erosion of the heritage
significance of the HCA.
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The existing open quality of streetscape views and the setting (visual curtilage) of the
items over this area will be largely lost which will irrevocably alter the quality and
contextual heritage value of the Items (i.e., their curtilage) and also the traditional views
associated with the streetscapes of Elizabeth, Mitchell and Edward Streets as important
view lines within the HCA.



The scale, form and siting of the development is not consistent with the historic and
significant pattern of land use in this part of the HCA. The historic pattern of
development is derived from the late Georgian/early Victorian town plan, with its grid of
wide streets and large lots, the depth of which have provided space at the rear for large
trees to grow and long, low view lines over the predominantly single storey cottages and
houses from the other side of the wide streets. The patterns of development have resulted
in wide setbacks on both sides of buildings, and this has allowed open and well-vegetated
streetscape views in which buildings largely play a secondary role. The proposed
development ignores the traditional principles of streetscape rhythms and site planning
that underpin the heritage significance of the HCA.



The issues of setback, scale and bulk of the proposed development; and their impact on the
traditional qualities of streetscapes and views within the HCA will be exacerbated by
uncharacteristic design elements such as
o The oddly jarring and non-traditional rear section clumsily supported over an open
parking area.
o The verandas of the front elevation introduce visual confusion to the streetscape
and should not be considered an ‘interpretation’ of a traditional posted verandah
above a shop in a historic country town.
o The unsympathetic approach of simply extracting isolated building elements from
two quite different heritage listed buildings.
o The “missing tooth” effect of the central driveway.

iii) Non-compliance with LEP Aims of Plan
Clearly the proposal is non-compliant with LEP 5.10 Heritage conservation and LEP 4.3 Height.
All development in the Camden Local Government Area is also required to satisfy all LEP aims
and objectives that are applicable. As we have previously found with the various iterations of this
proposal, this latest version is also not compliant with the overarching Aims of the Plan
(specifically LEP 1.2 (2) a, b, c, d, e, f, h and j). The site of the proposed development within the
HCA and adjacent and within the immediate vicinity of Heritage Items means that satisfying the
heritage and environmental protection aims are equally important to aims of encouraging
development.
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Compliance with the Aims of the Plan is not optional or negotiable. We contend as set out in
Appendix 3, that this proposal is not only non-compliant with specific LEP provisions but also
the very reasons for the LEP.
iv) Non-compliance with DCP and desired future character


DCP analysis: non-compliance

An analysis of non-compliance with DCP 2011 was provided in our submission dated 2 March
2021. This submission addressed essentially the same iteration as that before the Court, which was
exhibited after termination of the s34 conciliation conference.
The HIS addresses DCP 2019 which is materially similar to DCP 2011.
Similarly, under General Heritage Provisions of DCP 2019 (2.16.3) the proposal is clearly not
compliant with its objectives and controls. In particular the proposal does not address that
demolition of part of a heritage place is a last resort after all alternatives for retention have been
investigated and that it is proven to be incapable of repair. This control is consistent with the LEC
Planning Principle as previously referenced.4
Even if the cottage was beyond repair, Design Control 5 requires that new development must be
designed to interpret and complement the general form, bulk, scale, height, architectural detail and
other significant elements of the surrounding heritage place. This proposal is grossly not compliant
with the height and scale of surrounding cottages and would present as an anomaly in the HCA.
An analysis and commentary on claims made in the HIS against the objectives and controls of
DCP 2019 2.16 Camden Heritage Conservation Area is provided in Appendix 4. The proposal is
clearly grossly non-compliant.
Importantly also, the HIS has omitted assessment of heritage impact according to the UDF and
Burra Charter, both of which are adopted by the DCP.

Land and Environment Court Planning Principles: Helou v Strathfield Municipal Council [2006] NSWLEC 66.
Paras. 43-46 Available at https://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/decision/549f84273004262463abec2e

4
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Non-compliance with Camden Town Centre Urban Design Framework (UDF)

Under DCP 5.3 Camden Town Centre Development Controls, at 5.3.2 Camden Heritage
Conservation Area, Control 2 of Heritage and Character states
Development within the B4 Mixed Use zone at Camden must be consistent with the Camden
Town Centre Urban Design Framework (UDF).
The only reference to the UDF in the HIS (p. 37) is to acknowledge development must be
consistent with it and a reference to see the “SEE” which is assumed to be a Statement of
Environmental Effects. We have no access to this SEE, and in any case a SEE usually refers to
the HIS on heritage matters.
The proposed development cannot be argued to be consistent with the findings of the UDF or its
Built Form Principle: Protect and enhance the unique character of Camden’s heritage, it’s
human scale and network of urban fabric ensuring all built form contributes to Camden’s
identity as a rural town (p33).
Non-observance of the Burra Charter
The Burra Charter has long been adopted in Camden’s DCP. The plans are non-compliant with
its principles of conservation including of cultural significance, settings and relationships (Article
8) and adaptive re-use, as well as practice notes on interpretation and new work (Article 22).
The HIS references the principles of the Burra Charter briefly but does not demonstrate how it is
consistent with the Articles of the Charter, in particular Articles 8 (the need to protect and
conserve the setting of the place; 15 (change and the importance of conserving cultural
significance and respecting all aspects of a place’s cultural significance, including fabric of
different periods and associations); 21 (the need to have minimal impact on the cultural values
and significance of the place); and 22 which applies to new work. Article 22 is subject to a
practice note emphasising that work should comply with the Charter as a whole, and not
adversely affect setting, cultural significance or detract from its interpretation and significance.
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Desired Future Character: non-compliance

The DCP and UDF describe its current and desired future character. Non-compliance with them
erodes what is highly valued by the Camden community and Australians more generally.
Camden Council have voted to pursue investigation into its state and national listings.
Most recently the need to conserve the unique rural history and character of the town has again
been expressed in the Camden Local Strategic Plan in alignment with the District Plan of the
Greater Sydney Commission, which acknowledges Camden as a heritage town and its rural
character.
The character of the 1840 Camden town, a private town founded by the Macarthur family and its
connection to the Australia’s European settlement and history are well known and highly valued.
No one wants to see it compromised.
The heritage and cultural significance of the HCA are well documented and continue to be the
subject of research. Academic works, its heritage listing, the DCP, UDF and numerous other
studies commissioned by Council attest to its unique significance and its heritage value.
The desired future character of the HCA is not negotiable as seemingly suggested by the HIS
and the persistence shown by this proposal to obviate the very deliberate planning protections
that ensure its conservation. There has been no change in thinking as suggested and there is
every evidence that the appetite for heritage protection has grown in the wake of the fasttracked development of the South West Growth Sector and advent of Badgerys Creek airport,
which increase the value of the town and its agricultural history as a tourist destination.
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4. Community request
We on behalf of the community, sincerely request that this proposal be refused.
As evident in Appendix 5, the number of iteration and objections on the overdevelopment of this
site are many.
Council’s formalised pre-DA advice (PREDA/2017/138/1; dated 12 February 2018) as referenced
in the Statement of Environmental Effects dated May 2018 submitted with the first iteration of the
proposal stated:
Height
A review of the submitted plans indicates the proposed 10.5m height limit is in excess of the 7m height
limit as per Clause 4.3 of Camden Local Environmental Plan 2010.
Building height discussion was provided referencing previously approved development in the local vicinity
and flood requirements; however, these developments were determined prior to the current LEP 2010
coming into effect and a brief review of recent approvals does not indicate Council’s support of such a
variation.
Based on the plan as submitted, Council considers the development is inconsistent with the objectives of
the height control and will be out of character with the locality and the development form envisaged for
this locality.
Further, it should be noted the significant variation of a development standard would require
determination by the Independent Hearing and Assessment Panel (IHAP).
Heritage Officer Advice
The proposed 3 storey commercial building would not be supported due to prevailing heritage controls. In
addition to the 7m HOB control the following controls are outlined in Part B of the CDCP
B3.1.2 Camden Heritage Conservation Areas
8. Existing cottage dominated streetscapes shall be retained and complemented with compatible
extensions/additions and new developments.
9. A two storey height limit shall prevail except for significant architectural features incorporated in the
design of buildings in significant locations.
10. Large built forms in cottage dominated precincts shall be avoided through the use of various roof
forms and pitches, wall openings and recesses, materials, recessive colours and landscaping.
11. The development of the flood affected fringes of the town shall not compromise the prevailing
character.
I note that the applicant has requested a height variation of 3.5m to be considered. This height increase is
not appropriate to the scale of residential development in the vicinity and would have a negative impact on
the adjacent heritage items. Also, due to the prevailing heritage controls the concept sketch would be
considered an overdevelopment of the site, given that it is located in a cottage dominated streetscape of
the conservation area.
I also note that the proposed development would also involve the demolition of all extant structures and
removal of all trees. The dwelling and shed at the site can be considered to contribute to the significance
of the streetscape in the vicinity of the adjacent heritage items and the conservation area. Any
development on the site must seek to maintain the scale of development evident in the vicinity of Elizabeth
Street. As the site is not individually listed, demolition could be supported, however a photographic
archival of the site will be required, prior to demolition. Any future development will need to demonstrate
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a sympathetic character, scale, form, materials, colours and detailing to the significance of the
conservation area and heritage items in the vicinity.

Given this advice, which the community fully endorses as it requires compliance with the LEP
and DCP (which reflect community views on conservation of our unique and remarkable
heritage), the applicant has persistently chosen to defy it. This seemingly vexatious proposal
has plagued the community for over three years and from the community’s perspective makes a
mockery of the planning system. Appendix 7 evidences the number of iterations and the
repeated community objections to them. We submit that tying up Council and community time
and resources with grossly non-compliant plans is not in the public interest.
The community deserves to have faith in the planning instruments. We must be able to rely on
them for our own housing, business and investment decisions.
The maximum height exceedance with this latest iteration at 4.2m is even greater than the 3.5m
as first proposed. It is beyond our comprehension that consent orders have been issued. Please
do not allow them.
If approved it would send a signal to developers to be persistent despite the rules. Developers
would be encouraged to try their luck in this small rural oasis of greater Sydney where land is
cheaper because of flooding and heritage constraints. This would be a loss to the greater good,
which is yet another reason why this proposal is not in the public interest.
Yours sincerely

Glenda Davis
President
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APPENDIX 1
Deficiencies of Heritage Impact Statement (March 2021)
Methodology
We note the description of the methodology of the Heritage Impact Statement (HIS).
Whilst it refers to relying on guidelines set out in NSW OEH Statements of Heritage Impact1,
the HIS does not systematically address questions on new development within a conservation
area and adjacent to heritage items. The HIS offers opinions but does not analytically
substantiate, for example, answers to these questions
• Why is the new development required to be adjacent to a heritage item?
• Is the new development sympathetic to the heritage item? In what way (e.g., form, siting,
proportions, design)?
• Will the additions visually dominate the heritage item? How has this been minimised?
The methodology does not reference to Design in Context: Guidelines for Infill Development
in the Historic Environment2 which sets out design criteria and a check list for Assessing New
Development in an Historic Context (p.15).
For instance, scale is an important element of the design assessment and this guideline states:
Infill design should recognise the predominant scale (height, bulk, density, grain) of the setting
and then respond sympathetically. The impact of an inappropriately scaled building cannot be
compensated for by building form, design or detailing. The grain, or pattern of arrangement
and size of buildings in a precinct or conservation area, can be an important part of its
character. The subdivision patterns and layouts of the streets provide the predominant scale
and rhythm of building frontages
Also, the principles of the Burra Charter are referenced in the description of the methodology
but not addressed specifically.
Under Article 15 Change, contributions of all aspects of cultural significance must be respected,
including fabric, uses, associations or meanings of different periods, and that to emphasise or
interpret one period or aspect at the expense of another can only be justified when what is left
out, removed or diminished is of slight cultural significance. The HIS makes the
unsubstantiated judgment that the cottage is of no cultural significance, and that to replace it
with a modern edifice of much greater scale enhances cultural significance. According the HCA
listing, as addressed below, the cottage is intrinsic to the history and character of the HCA and
is culturally significant.

NSW Department of Planning Statements of Heritage Impact Available at
https://www.heritage.nsw.gov.au/assets/Uploads/a-z-publications/s-u/Statements-of-Heritage-Impact.pdf
2
NSW Heritage Office Design in Context: Guidelines for Infill Development in the Historic Environment
Available at https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/-/media/OEH/Corporate-Site/Documents/Heritage/design-incontext-guidelines-for-infill-development-historic-environment.pdf
1

1

According to Article 22 New Work Practice Note3, work should comply with the Charter as a
whole, and

 Not adversely affect the setting of the place (Article 8)
 Have minimal impact on the cultural significance of the place (Article 21.1)
 Not distort or obscure the cultural significance of the place, or detract from its interpretation

and appreciation (Article 22.1)
 Respect and have minimal impact on the cultural significance of the place (Article 22.2).

The HIS does not address the cultural significance of the HCA as set out in its heritage listing
and fails to demonstrate consistency with these Burra Charter principles.
It is concerning that the methodology and the HIS itself does not reference the Camden Town
Centre Urban Design Framework (UDF).
This is a major omission as the DCP (5.3.3) states Development within the B4 Mixed Use zone
at Camden must be consistent with the Camden Town Centre Urban Design Framework.
This is the latest Council study that documents the existing character of the 1840 town and
reiterates its desired future character. Conservation of the fine grain and human scale of the
HCA is repeatedly referenced and the built form principle is unequivocal:
Built Form Place Principle: Protect and enhance the unique character of Camden’s heritage,
it’s human scale and network of urban fabric ensuring all built form contributes to Camden’s
identity as a rural town (p33).
What is proposed is far from “rural” and does nothing to contribute, and is arguably detrimental,
to Camden’s unique and highly valued identity.
Contributory extant cottage
No reasonable argument that the cottage cannot be re-used has been provided, nor justification
for its demolition. This important aspect of the proposal is barely addressed except to conclude
that in itself it is undistinguished and to offer the opinion
P. 24 We consider that the current house on the property is a non-contributory element in
the conservation area….
Assessment of the cottage as not sufficiently meeting the criteria for heritage listing in its own
right is not the same as being non-contributory to the HCA. As set out in LEC Planning
Principle4 on contributory items, the starting point for determining what contribution the item
makes is the Statement of Significance of the conservation area5.

Australia ICOMOS Practice Note Burra Charter Article 22 — New Work Available at
https://australia.icomos.org/wp-content/uploads/Practice-Note_Burra-Charter-Article-22-New-Work.pdf
4
Land and Environment Court Planning Principles: Helou v Strathfield Municipal Council [2006] NSWLEC 66.
Paras. 43-46 Available at https://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/decision/549f84273004262463abec2e
5
NSW Heritage Camden Town Centre Heritage Conservation Area Available at
https://apps.environment.nsw.gov.au/dpcheritageapp/ViewHeritageItemDetails.aspx?ID=1280090
3
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Questions posed in the Planning Principle are easy to answer: the building is not structurally
unsafe and the costs of restoration are not prohibitive.
Whilst the HCA listing is referenced in the HIS there is no attempt to assess the relationship of
it with the cottage and explore whether it is contributory.
What is clear in the Statement of Significance of the HCA listing is that the township is not
renowned for being homogenous, which the HIS wrongly implies is relevant. Implications in
the HIS that the north eastern Area 8 is somehow up for redevelopment because it is eclectic
and non-homogenous is clearly wrong. The town is significant partly because of its nonhomogenous nature. Its character reflects its long history as a country town and provides a
window into Australia’s agricultural and social history. It is noted as historically significant for
many reasons, including as a useful case study of Australian social history.
The HCA listing states that its many built forms, cultural landscape, features and township
layout contribute to its character which is held in high esteem. It describes the eclectic smallscale nature of the town, combined with its visually detached built forms screened by exotic
and native vegetation, all spreading up to St John’s church and spire, as providing a setting of
rare and high quality (semi) rural character. Its significance is also related to
 A substantially good level of integrity of relatively intact remnant building stock from
c1841 to mid-20th century
 the place of “rural towns” in the spread of Sydney residential areas.
 the existence of well-known urban families who contributed to the life of Camden over
several generations
Whilst the history of the cottage itself has been covered in some detail in the HIS, discounting
it as non-contributory is unsubstantiated. Such an opinion is contradictory to statements in the
HCA listing, and cannot be accepted as there is no due analysis as to why residential elements,
including those that represent the early post-war era of building shortages and social and
economic recovery such as represented by this cottage, are not contributory.
It is contributory because it:
 is mid-20th century
 is intact building stock
 reflects the economic, social and cultural conditions of that time
 is small scale
 is visually detached
 is one of many cottages in the cottage dominated block within Area 8
 is residential and reflective of Camden as a rural town
 is associated with a well-known family who owned various lots in the north eastern
section of the town and were involved in its further subdivision.
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False arguments
There is no analysis in the HIS that justifies that what is proposed will not be materially affect
the HCA or heritage items, and indeed it wrongly suggests that such change is expected and
welcomed. Conservation areas by definition are to be conserved, not transformed into
something else. This principle is evident and reinforced in many council policies and strategies,
including the DCP, UDF and Local Strategic Planning Statement, a key principle of which is
that heritage values are to be preserved and reinforced.
Concerningly the HIS states
P. 24 It is clear that the scale and character of the historic built form in the area has changed
considerably over time and will continue to change.
The evidence presented in an attempt to support this claim is essentially incorrect. The HCA
was legislated in 2010. There has been nothing approved or built since then on an original
residential housing lot that exceeds the height limit to the extent proposed nor of the scale
proposed. Reference to development on the Camden High School site is spurious as this site
was a special case being contaminated and owned by the state government, as well as being
approved prior to legislation of the HCA. Rather than being an argument for approval of this
proposal, it is a very good reason not to allow anything else of excessive height and scale. It
was also noted in the council report6 (p. 13) of approval of the seniors and aged care housing
that Council should note that support of this particular development does not create a precedent.
It is wrong to now refer to this development as a reason to allow what is proposed.
The historic built form will not “continue to change” if the planning instruments are observed.
The Burra Charter takes a cautious approach to change: do as much as necessary to care for
the place and to make it useable, but otherwise change it as little as possible so that its cultural
significance is retained.
Very concerning also are these unsubstantiated statements.
P. 30 The area has been identified as an area for growth
Comment: There is no evidence in any planning instrument that the area is identified for
growth. On the contrary the HCA is referenced repeatedly as an area to be protected in council
policy and strategy, as well as in the LEP and DCP. DCP (2.16.4) Control 8 states Existing
cottage dominated streetscapes must be retained, new development such as
extensions/additions should be compatible with the existing streetscape.

Camden Council Report submitted to the Ordinary Council Meeting held on 08 September 2009 ORD04 Mixed
Residential / Commercial Development at no 2 (Lot 1 Dp 806544) John Street, Camden Available at
https://www.camden.nsw.gov.au/assets/pdfs/Development/Development-Information/Camden-High-School-SiteCouncil-report-and-resolution-from-the-Ordinary-Council-meeting-of-8-September-2009.pdf
6
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P. 31 The proposed development is outside of the more historic section of the conservation
area ….
This statement is a surprising value judgement that is inconsistent with the HCA listing and
the concept of cultural significance. Cultural significance is defined in the Burra Charter as
meaning aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual value for past, present or future
generations and is embodied in the place itself, its fabric, setting, use, associations, meanings,
records, related places and related objects. The HCA encompasses the 1836 private town
plan of the sons of John and Elizabeth Macarthur and SG Sir Thomas Mitchell (which is
evident in the street names). To infer that cultural significance is necessarily increased as a
function of the age of the building stock is clearly wrong.
P. 25 A well-mannered, two storey, contemporary building is not out of context.
Claiming that the building is two-storey clearly serves the applicant, but is misleading. There
are three levels, not two and the height of the proposed building is at least of three storeys.

-------------------As noted in the HCA listing, the history of the town has long been subject to research and its
heritage value is very well documented. It continues to attract researchers due to its special
place in Australia’s history of European settlement.
There is no scope in this HIS or in any development proposal to redefine the cultural
significance of the town by assertion. To identify a part of it as an area for growth or as
somehow unworthy of conservation is nonsense.
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APPENDIX 2 Objectives of CLEP 4.3 Height standard and B4 Zone
Analysis of and comments on Variation Request CLEP Clauses 4.6 (3)(a) and 4.6 (4)(a)(ii)
Extracts from Applicant’s written request for Comment
CLEP 4.6 (3)(a)
variation 3 March 2021.

CLEP 4.6 (3) (a)
that compliance with the
development standard is
unreasonable or unnecessary in the
circumstances of the case
CLEP 4.3 Height of buildings
Objective (a) to ensure that
buildings are compatible with the
height, bulk and scale of the
existing and desired future
character of the locality

The Request has not demonstrated that compliance with the development
standard is unreasonable or unnecessary in the circumstances of the case,
as explained in our submission and in more detail in the following
comments.
The variation to the height of buildings
development standard is limited to the
pitched elements of the proposed roof. (p.11)

The height of buildings measure always includes the roof. It is noted that
the pitched roof accommodates an extra floor level. Buildings in the HCA
are limited to two-storey. What is proposed is not compatible.

These variations are considered to be
necessary to ensure that the proposed
development provides a form and design
that is compatible with other historical
building typologies in the locality. (p.11)

The form and design serve the accommodation of a third level. A pitched
roof can be accommodated on a building of two levels.

The burden of insisting on strict compliance
would result in the removal of the pitched
roof and additional commercial floor space
located in the roof, which would be an
unreasonable and unnecessary planning
outcome given the nature of the noncompliance and the location of the site within
Camden Town Centre. (p.12)

If additional commercial floor space was a required outcome of the
investment project, the applicants should have purchased elsewhere. The
heritage and flooding constraints of Camden’s HCA are common
knowledge and well understood.
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CLEP 4.6 (3)(a) cont.
that compliance with the
development standard is
unreasonable or unnecessary in the
circumstances of the case

Extracts from Applicant’s written request for
variation 3 March 2021.

Comment

The proposed development will not
appear excessive in scale when viewed from
Elizabeth or Mitchell Streets and will be
consistent with the scale of other
recently approved developments in the
locality. (p. 12)

As explained elsewhere, this statement is an opinion and not supported by
factual analysis. It is in fact self-evident that what is proposed is of a
height and scale that far exceeds the building stock of heritage listed items
and the HCA generally. There are no recently approved developments of
similar scale.
What is proposed is not compatible. Montages of impact from different
views are not provided. No new Heritage Impact Statement is provided
although this iteration is quite different and the site is located in adjacent
to or in close proximity of listed heritage items and within Camden’s
HCA.

The building will replace an existing
dilapidated building that has reached the end
of its economic life and has a negative impact
on the visual quality of the streetscape and
heritage conservation area. (p. 12)

This is an unsupported opinion. The HCA is mainly comprised of dated
building stock. Adaptive re-use of HCA buildings is clearly evident.
There has never been any suggestion and no proof has been presented
that the cottage in question, or indeed any of the buildings in the HCA
have reached the end of their economic life. On the contrary, it is
reasonable to assume that their economic value increases with time.
Buildings and cottages of the 1950s and older throughout the HCA are
in full and productive use.
Like all the fabric of the HCA, the extant cottage is not at the end of its
economic life. It is contributory to the pattern of development and
interpretation of the cultural and social history of Camden and
representative of early post-war development. It does not appear to be
particularly dilapidated, and in any case is easily restored.
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CLEP 4.6 (3)(a) cont.
that compliance with the
development standard is
unreasonable or unnecessary in the
circumstances of the case

CLEP 4.3 Height of buildings
Objective (b) to minimise the
visual impact, disruption of
views, loss of privacy and loss of
solar access to existing
development,

Extracts from Applicant’s written request
for variation 3 March 2021.

Comment

The roof design and substantial setback
to the rear boundary ensures that the
visual impact of the proposed
development sits comfortably within the
HCA and minimises any impact on
surrounding properties or views from
public spaces. (p. 12)

The visual impact is significant as the height and scale of what is
proposed, compared to existing development, is much greater and in
fact would dwarf its neighbours. It does not fit comfortably in the
HCA for the very reasons it is non-compliant with the planning
instruments

The non-compliant height will not
compromise the use and enjoyment of
neighbouring properties in terms of
privacy or daylight access.

No evidence is presented for the claim that the non-compliant
height will not compromise the use and enjoyment of neighbouring
properties in terms of privacy or daylight access.

In relation to solar access, the proposed
building will result in additional shadow
impacts that could be reasonably
anticipated as part of redeveloping the
site, given its size and orientation.
(p. 13)

We note that the proposed building is around twice as high as
its neighbours, which certainly raises questions of both
privacy and solar access. The loss of privacy to 18 Elizabeth
Street and properties in Mitchell Street and any loss of solar access
especially to the south is not addressed in any available
documentation. The plans also show non-existent trees,
presumably to indicate more privacy and screening of the
overdevelopment.
No shadow diagrams are provided. It is admitted (p.12) that the
proposed building will result in additional shadow impacts that
could be reasonably anticipated as part of redeveloping the site,
given its size and orientation.
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CLEP 4.6 (3)(a) cont.
that compliance with the development
standard is unreasonable or
unnecessary in the circumstances of the
case

Objective (b) to minimise the
visual impact, disruption of
views, loss of privacy and loss of
solar access to existing
development,

Extracts from Applicant’s written request
for variation 3 March 2021.

Comment

In terms of view loss, the proposed
variation will not result in any loss of
views or outlook given that no significant
views are provided across or through the
site. (p. 13)

The spatial characteristics of the HCA, its country town form and
development pattern are significant and fundamental to its heritage
value. The impact of the height and bulk on the setting and curtilage
of adjacent heritage items is unacceptable. The proposed building
will be clearly visible from Elizabeth, Mitchell and Edward Streets.
These streetscapes and associated views are intrinsic to the
significance of the HCA.
It is also very concerning that there has been no
acknowledgment of the impact on adjacent heritage listed
cottages in Mitchell Street. The impact is much greater
than claimed in the 4.6 request

The proposed development will enhance
the activation at street level along
Elizabeth Street through the
incorporation of a ground floor café
(p. 13)

The proposed developed is within the B4 zone, an objective of
which is not to detract from the viability of the main street in the B2
zone.
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CLEP 4.6 (3)(a)
CLEP 4.3 Height of buildings
Objective (c) to minimise the
adverse impact of development
on heritage conservation areas
and heritage items.

Extracts from Applicant’s written request
for variation 3 March 2021.
The proposed roof design for the rear
portion of the building combined with the
significant setback to the rear boundary
and implementation of landscaping
within the green zone ensures that the
building sits comfortably within the HCA
and that the impact of the proposed
development on the HCA and heritage
items provides for a positive contribution
to the locality and does not adversely
impact the significance. (p.13)
The proposed development has been
carefully designed following numerous
amendments during the assessment
process. (p.13)

Comment
As covered elsewhere this is an opinion that is not evidenced. The
removal of a contributory cottage and infill with a building of a
height and scale that far exceeds the adjacent cottages, including
heritage listed items and the cottage dominated character of the
vicinity cannot be justified as minimising adverse impact, and
inarguably would make a negative, not positive, contribution.

What is now proposed remains grossly non-compliant. The common
thread throughout these numerous iterations is that the height
exceedance and number of floor levels has been non-compliant with
the LEP and DCP, which clearly set out the planning rules.
Planning certainty is important to everyone, residents, business and
developers. It is not reasonable to tie up resources with numerous
attempts to break the rules and then claim it as a justification.
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CLEP 4.6 (4)(a)(ii)

Extracts from Applicant’s written request
for variation 3 March 2021

Clause 4.6 (4)(a)(ii) the
proposed development will be in
the public interest because it is
consistent with the objectives of
the Height standard and the
objectives of the B4 zone
CLEP 2.3 B4 Mixed Use zone
objectives
To provide a mixture of
compatible land uses.

As commented above the proposed development is not consistent
with CLEP 4.3 Height of buildings standard, and is therefore not in
the public interest.

As commented below the proposed development does not provide
compelling arguments that it satisfies the objectives of the B4 zone
This site provides a unique opportunity to
contribute to …commercial viability of
Camden
…where there is an identified shortfall of
such space. (p. 13)

To integrate suitable business,
office, residential, retail and
other development in accessible
locations so as to maximise
public transport patronage and
encourage walking and cycling.

Comment



excellent access to public
transport



promote the use of active
transport for future occupants
and patrons.
(p.14)

There is no evidence that this is a unique opportunity
No identifiable shortfall has been demonstrated. This claim can
easily be refuted by a search of available space and by observation
of empty premises. Population growth is to the north and east of the
LGA, and Camden Town Centre has no apparent shortage of office
space.
Camden town centre does not have excellent access to public
transport. This claim is not evidenced. This development would
encourage use of private cars, not public transport patronage.

It is not explained how the site would encourage walking and
cycling (active transport), particularly as initial access to the town is
most often by car.
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CLEP 4.6 (4) (a)(ii) cont.
CLEP 2.3 B4 Mixed Use zone
objectives cont.
To minimise conflict between
land uses within the zone and
land uses within adjoining
zones.

Extracts from Applicant’s written request
for variation 3 March 2021

Comment

The proposed development is located
within a short distance of the B2 Local
Centre zone, and to the RU1 Primary
Production zone. The range of uses that
are permissible within the B4 Mixed Use
zone are generally not considered to
be in conflict with that provided within
the nearby zones. It is unlikely that the
proposal will result in any negative
impacts to other land uses surrounding
the subject site or within adjoining zones
(p.14)

There will be negative impacts on other land uses. What is proposed
makes a mockery of the sensitive adaptive re-use of cottages. It
conflicts with the rural character of the HCA and is inconsistent
with the nearby town farm, equestrian centre and livestock sale
yards and other rural elements of the town. It is non-compliant with
the LEP, DCP and Built Form Principle of the UDF which describe
Camden’s character and Desired Future Character.
The objectives of the zone are generic in the LGA and NSW and
must also be considered in relation to LEP 5.10 Heritage
Conservation, legislated status of the HCA and Camden’s DCP and
UDF. Non-compliance with these statutory instruments has been
covered throughout this submission, and as referenced by the LPP
and in Council’s SOFAC. Land uses in the HCA often rely on the
point of difference of its unique character and special attractiveness.
Conflict is inevitable if contributory cottages are replaced with
grossly over-height and over-scale constructions that are irrelevant
and consequently destructive to the history and rural sense of place
of the HCA.
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CLEP 4.6 (4) (a)(ii) cont.

Extracts from Applicant’s written request
for variation 3 March 2021

Comment

The proposed development is not of a
scale that will undermine the viability of
existing commercial uses in the B2 Zone
and will in fact contribute to the viability
and vitality of Camden Town Centre as a
commercial centre in the region. (p.14)

The scale of the development is observably as large or greater than
provided by extant building stock in the B2 local centre zone. The
provision of another café does not support the many cafes that
already exist in the local centre. There are already many cafes in
close proximity and this proposed café will not complement them
but detract from their trade. Most banks have moved out of
Camden, as have many larger organisations and businesses because
the centre of population has moved to the north and South West
Growth sector. Extra floor space will not complement what already
exists, but compete with it.

CLEP 2.3 B4 Mixed Use zone
objectives cont.
To encourage development that
supports or complements the
primary office and retail
functions of the local centre
zone.

It is claimed that there is no conflict of uses (p. 14). This is clearly
wrong. There is major conflict between use of cottages for
residential and adaptive re-use for business purposes and use of a
three-level new overdevelopment of a dwelling site. This proposal
makes a mockery of the restoration efforts of cottage owners and
the business models and plans of businesses which are happily
using the cottages and capitalising on the attractive point of
difference that they provide.
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APPENDIX 3
Non-compliance with LEP Aims of Plan
(LEP 1.2 (2) a, b, c, d, e, f, h and j)
All development in the Camden Local Government Area is required to satisfy all of the aims and
objectives of the Camden LEP that are applicable. Relevant objectives are set out below with
commentary as to how this proposal does not comply with them. As the proposal is within
Camden HCA and adjacent to and in close vicinity to heritage items the environmental aims are
equally important to any aims associated with encouraging development, for which there is
ample opportunity outside the heritage area within the municipality.
LEP 1.2
(2) (a) to ensure Camden retains its valued traditional qualities, character and scenic
landscapes while providing for sustainable urban growth,
Comment: The development as proposed is not capable of compliance with this objective.
The traditional qualities of Camden village are embodied in its historic patterns of
subdivision and development. The north-eastern sector of the original 1840 village (within
which both the proposed commercial building and the heritage items are located) have
historically and traditionally been the location of small-scale residential and small business
development which has serviced the needs of the local village and rural communities. The
value of these traditional qualities, character and scenic landscapes (in the case of the village,
the cultural landscape and its embodied views) are evidenced clearly by the designation of
the village of Camden as a significant Heritage Conservation Area.
The proposed development does not respect the traditional qualities or character of the
historic township of Camden. It will be an excessively over-height, bulky and aesthetically
incoherent office building that is incompatible with the character of the old rural village and
its scenic qualities as embodied by its urban form, fabric and streetscape rhythms.
Commercial office buildings such as that proposed are not a traditional part of the northeastern corner of Camden. The documentation submitted with the application attempts to
justify it on the basis of questionable precedents that are highly unsympathetic in terms of
the traditional qualities, character and views. This is not a sustainable argument, particularly
in the context of these Aims.
Approval based on unsympathetic precedent leads rapidly to the erosion of the integrity of
both the HCA and significant heritage items in the vicinity and should not in any
circumstances be supported by Council, especially given the legislated status of the HCA
since 2010, the provisions of the DCP and how conservation of the special and unique
character of Camden is embedded in Council’s documented strategies.
Development that provides urban growth without ensuring that the valued traditional
qualities, character and scenic landscapes of the historic township of Camden are protected
cannot be considered to satisfy this primary Aim of the LEP. This aspect of the proposal’s
non-compliance is also covered by LEP 5.10 Heritage Conservation.
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(b) to ensure that new communities are planned and developed in an orderly, integrated
and sustainable manner and contribute to the social, environmental and economic
sustainability of Camden,
Comment: The proposed development will not be an example of orderly or integrated
development. It is significantly non-compliant with Council’s adopted controls and is
evidently informed by development expectation.
The development will have a demonstrable adverse impact on the socio-cultural,
environmental and economic sustainability of Camden, and in particular the historic
Camden township. Socio/cultural values include the long-established recognition of the
unique historical, aesthetic and associational significance of the township by the wider
community as evidenced by the making of the HCA after a long process of consultation and
deliberation and by the listing of Heritage Items in recognition of their additional heritage
values.
The proposed development will not contribute to the social sustainability of Camden. It will
read as a poorly resolved, over-scaled and aesthetically confusing office building inserted
into, not sympathetically integrated with, the traditional streetscape of the HCA.
It will also not satisfy the required aim to contribute to the environmental sustainability of
Camden. It is to be located within an area subject to significant flood risk and will impact on
the natural water flows of surrounding land. It will also result in significant environmental
impacts in terms of overshadowing of adjacent properties.
Loss of environmental quality in the private open spaces including that of heritage items will
be likely to impact on the future economic sustainability and market attractiveness of these
properties. Sensitive and low-impact adaptive re-uses of historic fabric will be compromised
by the loss of amenity and historic character of the setting of the Heritage Items.
(c) to ensure natural assets within Camden are protected and enhanced,
Comment: The proposed development will not protect or enhance the natural assets
within the Camden HCA.
Natural assets are not limited to bushland; they include cultural landscapes, i.e., the
contribution that gardens and vegetation make to the streetscape qualities and heritage values
of the HCA. The traditional gardens in this part of the HCA are characterised by mature
native and introduced trees set at the rear of the lots that not only provide a high-quality
backdrop to streetscape views, they also are highly likely to provide corridors for birds and
native animals.
The development includes the loss of a substantial garden area to building and parking. The
amount and distribution of unbuilt-upon land proposed around the development is grossly
inadequate in the context of its historically and aesthetically sensitive setting and will harm
the natural assets on adjoining properties, including the heritage items along Mitchell Street.
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(d) to minimise the impact on existing and future communities of natural hazards such
as bush fires and flooding,
Comment: The proposed development will not minimise the impact of flooding on other
properties, including the adjacent heritage items at 1, 7 and 9 Mitchell Street. It will therefore
not satisfy this Aim of the LEP.
We note that there is no Flood Impact Report submitted with this latest iteration, and assume
it relies on reports relating to earlier iterations which are different.
This latest iteration will alter natural water flows around the site and over the adjoining
gardens by significantly reducing porous surfaces on the site. However, it is also noted in the
4.6 variation request as a reason for seeking very significant variation from the height
standard. The contributory cottage on site, which could be re-used, is a better solution and
one that is evidently the usual choice in the flood-affected area.
It is noted that the anticipated flood in this area is very significant and that the non-compliant
height of the proposed building is to protect its occupants from impacts. This protection of
a non-existing community will however come at the expense of community resources and
the existing community of surrounding residents.
(e) to ensure that appropriate housing opportunities are provided for all existing and
future residents of Camden at all stages of their lives,
Comment: One of the most important urban design typologies that characterise the
historical built environment of Camden is the provision of modestly scaled and simply
designed houses set on large lots. These are increasingly rare in this part of the HCA but
such properties continue to provide appropriately scaled housing opportunity for families
with children, the largest demographic group in the LGA.
The proposed development will result in the permanent loss of housing stock on this site.
We note the recommendation of the Camden Town Centre Urban Design Framework (p. 79)
that dwellings be made a permitted use within the town’s zones thus allowing cottages,
heritage listed or not, that have already been adapted for commercial use to revert to
residential use. Unlike the sensitive adaptation of the cottages at 7 and 9 Mitchell Street for
commercial use which have retained the potential for reversal and reinstatement of
residential occupation, the proposed development will not be capable of providing housing
for any existing or future resident of Camden.
The loss of housing on the site will be contrary to this Aim.
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(f) to ensure that the economic, employment and educational needs of all existing and
future residents of Camden are appropriately planned for,
Comment: The development as proposed will provide economic and employment
opportunities for the developer and eventual building owner and occupants, but in the context
of the economic needs of the owners of the adjacent Heritage Items, their economic and
employment needs will be threatened.
The Items at 7 and 9 Mitchell Street are already in commercial use, with the tenants
having been attracted to the special heritage qualities of the cottages and their traditional
setting. Loss of this setting, particularly if the requested non-compliance with the planning
controls is supported, will also impact on the economic and employment potential of these
two Items.
The economic needs of the owners of Nepean House also need to be considered under this
Aim. They are residents of the Item and have sacrificed the development potential of their
aggregated site in order to provide a historically appropriate setting for the House.
Development of the scale and form proposed does not represent ‘appropriate planning’ for the
existing and future economic, employment and educational needs of the surrounding
residents, both existing and future.
(h) to ensure that the recreation, cultural and social needs of all existing and future
residents of Camden are appropriately planned for,
Comment: The proposed development will not achieve this Aim.
The cultural and social needs of the existing and future residents of Camden include the need
to ensure that the historic values and significance of the Camden township can continue to
be protected, conserved and able to be appreciated. This is not achieved by the retention
of isolated heritage items in streetscapes of over-scaled commercial buildings. It is
achieved by retaining the evidence of historic settlement, including mid-20th century cottage
streetscapes, and encouraging adaptive re-use that respond to contemporary needs, whether
residential or commercial. Such an approach does not preclude some additional development
on the site, but it is critical for the ongoing interpretation of the HCA that this is sensitive to
the heritage values of the area.
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(j) to conserve and enhance the built and landscape heritage of Camden.
The proposed development will not conserve or enhance the built and landscape heritage of
Camden’s HCA nor that of the Heritage Items in its vicinity. The degree of non-compliance
is significant.
It will result in the demolition of a contributory, traditional mid-20th century cottage and
garden (including traditional outbuildings) within the HCA. This cottage may not be
individually notable (and hence is not a heritage item in itself). It, and the similar cottages
along Elizabeth and Edward Streets in particular, are however representative examples of the
morphological development of Camden, and provide evidence of the relatively slow take-up
of land in this outlying and flood-prone corner. It needs to be valued in this context as an
intact c.70-year-old cottage and setting that contributes to a valid and important layer of the
HCA’s development, not dismissed as a nondescript mid-20thC cottage in a Victorian town.
The building could be conserved and adapted (even sympathetically extended) for
contemporary needs whilst respecting its contribution to the heritage values of the HCA.
The insertion of a grossly over-scaled and aesthetically challenging commercial building in
an area historically dominated by small-scale residential and modest rural/service businesses
will damage the traditional streetscape quality and substantially intact evidence of historic
patterns of development that make a significant contribution to the heritage values of the
HCA.
The aesthetically significant low, open character of this part of the HCA as representative of
Camden as a traditional rural town is evidenced in part by the streetscape views over the
block. These extend from the wide streets (sufficient to allow that traditional marker of a
country town, angled street parking) and over the modestly scaled buildings to the mature
canopy trees along the boundary lines which define the skyline.
One particularly important aesthetic and historic manifestation of the heritage values of any
HCA is its streetscape rhythms. The rhythm in this edge area is characterised by a high level
of visual and physical permeability – a result of the width of the blocks and modestly scaled
buildings set well back from their boundaries, allowing the gardens and trees to dominate.
The proposed development will be three stories in height (11.2m), very significantly higher
than the building stock of this cottage dominated area and its scale and bulk will present as
an incoherent block of development.
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APPENDIX 4 Non-compliance with DCP: Camden Heritage Conservation Area
Camden DCP 2.16 Camden HCA

HIS statement of compliance

Comment

Objectives
Retain the unique heritage
significance of Camden town,
recognising it as a rare and
distinctive area;

The development is a g o o d fit into
the conservation area and draws on
historic precedent for its style, form
and detail

The HCA listing refers to it as small scale with residential elements
consistent with its rural town history. What is proposed is overheight and of large scale within its contextual setting. Also, what is
proposed is not consistent with the built form principle of the UDF
which this DCP adopts. A large commercial building on a
residential building site Is is not a good fit. Retention of the town’s
unique significance requires retention of the cottage.

(b)

Retain and promote evidence of the
historical development of the town
and enable interpretation of that
historical
development;

DOES NOT COMPLY
There is no deliberate ongoing and more intense development of this
The development is part of the section of the town. This claim is self-serving and not substantiated
ongoing
and
more
intense with any reference to the planning instruments and heritage listing.
development of the north eastern
section of the HCA
DOES NOT COMPLY

(c)

Retain the cohesive character
particularly evident in the scale of
development in each street;

The scale and character of the This proposed development is not of similar or small scale, and its
immediate area is very mixed and character is at great variance to that of the cottage dominated section
the development reflects this
8 of the 1841 town.

(a)

(d)

Retain distinctive features which
unite the place. Such as parapets,
chimneys, veranda’s, the mixture of
roofs, the road network, subdivision
patterns, pathway connections,
consistency of colours and
the limited building material palette;

N/A

Retention of the cottage would retain a distinctive feature of the
HCA.
DOES NOT COMPLY
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APPENDIX 4 Non-compliance with DCP: Camden Heritage Conservation Area
Camden DCP 2.16 Camden HCA

HIS statement of compliance

Comment

Seek to foster a balance between
historic character and sensitive
contemporary development;

The development is a g o o d fit
into the conservation area and
draws on historic precedent for its
style, form and detail

See (a) above. It is not a good fit and what is proposed is not sensitive
to the fine-grained human scale and spacious nature of the town.

Promote the concept of adaptive
reuse as a major conservation tool;

N/A

This was not promoted or considered. It is required to be as
demolition of the cottage is demolition of part of the HCA.

Objectives cont.
(e)

(f)

DOES NOT COMPLY

DOES NOT COMPLY
(g)
(h)

Reflect an embellishment of public
spaces and places in a manner which
is sympathetic and does not compete
Retain the rural character of Camden
town centre; and

N/A

The site does not contribute
to the landscape character of the
area

This is a nonsense statement. A domestic cottage does contribute to
the rural character of the town. This is explained in the HCA listing.
DOES NOT COMPLY
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APPENDIX 4 Non-compliance with DCP: Camden Heritage Conservation Area
Camden DCP 2.16 Camden HCA
3

Controls
The rural-urban interface must be
sensitively addressed in new
development proposals.

HIS statement of compliance

Comment

N/A

The site is close to the rural-urban interface and the scale of
what is proposed does not sensitively contribute to the
village profile of the town in its rise from the floodplain to
the St John’s church on the hill.
Being of three storey height it will sit as an anomaly within
the small-scale interface with the rural surrounds.
DOES NOT COMPLY

6

Additional development on the fringe
of the town should complement and
not detract from the viability of the
“main street”.

7

Original uses of significant buildings The current house on the site is of little
should be encouraged and facilitated. heritage significance
Where this is no longer possible,
appropriate adaptive re-use
opportunities can be used to facilitate
the conservation of these
buildings.

The development is a good fit into the
conservation area and draws on historic
precedent for its style, form and detail and
reflects the mixed scale and character of the
immediate area

This HIS statement of compliance is not relevant.
What is proposed is larger than most buildings in the main
street and includes a café. Clearly this proposal has the
potential to detract from the viability of the main street.
DOES NOT COMPLY
The cottage on the site is contributory. If it is not to be used
for its original purpose as a residence, adaptive reuse should
be considered. It is evident that other cottages in Section 8
of the 1840 town have been successfully adapted for
commercial use. This is the clear expectation of the HCA
listing and intentions of LEP 5.10, the DCP and its adopted
Urban Design Framework and Burra Charter.
DOES NOT COMPLY

8

Existing cottage dominated
streetscapes must be retained, new
development such as
extensions/additions should be
compatible with the existing
streetscape.

The street is quite mixed in character and has a This is a cottage dominated streetscape and block (Section 8
range of building types, uses and scales
of the old 1840 town). The site contains a cottage and is
adjacent to cottages, two of them heritage listed and
opposite another two heritage listed cottages. What is
proposed does not retain the streetscape and is not
compatible.
DOES NOT COMPLY
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APPENDIX 4 Non-compliance with DCP: Camden Heritage Conservation Area
Camden DCP 2.16 Camden HCA

HIS statement of compliance

Comment

Controls cont.
9

10

11

A two-storey height limit must prevail The building is two storeys
except for significant architectural
features incorporated into the design
of buildings in significant locations.

This statement is clearly wrong.
The building is three storeys in height and has three levels.

Large built forms in cottage
dominated precincts must be avoided
through the use of various roof forms
and pitches, wall openings and
recesses, materials, recessive colours
and landscaping

This is a large built form in a cottage dominated area. It is
over-height and of three storey height.

The street is quite mixed in character and has
arrange of building types, uses and scales and
the proposal draw on historic precedent for its
style, form and detail

Development of the flood affected
The proposal has been designed to address
fringes of the town must not
flood issues while limiting the scale to two
compromise the prevailing character. storeys

DOES NOT COMPLY

DOES NOT COMPLY

This proposed development in the flood affected fringe,
which is not of two storeys in height and is of three levels,
does compromise the prevailing character by removal of
contributory fabric and being of three storey height and
large scale.
DOES NOT COMPLY
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Graham and Sanders v Camden Council
Land and Environment Court of NSW proceedings no. 2020/81653
Property: 20 Elizabeth Street, Camden
LEGAL OPINION

Re s4.6 Variation Request

HWL Ebsworth
3 June 2021

Our Ref: 970120

3 June 2021

Land and Environment Court
C/O Swaab Lawyers
Level 1, 20 Hunter Street
Sydney NSW 2000 Australia

Email: ejf@swaab.com.au
This document, including any attachments, may contain privileged and confidential information intended only for
the addressee named above. If you are not the intended recipient please notify us. Any unauthorised use,
distribution or reproduction of the content of this document is expressly forbidden.

Dear Commissioner
Graham and Sanders v Camden Council
Land and Environment Court of NSW proceedings no. 2020/81653
Property: 20 Elizabeth Street, Camden

1.

We refer to letter dated 20 May 2021 from Swaab, solicitors for Camden Council,
which invited objectors to make submissions to the Land and Environment Court
care of their office, for consideration at the consent orders hearing on 18 June 2021.

2.

These proceedings relate to s8.2 review application DA2018/599/1 for the demolition
of existing dwelling, shed and timber awning, removal of one jacaranda tree and
construction of a commercial development for three commercial tenancies and one
café and associated works (the Application) at 20 Elizabeth Street, Camden (the
Site).

3.

We act for Camden Residents Action Group Inc.

4.

For the sake of completeness, we note that the clause 4.6 variation request notified
with the letter from Swaab dated 20 May 2021 was not the variation request that is
proposed to be considered by the Court. Upon our request for clarification we have
however been provided with a clause 4.6 variation request dated 3 March 2021
(Variation Request) being the variation request that will form part of the final
application to the Court.

5.

We now provide the following submission, primarily in relation to the Variation
Request which we are advised by Swaab is to form part of the consent orders being
sought by the parties' for approval of the application the subject of this appeal.
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6.

Despite the parties' reaching agreement in these proceedings, there are two
jurisdictional matters that require the Court to be satisfied before entering any orders
and we submit, the Court cannot be satisfied in relation to these matters.

7.

Jurisdictional Requirements - Heritage

7.1

We note separate submissions are made on our client's behalf by Robyn Conroy in
respect to heritage concerns with the application. These are also relevant to the
Court's consideration in relation to the Variation Request. That submission should
be read in conjunction with our submissions.

7.2

Clause 5.10(4) of the Camden Local Environmental Plan 2010 (CLEP) requires the
consent authority to consider the effect of the proposed development on the heritage
significance of the heritage item or heritage conservation area in which the Site is
located before granting consent.

7.3

The Site is located in a heritage conservation area and directly adjoins heritage
items I71 and I70 and in proximity to multiple other heritage items. The large
curtilage to heritage item I69 also directly adjoins the Site, this curtilage is
considered part of the setting to that heritage item. An extract of the heritage map is
below showing the Site outlined in red:

7.4

Ms Conroy's position is that the Application proposes commercial form of a scale
significantly greater than the historic pattern of development in the conservation
area, with an unsympathetic roof form and significant bulk which is visually dominant
particularly when viewed over 7 and 9 Mitchell Street and 23 Edward Street (heritage
items) and views from Elizabeth and Edward Street.

7.5

The demolition of the existing cottage on the Site, which is considered culturally
significant and contributory to the Heritage Conservation Area has a clear effect on
the heritage significance of the conservation area.1

The Court should have regard to the Planning Principle in Helou v Strathfield Municipal Council [2006] NSWLEC
66 particularly paragraph 45 The demolition of a building which contributes to a conservation area will impact on the
area’s heritage significance even if its replacement building "fits" into the conservation area…

1
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7.6

We submit that the Court cannot be satisfied with the effect of the proposed
development on the heritage significance of the conservation area or the specific
heritage items in proximity to the Site. The Court should have regard to the
submissions of Ms Conroy to support this conclusion.

8.

Jurisdictional Requirements - Clause 4.6 Variation

8.1

As the Court would be aware, it is a jurisdictional requirement for the consent
authority, in this case the Court, to be satisfied that the Variation Request adequately
addresses the requirements under clause 4.6(3) and will be in the public interest
because it is consistent with the objectives of the standard and the zone. Therefore,
regardless of the parties agreement in relation to the proposal, the Court must be
satisfied and we would submit, the Court cannot be satisfied, that the Variation
Request provided justifies the contravention and there is therefore no jurisdiction to
approve the Application.

8.2

In our view, the Variation Request fails to adequately demonstrate the matters
required to be addressed under cl4.6(3) and cl 4.6(4) of the CLEP:
(a)

That compliance with the development standard is unreasonable or
unnecessary in the circumstances of the case;

(b)

That there are sufficient environmental planning grounds to justify
contravening the development standard; and

(c)

That the proposed development will be in the public interest because it is
consistent with the objectives of the particular standard and the objectives
for development within the zone in which the development is proposed to be
carried out.

8.3

The Variation Request seeks to justify exceedance of the 7m height standard by
4.2m being a 60% non-compliance with the standard. This represents a significant
height exceedance within a sensitive heritage context that has not been adequately
justified.

9.

Variation Request - Unreasonable or Unnecessary

9.1

The Variation Request seeks to establish that compliance with the standard is
unreasonable or unnecessary by demonstrating that the objectives of the standard
are achieved notwithstanding the non-compliance. We accept that this is a common
way to establish that compliance is unreasonable or unnecessary2.

9.2

The Variation Request defers demonstration of the achievement of the objectives of
the standard to the public interest section of the Variation Request. We will similarly
defer our submissions on this point to that section.

2

Wehbe v Pittwater Council (2007) NSWLEC 827 and Initial Action Pty Ltd v Woollahra Municipal Council [2018]
NSWLEC 118 are accepted as authority on this point.
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10.

Variation Request - Sufficient Planning Grounds

10.1

The Variation Request puts forward ten planning grounds to justify variation, we will
deal with each in corresponding numbers.
1) The Variation Request suggests that the maximum height breach is located
away from boundaries and would not result in adverse impacts on the
amenity of the locality. Lack of adverse impacts do not, by themselves,
constitute sufficient environmental planning grounds.3 We submit that the
height breach is not limited in its location or form but continues along the
boundary with views to it from multiple points along Elizabeth and Edward
Street and from neighbouring properties. The visual impact from the
continuous bulk and scale sitting above heritage items and surrounding
neighbours generally has clear adverse amenity impact on the locality. We
have not been provided with shadow diagrams or sections demonstrating no
overlooking into neighbouring properties however it would appear that
overlooking from second storey office windows into 9 Mitchell Street and
loss of solar access to 7 and 9 Mitchell Street is likely at a minimum.
2) The Variation Request argues that the breach is a consequence of the
pitched roof form which has been incorporated for heritage reasons. The
Variation Request goes on to list two storey buildings with pitched roof forms
in the area. Whilst we accept that a two storey development with pitched
roof is characteristic of this area, the Applicant has sought to rely on this to
justify a significant height breach including an attic element within the roof
form. The Application is essentially for a three storey development which is
uncharacteristic with the two storey scale in the vicinity. Those other
developments do not breach the height limit as proposed here. The pitched
roof form could be contained within the height limits if the development was
not three storeys. There is nothing unique about the Site that would justify
requiring the additional height to accommodate the pitched roof form rather
than just accommodating that form within the height limit.
3) The Variation Request argues that increased setbacks with deep soil
landscaping have been enabled by the height breach. There is no
demonstrable connection between the proposed height breach and the
proposed setbacks, the building footprint could be retained without the
height breach. The Court would not accept that merely pointing to benefits of
a proposal as a whole constitutes justification for contravention of a
standard.4
4) The Variation Request suggests that setbacks to 9 Mitchell Street will allow
the building, despite the height breach, not to appear overbearing or visually
obtrusive when viewed from 9 or 7 Mitchell Street. Lack of adverse impacts
do not, by themselves, constitute sufficient environmental planning grounds.5
Regardless, we refer to the submissions of Robyn Conroy which sets out
clearly why this is not the case and demonstrates that views to the Site,

3

Peric v Randwick City Council (2019) NSWLEC 1509
Four2Five Pty Ltd v Ashfield Council [2015] NSWCA 248 at [15]
5
Peric v Randwick City Council (2019) NSWLEC 1509
4
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including from 9 and 7 Mitchell Street, will be dominated by the new visual
form which will be a significant form above the existing streetscape views.
5) The Variation Request goes on to argue that view corridors are maintained
along Elizabeth and Mitchell Streets. We again refer to the submissions of
Robyn Conroy which expresses the issues with the views from those streets
as a result of the Application. Again we note that lack of adverse impacts do
not, by themselves, constitute sufficient environmental planning grounds.6
6) The Variation Request argues that flood impacts on the Site require car
parking at ground level. We submit that this is not unique to this Site and
should not result in a height breach. We understand that the height limit was
set with full awareness of the flood affectation of this area but having regard
to the heritage values of the area was still deemed to be an appropriate limit.
The Applicant is not entitled to rely on flood planning limitations to justify an
entitlement to additional height to ensure they get the yield they desire7.
7) The Variation Request submits that there are no impacts from the noncompliance on amenity or area character. We again refer to the submissions
of Robyn Conroy in relation to character and to the case law on lack of
environmental impact not being a sufficient planning ground. No evidence
has been provided to us to demonstrate no impacts on privacy or
overshadowing. Given the extent of the height breach, 60% above the limit,
it seems unlikely that the additional built form would not result in privacy and
overshadowing impacts. Again we note that lack of adverse impacts do not,
by themselves, constitute sufficient environmental planning grounds.8
8) The Variation Request submits that the height breach allows additional
commercial space consistent with the aims of the zone - we submit further
below in relation to the objectives. We again note that the Court would not
accept that merely pointing to benefits of a proposal as a whole constitutes
justification for contravention of a standard.9
9) The Variation Request submits that the proposed development meets the
objectives of the standard and the zone. We submit further on this below in
the public interest section.
10) Finally, the Variation Request submits that the proposed development
achieves the objects in s1.3 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment
Act 1979. In our view this is not substantiated. The Site is presently in good
condition and reflective of the pattern of development in the conservation
area. The Application seeks to remove a sympathetic building and replace it
with one which is visually dominant and obtrusive in the heritage
conservation area. It is not considered to be orderly and economic
development.

6

Peric v Randwick City Council (2019) NSWLEC 1509
Refer to paragraphs [26] and [53] in Rebel MH Neutral Bay Pty Ltd v North Sydney Council [2018] NSWLEC 191
8
Peric v Randwick City Council (2019) NSWLEC 1509
9
Four2Five Pty Ltd v Ashfield Council [2015] NSWCA 248 at [15]
7
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10.2

All of the above planning grounds should not be accepted as sufficient by the court
to justify variation10. This is a relatively high bar that has not been met. In Four2Five
Pty Ltd v Ashfield Council [2015] NSWLEC 90 Pain J stated (as referred to by
Preston CJ in Initial Action):
[31] Further support for the Commissioner’s approach is derived from the
use of the word “sufficient”. Contrary to the Appellant’s submission that this
suggests a low bar, I draw the opposite inference, namely that the written
report must address sufficient environmental planning grounds to inform the
consent authorities finding of satisfaction in cl 4.6(4)(a)(i). Nor do I accept
the Appellant’s submission that the Commissioner’s finding is contrary to the
objectives in subclause (1) which refer to appropriate flexibility being
approved in particular circumstances. The Commissioner’s approach is
consistent with subclauses (1)(a) and (b).

10.3

The Applicant bears the onus with respect to the written Variation Request and we
would submit that this onus has not been met.

11.

Variation Request - Public Interest and Consistency with Objectives of the
Development Standard

11.1

The Variation Request sets out the objectives which the Applicant must demonstrate
compliance with.

11.2

Objective (a) requires compatibility with existing and desired future character of the
locality. The Applicant has failed to demonstrate compatibility. We refer to the
submissions from Robyn Conroy in this regard but note particularly that the
excessive height for a large length of the Site results in excessive bulk and scale and
a development which 'sticks out' along the streetscape and in the conservation area
generally.

See Initial Action v Woollahra Municipal Council [2018] NSWLEC 118 where Preston CJ
held: "the environmental planning grounds relied on in the written request under cl 4.6 must be
“sufficient”. There are two respects in which the written request needs to be “sufficient”. First,
the environmental planning grounds advanced in the written request must be sufficient “to
justify contravening the development standard”. The focus of cl 4.6(3)(b) is on the aspect or
element of the development that contravenes the development standard, not on the
development as a whole, and why that contravention is justified on environmental planning
grounds. The environmental planning grounds advanced in the written request must justify the
contravention of the development standard, not simply promote the benefits of carrying out the
development as a whole: see Four2Five Pty Ltd v Ashfield Council [2015] NSWCA
248 at [15] .
10

Second, the written request must demonstrate that there are sufficient environmental planning
grounds to justify contravening the development standard so as to enable the consent
authority to be satisfied under cl 4.6(4)(a)(i) that the written request has adequately addressed
this matter: see Four2Five Pty Ltd v Ashfield Council [2015] NSWLEC 90 at [31]".
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11.3

Relevant to determining compatibility is the planning principle in Project Venture
Developments v Pittwater Council [2005] NSWLEC 191 which sets out in relation to
height, at paragraph 27 as follows:
27 Buildings do not have to be the same height to be compatible. Where
there are significant differences in height, it is easier to achieve compatibility
when the change is gradual rather than abrupt. The extent to which height
differences are acceptable depends also on the consistency of height in the
existing streetscape.

11.4

The Application before the Court results in a jarring and sudden change in height,
60% above the height standard, and next to buildings which are not currently within
the same height range and are unlikely to redevelop to that height given the status of
many of these buildings in the vicinity as heritage items. Whilst acceptable gradients
in height might be considered, this sudden change within the relatively consistent
area is not compatible with either the existing or the future character of the locality.

11.5

Objective (b) requires minimisation of visual impact, disruption of views, loss of
privacy and loss of solar access to existing development. The significant bulk and
scale results in a clear and adverse visual impact on surrounding properties and
views from the streetscapes surrounding. There is a lack of detail provided to enable
proper assessment of privacy and solar impacts but it seems likely that there will be
overshadowing to neighbouring residents particularly due to the significant noncompliant height.

11.6

Objective (c) requires minimisation of adverse impact on heritage conservation areas
and heritage items. Again we refer to our submissions above and particularly the
submission of Robyn Conroy which demonstrates a significant adverse impact on
the adjoining heritage items and the conservation area generally as a result of this
Application.

11.7

It is clear that the objectives of the height standard are aimed at ensuring protection
of the heritage values and character of the area. The Variation Request does not
demonstrate compliance with these objectives, nor can it in the context of a design
which is clearly out of character with the area and presents a significant bulk and
scale to a consistent and historic locality.

12.

Variation Request - Public Interest and Objectives of the Zone

12.1

We would accept that there is general compliance with the objectives of the zone for
the development as a whole but that this would be true regardless of if a height
variation was sought or not. The height variation does not contribute to this
compliance.

13.

Conclusion

13.1

The Court cannot be satisfied, either in respect of the requirements under cl 5.10 of
the CLEP or in respect of the matters for satisfaction under cl 4.6 of the CLEP.
Particularly, the Variation Request does not provide sufficient planning grounds or
demonstrate that it is in the public interest having regard particularly to the objectives
of the development standard.

3 June 2021
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13.2

We would urge the Court not to approve the Application despite the parties' reaching
agreement and intending on entering into consent orders. The Court does not have
the jurisdiction to make the orders sought in the circumstances set out above and
therefore, making the orders could constitute an error at law.

Yours faithfully

John Paul Merlino
Partner
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

Alex Epstein
Associate
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

+61 2 9334 8822
jmerlino@hwle.com.au

+61 2 9334 8471
aepstein@hwle.com.au
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APPENDIX 6
Conroy Heritage Planning
Review of the heritage impacts of proposed commercial development
20 Elizabeth Street, Camden (DA 2018/00599)
Land & Environment Court (Proceedings No. 81653 of 2020)
Consent orders hearing 18 June 2021.

Mr Jim Davis
‘Nepean House’
1 Mitchell Street
Camden 2570

Robyn Conroy (BTP,M.BltEnvt (Conservation)
Conroy Heritage Planning
conroyheritageplanning@iinet.net.au
M.ICOMOS Australia

Dear Mr Davis,
Review of the heritage impacts of the proposed commercial development
20 Elizabeth Street, Camden (DA 2018/00599)
Land & Environment Court (Proceedings No. 81653 of 2020)
Consent orders hearing 18 June 2021.
Thank you for inviting me to provide a further review of the heritage impacts of the above development
on Camden Town Centre Heritage Conservation Area (HCA), with particular reference to the impacts on
your properties known as 1 (Nepean House), 7 and 9 Mitchell Street, each of which shares a common
boundary with the site of the proposed development. I have attached a copy of a summary Curriculum
Vitae outlining my 37 years of experience as a planner and heritage consultant for your information. I
am a full Member of Australia ICOMOS (the International Council on Monuments and Sites) and am
committed to the Principles and Articles of the Burra Charter.
The proposed development is located within the Camden HCA and abuts/is in the immediate vicinity
of five listed Heritage Items (1, 7 and 9 Mitchell Street, plus 17 and 19 Elizabeth Street) and in the vicinity
(viewsheds) of an additional four Heritage Items at 33 and 34 Elizabeth Street and 18 Mitchell Street plus
(to a lesser extent due to constraints of sightlines) 17 Mitchell Street. This means that the impact of
any proposed development on the subject site needs to be designed and assessed with full recognition
of the impact on the heritage significance of this HCA and these items.
A series of proposals for the redevelopment of 20 Elizabeth Street have been considered by Council and
now the Land and Environment Court since 2018 and I have already provided formal opinions on two
that were presented to Camden Local Planning Panel (LPP). Each of these proposals was refused. This
iteration that is now presented to the Land and Environment Court for determination is again different.
It responds to many of my earlier concerns but remains non-compliant with the Camden Local
Environmental Plan 2010 (the LEP), the Camden development Control Plan (DCP) and the Camden Town
Centre Urban Design Framework for the reasons that I outline below.
The height of the proposed building above ground (10.2m at the street frontage and 11.2m at the rear)
remains well in excess of the maximum permissible on the land under the Camden HCA which is 7m.
This 7m height limit was identified in concert with the rezoning of the land to allow sympathetically scaled (i.e. residentially-scaled) commercial development in this part of the HCA. These height controls
and associated land use and density controls were made in full cognisance of the flood-affectation of
this part of Camden, and also the need to conserve the area’s heritage values. The maximum of 7m
also ensures that the scale of the historically significant early-mid Victorian Nepean House at 1-5
Mitchell Street retains its historic spatial prominence in the street block. The submission to vary this
provision of the LEP does not take the heritage impacts of the variation sufficiently or accurately into
account and continues to rely on an argument of precedent.
1. Summary of the development – June 2021
The development as now proposed is a three storey building with commercial uses to part of the ground
level on the Elizabeth Street elevation and portal access to the unscreened and at-grade parking area to

20 Elizabeth Street Camden. Review of DA 2018/00599 .
Consent Orders Hearing of 18 June 2021 (Proceedings 81653 of 2020)
the rear of the site and two levels of commercial office space above, the upper of these on mezzanines
within the pitched roof forms, each with a ridge set at RL78.2. Ground RL at the front of the site is
RL68.00 and at the rear is slightly lower, i.e. the ridges are 10.2m above ground level to Elizabeth Street
and 11.2m at the rear elevation (the natural ground level varies). The rear building sits on columns
above the open carpark for approximately 3/5 of its length. Access to this carpark is via a ‘carriage
portal’ set centrally in the Elizabeth Street façade.
The overall character of the elevation to Elizabeth Street is clearly commercial with a contemporary
‘infill development’ character. The height of the roof and its form to the rear compromises the
intention of this aesthetic approach by unduly complicating the building’s profile when viewed from
Mitchell Street and adjoining sites. The roof to the Elizabeth Street frontage has a gabled form with its
ridge aligned to Elizabeth Street with four large skylight openings to Elizabeth Street glazing to the gable
ends. The roof changes angle to extend over the two-storey verandah to Elizabeth Street with a break
over the portal to the carpark. The rear of the building is under a separate roof which is of different
form and orientation, being hipped and gabled with large glazed gablets to each end of the ridge which
is set parallel to the side boundaries. The side planes of this roof break to a flat skillion-style skirt along
the northern and southern elevations. The rear roof has three large penetrations on each side for inplane skylights to illuminate the mezzanine level (the materials and finishes drawing is contradictory in
its description of whether they are openable or fixed). Materials generally accord with current fashions
and are consistent with the design aesthetic of the building, although not with the lightweight/brick and
tile/iron of the original houses in this part of the HCA.
The footprint extends across the frontage with 1.59m setback from the northern side boundary and
1.8m from the southern boundary. The setback to the rear boundary is 14.6m, almost half of which will
be permeable paving for carparking, and half of the remainder will be a paved BBQ area. The tree in the
south-eastern corner is to be removed for carparking. Proposed screen planting to the southern
boundary (adjacent to the heritage items 7 and 9 Mitchell Street) relies on tree ferns which have a tall,
narrow stem trunk and spreading canopy. Larger shrubs/small trees are proposed to the other
boundaries and the eucalyptus near the rear boundary is to be retained with a root protection zone
identified. Boundary fencing is not indicated on the drawings.

2. Summary of the heritage impacts of the proposal
The proposed development will impact on the heritage values of the Camden Heritage Conservation Area
(HCA) through the demolition of an original building and garden within the HCA and inserting an infill
development of commercial form and substantially greater scale than the significant historic pattern of
development in this residential block of the HCA. This historic pattern is one of low-density and
modestly-scaled residential cottages on large blocks with planted gardens and tall trees to the centre of
the street block. The proposed development covers most of its site and is clearly three-stories in height,
with the preponderance of openings to the roof form and height of the ridges advertising this level. It is
grossly out of scale with the other developments in this historically residential street block within the
HCA.
The roof form of the proposed commercial development has undergone at least four major revisions
under the guise of this DA. The current form addressing Elizabeth Street has a character (apart from the
driveway set centrally on the street elevation, creating a ‘missing tooth’ quality to the composition given
its relative width in the frontage), that is a contemporary interpretation of a traditional two-storey
development in a country town, and if the skylights were removed and the height reduced to the
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maximum of 7m above ground level that is permitted under the controls, could be considered a
reasonable solution. The roof form of the rear part of the building is however still unsympathetic in its
configuration, particularly the detachment from the front roof and its ridge-height, which is now set at
the same level as that of the front building, giving the two parts equal prominence. This side elevation
runs along the rear boundary of the heritage items to Mitchell Street and will be clearly visible from
Mitchell Street due to its bulk and the modest scale of the items, particularly over 7 and 9 Mitchell Street
which have intact pyramidal cottage roof forms, allowing clear views of the new building as it rises two
stories (including the mezzanine level with skylights etc.) immediately behind the boundary, with ‘screen
planting’ of tree ferns which may be an appropriate selection for a space such as the south side of a
three-storey building which will receive very little natural light, but which have marginal screening
qualities.
Views of the development will also be available from Elizabeth Street and Edward Streets, and the bulk
and form of the rear part of the building will be prominent in all non-frontal views, further compromising
the integrity of the low-density suburban character of the streetscape of the HCA.
3. Assessment of compliance with the provisions of the Heritage Objectives of the Camden LEP
2010
All development in the HCA must satisfy the Objectives for heritage in the LEP (5.10). The proposed
development will not satisfy these objectives because:
1. It will not conserve the historic fabric of the HCA. Fabric and spatial qualities that form part of the
historic pattern of Camden’s development in the mid-20th century will be demolished and
overwritten. This period was a significant phase in the course of Camden’s development, and the
modest houses on garden blocks in this part of the original town continue to provide evidence of
the pattern of Camden’s growth following WW2 when modest houses for workers at the new
industries nearby and other businesses were constructed on land that had remained vacant, in part
at least because it was flood-prone. The house and garden at 20 Elizabeth Street is a good,
representative and substantially intact example of this layer of development that contributes to the
historic fabric of the HCA.
2. 20 Elizabeth Street contributes to the evidence of this aspect of Camden’s historic and aesthetic
heritage values as a substantially intact house and garden from this period. Its ‘undistinguished’
quality is an important attribute of this contributory value. If the property was rare or outstanding
it should be a heritage item. Instead, it must be respected as a representative example of the
tradition of development in this part of Camden.
3 . The development will be approximately twice the height and length of the existing building
and many times its visual bulk in all views over the site and the Items in its vicinity.
4. The existing open quality of streetscape views and the setting (visual curtilage) of the items
over this area will be lost and replaced by a wall of development. This will irrevocably alter
the quality and contextual heritage value of the Items (i.e., their curtilage) and will also adversely
impact the traditional views associated with the streetscape views of Elizabeth, Mitchell and
Edward Streets at this important entrance to the HCA.
5. The scale, form and siting of the development is not consistent with the historic and significant
pattern of land use in this part of the HCA. The historic pattern of development is derived
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from the late Georgian/early Victorian town plan, with its grid of wide streets and large lots, the
depth of which have provided space at the rear for large trees to grow and long, low view lines
over the predominantly single storey cottages and houses from the other side of the wide streets.
The patterns of development have resulted in wide setbacks on both sides of buildings, and this
has allowed open and well-vegetated streetscape views in which buildings largely play a
secondary role. The proposed development ignores the traditional principles of streetscape
rhythms and site planning that underpin the heritage significance of the HCA by building almost
boundary-to-boundary and using disparate roof forms on the two parts of the building that
otherwise are unified in their scale and styling. The uncomfortable profile of the rear roof from
when viewed over the Heritage Items 7 and 9 Mitchell Street in particular will draw undue
attention to what was normally (and in all types of land uses) a secondary and visually recessive
element in the overall composition. It is important to recognise that the proposed ‘screen
planting’ of three tree ferns and underplanting mean that this visual prominence as the backdrop
to views over these items (part of their visual curtilage) will have a permanent adverse impact
on the setting and views of both the items and the HCA.
6. The massing of the rear building with the floor slab supported over an open parking area is a
clumsy solution to the need to lift the building above flood level and is made at the expense of
impact on the heritage values of the HCA through the consequent increase in scale and bulk of
the upper levels.
7. The proposed building’s relationship with Edward Street and Mitchell Street streetscapes is
incoherent in design, building envelope, scale and height.
8. The roof form is proportionally and stylistically uncomfortable. The incongruity of purpose in the
choice of a domestic roof form with 1980’s design references in its hipped and gabled design on
a commercially scaled building of a much greater and wider footprint than a residentially-scaled
property is not only aesthetically incongruous it raises the ridge-height significantly above
compliance. Reducing this ridge height and linking the rear to the Elizabeth Street roof in a
traditional hipped configuration would significantly reduce the impact of the development on
the integrity of views and the setting of the original buildings in the HCA, including the nearby
heritage items.
9. The Elizabeth Street façade is more appropriate in the context of a commercial development in
a historic country town than the previous multi-dormered proposals but it remains unduly
prominent due to its height and bulk.
10. The development will overlook, overwhelm and loom over the private open space of the Items
at 1, 7 and 9 Mitchell Street. Part of the traditional pattern of development in early-mid 19th
century HCAs is that each property, particularly in the blocks away from the main retail area,
was characterised by a large private back garden. This continues to be demonstrated by the
properties at 1-9 Mitchell Street (although currently reading as exposed because they are
unshielded by fences) and in particular Nepean House, where the original area of the site in the
1840’s Village Subdivision has been re- aggregated so that it remains interpretable as a historic
garden space and increases the heritage significance of the curtilage of the Item. (Note that
the definition of ‘curtilage’ in the LEP is the area of land that contributes to the significance of
the item or area, and does not necessarily coincide with the listed area. It can include other
properties and/or the public domain. For example, the curtilage of 1 Mitchell Street includes
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the surrounding garden, the setting established by the surrounding development (including 20
Elizabeth Street) and contributory views associated with the property.)
11. The scale, form and potential for planting, as well as the ex ist i ng potential for private
enjoyment, of these gardens will be lost. Shadowing will be significant and will have the
potential to impact the viability of plant growth on the site of the items. It is noted that the
shadow diagrams do not appear to respond to the proposed built form, particularly the 21
June set, but also that the submitted plans are not dimensioned sufficiently to confirm.
4. The Heritage Impact Statement (March 2021)
I note the description of the methodology used in the preparation of the Heritage Impact Statement
(HIS) and reference to the Australia ICOMOS’ Charter for the Conservation of Cultural Significance 2013
(the Burra Charter). The historical research is thorough.
The HIS includes an assessment of the individual heritage significance of the property at 20 Elizabeth
Street which concludes that it does not satisfy the Criteria for local heritage significance as an individual
heritage item, which is agreed. The property is not a Heritage Item, nor is it being considered for listing
as an individual Item. It is a substantially intact modest mid-20th century cottage and garden in a part
of the HCA that is characterised by this type of development which is of historical importance to the
town of Camden. HCAs are not collections of individually significant examples of their type. They are
precincts that are important for their collective values. 20 Elizabeth Street makes a solid contribution to
the mid-20th century layer of the historic and aesthetic heritage values of the HCA and should not be
demolished and redeveloped without a comprehensive analysis of alternatives and why an option that
would have retained the evidence of this layer (i.e. adaptive re-use of the building as seen in many of
the former houses in this area including the Items 7 and 9 Mitchell Street) should not be sought. The
HIS does not include such an analysis.
The assessment of visual character of the surrounding area at s.8.1 is limited to a table of selected
photos of properties in the area, mainly in Elizabeth Street with some from Edward, Exeter and Mitchell
Streets. The buildings abutting the site along Mitchell and Edward Streets, including the three
Victorian-period Items, sharing common boundaries with the development, are not included. The
sentence describing the ‘analysis’ is consistent with the historical research and concludes that most of
the development in this part of Camden occurred after WW2 (a significant phase in Camden’s
development when most of its vacant town lots were finally developed with modest housing, of which
20 Elizabeth Street is an example), with more recent infill development of larger scale with confused
aesthetic qualities further along Mitchell Street.
The suggestion at p.23 that Council is actively promoting infill development of densities greater than
permissible under its controls is emphasised by the HIS highlighting approvals of non-conforming
developments. The developments are cited in an attempt to support the premise that the area is in a
state of change and that this will continue. This is of particular concern. A HCA is not intended to be
static, but the controls that are relevant to the HCA are legislated to ensure that change is controlled
and respects the heritage significance of the HCA as required by the Heritage Objectives of the LEP (see
comments above). Any assumption that ‘change’ relies on increasing degrees of non-compliance with
the LEP in terms of its numerical controls through the citing of precedents, most of which were
established prior to the gazettal of these same controls, cannot be considered to be in the public
interest.
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The implications of this increasing reliance on precedence seen throughout the path of this DA and
others in the area must be of significant concern and cannot be ignored. It is critical that this cycle of
ever-taller and bulkier developments in this part of Camden be called to a halt by the refusal of the
proposed development (unless its height is reduced to comply). Any consent that relies on the
precedent of development that does not respect either the heritage values of the area nor the gazetted
planning controls also cannot be considered to be in the public interest.
With regard to s.8.3.2 (Style) the HIS does not explain why two unrelated roof forms of identical height
and very similar scale have been used. A more sympathetic solution would have been for the rear roof
to attach to the main roof using a simple, traditional hipped form. The statement that the rear roof will
read as a lower element and provide a descending scale (s.8.3.3. Form) is only achievable through the
effect of perspective. A lower roof form to the rear would provide a much more authentic sense of
descending scale in oblique views from Elizabeth Street. More importantly, it would also provide a
descending scale in the prominent and direct view of the side elevation over the Heritage Items 7 and 9
Mitchell Street, views that are not likely to change given lack of space for screening of the development
and use of mono-trunked (stalked) tree ferns as screening plants.
It is noted that the HIS does not address the proximity and significance of the adjacent Heritage Items in
any detail until Section 8.5.2, and even then is limited in scope to a brief summary of the Items and
cursory attempt to describe the impacts of the development on these items, which misleadingly
describes the development at the rear as two storeys (which was the previous proposal; the current
drawing shows three levels: the parking at ground and two levels above). Nepean House at 1 Mitchell
Street is wrongly described as a late Victorian, not early Victorian, house (it is one of the earliest
surviving houses in the town) and its actual curtilage, which includes the northern garden, is not
addressed. This area is in the same ownership as Nepean House, was part of the original site and reads
as part of its setting. It needs to be respected as part of the historic curtilage and considered as such in
the assessment of heritage impacts of the development.
Similar concerns are raised with regard to the lack of identification of the impacts of the development
on the cottages at 7 and 9 Mitchell Street, including overlooking, overshadowing and impacting on the
visual setting and aesthetic curtilage of the cottages by the three (not two) storey scale and length of
the new building to their rear with minimal setbacks and inadequate screen planting. At present the
rear of 20 Elizabeth Street is of traditional suburban garden character with perimeter planting,
particularly to the back garden, where its vegetation forms a soft backdrop and skyline to views over
and between the roofs of the items along Mitchell Street.
The assessment of one of the most important and problematic aspects of this development, the section
addressing the height of the proposed development (s.8.3.4) does not mention the impact that the
height of the proposed development, which will read clearly as a three-storey, large footplate
commercial building, will have on the heritage significance of the HCA and the cultural value of Camden.
It relies once again on citing precedent from other non-complying and unsympathetic development in
the area.
With regard to the proposed landscaping of the development, the increase in setback to the rear and
retention of the existing eucalypt, and enhancement of other planting in this corner are supported as
they will help to retain the integrity of the ‘green corridor’ that runs along the spine of the street block.
The removal of the existing tree is not addressed. The appropriateness of using tree ferns as “screen
planting” along the boundary to the Mitchell Street Heritage Items is not addressed (their shape of
spreading crown on a narrow, pole-like base will not necessarily achieve the level of screening
anticipated although it is agreed that a shade-loving species will be the most viable in this location and
will not cause root-invasion to the gardens of the adjacent properties).
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The HIS is thorough in some respects and deficient in detail in others, most concerningly in the analysis
of the impacts of the proposed development on the underlying historic and aesthetic heritage values of
the HCA and the important role that the mid-20th century layer that finally infilled the mid-19th century
subdivision pattern of this historic town. There is no certainty that the development will not materially
affect the heritage significance of either the HCA or heritage items in the vicinity of the site. It relies on
the precedent established by earlier non-compliant and unsympathetic developments and although it
argues the rationale for the form of the development, in particular the part addressing Elizabeth Street
reasonably well, the impacts on the HCA, including the visual and spatial integrity of the historically and
aesthetically significant settings of the adjacent Heritage Items at 1, 7 and 9 Mitchell Street remain
unresolved.
5. Other matters
The Camden Town Centre Urban Design Framework
The HIS includes a superficial assessment against the provisions of the LEP and DCP but does not address
the adopted Camden Town Centre Urban Design Framework. This is a major omission as the DCP (5.3.3)
states that Development within the B4 Mixed Use zone at Camden must be consistent with the Camden
Town Centre Urban Design Framework. Detailed provisions of the Framework emphasise that the
conservation of the fine grain and human scale of the HCA is integral to Council’s vision for the precinct.
The Framework documents the existing character of the 1840 town and makes a clear Statement of
Council’s desired future character for Camden as follows: Built Form Place Principle: Protect and enhance
the unique character of Camden’s heritage, its human scale and network of urban fabric ensuring all built
form contributes to Camden’s identity as a rural town (p33). The proposed development is urban, not
rural, in its scale, form and character. It will not contribute in any positive manner to Camden’s identity
as a rural town.
NSW Heritage Council guidelines for the design of infill development in historic environments
The NSW Heritage Council has published Design in Context: Guidelines for Infill Development in the
Historic Environment1 which sets out design criteria and a check list for assessing new development in a
historic context (p.15). It places a high priority on the need for new development to be sensitive to the
character and traditional values of an area, stating: Infill design should recognise the predominant scale
(height, bulk, density, grain) of the setting and then respond sympathetically. The impact of an
inappropriately scaled building cannot be compensated for by building form, design or detailing. The
grain, or pattern of arrangement and size of buildings in a precinct or conservation area, can be an
important part of its character. The subdivision patterns and layouts of the streets provide the
predominant scale and rhythm of building frontages.
The proposed development imposes its own economic imperatives on the HCA and although the current
proposal is an improvement on earlier versions its built form still does not respond sympathetically to
the existing urban grain.
Australia ICOMOS’ Burra Charter (2013)
The HIS references the principles of the Burra Charter briefly but does not demonstrate how it is

1

https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/-/media/OEH/Corporate-Site/Documents/Heritage/design-in-context-guidelines-forinfill-development-historic-environment.pdf
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consistent with the Articles of the Charter, in particular Articles 8 (the need to protect and conserve the
setting of the place; 15 (change and the importance of conserving cultural significance and respecting all
aspects of a place’s cultural significance, including fabric of different periods and associations); 21 (the
need to have minimal impact on the cultural values and significance of the place); and 22 which applies
to new work. The Charter is not a statutory checklist, but it does provide the framework for the
conservation of cultural heritage significance through its Articles and accompanying Practice Notes.
Under Article 15 Change, contributions of all aspects of cultural significance must be respected, including
fabric, uses, associations or meanings of different periods, and that to emphasise or interpret one period
or aspect at the expense of another can only be justified when what is left out, removed or diminished
is of slight cultural significance and that which is emphasized or interpreted is of much greater cultural
significance. The HIS makes the unsubstantiated judgment that the cottage is of no cultural significance,
and that to replace it with a modern structure of much greater scale will enhance the area’s cultural
significance. The HCA listing recognises that the cottage is part of the early and historically significant
layers of development in the town of Camden, and although modest in scale, form and materials, it
contributes to the evidence of the historic patterns of the town’s settlement and is therefore part of
Camden’s cultural significance. The fabric of the existing cottage is historically appropriate to its original
purpose as modest housing and is not a valid reason for the statement that it does not contribute to the
heritage significance of the HCA and the cultural significance of Camden.
The Practice Note applicable to new work (Article 22) highlights the need for new work to be identifiable
as such, but NOT at the expense of respecting the cultural significance of the place, in this case, the
Camden HCA. According to the Practice Note2, work should comply with the Charter as a whole, and
• Not adversely affect the setting of the place (Article 8)
• Have minimal impact on the cultural significance of the place (Article 21.1)
• Not distort or obscure the cultural significance of the place, or detract from its interpretation and
appreciation (Article 22.1)
• Respect and have minimal impact on the cultural significance of the place (Article 22.2).
The cultural significance of the Camden HCA (“the place”) is that of a historic country town with a clearly
defined and historic business core and residential built forms surrounding this core that provide evidence
of the course and pattern of the town’s settlement over almost 200 years. The proposed development
is situated within the street block at the north-eastern corner of the historic town plan and had remained
largely undeveloped until the 20th century due to the flood-prone nature of the land. Its cultural
significance is not commercial in nature, nor is it reliant on large-scaled development. The cottages at 7
and 9 Mitchell Street are exemplars of sympathetic adaptive re-use of a residence for commercial
purposes.
Nepean House at 1 Mitchell Street, and its neighbouring cottages at 7 and 9 Mitchell Street are amongst
the earliest surviving residences in Camden. Fabric and setting to each, including views to and over them,
is substantially intact. The trees and other vegetation along the spine of the street block, including on
20 Elizabeth Street, make an important contribution to views over the items from the public domain,
both direct and oblique viewpoints by providing a soft and vegetated backdrop which is free of visual
clutter and confusion from unsympathetic development.
Nepean House is also a very rare example of two-storey development in the town. Its landmark value at
an important entry-point to the historic town should not be confused or challenged by the larger scale,
2

https://australia.icomos.org/wp-content/uploads/Practice-Note_Burra-Charter-Article-22-New-Work.pdf
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bulkier form and prominent siting of the proposed commercial development on the adjacent site.
6. Concluding Comments
In my professional opinion compliance with the Heritage Objectives of LEP 2010, the objectives and
provisions of the DCP and other Council policies cannot be achieved by the current development
because the development will not conserve or protect the heritage significance of the Camden HCA or
those of the Heritage Items within the vicinity as required by the Objectives. It is noted that zoning and
development standards do not over-ride the LEP’s Aims and Objectives relating to the need to protect
Camden’s environmental heritage, including the traditional pattern of development within the Camden
HCA. Any development must satisfy these aims and objectives. This includes (and is particularly
relevant to) consideration of a request for variation of development standards as per Cl. 4.6 of the LEP.
The heritage significance of each of the items at 1, 7 and 9 Mitchell Street, both individually and as a
group, rely on the spatial and landscape setting provided by the adjacent properties including 20
Elizabeth Street. The scale, form, bulk and siting of the proposed development will irrevocably impact
on the heritage significance of each of these items and the HCA. It is grossly over-height, over-scaled
and bulky with side setbacks that are inconsistent with the streetscape.
The proposed land use for commercial office development is not consistent with the historic pattern of
residential and low-key village edge/rural service activities characteristic of a country town and in
particular the Camden HCA. Any introduction of commercial office use as facilitated by the current LEP
provisions should be integrated into the existing fabric in an aesthetically sympathetic manner that
clearly respects the traditions of built forms and site planning of this sub-precinct.
The development remains an inappropriate overdevelopment of the site that will have significant
adverse impact on the heritage values of the HCA, will contribute to the pattern of increasingly
unsympathetic developments that are eroding the integrity of the historic and aesthetic values of the
HCA and will in turn be cited as precedent by future proposals. The granting of consent would not be in
the public interest. The Development Application should therefore be refused.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you require any further information or clarification of the
matters identified above.
Yours Sincerely,

Robyn Conroy
BTP (Hons); M. BltEnvt (Conservation); M. Australia ICOMOS.
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Experience and Employment History – Robyn Conroy
2012 – PRESENT: INDEPENDENT HERITAGE AND PLANNING CONSULTANT
•

Eryldene Historic House and Garden Trust: Review and update of the Conservation
Management Plan for the house and garden.

•

Georges River Council: Heritage Review of the former Hurstville LGA: Review of existing Heritage
Items and critical analysis of State Heritage Inventory forms.

•

Bayside Council: Heritage Review to update the State Heritage Inventory forms for the former
Botany Bay LGA.

•

Blue Mountains City Council: Major Review of Period Housing Areas to progress their conversion
to Heritage Conservation Areas (including documentation and analysis of the contributory
qualities of approximately 4000 properties)

•

Provision of Heritage Advisory services on contract basis to Ku-ring-gai Council focusing on large
and controversial developments affecting heritage items and heritage conservation areas
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including Expert Witness to the Land and Environment Court, JRPP assessments and complex
negotiations
•

In-house heritage advisor to Leichhardt Council (now Inner West Council) on contract basis with
focus on residential development

•

Provision of expert independent advice and reports on planning and heritage matters to local
government and the community

•

Research, preparation and project management of heritage studies, urban design studies,
character analysis studies, development control plans and heritage conservation policies for
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•

Assessment of heritage significance and preparation of State Heritage Inventory Forms for
potential heritage items including properties subject to Interim Heritage Orders under the NSW
Heritage Act

•

Preparation of Heritage Impact Assessments and Statements of Environmental Effects

•

Review of proposed development applications and identification of heritage impacts on behalf
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•

Provision of a wide range of urban and rural planning services including the preparation of Local
Planning Strategies; Planning Proposals and provision of general statutory and strategic
planning advice to land owners and proponents

•

Community liaison and consultation
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Research, preparation and project management of heritage studies, Development Control Plans
(heritage-focussed and general planning) and cultural landscape studies and controls for local
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and heritage impact assessments.

•
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•
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CAMPBELLTOWN CITY COUNCIL

In-House Planning Consultant
•

Member of study team preparing the Comprehensive Local Environmental Plan for the
Campbelltown Local Government Area.

•

Provision of specialist heritage and cultural landscape advice to Council and Council staff
regarding heritage issues and development affecting significant items and historic scenic and
cultural landscapes.

2008:

NSW DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING

(N.B.: the conservation planning functions of the NSW Heritage Branch were transferred to the
Department of Planning in May 2008)
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Planner (Policy and systems review)
•

Preparation of State Environmental Planning Policies for World and National heritage places in
NSW.

•

Provision of expert planning and heritage conservation advice to policy and planning reform
sections in the Department.

•

Research and preparation of State environmental planning policy.

•

Preparation of submissions on behalf of the Department on various matters.

1998 - 2000 and 2004 –2008:

NSW HERITAGE OFFICE

(now known as the Heritage Branch, Department of Environment and Heritage)

Heritage Officer: conservation planner
•

Critical analysis and review of draft State and Local government planning policies and
instruments (SEPPs, REPs, LEPs and DCPs) to identify impacts on local and state heritage items
including:
▪ Listing and de-listing heritage items;
▪ Analysing the likely implications of changes in zonings and development potential on the
development potential of properties;
▪ Identifying implications for the future of the wider built environment arising from the draft
EPI.

•

Briefing and negotiating outcomes between the NSW Heritage Council, the relevant local
government body, and the affected community.

•

Negotiation with state and local government bodies to achieve better conservation planning
outcomes through improved legislation, policies and practices.

•

Management of the planning process for the first listing of a town on the State Heritage Register
in NSW (Braidwood). This included the identification and analysis of heritage values and a
program of extensive consultation with Council, the community and the Minister for Planning
(Frank Sartor) to achieve the listing with extensive community support as well as the
development of a specialised CMP/DCP for the town to facilitate future development that
would be sympathetic to the town’s heritage values.

•

Negotiation with land owners, developers and the community to achieve better heritage
outcomes as part of the EPI and development processes in all Local Government Areas.

•

Consultation and information programs for owners of potential heritage items, planning staff in
areas introducing conservation planning controls and Councillors.

•

Provision of regular advice to the NSW Heritage Council about planning matters affecting
heritage items, areas and cultural landscapes.

•

Development of policy and legislation for the conservation of places including the Model
Heritage LEP and draft Model Heritage DCP.

•

Assessment of development applications affecting heritage listed places, including Section 60
determinations (for places listed on the State Heritage Register), Council-referred applications
for the demolition of items, Integrated Development Applications and the assessment of Major
Development Projects under Part 3A of the EP&A Act.

•

Analysis and reporting on the impacts of the 2008 draft Planning Reforms discussion paper and
the draft legislative amendments to the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act and
Heritage Act.

•

Provision of expert advice to and negotiation with the Department of Planning to improve the
quality and scope of heritage management as part of the Department’s planning reforms,
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including the research and development of provisions for the regional, sub-regional and SixCities plans and the Department’s Standard LEP Template.
•

Membership of the Department of Planning’s Specialist Advisory Committee for the
development of exempt and complying development reforms throughout NSW.

•

Development and implementation of education programs for State and local government
planners and others involved in the planning process.

•

Supervision of consultant planners and projects.

2001 – 2011: UNIVERSITY OF NEW SOUTH WALES AND SYDNEY UNIVERSITY
Lecturer (Regular and Special Guest)
•

Course developer and presenter: Heritage Conservation and Urban Design course for the
Master of Urban Design and Development program (presented 2004-6). Case study sites set for
students include Millers Point, the Signal Master’s Cottage at Observatory Hill and Daceyville.

•

Guest lecturer for planning, design and heritage courses including topics such as an overview of
the heritage conservation process, assessing heritage significance; the principles and practices
of conservation planning; researching and preparing a conservation management plan; the
statutory planning process and its impact on heritage conservation; heritage for statutory
planners; and documenting and recording the suburban cultural landscape.

NSW HISTORIC HOUSES TRUST
Special Consultancy: Curtilage Study: Elizabeth Farm, Parramatta
This included:
•

researching the contextual significance of Elizabeth Farm and its historic setting;

•

identifying its complex connections to the cultural landscape of the Parramatta River basis;

•

identifying multiple curtilages and connections between Elizabeth Farm and the cultural
landscape;

•

a critical review of existing planning controls and their ability to protect these curtilages; and

•

developing a replacement suite of planning controls to ensure the significance is appropriately
protected from the impact of new development in the area.

2000 GODDEN MACKAY LOGAN HERITAGE CONSULTANTS
Conservation Planner (special secondment)
•

Research and preparation of heritage studies and strategies for local government; including
Randwick LGA Heritage Study (fieldwork, documentation and policy development).

•

Preparation of heritage impact statements for clients.

•

Provision of advice to owners of heritage items about impacts of listing, proposals for change,
etc.

•

Preparation of submissions to council on behalf of owners regarding heritage issues and
impacts.
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1995 -1998 ASHFIELD COUNCIL
Manager, Statutory Planning
Management of Council’s statutory planning team and development assessment processes.
•

Assessing and reviewing Development Applications.

•

Provision of expert statutory planning advice to Council.

•

Supervision of consultant planners and projects.

•

Community liaison and consultation

1983 -1995 SYDNEY CITY COUNCIL
1994-1995: Principal Planner, Building Better Cities Program
Development and implementation of policy for the provision of child care centres (community-based
and private) in the CBD; including:
•

Negotiation with developers and the community to facilitate the location, design and
construction of child care centres (community-based and private).

•

Negotiation with bodies such as the NSW Department of Community Services and the NSW Fire
Brigades to achieve safe above-ground child care centres.

•

Member of working party with State agencies for the development of child care centres
accreditation scheme.

1990-1994: Principal Statutory Planner
•

Development assessment – including many significant CBD buildings.

1988-1990 Information Planner (research) 1983-1988
•

Development of computer-based planning tools and systems for Sydney City Council

1983-1988: Strategic Planner
•

Member of major precinct planning review team, including research and development of new
urban design and development controls for City East, Millers Point, Western and Central
Precincts.

•

Research into changing city structure and functions including the implications of this for housing
and employment opportunities.

•

Research and development of strategic planning policies and legislation. Precinct planning
Social planning study of Millers Point.

•

Research and preparation of Council’s 1983 Strategic Plan.
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APPENDIX 7
Camden Residents’ Action Group Inc
20 Elizabeth Street, Camden (DA 2018/00599)

2 March 2021 Submission
Submission and LPP Presentation History

Camden Residents' Action Group
Incorporated

Camden – Still a Country Town
Website: http://www.crag.org.au/
Face Book:
https://www.facebook.com/CRAGcamdenresidents
actiongroup/

PO Box 188
Camden NSW 2570
Email: admin@crag.org.au
Phone: 0415 617 368

General Manager
Camden Council
70 Central Avenue
Oran Park 2570
Email: mail@camden.nsw.gov.au
2 March 2021
Re: Submission in respect of the amended DA/2018/599/1- APPEAL 2 for
20 Elizabeth Street Camden

We strongly object to the above amended DA which cannot possibly address the reasons why the
s34 conciliation process was terminated nor resolve the substantive contentions as to why this
development should be refused.
The many iterations of the proposal, including this one, have not addressed the fundamental fact
that it is grossly non-compliant with Camden’s LEP, DCP and Town Centre’s Urban Design
Framework (UDF), as well as not meeting the community’s understanding of and expectations
for the Heritage Conservation Area (HCA) and its renowned and highly valued unique sense of
place. Its many iterations, including this new plan, also persistently propose significant height
exceedance without providing justification for it under LEP 4.6, which should be enough to
refuse the DA outright.
This latest iteration of the DA is no exception. We trust it will not be considered and refused
because it does not address:
• the community’s many objections;
• the reasons why the proposed overdevelopment was refused twice by the LPP;
• the contentions listed in Council’s Statement of Facts and Contentions (SOFAC).
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Our submission follows under these headings:
1. Inconsistency with Character of the HCA (p. 3)
(a) Non-compliance with LEP 5.10 Heritage Conservation (p. 3)
(b) Non-compliance with desired future character (p. 3)
(c) Demolition of cottage is not justified (p. 5)
(d) Other non-compliance with DCP and adopted Burra Charter (p. 8)
(i) DCP B3.1.1 General Heritage Provisions (p. 9)
(ii) DCP B3.1.2 Camden Heritage Conservation Area (p. 10)
(iii) DCP D3.2.3 General Controls Applying to all Business Zone Areas, Built
Form and Appearance (p. 11)

2. Insufficient Environmental Planning Grounds to Justify Contravention of LEP 4.3
Height of Buildings Standard (p. 13)
(a) LEP 4.3 Objectives (p. 14)
(b) Zone B4 Objectives (p. 18)
3. Conclusion (p. 19)
Appendix: Other Matters of Community Relevance (p. 22)
(a) Community experience with this DA (p. 22)
(b) Unexplained exhibition of new plans for potential new s34 conciliation
conference process (p. 25)
(c) Timeline and various iterations of the same DA (p.27)
Previous submissions and presentations are also provided as a separate file in
reference to the long history of community opposition to the iterations of this noncompliant DA.
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1. Inconsistency with Character of the HCA
a) Non-compliance with LEP 5.10 Heritage Conservation
The new plan, like the previous iterations, does not satisfy the objectives of LEP 5.10:
(a) to conserve the environmental heritage of Camden,
(b) to conserve the heritage significance of heritage items and heritage conservation areas,
including associated fabric, settings and views.
It proposes:
• demolition of a contributory cottage in the HCA,
• construction of an over-height and over-bulky building that is not consistent with the
HCA’s character or its desired future character.
It would be an anomaly in the town and cottage dominated area, an unexpected and oversized
prominent edifice which degrades
• the significance of the HCA;
• the unique rural country character and fabric of the town;
• the settings of adjacent and nearby heritage listed items.

b) Non-compliance with desired future character
Desired future character of the Camden township and the legislated HCA, is and has been
consistently and repeatedly expressed in Council studies, policies and strategies as well as the
LEP and DCP.
There has been no change in thinking and every evidence that the appetite for heritage
protection has grown in the wake of the fast-tracked development of the South West Growth
Sector and advent of Badgerys Creek airport which increases the town’s tourism potential.
Past and recent Council visions including Camden 2025 and Camden 2040, town centre studies
and strategies clearly reiterate the rural character and heritage significance and desired future
character of the town and HCA.
Camden’s 2020 Local Strategic Planning Statement (LSPS) repeatedly refers to Camden’s HCA
and its special rural character and heritage. The LSPS aligns with Western City District Plan for
Greater Sydney which also references Camden as a significant agricultural heritage town. The
LSPS refers repeatedly to the 2018 UDF and relies on its findings and implementation.
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Although it seems the 2018 UDF has been ignored in the DA documentation, it is relevant
because it:
•

was on public exhibition when the DA was lodged;

•

specifically states (p. 5): The Camden LEP and DCP were both reviewed as part of the
Camden Framework;

•

records and defines the fine grain, low scale, low density, human scale of the town and describes
it as rural with a modest and varied collection of architecture, much of which is heritage listed;

•

specifically sets out principles and in so doing defines desired future character:

Built Form Place Principle: Protect and enhance the unique character of Camden’s
heritage, it’s human scale and network of urban fabric ensuring all built form
contributes to Camden’s identity as a rural town (p33);
•

is specifically referred to as being relevant by the LPP in its Minutes of the s8.2 appeal
determination dated 15 October 2019;

•

is now a statutory document as compliance with it is required by DCP 2019 which states
as Control 2 under Heritage and Character of 5.3.2 Camden Heritage Conservation
Area: Development within the B4 Mixed Use zone at Camden must be consistent with
the Camden Town Centre Urban Design Framework.

The existing and desired future character of the Camden town centre, especially its HCA, as
expressed throughout the UDF and LSPS, is reiterated and reinforced. It is not new. Objective 8
under 3.1.2 Camden Heritage Conservation Area of DCP 2011 is Retain the rural working town
character of Camden.
Desired future character of the HCA is evident in DCP 2011 and long been expressed in council
policies and strategies. It has been further affirmed in DCP 2019 and 2020 LSPS, both of which
specifically incorporate the principles and strategies of the 2018 UDF.
This proposed development is an urban edifice and an overdevelopment of a cottage site
that has no connection to Camden’s history as a country town and is clearly not consistent
with desired future character of the 1840 privately designed Macarthur town and its HCA.
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c) Demolition of cottage is not justified
The extant cottage is quite arguably contributory to the HCA. No arguments have been presented
as to why it is not. Its demolition is not consistent with LEP 5.10 or the DCP.
NOTE: The Applicant has renovated the cottage and advertised it1 as being “located on the
fringe of the Camden centre & features the following:
- 3 Offices plus reception
- Floorboards
- High ceilings
- Excellent natural light
- Storage space at the rear of office plus separate
store area
- Excellent parking”

Source: Camden Real Estate AgentsReal Commercial and Inglis Commercial

Leases were offered for the total property or as individual office and yard leases.
The agents notice states that it was leased on 17 November 2020.
It is observable that cottages in the HCA are reused for business purposes. This is usually
because owners respect the planning instruments which, in conjunction with the zoning, are
designed to retain the cottage character of the area, as befits a conservation area. Businesses
choose to operate in the HCA as it provides an attractive point of difference to modern
developments. Otherwise, they are free to set up elsewhere.

1

Real Commercial 20 Elizabeth Street Camden 2570 Available at
https://www.realcommercial.com.au/leased/property-20-elizabeth-street-camden-nsw-2570-503471622
Accessed 26 February 2021
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In accordance with the DCP, the Burra Charter it adopts and LEP 5.10, all of which state that the
fabric, settings and heritage significance of the HCA and its heritage items are to be conserved,
the cottage should be retained and continue to be adaptively reused.
For instance, DCP Part B 3.1.2 Camden Heritage Conservation Area objectives are clear:
1. Retain the unique heritage significance of Camden town, recognising it as a rare and
distinctive area
2. Retain and promote evidence of the historical development of the town and enable
interpretation of that historical development
6. Promote the concept of adaptive reuse as a major conservation tool.
8. Retain the rural working town character of Camden.
This proposal does none of this.
What is proposed destroys historical evidence, reduces the town’s rarity and its rural working
country town character, which is also documented as its desired future character in Council
policy and strategy, most recently and notably reiterated in the 2018 UDF and 2020 Camden
Local Strategic Planning Statement (LSPS).
Demolition of fabric within the heritage place of the listed HCA could also arguably be subject
to these DCP 3.1.1 controls:
47.
The demolition of a heritage place is contrary to the intent of heritage listing. It
will only be considered as a last resort, where a Heritage Impact Statement is submitted
covering the following:
(a)

Documentation that all alternatives for retention have been investigated and ruled out.

(b)
It can be satisfactorily demonstrated that the building does not satisfy the criteria for
listing established by the NSW Heritage Branch.
(c)
It has been sufficiently documented and justified that the structure is considered
incapable of repair.
48.
Where consent is issued for demolition, or part demolition, of a heritage place a
comprehensive diagrammatic and photographic archival record is to be made of the structure
to be demolished. This must be submitted to Council’s satisfaction prior to commencement of
any demolition works. A heritage consultant experienced in the preparation of an archival
recording is required to undertake the recording.
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In our opinion there has been insufficient, possibly no, consideration of the reasons why
demolition of the cottage is necessary or appropriate. We have seen no analysis or
documentation. The existing cottage on the site, as a home built as a “fibro-majestic” in the
early post war period of building material shortages and the town’s central role as a country
service town for its farming hinterland is contributory. The cottage informs the historic
narrative of the town’s long and continued rural support function and contributes, as do all of
its cottage dominated areas, to the setting, form and scale of the HCA. The rural characteristics
of the town are alive, represented for example by Camden stock and sales yards, agricultural
retail outlets, town farm, equestrian centre and Camden show.
The existing and desired cottage character of the area is intrinsic to the historic and cultural
value of the HCA, is significant to the story of Camden as a country town and its sense of place
and community.
The Burra Charter has long been adopted in Camden’s DCP. The plans are non-compliant with
its principles of conservation including of cultural significance, settings and relationships
(Article 8) and adaptive re-use, as well as practice notes on interpretation and new work (Article
22).
No argument has been presented for demolition of the cottage.
The cottage should be retained and continue to be adaptively re-used, in accordance with
the Burra Charter and DCP objectives and controls, as contributing to the fabric and
history of the HCA.
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d) Other non-compliance with DCP and adopted Burra Charter
Council’s SOFAC lists many areas of non-compliance with DCP 2011 especially in relation to
its bulk, height and heritage impact, which also do not meet the objectives of the LEP 4.3
Height as referred to in the next section (Insufficient Environmental Planning Grounds to
Justify the Contravention of the Height of Buildings Standard).
The new plan does not resolve most of the SOFAC’s contentions about non-compliances with
DCP 2011. This DCP, replaced by DCP 2019 which is not materially different, is no longer
publicly available. We have referred to non-compliance with DCP 2011 extensively in our
previous objections, dated 30 July 2018, 13 December 2018 and 12 September 2019, which
raise the same contentions expressed in the SOFAC.
The proposal is an overdevelopment of the site that is incompatible with the special
character of the HCA. It adversely dominates the streetscape and adjoining properties, to
their detriment, including heritage listed items due to
• Excessive height
• Excessive bulk
• Scale of the roof form that incorporates a third level of floor space
This outcome is also not compliant with LEP 5.10, UDF and other council policies and
strategies which clearly express the township’s special character and desired future character as
covered above.
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(i) DCP B3.1.1 General Heritage Provisions
The proposed development is not compliant with and promotes the opposite of the following
objectives of DCP B3.1.1 General Heritage Provisions:
1. Retain and conserve heritage items and their significant elements and settings.
2. Retain and conserve where possible, the significant character of heritage conservation
areas, and of the cultural and visual landscapes.
5.

Encourage new uses of buildings to conserve their heritage significance.

6.

Protect and conserve heritage in accordance with the principles of the Burra Charter.

9. Ensure that adequate consideration is given to the significance of a heritage place
and all alternative options, where the demolition of a heritage place is proposed.
The new work proposed does none of the above and is also non-compliant with these objectives
of DCP B 3.1.1 as it does not
10.
Ensure development is based on, and sympathetic to, an understanding of the
heritage significance of the place.
11.
Ensure that any development within a heritage conservation area is compatible with
and sympathetic to the significant characteristics of the conservation area as a whole and
make a positive contribution to the area.
12.
Ensure that the development in the vicinity of a heritage place is undertaken in a
manner that does not detract from the heritage significance of the place.
What is proposed is non-compatible with the HCA and adjacent and other heritage listed items.
Far from making a positive contribution, it would make a detrimental impact because of its
height and bulk and lack of respect for the human scale, character and significance of the HCA.
The design of what is proposed is also non-compliant with this DCP 3.1.1 control:
5. New development must be designed reflecting the general form, bulk, scale, height,
architectural elements and other significant elements of the surrounding heritage items and
heritage conservation areas.
No Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) has been provided in support of the new plans, but the plans
speak for themselves as an overdevelopment that does not sensitively reflect significant elements
of heritage items or the HCA.
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(ii)

DCP B3.1.2 Camden Heritage Conservation Area

The proposed development is not compliant with and promotes the opposite of the following
objectives of DCP B3.1.2 Camden Heritage Conservation Area:
1.
Retain the unique heritage significance of Camden town, recognising it as a rare and
distinctive area
2.
Retain and promote evidence of the historical development of the town and enable
interpretation of that historical development
3.
Retain the cohesive character particularly evident in the scale of development in each
street.
4.

Retain distinctive features which unite the place.

5.
Seek to foster a balance between historic character and sensitive contemporary
development.
6.

Promote the concept of adaptive reuse as a major conservation tool.

8.

Retain the rural working town character of Camden.

Objectives 2, 6 and 8 have also been covered under (c) Demolition of cottage is not justified
and Objective 8 under (b) Desired Future Character.
The proposed development is also not compliant with the following controls of DCP B3.1.2.
3.

The rural-urban interface shall be sensitively addressed in new development proposals.

6.
Additional development on the fringe of the town should complement and not detract
from the viability of the “main street”.
8.
Existing cottage dominated streetscapes shall be retained and complemented with
compatible extensions/additions and new developments.
9.
A two storey height limit shall prevail except for significant architectural features
incorporated in the design of buildings in significant locations.
10.
Large built forms in cottage dominated precincts shall be avoided through the use of
various roof forms and pitches, wall openings and recesses, materials, recessive colours and
landscaping
11.
The development of the flood affected fringes of the town shall not compromise the
prevailing character.
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The proposed overdevelopment does not sensitively address or present any gradation towards
the rural interface including the stock yards, town farm and flood plain. The proposed three
levels of commercial space do not complement the two-storey character and viability of the
main street of the HCA.
Clearly what is proposed is not two-storey as required and its excessive use of glass in the
façade and oddly formed verandas compromises the prevailing character of the cottage
dominated area.
(iii)

DCP D3.2.3 General Controls Applying to all Business Zone Areas, Built Form
and Appearance

The proposal is not compliant with controls of DCP D3.2.3 Built Form and Appearance, as
follows.
1. Buildings should have a similar mass and scale to create a sense of consistency. Within
business zones, generally there will be gradation of massing from a dense inner core to a less
dense outer edge to provide an appropriate interface with land uses in the adjoining zones and
symmetry to the building.
What is proposed cannot be argued to be of a similar mass and scale to create a sense of
consistency and would present as an intrusive anomaly in the low-scale HCA amongst its many
cottages and human scale heritage listed items. Its excessive height and bulk cannot present as a
gradation of massing from the denser development of the B2 zone to the outer edge of the HCA
towards the town farm and open flood plain.
2. Business development must feature high quality architectural design and a built form that
promotes a ‘sense of place’ and contemporary character for all business zones
Our qualified and renowned heritage expert makes the following observations about the
architectural design:
•
•
•
•

The pizza-hut look on stilts of the back section, with a pitch rising to a central ridge with
gablet terminations, is particularly odd and jarring.
The proposed building’s relationship with Edward Street and Mitchell Street streetscapes
is incoherent.
The Elizabeth Street façade relates to nothing in the streetscape or HCA.
The choice of a 1980’s project home roof form as a reference is anomalous in the context
of the 1950’s streetscape.
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•

The roof form is proportionally wrong for the site, over-scaled and over-bulked. The
incongruity of purpose in the choice of a domestic roof form on a commercially scaled
building, of a much greater and wider footprint than intended for the dwelling site, is
always doomed to fail.

We contend that what is proposed is not of high-quality architectural design for this particular
site and degrades sense of place in this streetscape and surrounds, and the overall sense of place
of the HCA itself.
What is proposed is not of a built form that is consistent with the cottage character and special,
heritage and country town sense of place of the HCA. There is no evidence that it respects
Camden’s long rural history. It would in fact degrade the sense of place of the conservation area
with an incongruous and out of scale and proportionally wrong new build.

3. Development in business zones must be compatible with surrounding business development
in terms of appearance, type, bulk and scale, design and character.
It is evident that there are no three level buildings in the vicinity, and in fact they are effectively
prohibited by the height limit and DCP B3.1.2 Control 9 limit of two-storeys.
What is proposed in completely incompatible with surrounding development including adjacent
heritage listed items, and
• cannot be referenced in the HCA in terms of its height, bulk, scale, appearance, type of
non-cottage and non-traditional construction, eclectic and questionable mix of design
elements including the unusual verandas and excessive glass in the front façade;
• bears no relationship to Camden’s existing character and sense of place as a country
town and its well documented desired future character.
7. Roof forms should be appropriately designed to respond to the built form of other nearby
business development. The design of roofs may adopt traditional forms found in the immediate
locality, or alternatively they may adopt a more contemporary appearance to a juxtaposition to
traditional roof forms. However, it must be clearly demonstrated that the proposed roof form
relates appropriately to the existing adjoining development.
Clearly the roof form accommodates a third level of floor space and consequently is excessive
and unable to achieve the 7m height control prescribed by LEP 4.3.
Its excessive and immodest bulk cannot possibly be demonstrated to relate appropriately to
existing adjoining development. The roof towers above adjoining cottages at approximately
twice their building height.
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2. Insufficient Environmental Planning Grounds to Justify Contravention
of LEP 4.3 Height of Buildings Standard
To date we have been presented with four versions of 4.6 requests for variation of the height
standard, three prepared by Creative Planning Solutions (CPS) Pty Ltd and the latest by Planning
Ingenuity Pty Ltd. Our understanding of the outcome of these requests to date is set out in the
table below.
Author

Date

CPS

May 11.47
2018

CPS

CPS
Revision
D
PI

Proposed Exceedance
sought
Max.
4.6 request
Height

Exceedance
sought for
determination

Outcome

64%

Max. Height
presented to
determining
consent
authority
11.47

64%

Refused Camden
Council

Nov. 10.3
2018

47%

10.1

44%

Refused
Camden LPP
21 May 2019

Aug. 10.3
2019

47%

10.3

47%

Refused
Camden LPP
8.2 Appeal
15 October 2019

8
11.2
Dec
2020

60%

11.2

60%

Not conciliated.
LEC s34 process
terminated as
advised 23 Dec
2020

The LPP determinations of 21 May and 15 October 2019 both stated:
The applicant’s written request to contravene Clause 4.3 - height of building development
standard of Camden LEP 2010 fails to provide sufficient environmental planning grounds to
justify the contravention having regard to the objectives of the standard nor does it demonstrate
that compliance with the development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary in the
circumstances of the case.
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As stated in Council’s SOFAC:

The Court, having the functions of the consent authority for the purposes of hearing and
disposing of this appeal, would not be satisfied that the Applicant’s written request pursuant
to Clause 4.6(3) of Camden LEP in relation to the contravention of the development
standard in clause 4.3 of the Camden LEP is sufficient and well founded.
We contend that there is no justification or reasonable argument presented in the latest 4.6
variation request for the new plans.
The plans obviously beg the question- how is it possible to argue that 60% height
exceedance over essentially the whole building is reasonable, when 47% exceedance on the
front part of the proposed development was not?
The site is the same, so unless new arguments are presented that the circumstances of the site as
addressed by the new plans are somehow unique, this contention must logically stand.
The 4.6 variation request attempts to address one of the ways (set out in Wehbe V Pittwater
Council (2007)) and the LEC template for 4.6 variation requests) of establishing that compliance
with the objectives of the development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary:
The objectives of the standard are achieved notwithstanding non-compliance with the standard.
(a) LEP 4.3 Objectives
The claims of meeting the objectives of LEP 4.3, covered in the 4.6 variation request in its
Section 7, are refuted as follows.
The 4.6 request does not justify LEP 4.3 objective (a) to ensure that buildings are compatible
with the height, bulk and scale of the existing and desired future character of the locality,
Again, as stated in the SOFAC, the roof form attempts to achieve a greater than two- storey
development by providing for a third level. The consequent excessive roof size is therefore
unable to achieve the height control standard which reinforces the two-storey limit prescribed in
the DCP.
As already covered above in our objection, the proposal is non-compliant with LEP 5.10
Heritage Conservation and many objectives and controls of the DCP and other council policies
and strategies that describe the town’s existing and desired future character.
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The request (p. 12) claims that
The burden of insisting on strict compliance would result in the removal of the pitched roof and
additional commercial floor space located in the roof, which would be an unreasonable and
unnecessary planning outcome given the nature of the non-compliance and the location of the
site within Camden Town Centre.
The answer is clear- the planning instruments do not provide for a third level and the additional
commercial floor space sought. This development control and the height standard which ensures
it, have long been in place. If a third level was deemed to be necessary to the investment in a
commercial building then a different site, located outside the HCA of the Camden Town Centre,
should have been chosen. The rules are not changed to accommodate private investment
decisions and preferred return outcomes.
The 4.6 request does not justify LEP 4.3 objective (b) to minimise the visual impact,
disruption of views, loss of privacy and loss of solar access to existing development.
In relation to objective (b), the visual impact is exceptionally incongruous and intrusive as
already explained. It does not fit comfortably in the HCA for the very reasons it is non-compliant
with the planning instruments as covered above.
No evidence is presented for the claim that the non-compliant height will not compromise the use
and enjoyment of neighbouring properties in terms of privacy or daylight access.
Shadow diagrams have not been made available. It is admitted (p. 13) that the proposed
building will result in additional shadow impacts that could be reasonably anticipated as part
of redeveloping the site, given its size and orientation.
We note that the proposed building is around twice as high as its neighbours, which
certainly raises questions of both privacy and solar access. In particular the large
triangle shaped windows in the third level of the sides of front of the building are
unnecessary and provide exceptional vantage points.
The loss of privacy to 18 Elizabeth Street and properties in Mitchell Street and any loss of solar
access especially to the north is not addressed in any available documentation.
It is also very concerning that there has been no acknowledgment of the impact on
heritage listed cottages in Mitchell Street. The impact is much greater than claimed
in the 4.6 request and as shown by the plans which are wrongly drawn in a manner
that is highly questionable.
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The site boundaries of the properties in Mitchell Street as drawn in the plans are
observably wrong, showing larger blocks at 15 and 11 Mitchell and a much-reduced
block width at 9 Mitchell Street, which is heritage listed. The plans show the building
envelope lines up with the boundary between 9 and 11 Mitchell Street. In fact, it intrudes
well past the western boundary of 9 Mitchell Street. The impacts on properties in
Mitchell Street, including heritage listed properties are unaddressed.

The plans also show non-existent trees, presumably to indicate more privacy and
screening of the overdevelopment.
These misrepresentations in architectural plans are extraordinary and unacceptable.
They beg the question about the accuracy and veracity of the exhibited documents,
which in any case are inadequate in number and content. For these reasons, even if
not for the many other reasons provided in this submission, this exhibition must be
withdrawn.
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The 4.6 request does not justify LEP 4.3 objective (c) to minimise the adverse impact of
development on heritage conservation areas and heritage items.
In relation to objective (c) many arguments have already been comprehensively covered. No
argument has been made for demolition of the cottage and what is proposed is an
overdevelopment that is inconsistent with existing and desired future character and would result
in a degradation of the significance of the HCA and its many nearby heritage listed items, three
of which adjoin the site.
As noted above the architectural plans do not correctly indicate the siting of the building in
relation to heritage items or the streetscape of Mitchell Street. Clearing there is a severe impact
on at least one adjacent heritage listed item, and probably others.
Montages of impact from different views are not provided. No new Heritage Impact Statement is
provided although this iteration is quite different and the site is located in adjacent to or in close
proximity of listed heritage items and within Camden’s HCA.
It is a nonsense to claim (p. 13) that the proposal will enhance the existing streetscape
through the replacement of dated building stock that has reached the end of its economic life.
The HCA is mainly comprised of dated building stock. Adaptive re-use of HCA buildings is
clearly evident. There has never been any suggestion and no proof has been presented that the
cottage in question, or indeed any of the buildings in the HCA have reached the end of their
economic life. On the contrary, it is reasonable to assume that their economic value increases
with time. Buildings and cottages of the 1950s and older throughout the HCA are in full and
productive use.
Clearly what is proposed adversely impacts the HCA, and also adversely affects heritage listed
items.
The 4.6 request as required by 4.6(3) fails to justify contravention of the development standard
and does not demonstrate that compliance with it is unreasonable or unnecessary in the
circumstances of the case or provide any environmental planning grounds.
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(b) Zone B4 Objectives
The 4.6 request also attempts to show that the new plans are consistent with the objectives of the
B4 zone.
The objectives of the zone are generic in the LGA and NSW and must also be considered in
relation to LEP 5.10 Heritage Conservation, legislated status of the HCA and Camden’s DCP.
Non-compliance with these statutory instruments has been covered above, and in fact as
referenced previously is related to LEP height standard as pointed out by the LPP and included in
Council’s SOFAC.
The 4.6 request (p. 14), under the zone objective provide a mixture of compatible land uses
acknowledges that businesses are using the cottages. It is then claimed that there is an identified
shortfall of commercial floor space. This claim is not evidenced and can easily be refuted by a
search of available space and by observation of empty premises. Population growth is to the
north and east of the LGA, and Camden town centre has no apparent shortage of office space.
Under the zone objective to integrate suitable business, office, residential, retail and other
development in accessible locations so as to maximise public transport patronage and encourage
walking and cycling, it is claimed that Camden has excellent access to public transport (p. 14).
This is simply not true as there is not even a train service available and again no attempt is made
to evidence the claim.
Under the zone objective to minimise conflict between land uses within the zone and land uses
within adjoining zones it is claimed that there is no conflict of uses (p. 14). This is clearly wrong.
There is major conflict between use of cottages for residential and adaptive re-use for business
purposes and use of a three-level new overdevelopment of a dwelling site. This proposal makes a
mockery of the restoration efforts of cottage owners and the business models and plans of
businesses which are happily using the cottages and capitalising on the attractive point of
difference that they provide.
Under the zone objective to encourage development that supports or complements the primary
office and retail functions of the local centre zone the unevidenced and incorrect claim is again
made that there is an identified shortfall of commercial floor space in the town (p. 14). There are
already many cafes in close proximity and this proposed café will not complement them but
detract from their trade. Most banks have moved out of Camden, as have many larger
organisations and businesses because the centre of population has moved to the north and South
West Growth sector. As noted above a quick search at any time will reveal that there is always
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commercial floor space for lease in Camden town centre. Extra floor space will not complement
what already exists, but compete with it.
The 4.6 request, as required by 4.6(4) also fails to satisfy that contravention of LEP 4.3 is in the
public interest because it is consistent with the objectives for development within the zone.
The mechanism of a s4.6 variation request in our understanding is to provide some flexibility to
achieve the same planning outcomes by accommodating unique situations.
This is not a unique situation. Any potential developer could make the same arguments and
the HCA would be lost.
There is no point in legislating planning instruments or following the planning approval process
if proponents can persistently attempt to rewrite the rules and choke the system with repeated
non-compliant DA iterations.
What is proposed does not, by any stretch of the imagination, achieve the same planning
outcome as compliance would achieve and would in fact be not only a breach of the letter and
intent of the planning instruments but a breach of faith with the community.
There is no public benefit in undermining faith in the planning system.

3. Conclusion
Council’s SOFAC, which contains arguments almost identical with those that our Group has
repeatedly submitted, are not addressed by this new proposal. We have already been down the
planning rules road many times.
•

We note that no new HIS is publicly available. We assume that no new heritage
arguments exist for this newest iteration, no doubt because the height and bulk of what is
proposed exceed those of the iteration of the s8.2 appeal that was refused as an
overdevelopment.
Publicly available heritage arguments have already been refuted three times by our Group
and debunked by a comprehensive report presented to the LPP by a renowned
independent heritage expert.
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The arguments presented do not even attempt to reasonably address
o LEP 5.10,
o various protective controls of the DCP and its companion UDF and adopted Burra
Charter,
o the status of the highly valued HCA which is frequently referred to in Council
policies and most recently in its LSPS which aligns with the Western City District
Plan for Greater Sydney.
•

We point out that the arguments put in the 4.6 requests to vary height standard remain
inadequate. The height variation sought is all about incorporating a non-compliant third
level of commercial floor space. Any developer could make similar arguments, because
of or regardless of flooding constraints, to exceed the legislated height limit.
There are no unique circumstances. Essentially, all of the DA iterations, including this
latest new plan, are about maximising private return on investment in the site by
obviating the known constraints of heritage and flooding factored into the purchase price.
The attempted reasons and justifications for height exceedance have twice been refused
on legal grounds by the LPP and independent legal opinions as to their inadequacy have
also been submitted to the LPP.

It is a commonly held opinion within the community, including our opinion, that this DA is an
attempt to rewrite the planning rules for developer personal gain. The site was purchased
cheaply because of its flooding and heritage constraints.
This proposed development would be at home in many other areas of the LGA, but the site
would be more expensive and the investment return lower, probably similar to that of adaptively
re-using the extant cottage as that is how economies work.
The constraints are far from secret and most developers until recently have respected them and
adaptively reused the building stock, including of course the cottages that contribute to the
Macarthur planned country town and its unique rural heritage.
The community’s experience with this DA is explained in detail in Appendix 1(a). The continued
pursuit for approval of non-compliant iterations of this DA is beginning to be seen as a bullying
attempt to wear down the community’s opposition. The seemingly selective exhibition of the
latest new plan, after the termination of the s34 conciliation process, has left the community
bewildered and has reinforced that view as explained in Appendix 1(b). The number and
variations in iterations since early 2018, as depicted in Appendix 1 (c) is extraordinary and is
viewed by the community as an abuse of due process.
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This latest iteration, a new plan by a new third architect, must once again be refused. We repeat
that the plans are wrong in their depiction of the siting of the building in relation to properties in
Mitchell Street which is misleading, at best. The true heritage impact of what is proposed is not
addressed in the documentation.
It is not in the public interest to thwart and undermine the planning process and set precedents
that would destroy the HCA and deny the strongly expressed intent throughout all Council policy
of protection of Camden’s valuable and valued heritage. The HCA contains many state and
locally listed heritage items and has recognised potential for state heritage listing by Camden
Council and NSW Heritage Council.
It is not in the public interest to introduce uncertainty into the decision making of current owners
of properties in the HCA or potential purchasers. It is imperative that all stakeholders in the
community have faith in the planning rules.
After so many refused iterations of the DA, we suggest it is time for the Proponent to stop
wasting the time of the community, Council and the Land and Environment Court.
From the community’s viewpoint and we suggest from the Proponent’s viewpoint, the best
outcome is sale of the property (if adaptive re-use of the cottage is not to be considered) and
purchase of a site where three levels and modern office premises are welcomed.
Yours sincerely

Glenda Davis
President
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Appendix: Other Matters of Community Relevance
(a) Community experience with this DA
For the record, as we believe it to be relevant to the seemingly vexatious nature of this DA, we
summarise some of our long experience with its many and various iterations since early 2018.
Perhaps the strategy behind the many persistently non-compliant iterations of this DA is to limit
opposition by exhaustion of community members who work, raise families and lead busy lives
dealing with their own varied issues. This may work to an extent, though it is not fair play and is
not the fair go expected in Australia. We point out that this DA has already been the subject of
much media interest and the community will never accept and long remember any such insult to
the integrity of the highly valued HCA and its planning protections. It is not fair that the
community must keep going over the same ground hoping that enough people have the time to
make yet another objection on a grossly non-compliant DA that quite arguably should never have
been considered for assessment in the first place.
We respectfully point out that the community respects and relies on the rule of law tradition in
this country.
Council provided pre-DA advice to the applicant on 12 February 2018 that the extent of the
contravention of LEP 4.3 Height of Buildings would not be supported. Nevertheless, after a
number of iterations to the design, the DA was lodged on 23 May 2018, which as well as
contravening the heritage provisions of the LEP and DCP was 44% above the height limit.
On 21 May 2019 Camden Local Planning Panel (LPP) refused this DA as a non-compliant
overdevelopment that also presented no environmental planning grounds for the height
exceedance. Council staff had recommended approval.
The applicant appealed this refusal decision with yet another iteration of the design but which
was 47% above the height limit on the front half of the building.
On 15 October 2019 the LPP refused the appeal, for similar reasons, that the proposal was a noncompliant overdevelopment which again presented no environmental planning grounds for the
height exceedance. Council staff had again recommended approval.
The message was clear, the planning provisions were upheld, and the community breathed a sigh
of relief.
To our surprise, at the end of 2019 we were alerted by the media that the Applicant had lodged
an appeal to the LEC.
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On 10 December 2019 our Group, on behalf of the community, sought to joinder the LEC case
because Council staff reports to the LPP had twice recommended approval of the DA.
Our legal advice was that it was only the s8.2 LPP refusal that could be appealed. To everyone’s
astonishment, it was found that the applicant was appealing the iteration originally refused by the
LPP, wanting to ignore the iteration presented to the s8.2 LPP appeal which at least addressed
some issues. The Registrar directed that our Group be kept informed and be provided with
Council’s SOFAC.
This LEC case did of course not proceed. Having wasted everyone’s time, a second case was
brought against the s8.2 LPP appeal decision.
Council’s SOFAC covered the main issues covered in our objections. Our legal advice was that
the Court would probably not accept our joinder to the second case unless we brought different
contentions, and that we could/should trust the process.
On 23 November 2020, a conciliation conference was held.
On 23 December 2020 we were advised that the s34 conciliation process was terminated and
court hearing dates were set for June 2021.
On 2 February 2021, we were advised that:
• since the termination of the s34 conference that the Applicant had provided Council with
amended plans for its review,
• Council had considered and reviewed these plans and wished to put them on exhibition,
• subject to consideration of the public submissions received and advice received from
Council’s consultants, the s34 conference process may be reconvened,
• if Council’s substantive contentions were not resolved then the case will proceed to
Court hearing.
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We have already
• lodged three objections dated 30 July 2018, 13 December 2018, 12 September 2019;
• made presentations and tabled additional documentation to Camden Local Planning Panel
(LPP) on 21 May 2019 and 15 October 2019 on the appeal to the first LPP refusal;
• sought legal advice because Council twice recommended approval to the LPP;
• applied on 10 December 2019 to joinder the Land and Environment Court (LEC) case
pending receipt of Council’s SOFAC;
• made a presentation at the LEC conciliation conference on 23 November 2020.
We have done all of this because what is proposed in its many and various iterations, including
the one currently exhibited, is grossly non-compliant with the planning rules and that no
justification in a s4.6 variation request or Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) has been provided as
to why this particular DA is somehow worthy of special dispensation.
Yet again the community must object to a non-compliant overdevelopment that is unbelievably
60 % above the height limit, and again presents a legally inadequate s4.6 variation request. If we
do not then the s34 process may start again, even though variations of this same new plan had
already been unsuccessfully presented for conciliation.
As noted above Council advised the applicant on 12 February 2018 that the height exceedance
would not be supported, so we fail to understand why plans indicating a 60% height exceedance
would be considered and exhibited and not simply rejected.
The level of non-compliance with the LEP and Council policy was so great in the iterations
presented to the Camden LPP, that a number of Councillors attended and presented at the
hearings and we understand submitted formal objections.
The history of this DA raises a number of questions and speculation in the community:
• why was this DA, one that is so clearly and grossly non-compliant, accepted in the first
place;
• why are very different iterations of this DA accepted as the same DA. The only
common elements are their persistent non-compliance, particularly in height and bulk,
and inadequate justifications;
• why were iterations of the DA twice recommended for approval to the LPP, especially
as the LPP refused the first iteration recommended (and then the second);
• why is a grossly non-compliant new plan seemingly selectively exhibited after
termination of the conciliation process.
Speculation about and loss of faith in the integrity of the planning process inherent in the
above questions is not in the public interest.
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(b) Unexplained exhibition on new plans for potential new s34 conciliation conference
process
We must take this opportunity to state on behalf of the community that we do not understand
why this particular grossly non-compliant iteration of the DA, in the form of new plans by a new
architect, is seemingly selectively exhibited for possible subsequent potential conciliation.
We note:
• there is no evidence of the usual neighbour notification on the DA tracker;
• it is not clear who has been notified of the new plans;
• it appears that at least 3 or 4 amendments to these same plans have already been
unsuccessfully presented for conciliation before the s34 process was terminated;
• a new Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) has not been exhibited with the new plans although
the site is within the HCA and adjacent to and in close proximity to heritage listed items, and
it is referenced in and fully relevant to the s4.6 variation request;
• that these new plans were not considered as a new DA, although the design has changed
considerably and height exceedance has increased significantly.
It appears that from the community viewpoint that appropriate opportunity for informed input
has not been provided. This new plan may have been exhibited to original objectors, but it is not
clear, with it seemingly not made public, whether all interested parties have an opportunity for
input. Interested parties include all neighbours, including potentially new neighbours and other
stakeholders, including businesses that rely on the point of difference afforded by the HCA,
those who believe we are custodians of our heritage for future generations and those who think
we should all be good citizens and respect legislation and agreed policy.
We contend:
•
•
•
•

these new plans, if submitted as a new DA, given their gross non-compliance with the
planning instruments should rightly be rejected;
60% above the legislated height limit is significantly greater (at least 13%) than exceedances
that have already been refused as non-justifiable;
the new s4.6 variation request contains no new arguments or justification than those proposed
in the two previous requests that were found to be legally inadequate;
a new Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) at a minimum is required;
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•

this new iteration of the DA, which unusually takes the form of new plans by a new architect,
is reasonably subject to notification and re-notification protocols (DCP 2011: A2.2; DCP
2019: 1.2.2, 1.2.7):
o it is a major commercial development that is not in keeping with the established scale
and character of surrounding development;
o it has been substantially amended;
o there has not been a reduction in impacts or no impact as a result of the DA
amendments.

•

this iteration, according to the extract below from the plans of BKA Architecture, appears
to have already considered in the s34 conciliation

•

the plans are not worthy of exhibition, should be rejected and the case be dropped or
proceed to the LEC in June 2021.
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(c) Timeline and various iterations of the same DA
11 July 2018: Council notification
DA description: Demolition of existing structures and construction of a 3-storey
commercial building, car parking, landscaping, service provision and landscape works
Our first objection to an iteration of this DA
in July 2018 was extraordinarily for a three-storey, flat roofed
building design that took up almost all of the site.

Source: Aetch Stanmore NSW
Revision 2 Architectural Plans,
May 2018
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30 July 2018: CRAG objection
27 November 2018: Council re-notification
DA description: Demolition of existing structures and construction of a 3-storey
commercial building, car parking, landscaping, service provision and landscape works
Our second objection in December
2018 was for quite a different threestorey building design by a different
architect that again took up almost all
of the site.

Source: Allman Johnston Architects, Bowral NSW, 2 November, 2018
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13 December 2018: CRAG objection
14 May 2019: LPP Hearing Notification
21 May 2019: LPP Hearing – DA refused
The DA that was put to the LPP on 21 May 2019 for determination was described differently.
There was no material change in height.
DA Description: Demolition of the existing dwelling house and construction of a 2 storey
plus attic level commercial building, car parking, landscaping, service provision and
landscape works.
The plans were modified but similar to those exhibited that we had last objected upon in
December 2018.

_

Source: Allman Johnston Architects, Bowral NSW, 5 February 2019
This iteration was recommended for approval to the LPP and refused.
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26 August 2019: Council Re-notification of new iteration
DA Description: Demolition of the existing dwelling house and construction of a 2 storey
plus attic level commercial building, car parking, landscaping, service provision and
landscape works.

Source: Allman Johnston Architects, Bowral NSW, 12 July 2019
12 September 2019: CRAG objection
8 October 2019: LPP s8.2 Review Notification
15 October 2019: LPP s8.2 Review Hearing – refused
10 December 2019: CRAG applied to joinder LEC Case: 2019/00362348 upon media alert to
CRAG that it had been filed.
17 December 2019: LEC Directions Hearing re CRAG joinder – disagreement of parties
that first LPP refusal could be brought to LEC. Adjourned
4 February 2020: LEC Directions Hearing CRAG joinder motion adjourned pending
preparation and provision to CRAG of Council’s SOFAC
4 March 2020: Case 2019/00362348 discontinued as not being on correct LPP refusal
2 April 2020: Council’s SOFAC lodged for new case 2020/00081653 re s8.2 LPP refusal
23 April 2020: Notice to objectors of conciliation conference
13 November 2020: Deadline for written material from objectors
23 November 2020: Conciliation conference
23 December 2020: Conciliation process terminated; court dates set
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2 February 2021: advice that new plans were to be exhibited by Council.

I

Source BKA Architecture, Sydney: s34 amendments, revision 5, 18 January 2021

--------------------------------------------
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LEC Conciliation Conference 23 November 2020 20 Elizabeth St Camden

I speak as President of Camden Residents’ Action Group which has served the community since
1973 in protecting our heritage and environment.
The DA for 20 Elizabeth Street has antagonised the community which finds it extraordinary given
the protections and significance of the heritage conservation area. It has been through 4 iterations
of design, none of them remotely compliant with the LEP, DCP and Council policy plus two
refusals by the Local Planning Panel.
Our Group lodged a joinder motion to the initial and withdrawn court case on the first LPP refusal.
Many objections have been lodged. We have lodged three evidence-based ones and also submitted
further supporting documentation to the LPP. An unprecedented number of people have spoken
against the DA at the LPP hearings and expert heritage and legal opinions have been tabled. This
DA has been subject to media articles and astonished commentary and has patently failed the pub
test.
We emphasise the following points:
•

Camden township is unique in Australia and of exceptional significance to the Macarthur
region. It was privately designed and founded by the Macarthur’s and retains a close
connection to the original colonial estate, Camden Park, still home to the descendants of
John and Elizabeth Macarthur

•

The town’s human scale, iconic village profile, historic street grid and spacious country
town fabric remain intact.

•

Its sense of place is distinct and highly valued.

•

It is regarded as the jewel in the crown of the municipality and is the hub of community
events.

•

The Greater Sydney Commission acknowledges it as a significant heritage town to be
conserved. The NSW Heritage Office has recommended future consideration for the State
Heritage Register and Council is looking into its state and national listing.

•

Its economic future depends on retaining its uniqueness. It is an extremely valuable
tourism asset being within close proximity of Sydney and Badgerys Creek airport

•

This DA attempts to rewrite Camden’s existing and desired future character, which is
clearly articulated in the LEP and DCP, which adopts the Burra Charter, and in all of
Council’s policies and strategies.

•

Desired future character is reaffirmed in 2018 Urban Design Framework which was in the
public domain at the time the DA was lodged.

•

Camden’s Local Strategic Planning Statement for the next 20 years affirms adherence to
this framework and that heritage values are to be preserved and reinforced.

•

The Framework emphasises retaining the fabric and the fine-grained character of the town.
It sets out a built form principle which includes ensuring that all built form contributes to
Camden’s identity as a rural town. (p33)

•

The built form of this proposal does the opposite.

•

No reasonable argument has been put forward for demolition of the contributory cottage.
Under the Burra Charter and DCP it should be retained and adaptively re-used.
Indeed, the cottage has been renovated and advertised as 3 Offices plus reception with
excellent natural light, storage spaces and excellent parking. This belies the DA claim
that it is not suitable for retention. It appears to be leased.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The current iteration is also for three tenancies plus a café.
But, what is proposed is destructive to Camden’s existing and desired character, and
would pave the way for further degradation.
The proposed building dwarfs the scale and bulk of buildings in the cottage dominated
block bounded by Elizabeth, Mitchell, Exeter and Edward Streets,
It disrespects three adjacent heritage items.
It also mocks many other nearby agricultural and heritage items and makes no attempt to
reference them.
It does not even attempt to address universal design principles such as
o contributing to its context
o being of appropriate scale in terms of the street and surrounding buildings.
o being consistent with existing density

•
•

The Heritage Impact Statement is seriously and unacceptably deficient.
No attempt is made to follow the guidelines of the NSW Heritage Office for development
in conservation areas and adjacent to listed heritage items.

•

The proposal repeatedly asserts that the site, which adjoins Mitchell and Edward Streets,
is in an area of transition, but does not delineate the area. This claim is self-serving. It
contradicts the planning instruments and attempts to rewrite them by insisting that this socalled transition area seeks the introduction of such over-scaled new development. This is
nonsense, and seems to rely on the irrelevancy of seniors housing on the large vacated high
school site which was approved under the SEPP subject to its decontamination and prior
to legislation of the HCA.

•
•
•

In any case the 4.6 height variation request fails
In relation to the height standard objectives:
It is incompatible with existing and desired future character, it has a devastating visual
and heritage impact, and results in unacceptable loss of privacy and solar access to its
neighbours.

•

In relation to its zoning, it does not integrate with other land uses of town farm, sale
yards, residences and businesses in adaptively re-used cottages. It is not consistent with
heritage tourism.

•

The 4.6 request fails to provide any planning grounds or justify why compliance is
unreasonable or unnecessary in the circumstances of this case.

•

Flooding and heritage constraints are well-known and factored into market price of
property.
There are no special circumstances.
This case is no different to any other attempt to maximise investment return by gaming
the planning system.

•
•
•
•

It is in the public interest of course that faith in the planning system be upheld.
We fully agree with Council’s Statement of Facts and Contentions. Regretfully, we must
however take this opportunity to draw attention to the fact and our concern that the
contents are quite contrary to the council staff assessment reports which led as to seek
joinder to the case.

•
•

This DA, based on false premises, is not salvageable.
We sincerely trust that this DA will be refused with instructions to respectfully observe
legislation and council policy.
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Local Planning Panel
15 October 2019
20 Elizabeth St Camden
Our group has lodged three evidence-based objections on this DA.
Although the modifications made to the refused DA address a number of impacts on privacy,
the building remains incompatible with the HCA and the front portion at 10.3m is 47%
above the height limit to accommodate an additional tenancy on a questionable third-floor
level.
A number of new documents were lodged with this Appeal including a new Heritage Impact
Statement and 4.6 Variation Request.
We note that our objections about the inadequacy of the heritage statement and 4.6 request
were independently confirmed by renowned heritage and legal experts who presented at the
Panel hearing that resulted in the DA refusal.
We find that the new Heritage Impact Statement is largely unchanged and still incomplete
and non-compliant with professional guidelines.
We find that the new 4.6 request does not present any new argument and remains legally
inadequate, as previously independently advised by Minter Ellison law firm. We wish to table
a second opinion of its inadequacy prepared within our group by a retired environmental
lawyer.
In addition, we strongly disagree with other aspects of the Agenda Report.

1. It does not acknowledge the long-held position of the community on conservation of
the 1840 Macarthur town with its unique rural characteristics, which is reflected in
all relevant Council studies and strategies (such as Camden 2040, Camden Local
Draft Strategic Plan 2018, Community Strategic Plan 2017, Camden LGA
Destination Management Plan 2016)
2. It does not reflect the position of community’s elected representatives which was most
recently reiterated on 10 September when Councillors unanimously voted to look into
the HCA’s state and/or national listing. The NSW Heritage Council also
recommended investigation into its state listing in 2016.
3. The Agenda Report correctly maintains that the proposal must be assessed on its own
merits but includes various old precedents of height exceedance which are irrelevant
to the current planning instruments
4. Further it dismisses the Urban Design Framework 2018 and Strategy 2008 as nonbinding but also cherry picks them on building height. As detailed in our objections
neither document condones exceedance of the height limit as asserted.
5. It seeks to rewrite the existing and desired future character of the HCA, although this
is clearly set out in the DCP and reaffirmed in the 2018 Framework.
6. We request to table evidence of this.
7. It claims that the locality of the site is not cottage-dominated despite Council’s
documentation and independent expert opinion to the contrary.
8. Its claim that the site is within a transition area seems to be based on the as yet unbuilt
seniors living development approved by the state government on the old
contaminated high school site. As explained in our objections this is irrelevant being
a special case that was assessed under state planning policy and prior to legislation of
the HCA.
9. Importantly it does not acknowledge that the Greater Sydney Commission has
designated Camden as a heritage town and that the LEP and DCP heritage controls,
including the 7m height limit are critical in maintaining and enhancing the economic
tourism potential and strategic place of the heritage asset in local and state planning.
Approval of this proposal would not be in the public interest. The community sees the
attempt to flout the planning rules as a bonanza for private developers and an attack on the
integrity of the old town’s much-loved and renowned identity, unique rural character and
strong sense of place.
The fact that this DA has gone through so many iterations and is still against Council policy
and grossly non-compliant with the intent and letter of the LEP and DCP has already failed
the pub test.
As well as upsetting the community, approval of such non-compliance would be unfair to
those relying on the planning instruments to make investment and life decisions.
We respectfully request that the appeal be dismissed.
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14 October 2019
Re: 20 Elizabeth St., Camden
DA 2018/599/1
Cl. 4.6 Variation Request
Opinion on Legal Adequacy
As a retired environmental lawyer, I have been asked on behalf of the community to comment
on the Clause 4.6 Variation Request submitted with the development application in progress
for 20 Elizabeth Street, Camden.
A fundamental component of our democracy, acknowledged by the High Court of Australia,
is the doctrine of the separation of powers. This is reflected in the structure of the Australian
Constitution. The doctrine is equally applicable in NSW, although our State parliamentary
structure does not represent a pure form of the separation of powers.
The doctrine stipulates that the three major organs of the governmental system each perform
a single and different function:




The legislature (Parliament) enacts laws
The executive applies those laws in individual cases
The judiciary, in the event that a dispute arises about the meaning or application of a
law, conclusively resolves the dispute1.

Given the doctrine of separation of powers, where we have a planning dispute relating to
the interpretation of state legislation, the opinion of the judiciary is conclusive. The dispute
I have been asked to comment on specifically relates to the height standard in Camden’s
Heritage Conservation Area. The development proposed is significantly above the height limit
of 7 metres set down in the Camden Local Environment Plan 2010. The relevant clause is 4.6
– Exceptions to Development Standards – which sets out the requirements that a developer

1

R. Creyke & J. McMillan Control of Government Action, 3rd Ed. (2012) LexisNexis Butterworths, p 259

1

has to go through to justify an exception to the development standards in the LEP. Height
standards are listed in Clause 4.3 of the Camden LEP.
These requirements are set out in Clauses 4.6(3) and 4.6(4). Note that the legal language
used in these clauses is the strongest you are likely to find in a planning statute – both clauses
state that:
Development consent must not be granted for development …unless…
The clauses provide what in my view is clear guidance to consent authorities considering an
exception to development standards, although of course it is in the nature of developers to
push the boundaries of the envelope (as they would clearly seem to have done in relation to
the 20 Elizabeth St development) in an attempt to get their development over the line.
In relation to clause 4.6(3), the applicant must demonstrate in writing to the satisfaction of
the consent authority that both conditions (note the crucial word “and”) 4.6(3)(a) and (b) are
justified. The developer has to justify to the consent authority that the development standard
is unreasonable or unnecessary in the circumstances of the case and that there are sufficient
environmental grounds to justify contravening the development standard.
Clause 4.6(4) provides extra hurdles for the developer to jump.


4.6(4)(a)(i) is in my opinion restating the requirements in 4.6(3). The inadequacy of
the developers’ submission in addressing the matters required in 4.6(3) would be
useful grounds for attack, always referencing the wording of the section so it is quite
clear to the consent authority what you are doing.



4.6(4)(a)(ii) opens up further grounds for attack because it requires the public interest
to be satisfied (one of the matters for consideration of every development under Part
4 of the EPA Act) and it requires the development to meet the objectives of the
standard and zone. I will consider LEP objectives below in more detail.

Relevant Aims and Objectives of Camden LEP 2010
1. Aims of Camden LEP 2010, Clause 1.2:
While Clause 4.6 – Exceptions to Development Standards – does not specifically refer
to the LEP aims, it is always relevant to refer to them in general discussion. In my
opinion, only two of the aims set out in 1.2(2) are applicable to the 20 Elizabeth Street
site, and the proposed development is not consistent with either of them.
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2. Zone B4 Mixed Use – Objectives
These objectives are so broad that an argument can be made that virtually any
development fits in here, and the developers have certainly made this argument. I
would argue that the proposed development is not consistent with 2 of the 4 zone
objectives, viz:
 To integrate suitable business, office etc development… ‐ the community’s
argument is that the proposed development is not suitable and therefore does
not satisfy this objective.
 To minimise conflict between land uses within the zone… the level of opposition
from owners of other land uses within the vicinity of the development and
within the zone indicates that the proposed development has maximised
conflict within the zone, not minimised it.
3. Clause 4.3 – Height of Buildings
The 3 clause objectives listed as 4.3(1)(a) to (c), to my way of thinking clearly argue
against the proposed development, which violates the wording of all three objectives.
The developers argue that their development does meet the height objectives, but I
disagree with their foreign perspective on what constitutes a desired future character
of the heritage conservation area of Camden town centre. The developers seem to
have put most of their effort into arguing compatibility with existing and future
character [4.3(1)(a)]. I can’t see any valid arguments that indicate the development is
consistent with objectives 4.3(1)(b) & (c). ‘
However, the developers must establish under 4.6(4)(ii) that:
“the proposed development will be…consistent with the objectives (i.e. all of them)
of the particular standard”
In an attempt to demonstrate compatibility with existing and future character of the
locality, the developers spend two pages (10‐11) in their latest written request for a
Clause 4.6 exception talking about the height of the proposed development on the old
Camden High School site. Of course, this is all about “desired future character”‐ the site
is currently just a cleared, rehabilitated open area of land.
My understanding of the history of the site is that it was owned by the State
Government for decades, with Camden High School being built in the early 1950s, prior
to the height restriction with buildings significantly exceeding the current LEP height
standard. Once the contamination of the site became known and the High School was
moved to Cawdor in 2001, the NSW Government eventually on‐sold the site to a
developer, who intended to retain at least one of the over‐height buildings, on the
condition that the site be rehabilitated as part of the development approval.
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Council and the Camden community had little, or no, say about approval of the
development (in 2009) as it came under State Environmental Planning Policy
(specifically SEPP Housing for Seniors 2004). It is also noted that approval predated the
legislation of the HCA in 2010.
It is completely invalid to use the height of the proposed buildings on the high school
site as a justification for a further over height development proposal as the developers
have done on pages 10‐11 of their application. This is like comparing apples with
oranges. The proposed development on the high school site does not represent the
desired future character of the locality or its transition – most local residents would
not even know what is proposed to be built at the old high school site.

Public Interest:
All indications are that the preservation of Camden as a heritage conservation area is a clear
element of the public interest in the local area. Evidence for this is the listing of central
Camden as a heritage conservation area in the Camden LEP 2010. More recently, Camden
Council agreed unanimously across party lines to look into heritage listing of the Camden
Town Centre. These are clear indications that heritage preservation is an important element
of the public interest in central Camden.
The proposed development is not only contrary to the demonstrated public interest, but is
fundamentally inconsistent with LEP Clause Objective 4.3(1)(c), which states that the third
clause objective is:
4.3(1)(c): To minimise the adverse impact of development on heritage conservation areas
and heritage items

Only refusal of the DA will be consistent with this height standard objective.
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Judicial Interpretation of LEP Clause 4.6
The applicants have kindly provided us with two NSW Land and Environment Court
judgements, handed down by the eminent Chief Judge of the Court, Chief Justice Brian
Preston. These provide us with what in my view is a conclusive interpretation on the
application of the Exception to Standards Clause 4.6 in the Camden LEP (this clause is one of
the commonly worded clauses inserted in all NSW LEPs when they were last revised by the
NSW Government). The Initial Action case2 relates to a development under the Woollahra LEP
– Height Clause 4.3 differs to the Camden LEP, but the wording of Clause 4.6 is essentially the
same in both Camden and Woollahra LEPs. As noted at the beginning about separation of
powers these judgments are binding on the local consent authority and any opinions from
Council staff, councillors, developers and panel members which contradict the judgements
are legally invalid and of no effect.
Initial Action P/L v Woollahra Municipal Council [2018] NSWLEC 118 (14 August, 2018)
The facts of this case can be readily distinguished from the circumstances associated with the
current case under the Camden LEP. The Woollahra LEP has a significantly different wording
under Clause 4.3 – Height of Buildings to the Camden LEP Clause 4.3, and the affected land
was not classified as flood prone, nor were heritage issues a factor in the judgement.
The value of the case is in Chief Judge Preston’s reference to two of his previous cases on
Clause 4.6 which indicate the correct legal approach to the application of Clause 4.6. If you go
back to the comments about the separation of powers at the beginning of this report, Judge
Preston is providing a clear and binding guide to the resolution of disputes involving LEP
Regulation 4.6.

The first case mentioned in Initial Action is Randwick City Council v Micaul Holdings3. Preston
CJ notes in Initial Action at 6‐7 that:
“To understand how the Commissioner misinterpreted and misapplied cl 4.6, it is necessary to
recount what is the correct approach…I summarised the correct approach under cl 4.6 in
Randwick City Council v Micaul Holdings P/L”
In Randwick City Council4, Preston CJ stresses the importance of assessing Clause 4.6(3)(a)
which requires that the consent authority must be satisfied that the written request
demonstrates that compliance with the development standard (Cl 4.3) is unreasonable or
unnecessary in the circumstances of the case before giving consent. Preston CJ also lists one
of the established tests to allow this to be done:

2

[2018] NSWLEC 118 914 August 2018)
[2016] NSWLEC 7
4
Randwick City Council v Micaul Holdings @ 34
3
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“One of the established tests to demonstrate that compliance with a development standard
is unreasonable or unnecessary is if the development is consistent with the objectives of the
standard. The objectives of the building height standard 5 … included ensuring that the
development does not cause environmental harm (such as adversely impacting on the
amenity of adjoining and neighbouring land). Hence, establishing that the development
would not cause environmental harm and is consistent with the objectives of the
development standards is an established means of demonstrating that compliance with the
development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary”
In my opinion the clause 4.6 written variation requests for 20 Elizabeth Street, Camden do
not meet this test.

The second case referred to in Initial Action by Chief Justice Preston is the Wehbe case6.
Preston CJ stated in Initial Action @ 16:
“As to the first matter required by cl. 4.6(3)(a)7, I summarised the common ways in which
an applicant might demonstrate that compliance with a development standard is
unreasonable or unnecessary in Wehbe v Pittwater Council… Although that was said in the
context of an objection under SEPP 1 to compliance with a development standard, the
discussion is equally applicable to a written request under cl. 4.6 demonstrating that
compliance with a development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary”.
The important clauses in Wehbe are clauses 42‐49. The circumstances in Wehbe are very
different to 20 Elizabeth Street, Camden and the rest of the case is of no importance as a legal
precedent. Interestingly, CPS referred to the Wehbe case on page 56 of their November 2018
Statement of Environmental Effects. The reference seems to have disappeared from the
Clause 4.6 variation request dated August 2019, even though the Wehbe case is highly
pertinent to the assessment of Clause 4.6 and was thought sufficiently important for inclusion
in the Statement of Environmental Effects dated November 2018.
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Referring to Clause 4.3 of the Randwick LEP 2012, similar in wording to Clause 4.3 of the Camden LEP
Wehbe v Pittwater Council [2007] NSWLEC 827 (21 December 2007)
7
Same wording as Cl 4.6(3)(a) in Camden LEP 2010
6
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In Wehbe, Preston CJ sets out 5 common ways of establishing that compliance to a planning
standard is unreasonable or unnecessary. I will summarise them below:
1. The most commonly invoked way is to establish that compliance with the
development standard8 is unreasonable or unnecessary because the objectives of the
development standard are achieved notwithstanding non‐compliance with the
standard9… If the proposed development proffers an alternative means of achieving
the objective, strict compliance with the standard would be unnecessary (it is achieved
anyway) and unreasonable (no purpose would be served).
2. A second way is to establish that the underlying objective or purpose is not relevant
to the development with the consequence that compliance is unnecessary.
3. A third way is to establish that the underlying purpose would be defeated or thwarted
if compliance was required.
4. A fourth way is to establish that the development standard has been virtually
abandoned or destroyed by the Council’s own actions in granting consents departing
from the standard and hence compliance with the standard is unnecessary and
unreasonable.
5. A fifth way is to establish that the zoning of particular land was unreasonable or
inappropriate so that a development standard appropriate for that zoning was also
unreasonable or unnecessary.

In my opinion, none of these 5 ways from the Wehbe case are applicable to the
circumstances of the 20 Elizabeth Street development.
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Any questions on this opinion may be directed to the Committee of Camden Residents’ Action
Group Inc. in writing.

8
9

In our case, this refers to the Cl 4.3 Height of Buildings standard in Camden LEP 2010
My emphasis
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Camden DCP Camden Heritage Conservation Area
Character Elements
The distinguishing natural and built character elements of the Camden Heritage
Conservation Area include:
1. Distinct tree lined visual gateways as viewed from rural floodplain on the fringes of
Camden town.
2. A topographical form which rises from the floodplain.
3. A town which is surrounded by rural hinterland containing transitional community uses.
4. Prominent landmark buildings dominated by St John’s Church and in particular it’s spire.
5. Cowpasture Bridge which opened land to the west of the Nepean River.
6. A strong grid street network of Camden town.
7. A pronounced “High Street” in Argyle Street, performing a traditional shopping and
commerce role and thoroughfare function.
8. A distinctive tree lined and landscaped medium strip with minimal landscaping fronting
the shops along Argyle Street.
9. Street lights delineating the carriageway and communicating “seasonal” festive and event
information.
10. Buildings covering a range in stylistic periods reflecting the evolution of the town centre
and reflecting a diverse palette of building materials and finishes.
11. Uniform single to two storey shop fronts along a wide main street.
12. An important historical, visual and social axis is formed by John Street.
13. A cluster of civic and community buildings in lower John Street.
14. A range of residential premises, from the stately to workers cottages, largely
converted to commercial functions; but still some with a residential use.
15. A unique roofscape of smaller roof forms viewed throughout the town.
16. Remnants of a rural service town, particularly in Edward Street.
17. A modest workers cottage precinct in View Street, transitioning into large middle class
housing in Alpha Road.
18. Federation cottages and interwar bungalows radiating out from the town centre, with
adaptive reuse of these in Broughton Street.
19. A health precinct surrounding Camden Hospital.
20. A series of informal pathways linking parking precincts.
21. The grand Macarthur Park is on the fringe of the Town Centre.

Part 2 – General Land Use Controls
Objectives
a. Retain the unique heritage significance of Camden town, recognising it as a rare and
distinctive area;
b. Retain and promote evidence of the historical development of the town and enable
interpretation of that historical development;
c. Retain the cohesive character particularly evident in the scale of development in each
street;
d. Retain distinctive features which unite the place. Such as parapets, chimneys, veranda’s,
the mixture of roofs, the road network, subdivision patterns, pathway connections,
consistency of colours and the limited building material palette;
e. Seek to foster a balance between historic character and sensitive contemporary
development;
f. Promote the concept of adaptive reuse as a major conservation tool;
g. Reflect an embellishment of public spaces and places in a manner which is sympathetic
and does not compete with the period qualities of the township;
h. Retain the rural character of Camden town centre; and
i. The collection of distinctive worker’s cottages in View Street, will be conserved with
sensitive and appropriate development encouraged.
Controls
1. Views associated with the St John’s Church spire must not be compromised.
2. The tree lined “gateway” entrances to the township must be retained and embellished.
3. The rural‐urban interface must be sensitively addressed in new development proposals.
4. The strong street grid must be maintained and not compromised by closures and/or
permanent malls.
5. Opportunities for enhanced pedestrian linkages must be sensitively promoted
6. Additional development on the fringe of the town should complement and not detract
from the viability of the “main street”.
7. Original uses of significant buildings should be encouraged and facilitated. Where this is
no longer possible, appropriate adaptive re‐use opportunities can be used to facilitate the
conservation of these buildings.
8. Existing cottage dominated streetscapes must be retained, new development such as
extensions/additions should be compatible with the existing streetscape.
9. A two storey height limit must prevail except for significant architectural features
incorporated into the design of buildings in significant locations.
10. Large built forms in cottage dominated precincts must be avoided through the use of
various roof forms and pitches, wall openings and recesses, materials, recessive colours
and landscaping
11. Development of the flood affected fringes of the town must not compromise the
prevailing character.
12. In commercial areas where historical evidence exists, awnings and/or veranda’s must be
provided on the front elevation and must complement existing awnings and verandahs on
adjacent buildings.

Claims contained in the Agenda Report
about the 2008 Strategy and 2018 Framework
Both the 2008 Strategy and 2018 UDF reinforce the LEP and DCP heritage controls. There is NO
evidence that 20 Elizabeth Street is in a transition zone that seeks an over-height and bulky
development of a design that is not consistent with the LEP and DCP and adopted Burra Charter.

Camden Town Centre Strategy 2008
The strategy presents nine (9) precincts as the basis for future planning. The plans provide
principles for site design, public realm improvements and indicative building heights (p.20).
20 Elizabeth Street is halfway between Precincts 6 and 7 (see Fig 3, p. 23).
Precinct 6 - Mixed Uses
The precinct is currently a mixture of uses marking a transition between more formally designed
precincts. Current uses should be reinforced with development sensitive to residential street
frontages opposite.
Precinct 7 –Arts and Culture (Mixed Use)
The precinct can be considered as a location for the development of cultural activities combined with
a modest residential component. As the land is flood prone the range of uses may be significantly
restricted. Existing houses might be adapted for community arts facilities and or as private studios.
• Complementary activities to the adjoining town farm;
• Introduction of town entry treatment on Macquarie Grove Road;
• Possible through block pedestrian access with redevelopment. (p. 21).

Unlike what is portrayed in the Agenda Report, the 2008 Strategy may be interpreted as
meaning that current uses should be reinforced with development sensitive to residential
street frontages and that the existing house should be adaptively reused. It cannot be
interpreted as meaning that the height limit should be grossly violated.
In relation to height the 2008 strategy also states
Review of Building Heights

In some parts of the town centre, there is the possibility for considering moderate increases in
permissible building height. In some locations 3 storeys with suitable roof forms and siting could be
successfully incorporated into the existing streetscape and would not detract from the overall
character and design principles of the town centre. For sites affected by the 1 in 100-year flood,
appropriately designed buildings with additional height to facilitate the raising of habitable rooms
above flood levels would be one way of utilising this land provided safe access to flood free land can
be facilitated. Taller buildings could allow increased residential development without impacting on
character of more sensitive 1 and 2 storey residential areas. Opportunities to introduce taller land
mark elements on prominent sites should be investigated in more detail as part of a future revision of
planning controls affecting the town centre. (p. 20)

Even if the height review had been undertaken at the time of the 2008 Strategy it is a great
stretch to claim that 47% is a moderate increase. Also, as in the 2018 Framework, there is an
emphasis on residential accommodation within the town. Its current prohibition is intended to
be rectified as pursued in the Urban Design Framework 2018.
There is no evidence within 2008 Strategy supporting the claim that a 10.3m
commercial building of the design proposed is suitable for 20 Elizabeth Street.

Camden Town Centre Urban Design Framework 2018
Documentation of Camden Council’s adoption of the Urban Design Framework on 14 August 2018 is
attached. In summary this documentation:

 recognises that the town centre has a unique and distinct heritage character that is highly
valued by the community and should be retained.
 recognises the importance of heritage in the town centre and the need to preserve and
enhance it
 does not propose radical change, but rather it considers opportunities for minimal change
to the built form and uses within the town centre, with a focus on enhancing the
attributes that make Camden unique.
 recommends reinstating dwelling houses as permissible land uses
 does not propose to amend the height control of 7m over the Camden Town Centre
 identifies Murray Street for potentially viable for a minor increase in height. It is
understood that most or all of the area identified is not within the HCA.
Criteria for consideration of minor height amendments will be further investigated as part
of a future planning proposal to provide clarity and consistency when considering variation
requests. Any change in height requirements will be the subject of further investigation and
a future planning proposal and community engagement.
 does not propose major changes to increase commercial floor space or incentivise
growth.
 does not specify or promote development in the floodplain.
 identifies that residential use adds to the vibrancy and viability of a town centre

The 2018 Framework makes the following statements about desired future character which are
consistent with the DCP:
Built Form Place Principle: Protect and enhance the unique character of Camden’s
heritage, it’s human scale and network of urban fabric ensuring all built form contributes
to Camden’s identity as a rural town. (p33)
It explains this principle as follows:
The term fine grain as used in this document refers to the human scale of the town centre. Fine
grain contributes to a kind of spatial experience and allows for a diversity and range of
specialised activities. Urban components of the fine grain include small shops, micro plazas,
active arcades, laneways, and the specifics of how people relate to each of them. These
elements all contribute to the vibrant and diverse offering in the town centre.
The grain and character of Camden Town Centre is one of relatively low scale and density; a
rural township with a modest and varied collection of architecture…., the community of
Camden emphasised the importance of recognising the current heritage fabric of Camden by
limiting over dominating built form into the area and retaining the existing 7m building height
limit.

There is no evidence within 2018 Framework supporting the claim that a 10.3m
commercial building of the design proposed is suitable for 20 Elizabeth Street.
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385326(2)5(3257
7KHSXUSRVHRIWKLVUHSRUWLVIRU&RXQFLOWRFRQVLGHUWKHVXEPLVVLRQVUHFHLYHGIURPWKH
SXEOLF H[KLELWLRQ RI WKH GUDIW &DPGHQ 7RZQ &HQWUH 8UEDQ 'HVLJQ )UDPHZRUN WKH
)UDPHZRUN 

7KHUHSRUWUHFRPPHQGV&RXQFLODGRSWWKH)UDPHZRUNVXEMHFWWRPLQRUSRVWH[KLELWLRQ
DPHQGPHQWV$FRS\RIWKH)UDPHZRUNDVDPHQGHGLVLQFOXGHGDVDQDWWDFKPHQWWR
WKLVUHSRUW
%$&.*5281'
7KH &DPGHQ 7RZQ &HQWUH 6WUDWHJ\ ZDV DGRSWHG E\ &RXQFLO LQ  7KH DLP RI WKH
6WUDWHJ\ ZDVWR ‘manage and maintain the character of the town centre while making
provision for modern planning and development requirements¶

:LWK WKH &DPGHQ /*$ H[SHULHQFLQJ UDSLG XUEDQ JURZWK VLQFH  WKH UROH DQG
FRQWH[WRIWKHWRZQFHQWUHKDVFKDQJHGZLWKGHYHORSLQJXUEDQFHQWUHVDW1DUHOODQDQG
WKURXJKRXWWKH*URZWK&HQWUH

,Q&RXQFLOXQGHUWRRNDVHULHVRIVWXGLHVDQGFRPPXQLW\HQJDJHPHQWWRLQIRUPD
UHYLVHG YLVLRQ IRUWKH WRZQ FHQWUH7KH &DPGHQ 7RZQ &HQWUH 9LVLRQ WKH 9LVLRQ  ZDV
HQGRUVHGE\&RXQFLODWLWVPHHWLQJRI$SULO

7KH LQWHQW RI WKH 9LVLRQ LV WR SURWHFW DQG VWUHQJWKHQ WKH WRZQ FHQWUH¶V YDOXHG DQG
GLVWLQFW FKDUDFWHU ZKLOVW DW WKH VDPH WLPH IDFLOLWDWLQJ DSSURSULDWH FKDQJH DQG JURZWK
7KH 9LVLRQ FRQWDLQV D VHULHV RI LQLWLDWLYHV VHYHUDO RI ZKLFK KDYH EHHQ FRPELQHG LQWR
WKH)UDPHZRUNLQFOXGLQJ

x 3UHSDUHDQXUEDQGHVLJQIUDPHZRUNWRHVWDEOLVKREMHFWLYHVIRUWKHWRZQFHQWUHDQG
WRLGHQWLI\GHYHORSPHQWRSSRUWXQLWLHVDQGDVVRFLDWHGFRQWUROVIRUVHOHFWHGFDWDO\VW
VLWHV
x 3UHSDUDWLRQRIDSXEOLFGRPDLQDQGVWUHHWVFDSHSODQ
x 3UHSDUDWLRQRIDSODFHIRFXVHGSHUIRUPDQFHEDVHG'&3
x ,QYHVWLJDWHFXUUHQWSODQQLQJFRQWUROV
x 8QGHUWDNHPDVWHUSODQQLQJIRUWKH-RKQ6WUHHW3UHFLQFW
x 3UHSDUDWLRQRIDZD\ILQGLQJDQGVLJQDJHVWUDWHJ\DQG
x &RPPHQFHPHQWRIGHWDLOHGLQYHVWLJDWLRQIRUDQHZSXEOLFVTXDUH

,Q -XQH  &RXQFLO HQJDJHG 0F*UHJRU &R[DOO XUEDQ GHVLJQHUV WR XQGHUWDNH WKH
SURMHFW DORQJ ZLWK D WHDP RI VSHFLDOLVWV LQFOXGLQJ KHULWDJH H[SHUWV DQG HQJDJHPHQW
VSHFLDOLVWV)LJXUHEHORZVKRZVWKHVWXG\DUHDRIWKH)UDPHZRUN
7KLVLVWKHUHSRUWVXEPLWWHGWRWKH2UGLQDU\&RXQFLOKHOGRQ$XJXVW3DJH
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)LJXUH±6WXG\$UHDIRUWKH&DPGHQ8UEDQ'HVLJQ)UDPHZRUN




7R LQIRUPWKH )UDPHZRUN VHYHUDO FRPPXQLW\ HQJDJHPHQWIRUXPV ZHUHKHOG EHWZHHQ
0DUFKDQG0D\LQFOXGLQJ

x &RPPXQLW\2SHQ'D\ &DPGHQ0DUNHWVDQGVWDOOLQ$UJ\OH6WUHHW 
x 6WDOODW&DPGHQ6KRZ
x %XVLQHVV:RUNVKRS
x &RPPXQLW\5RXQGWDEOH
x 2QOLQHVXUYH\
x <RXWKRQOLQHVXUYH\

,QDGGLWLRQEDFNJURXQGVWXGLHVDQGRWKHUUHOHYDQWLQIRUPDWLRQZDVPDGHDYDLODEOHRQ
&RXQFLO¶V ZHEVLWH $ VHULHV RI HQHZV FLUFXODUV ZHUH DOVR SUHSDUHG DQG SRVWHG RQ
&RXQFLO¶V ZHEVLWH DQG GLVWULEXWHG WR SHRSOH ZKR KDG UHJLVWHUHG DQ LQWHUHVW LQ WKH
SURMHFW

)ROORZLQJ WKH ILUVW URXQG RI HQJDJHPHQW NH\ ILQGLQJV ZHUH SUHVHQWHG EDFN WR WKH
FRPPXQLW\URXQGWDEOH 2FWREHU SULRUWRILQDOLVDWLRQRIWKHGUDIW)UDPHZRUN
7KLVLVWKHUHSRUWVXEPLWWHGWRWKH2UGLQDU\&RXQFLOKHOGRQ$XJXVW3DJH
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7KH GUDIW )UDPHZRUN ZDV SXEOLFO\ H[KLELWHG IURP  $SULO WR  -XO\  'XULQJ WKH
H[KLELWLRQ &RXQFLO RIILFHUV RIIHUHG DQG PHW ZLWK NH\ VWDNHKROGHU JURXSV LQFOXGLQJ WKH
&DPGHQ+LVWRULFDO6RFLHW\DQGWKH&DPGHQ5HVLGHQW$FWLRQ*URXS

&RXQFLOORUVKDYHEHHQEULHIHGRQWKHSURJUHVVRIWKH)UDPHZRUNZLWKWKHODWHVWEULHILQJ
RQ-XO\
0$,15(3257
6WUXFWXUHRIWKH)UDPHZRUN

7KH)UDPHZRUNLVVWUXFWXUHGDURXQGVL[NH\SULQFLSOHVRUµSODFHYLWDOLW\FULWHULD¶7KHVH
LQFOXGH

x 1DWXUDO(QYLURQPHQW
x

(FRQRPLFV

x

$FFHVVDQG0RYHPHQW

x

3XEOLF'RPDLQ

x

%XLOWIRUPDQG

x

&XOWXUH

&HQWUDOWRWKHNH\SULQFLSOHVKDVEHHQHQJDJHPHQWZLWKWKHFRPPXQLW\RI&DPGHQ

,QIRUPHGE\WKHFRPPXQLW\HQJDJHPHQWDQGLQYHVWLJDWLRQRINH\SULQFLSOHVDVHULHVRI
LQLWLDWLYHVZHUHGHYHORSHGXQGHUHDFKRIWKHNH\SULQFLSOHV,IDGRSWHGWKHVHLQLWLDWLYHV
ZLOOLQIRUPDQLPSOHPHQWDWLRQSODQWRGHOLYHUWKHRXWFRPHVRIWKH)UDPHZRUN

,QDGGLWLRQWRWKHLQLWLDWLYHVWKH)UDPHZRUNFRQVLGHUHGIRXUFDWDO\VWSUHFLQFWVZLWKLQWKH
WRZQ FHQWUH LQFOXGLQJ /DUNLQ 3ODFH -RKQ 6WUHHW0XUUD\ 6WUHHW DQGWKH 1HSHDQ 5LYHU
/LQN

.H\)LQGLQJVDQG,QLWLDWLYHV

7KH )UDPHZRUN UHFRJQLVHV WKDW WKH WRZQ FHQWUH KDV D XQLTXH DQG GLVWLQFW KHULWDJH
FKDUDFWHU WKDW LV KLJKO\ YDOXHG E\ WKH FRPPXQLW\ DQG VKRXOG EH UHWDLQHG 7KH
)UDPHZRUN GRHV QRW SURSRVH UDGLFDO FKDQJH EXW UDWKHU LW FRQVLGHUV RSSRUWXQLWLHV IRU
PLQLPDO FKDQJH WR WKH EXLOW IRUP DQG XVHV ZLWKLQ WKH WRZQ FHQWUH ZLWK D IRFXV RQ
HQKDQFLQJWKHDWWULEXWHVWKDWPDNH&DPGHQXQLTXH

=RQLQJ

7KH )UDPHZRUN UHYLHZHG WKH FXUUHQW % /RFDO &HQWUH DQG % 0L[HG 8VH ]RQLQJV
ZLWKLQWKHWRZQFHQWUHDQGUHFRPPHQGVWKDWWKHFXUUHQW]RQLQJEHUHWDLQHG+RZHYHU
WKH)UDPHZRUNGRHVUHFRPPHQGDUHYLHZRIWKHSHUPLVVLEOHXVHVZLWKLQWKHVH]RQHV
DQGFRQVLGHUDWLRQRIUHLQVWDWLQJ³GZHOOLQJKRXVHV´DVDSHUPLVVLEOHXVH

%XLOW)RUP±+HLJKW

7KH)UDPHZRUNUHYLHZHGWKHFXUUHQWKHLJKWUHVWULFWLRQVZLWKLQWKHWRZQFHQWUHDVZHOO
DV FRQVLGHULQJ WKH KHLJKW RI H[LVWLQJ EXLOGLQJV DQG SUHIHUUHG DUFKLWHFWXUDO VW\OH 7KH
7KLVLVWKHUHSRUWVXEPLWWHGWRWKH2UGLQDU\&RXQFLOKHOGRQ$XJXVW3DJH



)UDPHZRUNGRHVQRWUHFRPPHQGDPHQGLQJWKHFXUUHQWPKHLJKWOLPLWWKURXJKRXWWKH
WRZQFHQWUH5DWKHUWKH)UDPHZRUNLGHQWLILHVRSSRUWXQLWLHVIRUIXUWKHULQYHVWLJDWLRQRI
VSHFLILFVLWHVDQGUHFRPPHQGVUHYLHZLQJFRQWUROVWRSURYLGHJUHDWHUFRQVLVWHQF\LQWKH
FRQVLGHUDWLRQRIGHYHORSPHQWDSSOLFDWLRQV

7KH )UDPHZRUN LGHQWLILHV WKDW LQ VRPH FLUFXPVWDQFHV WKH KHLJKW UHVWULFWLRQ UHGXFHV
WKH DELOLW\ WR DFKLHYH SLWFKHG URRIV ZKLFK FRPSOHPHQW WKH H[LVWLQJ KHULWDJH EXLOGLQJV
7KH )UDPHZRUN IRXQG WKHUH LV DQ RSSRUWXQLW\ WR LQYHVWLJDWH FRQWUROV WKDW UHVWULFW WKH
QXPEHU RI VWRUH\V FRPELQHG ZLWK KHLJKW UHVWULFWLRQV WR DFKLHYH WKH GHVLUHG XUEDQ
GHVLJQRXWFRPHV

7KH)UDPHZRUNDOVRUHFRPPHQGVIXUWKHULQYHVWLJDWLRQEHXQGHUWDNHQUHJDUGLQJKHLJKW
LQFOXGLQJ GHYHORSLQJ FULWHULD IRU ZKHQ YDULDWLRQV PD\ EH FRQVLGHUHG 7KH )UDPHZRUN
LGHQWLILHV VRPH RSSRUWXQLWLHV IRU PLQRU KHLJKW LQFUHDVHV ZKHUH LPSURYHG DUFKLWHFWXUDO
DQGXUEDQGHVLJQRXWFRPHVFDQEHDFKLHYHGDQGZKHUHLWLVFOHDUO\GHPRQVWUDWHGWKDW
WKHUHLVQRLPSDFWRQNH\YLHZFRUULGRUVWRDQGIURPWKHWRZQFHQWUH

7KH)UDPHZRUNUHFRPPHQGVDIXUWKHUVWXG\EHXQGHUWDNHQWRHVWDEOLVKFULWHULDZKHUH
YDULDWLRQV FRXOG RFFXU0DWWHUVWKDW QHHGIXUWKHU LQYHVWLJDWLRQ LQFOXGH EXLOGLQJ GHVLJQ
EXLOWIRUPWRSRJUDSK\YLHZFRUULGRUVDQGLPSDFWRQWKHKXPDQVFDOHRI&DPGHQ

3XEOLF'RPDLQ±6LJQDJH 0DWHULDOV

7KH )UDPHZRUN LQFOXGHV D 3XEOLF 'RPDLQ 0DQXDO WKDW HVWDEOLVKHV D VWUHHW KLHUDUFK\
DQGSURYLGHVDVWDQGDUGSDOHWWHRIPDWHULDOVWRJXLGHIXWXUHSXEOLFGRPDLQZRUNV

7KHPDQXDO DOVR FRQVLGHUV ZD\ILQGLQJ DQG VLJQDJH ZLWKLQ WKH WRZQ FHQWUH DV LQWHJUDO
HOHPHQWVWRWKHVXFFHVVRIWKHSXEOLFGRPDLQDQGUHFRPPHQGVWKDW&RXQFLOXQGHUWDNH
IXUWKHU ZRUN WR GHYHORS D VXLWH RI KHULWDJH VLJQV DQG D ZD\ILQGLQJ VWUDWHJ\ WKDW
PLQLPLVHVDGKRFVLJQDJHLQWKHWRZQFHQWUH

$FFHVVDQG3DUNLQJ

7KH)UDPHZRUNLGHQWLILHVWKDWZKLOHWKHWRZQFHQWUHLVGHSHQGHQWRQYHKLFXODUWUDIILFLW
LVDKLJKO\SHGHVWULDQLVHGFHQWUHZLWKPRVWRIWKHWRZQFHQWUHFRQWDLQHGZLWKLQDP
ZDONDEOHUDGLXV

7KH )UDPHZRUN LQFOXGHV LQLWLDWLYHV WKDW HPSKDVLVH WKH SHGHVWULDQ QDWXUH RI WKH WRZQ
FHQWUHDQGSURYLGHRSSRUWXQLW\WRLQFUHDVHF\FOHDFFHVVLQWRWKHWRZQFHQWUH

7KH)UDPHZRUNDOVRUHFRPPHQGVLQYHVWLJDWLRQLQWRSDUNLQJUHVWULFWLRQVZLWKLQWKHWRZQ
FHQWUHWKDWZLOOFUHDWHDJUHDWHUWXUQRYHURISDUNLQJDQGHQFRXUDJHORQJVWD\SDUNLQJWR
WKHRXWHUHGJHV

.H\3UHFLQFWV

7KH)UDPHZRUNLGHQWLILHGDQGLQYHVWLJDWHGIRXUNH\SUHFLQFWVZLWKLQWKHWRZQFHQWUHWR
WHVWWKHSURSRVHGVWUDWHJLHV

/DUNLQ3ODFH

/DUNLQ 3ODFH LV ZHOO SRVLWLRQHG WR FRQQHFW WR WKH -RKQ 6WUHHW 3UHFLQFW DQG RWKHU FLYLF
XVHVVXFKDVWKH&DPGHQ/LEUDU\DQG0XVHXP

7KLVLVWKHUHSRUWVXEPLWWHGWRWKH2UGLQDU\&RXQFLOKHOGRQ$XJXVW3DJH
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7KH )UDPHZRUN LGHQWLILHV /DUNLQ 3ODFH DV KDYLQJ WKH SRWHQWLDO WR SURYLGH D IOH[LEOH
WHPSRUDU\ WRZQVTXDUHDQGFLYLFVSDFHIRUHYHQWVZKLOVWVWLOOIXQFWLRQLQJDVDSXEOLF
FDUSDUN

7KH )UDPHZRUN DOVR LGHQWLILHV RSSRUWXQLWLHV WR LPSURYH WKH LQWHUIDFH ZLWK WKH UHDU RI
EXLOGLQJV IDFLQJ RQWR WKH /DUNLQ 3ODFH FDUSDUN SURYLGLQJ RSSRUWXQLWLHV IRU LQILOO
GHYHORSPHQWIRUVPDOOFRPPHUFLDORUUHWDLOXVH

,QGRLQJWKLVWKH)UDPHZRUNUHYLHZHGWKH&DPGHQ7RZQ&HQWUH6WUDWHJ\  ZKLFK
UHFRPPHQGHG D IRUPDO 7RZQ 6TXDUH LQ -RKQ 6WUHHW 7KH )UDPHZRUN FRQFOXGHV WKDW
/DUNLQ3ODFHKDVWKHSRWHQWLDOWREHFRPHDIOH[LEOHWRZQVTXDUHSURYLGLQJRSSRUWXQLWLHV
IRU PRUH FRPPHUFLDO DQG VRFLDO DFWLYLW\ DQG UHFRPPHQGV WKDW WKH SURSRVHG -RKQ
6WUHHW7RZQ6TXDUHQRWSURFHHG

-RKQ6WUHHW

7KH)UDPHZRUNLGHQWLILHV-RKQ6WUHHWDVWKHFXOWXUDOKXERIWKHWRZQFHQWUH*LYHQLWV
H[LVWLQJVWURQJKHULWDJHFKDUDFWHUDQGH[LVWLQJFLYLFXVHVVXFKDVWKH&DPGHQ/LEUDU\
0XVHXPDQGWKH$ODQ%DNHU$UW*DOOHU\WKLVSUHFLQFWFRXOGIXUWKHUEHGHYHORSHGDVD
FXOWXUDO DQG FRPPXQLW\ SUHFLQFW 7KH )UDPHZRUN UHFRPPHQGV LQYHVWLJDWLQJ SXEOLF
GRPDLQZRUNVLQFOXGLQJVLJQDJHDQGOLJKWLQJDQGRWKHUVPDOOVFDOHIDFLOLWLHVWRVXSSRUW
SXEOLFSHUIRUPDQFHDQGHQKDQFHWKHFLYLFDPHQLW\

0XUUD\6WUHHW

0XUUD\ 6WUHHW SOD\V DQ LPSRUWDQW UROH DV D JDWHZD\ HQWU\ SRLQW LQWR WKH WRZQ FHQWUH
7KH)UDPHZRUNLGHQWLILHVWKH0XUUD\6WUHHWSUHFLQFWDVDQRSSRUWXQLW\IRUUHLPDJLQLQJ
DVDQHDWVWUHHWZLWKDSURJUDPRISXEOLFGRPDLQLPSURYHPHQWVWRLQFUHDVHSHGHVWULDQ
DPHQLW\DQGWUDIILFFDOPLQJ

7KH )UDPHZRUN DOVR LGHQWLILHV 0XUUD\ 6WUHHW DV EHLQJ SRWHQWLDOO\ YLDEOH IRU D PLQRU
LQFUHDVHLQKHLJKWVXEMHFWWRGHPRQVWUDWLQJGHVLJQH[FHOOHQFHDQGXQGHUWDNLQJIXUWKHU
DQDO\VLVZLWKUHJDUGVWRNH\YLHZFRUULGRUV

1HSHDQ5LYHU/LQN

7KH 1HSHDQ 5LYHU /LQN SURYLGHV DQ RSSRUWXQLW\ WR EHWWHU FRQQHFW WKH ULYHU DQG UXUDO
IORRGSODLQ ZLWK WKH WRZQ FHQWUH 7KH HVWDEOLVKPHQW RI D ULYHU SDWKZD\ FRXOG SURYLGH
OLQNDJHVZLWKH[LVWLQJSDWKZD\VDQGWKH&DPGHQ7RZQ)DUP

3XEOLF([KLELWLRQ3URFHVV

7KH GUDIW )UDPHZRUN ZDV SODFHG RQ SXEOLF H[KLELWLRQ IURP  $SULO WR  -XO\ 
&RSLHV RI WKH GRFXPHQW ZHUH SODFHG LQ &RXQFLO¶V DGPLQLVWUDWLRQ FHQWUH DQG LQ WKH
&DPGHQDQG1DUHOODQOLEUDULHV

'XULQJWKHH[KLELWLRQSHULRG&RXQFLOVWDIIFRQGXFWHGLQIRUPDWLRQNLRVNVDW
x &DPGHQ/LEUDU\±WRSP7XHVGD\0D\
x 1DWLRQDO$XVWUDOLD%DQNFRUQHU&DPGHQ±DPWRQRRQ)ULGD\0D\
DQG6DWXUGD\0D\

$ WRWDO RI  VXEPLVVLRQV ZHUH UHFHLYHG &RSLHV RI VXEPLVVLRQV DUH SURYLGHG DV D
VXSSRUWLQJ GRFXPHQW $ VXPPDU\ WDEOH RXWOLQLQJ WKH LVVXHV UDLVHG LQ VXEPLVVLRQV
DQG&RXQFLORIILFHUUHVSRQVHLVSURYLGHGDVDQDWWDFKPHQWWRWKLVUHSRUW
7KLVLVWKHUHSRUWVXEPLWWHGWRWKH2UGLQDU\&RXQFLOKHOGRQ$XJXVW3DJH



6XPPDU\RINH\LVVXHVUDLVHGDQGUHVSRQVHV

$OLVWRINH\LVVXHVDQGRIILFHUUHVSRQVHVLVSURYLGHGEHORZ

1. Building Height
6HYHUDOVXEPLVVLRQVUDLVHGFRQFHUQVUHJDUGLQJWKHSRWHQWLDOWRLQFUHDVHWKHKHLJKWOLPLW
RI P ZLWKLQ WKH WRZQ FHQWUH 6XEPLVVLRQV DOVR FDOOHG IRU &RXQFLO QRW WR FRQVLGHU
YDULDWLRQVWRWKLVFRQWURO&RQFHUQVZHUHDOVRUDLVHGUHJDUGLQJWKHUHYLHZRIKHLJKWVLQ
WKH0XUUD\6WUHHW3UHFLQFW

Officer Response
7KH)UDPHZRUNGRHVQRWUHFRPPHQGFKDQJLQJWKHH[LVWLQJPKHLJKWOLPLWWKURXJKRXW
WKHWRZQFHQWUH5DWKHUWKH)UDPHZRUNLGHQWLILHVWKDWWKHKHLJKWFRQWUROFRPELQHGZLWK
DVWRUH\FRQWUROFRXOGEHXVHGWRDFKLHYHEHWWHUXUEDQGHVLJQRXWFRPHVLQFOXGLQJWKH
DELOLW\WRKDYHSLWFKHGURRIV

7KH)UDPHZRUNUHFRJQLVHVWKDWPDQ\H[LVWLQJEXLOGLQJVZLWKLQWKHWRZQFHQWUHGRQRW
PHHWWKHPKHLJKWOLPLWDQGUHFRPPHQGVWKDWFOHDUFULWHULDEHSUHSDUHGIRUKRZDQG
ZKHQYDULDWLRQVWRWKHKHLJKWFRQWUROZLOOEHFRQVLGHUHG

7KH )UDPHZRUN DOVR LGHQWLILHV 0XUUD\ 6WUHHW IRU SRVVLEOH IXUWKHU FRQVLGHUDWLRQ LQ
UHODWLRQ WR KHLJKW 7KH )UDPHZRUN UHFRJQLVHV WKDW WKH W\SRJUDSK\ DQG ORFDWLRQ RI WKH
0XUUD\6WUHHW3UHFLQFWPD\IDFLOLWDWHDPLQRUKHLJKWLQFUHDVHVXEMHFWWRGHWDLOHGGHVLJQ
DQGDQDO\VLVZLWKUHJDUGVWRNH\YLHZFRUULGRUV

$Q\ FKDQJH WR KHLJKW LQ WKH WRZQ FHQWUH ZRXOG EH VXEMHFW WR D VHSDUDWH SODQQLQJ
SURSRVDOWRDPHQGWKH&DPGHQ/(3DQGWKLVZRXOGUHTXLUHIXUWKHULQYHVWLJDWLRQ
DQGFRPPXQLW\HQJDJHPHQW

2. Signage and Wayfinding
&RQFHUQV ZHUH UDLVHG UHJDUGLQJ WKH JHQHUDO VXLWH RI VLJQDJH ZLWKLQ WKH WRZQ FHQWUH
DQGWKDWLWGHWUDFWVIURPWKHKHULWDJHRIWKHWRZQFHQWUH

Officer Response
7KH )UDPHZRUN UHFRPPHQGV WKH SUHSDUDWLRQ RI D KHULWDJH VXLWH RI VLJQDJH IRU WKH
WRZQFHQWUH7KLVZLOOEHXQGHUWDNHQLQFRQMXQFWLRQZLWKDZLGHUZD\ILQGLQJVWUDWHJ\IRU
WKHWRZQFHQWUH

3. Heritage and its role in the Framework
&RQFHUQV ZHUH UDLVHG WKDW WKH KHULWDJH VLJQLILFDQFH RI WKH WRZQ FHQWUH ZDV QRW
SURPLQHQWHQRXJKZLWKLQWKH)UDPHZRUNDQGWKDWKHULWDJHVKRXOGEHVWUHQJWKHQHGLQ
WHUPVRIWKHRYHUDOOGRFXPHQWDQGPRUHVSHFLILFDOO\ZLWKLQWKHHFRQRPLFSULQFLSOHVDV
KHULWDJHKDVDNH\UROHLQWKHHFRQRPLFYLDELOLW\RIWKHWRZQ

Officer Response
7KHGUDIW)UDPHZRUNUHFRJQLVHVWKHLPSRUWDQFHRIKHULWDJHLQWKHWRZQFHQWUHDQGWKH
QHHGWRSUHVHUYHDQGHQKDQFHKHULWDJHLQWKHIXWXUH7KHUHLVQRREMHFWLRQWRDPHQGLQJ
WKH)UDPHZRUNWRIXUWKHUUHFRJQLVHDQGVXSSRUWWKLV
7KLVLVWKHUHSRUWVXEPLWWHGWRWKH2UGLQDU\&RXQFLOKHOGRQ$XJXVW3DJH
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 =RQLQJ
&RQFHUQVZHUHUDLVHGUHJDUGLQJWKH]RQLQJRIWKHWRZQFHQWUHDQGWKH6W-RKQV&KXUFK
3UHFLQFW

Officer Response
7KH )UDPHZRUN GRHV QRW UHFRPPHQG FKDQJLQJ WKH FXUUHQW ]RQLQJ ZLWKLQ WKH WRZQ
FHQWUHKRZHYHULWGRHVUHFRPPHQGDUHYLHZRIWKHFXUUHQWSHUPLVVLEOHXVHVZLWKLQWKH
%/RFDO&HQWUHDQG%0L[HG8VH]RQHVDVWKH\FXUUHQWO\SURKLELWGZHOOLQJKRXVHV

:LWKUHJDUGVWRWKH6W-RKQV&KXUFKSUHFLQFWWKLVZDVQRWLQFOXGHGZLWKLQWKHVFRSHRI
WKH)UDPHZRUNKRZHYHU]RQLQJZLOOEHFRQVLGHUHGDVSDUWRIWKHEURDGHUUHYLHZRIWKH
&DPGHQ/(3

5. Arrival experience
&RQFHUQV ZHUH UDLVHG UHJDUGLQJ WKH QHHG WR LPSURYH WKH HQWU\ SRLQWV LQWR WKH WRZQ
FHQWUH

Officer Response
7KH)UDPHZRUNLGHQWLILHVSRWHQWLDOLQLWLDWLYHVWRLPSURYHWKHDUULYDOH[SHULHQFHLQWRWKH
WRZQ FHQWUH 7KHVH LQFOXGH LQYHVWLJDWLQJ WKH RSSRUWXQLW\ WR XQGHUJURXQG SRZHU
LQIUDVWUXFWXUH ZKHUHSRVVLEOH DQGUHLQIRUFLQJWUHHOLQHGDYHQXHVRQWKHDSSURDFKHVWR
WKHWRZQFHQWUH

6. Public Art
7KHQHHGIRUDSXEOLFDUWVWUDWHJ\ZDVUDLVHGLQFOXGLQJWKHRSSRUWXQLW\IRUSXEOLFDUWWR
HPSKDVLVHWKHKLVWRU\DQGVLJQLILFDQFHRIWKHWRZQFHQWUH

Officer Response
7KH )UDPHZRUN LGHQWLILHV DQ LQLWLDWLYH WR GHYHORS D SXEOLF DUW VWUDWHJ\ IRU WKH WRZQ
FHQWUH

7. Traffic and Parking
&RQFHUQVZHUHUDLVHGZLWKWKHVSHHGRIWUDIILFLQWKHWRZQFHQWUHDQGDQHHGWRUHGXFH
WKHVSHHGOLPLW&RQFHUQVZHUHDOVRUDLVHGUHJDUGLQJWKHDYDLODELOLW\RISDUNLQJFORVHWR
WKHWRZQFHQWUH

Officer Response
7KH )UDPHZRUN GRHVQ¶W UHYLHZ WUDIILF RU SDUNLQJ KRZHYHU LW LQFOXGHV LQLWLDWLYHV WR
IXUWKHU LPSURYH DFFHVV DQG PRYHPHQW ZLWKLQ WKH WRZQ FHQWUH LQFOXGLQJ LQLWLDWLYHV WR
LPSURYHZDONDELOLW\DQGF\FOHDFFHVVLQWRWKHWRZQFHQWUH

,QUHODWLRQWR SDUNLQJ WKH )UDPHZRUN UHFRPPHQGV &RXQFLO XQGHUWDNH PRQLWRULQJ DQG
LQYHVWLJDWHSDUNLQJUHVWULFWLRQVZLWKLQWKHFHQWUHDQGSURPRWHORQJVWD\SDUNLQJRQWKH
RXWHUHGJHVRIWKHWRZQFHQWUH

8. Development in the Floodplain
&RQFHUQZDVUDLVHGZLWKSRWHQWLDOIXWXUHGHYHORSPHQWZLWKLQWKHIORRGSODLQVXUURXQGLQJ
WKHWRZQFHQWUHDQGWKHQHHGWRSUHVHUYHWKHIORRGSODLQ
7KLVLVWKHUHSRUWVXEPLWWHGWRWKH2UGLQDU\&RXQFLOKHOGRQ$XJXVW3DJH



Officer Response
7KH )UDPHZRUN GRHVQ¶W FRQVLGHU RU SURPRWH GHYHORSPHQW ZLWKLQ WKH IORRGSODLQ
VXUURXQGLQJWKHWRZQFHQWUH$Q\IXWXUHSURSRVDOVZLWKLQWKHIORRGSODLQZRXOGQHHGWR
WDNHLQWRFRQVLGHUDWLRQDOOUHOHYDQWSODQQLQJFRQWUROV

3URSRVHG&KDQJHVWRWKH)UDPHZRUN

0LQRUSRVWH[KLELWLRQFKDQJHVDUHUHFRPPHQGHGWRWKHGUDIW)UDPHZRUNUHVXOWLQJIURP
WKHVXEPLVVLRQV7KHVHDUHOLVWHGLQWKHWDEOHEHORZ

5HIHUHQFH
3URSRVHG$PHQGPHQW
3DJH
$GGWKHIROORZLQJVHQWHQFHWRWKHODVWSDUDJUDSK

‘In addition, the entire Camden Town Centre is within a
heritage conservation area’.
(FRQRPLFV3ODFH
5HSODFHWKHH[LVWLQJSODFHSULQFLSOHZLWKWKHIROORZLQJ
3ULQFLSOH3DJH

‘Maintain and evolve the local retail, commercial and
residential economy by creating a range of opportunities that
complement the heritage fabric of the Town Centre’.
2XWFRPH3DJH
5HSODFHZLWKWKHIROORZLQJZRUGLQJ

‘Allow small scale (2 storey with pitched roof) residential
development facing Larkin Place.’
2XWFRPH3DJH 5HSODFHZLWKWKHIROORZLQJZRUGLQJ

µAny built form, or modification to existing facades on Murray
Street is to engage with the streetscape and provide
enclosed outdoor space’.
:KHUHWR)URP+HUH"
6XEMHFWWR&RXQFLODGRSWLQJWKH)UDPHZRUNDQLPSOHPHQWDWLRQSODQZLOOEHSUHSDUHG$
VXPPDU\ RI VRPH RI WKH NH\ LQLWLDWLYHV DQG EURDG GHOLYHU\ WLPHIUDPHV DUH SURYLGHG
EHORZ

Short Term

x )XUWKHULQYHVWLJDWLRQLQWRWKH/(3DQG'&3SURYLVLRQV
x 3UHSDUHDVLJQDJHDQGZD\ILQGLQJVWUDWHJ\
x 5HYLHZDQGPRQLWRU&DPGHQ7RZQ&HQWUHSDUNLQJUHVWULFWLRQV
x 3UHSDUHDSXEOLFDUWVWUDWHJ\
x ([SORUHXVHRI/DUNLQ3ODFHIRUIXWXUHHYHQWV

Medium Term

x 3XEOLF GRPDLQ ZRUNV LQFOXGLQJ SHGHVWULDQ FURVVLQJV RQ -RKQ 6WUHHW DQG 0XUUD\
6WUHHW
x ,QYHVWLJDWHRSSRUWXQLWLHVWRHQKDQFHF\FOLQJH[SHULHQFH
x ,QYHVWLJDWHSODQQLQJIRUDF\FOHZD\DORQJWKH1HSHDQ5LYHU
x ,QYHVWLJDWH :DWHU 6HQVLWLYH 8UEDQ 'HVLJQ LQ SDUNLQJ DUHDV ZLWK LQFUHDVHG
SHUPHDELOLW\RIVXUIDFHV

7KLVLVWKHUHSRUWVXEPLWWHGWRWKH2UGLQDU\&RXQFLOKHOGRQ$XJXVW3DJH
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Long Term
x
x

3K\VLFDOZRUNVLQ/DUNLQ3ODFHFDUSDUNWRLPSURYHLWVXVDELOLW\IRUHYHQWV
,QYHVWLJDWHXQGHUJURXQGSRZHU ZKHUHSRVVLEOH WRVWUHQJWKHQHQWU\H[SHULHQFHWR
WKHWRZQFHQWUH


),1$1&,$/,03/,&$7,216

7KHUHDUHQRGLUHFWILQDQFLDOLPSOLFDWLRQVIRU&RXQFLOIURPWKLVUHSRUW

7KHUH LV IXQGLQJ FXUUHQWO\ DYDLODEOH IRU WKH SUHSDUDWLRQ RI VWUDWHJLF VWXGLHV LQFOXGLQJ
VWXGLHV DV SDUW RI WKH /(3'&3 UHYLHZ 6SHFLILF LQLWLDWLYHV ZLOO EH VXEMHFW WR
FRQVLGHUDWLRQLQWKHSUHSDUDWLRQRIIXWXUHEXGJHWV
&21&/86,21
7KH )UDPHZRUN EXLOGV RQ WKH LQLWLDWLYHV IURP WKH &DPGHQ 7RZQ &HQWUH 9LVLRQ
&RQVLVWHQWZLWKWKH9LVLRQWKH)UDPHZRUNUHFRJQLVHVWKHXQLTXHDQGGLVWLQFWKHULWDJH
FKDUDFWHU RI WKH WRZQ FHQWUH DQG SURYLGHV D VHULHV RI LQLWLDWLYHV ZKLFK DLP WR SURWHFW
DQGVWUHQJWKWKHIXWXUHRIWKHWRZQFHQWUH

7KH FRPPXQLW\ KDV EHHQ HQJDJHG WKURXJKRXW WKH SURFHVV DQG KDYH DVVLVWHG LQ WKH
SUHSDUDWLRQ RI WKH )UDPHZRUN +DYLQJ FRQVLGHUHG WKH VXEPLVVLRQV UHFHLYHG LW LV
UHFRPPHQGHGWKDW&RXQFLODGRSWWKH)UDPHZRUN

5(&200(1'('
7KDW&RXQFLO

L DGRSWWKH&DPGHQ7RZQ&HQWUH8UEDQ'HVLJQ)UDPHZRUN DVDPHQGHG 

LL SXEOLFO\ QRWLI\ WKH DGRSWLRQ RI WKH &DPGHQ 7RZQ &HQWUH 8UEDQ 'HVLJQ
)UDPHZRUNDQG

LLL DGYLVHVXEPLWWHUVRIWKHRXWFRPHRIWKLVUHSRUW



$77$&+0(176

 &DPGHQ7RZQ&HQWUH8UEDQ'HVLJQ)UDPHZRUN

 7DEOHRI6XEPLVVLRQUHVSRQVHV&DPGHQ7RZQ&HQWUH 
 6XEPLVVLRQV - Supporting Document









7KLVLVWKHUHSRUWVXEPLWWHGWRWKH2UGLQDU\&RXQFLOKHOGRQ$XJXVW3DJH

ORD01

POST EXHIBITION REPORT - CAMDEN TOWN CENTRE URBAN
DESIGN FRAMEWORK

AMENDMENT
Resolution: Moved Councillor C Cagney, Seconded Councillor Morrison that Council:
i.

adopt the Camden Town Centre Urban Design Framework (as amended);

ii.

publicly notify the adoption of the Camden Town Centre Urban Design Framework;

iii.

advise submitters of the outcome of this report;

iv. revisit the concept of residential development in Larkin Place in 12 months’ time;
and
v.

remove Outcome 04 – ‘allow small scale (2 storey with pitched roof) residential
development facing Larkin Place’.

ORD151/18

THE MOTION ON BEING PUT WAS CARRIED

(Councillors Sidgreaves, Symkowiak, Fedeli, C Cagney, A Cagney, Farrow, Mills and
Morrison voted in favour of the Motion. No Councillors voted against the Motion.)
ORD02

RMS ACQUISITION OF COUNCIL OWNED LAND

Resolution: Moved Councillor Sidgreaves, Seconded Councillor Fedeli that Council:
i.

agree to the compulsory acquisition of land and easement – part of Lot 1730 DP
1032925, part of Lot 1701 DP 1034645, part of Lot 233 DP 843696, part of Lot 240
DP 852594 and part of Lot 5740 DP 873263, being the areas highlighted in pink
and brown on the attached plan;

ii.

agree to a reduction in the Proposed Acquisition Notice (PAN) period to seven
days, with Council reserving the right of appeal should Council not agree with the
Valuer General’s determination;

iii.

note that a further report will be brought back to Council if the Valuer General’s
determination is to be appealed; and

iv. make the appropriate budget adjustments for the provision of compensation, as
determined by the Valuer General, for the acquisition and note that all necessary
documentation, including acceptance of the Valuer General’s determination, will be
executed under delegated authority by the General Manager or his nominee.
ORD152/18

THE MOTION ON BEING PUT WAS CARRIED

(Councillors Sidgreaves, Symkowiak, Fedeli, C Cagney, A Cagney, Farrow, Mills and
Morrison voted in favour of the Motion. No Councillors voted against the Motion.)
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Camden Residents' Action Group
Incorporated

Camden – Still a Country Town
Website: http://www.crag.org.au/
Face Book: https://www.facebook.com/CRAGCamden-Residents-Action-Group-Inc1805705173088888/

PO Box 188
Camden NSW 2570
Email: admin@crag.org.au
0415 617 368

General Manager
Camden Council
70 Central Avenue
Oran Park 2570
Email: mail@camden.nsw.gov.au
12 September 2019
Dear General Manager,
RE: DA 2018/599/1
20 Elizabeth Street Camden
LPP Determination Review EPA Act s8.2
Refusal of DA/2018/599/1 for the demolition of the existing dwelling house
and construction of a 2 storey plus attic level commercial building, car parking,
landscaping, service provision and landscape works
We note that the above DA was refused by the Local Planning Panel (LPP) on 21 May 2019 due to noncompliance with the Camden’s LEP and DCP, which has also adopted the principles of the Burra Charter,
other Council plans and policies which reflect the community’s values about liveability and conservation
of Camden’s unique heritage and the Greater Sydney Commission’s (GSC’s) district plan for Camden as a
heritage town. As would be expected for a grossly non-compliant proposal in a legislated Heritage
Conservation Area (HCA), a large number of objections were lodged and the DA was referred to the LPP.
Many community members addressed the LPP with their objections. Also, a lawyer addressed the Panel on
legal deficiencies in the LEP 4.6 variation request and a renowned heritage consultant addressed the Panel
on non-compliance with the planning instruments and the detrimental impact of the height, scale, form and
design of the proposal within the conservation area.

A number of changes have been made to the proposal as a result of the LPP refusal. For instance,
the number of tenancies has been reduced from nine to four through merging what were two
buildings and a reduction of the back portion of the proposal in footprint and height.
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It is acknowledged that the applicant has increased the rear setback (some of which is also to be
used for carparking) that runs at the rear of buildings fronting Elizabeth and Edward streets.
However, all the setbacks remain inadequate and the proposal’s footprint is excessive. The
footprint and setbacks remain incompatible with the pattern of development in the block and
HCA.
We acknowledge that the additional rear setback allows the retention of the mature gum tree at
the rear of the site as an important part of the character of the settings of the heritage items in this
part of the HCA.
Whilst the modifications are welcomed as a step in the right direction, they are far from sufficient.
The proposal, particularly the main front portion of the building facing Elizabeth Street, remains
grossly non-compliant with the LEP and DCP controls, other Council planning policies and the
Greater Sydney Commission’s designation of Camden as a heritage town.
We find it concerning that the proposal remains described as a two storey plus attic, although it
includes floor space on three levels and its proposed maximum height of 10.0 to 10.3 is that
required for three storeys.
The Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) under Background (p.3) sets out the iterations of this
proposal and notes that this is the fourth redesign. None of the iterations satisfactorily address the
excessive height, 47% above the height standard, that results in an excessive footprint and bulk,
lack of setbacks and inconsistency with the fabric of the HCA. This is a fundamental flaw in this
proposal which cannot be sufficiently mitigated through redesign or argued to be acceptable within
the townscape.
The amended design of this iteration therefore does not lessen the overall validity of our previous
two rejections of arguments for a variation of the height limit and our objections on the grounds of
heritage impact and neighbourhood amenity.
Our objections are substantially the same as those for the proposal which was refused by the LPP.
The following comments and arguments are additional to and are to be read in conjunction with
our objections covered in our two previous submissions which are appended.
This Appeal includes a revised Statement of Environmental Effects (SEE), Heritage Impact Statement

(HIS) and various plans and sketches as well as a new Clause 4.6 Request to vary the height
standard (LEP4.3). The contraventions in relation to the objectives of Height of Buildings
Standard (LEP 4.3) may have been mitigated slightly by the modifications referred to above but
they remain severe and unacceptable.
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The proposed excessive height is fundamental to the failure of the development application to
comply with the height standard objectives and the objectives and controls designed to protect the
HCA and individual heritage items.
We therefore first address the Clause 4.6 Variation Request and also refute any of its referenced
arguments from the SEE and HIS. We then refute any outstanding arguments in the HIS.
4.6 Request to vary the height standard
This Request attempts to argue that the impact on heritage value and neighbour amenity of a 47%
increase over the height limit of 7 metres in the human scale HCA would be minimal.
It remains the case, as stated in the LPP determination of 21 May 2019, that

The applicant’s written request to contravene Clause 4.3 - height of building development
standard of Camden LEP 2010 fails to provide sufficient environmental planning grounds to
justify the contravention having regard to the objectives of the standard nor does it demonstrate
that compliance with the development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary in the
circumstances of the case.
Although the Clause 4.6 Variation Request has been reworked, no new or any justifications have
been presented. The Applicant arguments are generic and not specific to the circumstances of the
case as they fundamentally relate to investment return. The arguments could apply to any flood
prone land with planning constraints such as a height restriction. In this case there are also
heritage constraints. They could be made by any developer wishing to capitalise to the
maximum on an investment in land. Why not be able to build whatever the boundaries of the site
will accommodate? Because much research and community input has produced planning
instruments that reflect our values which as good citizens we respect and observe.
For completeness, we refute the revised arguments presented under the headings provided in the
Clause 4.6 Variation Request.
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4.6(3)(a) - compliance with the development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary in the
circumstances of the case (p.5)
Building is Non-Contributory
This claim is untrue in the sense that the building is a cottage in a cottage dominated area as is
recognised in Council documents.
The existing cottage on the site, as a home built in the early post war period of building material
shortages, informs the town’s historic narrative of post war “fibro-majestic” housing. It does
contribute to the form and scale of the HCA.
It is suitable for retention and restoration for adaptive reuse. Simple observation shows this is the
usual approach in the HCA. The new HIS does not, as claimed, prove otherwise. The adjoining
heritage listed properties at 7 and 9 Mitchell Street were much older and in a worse state of
repair before their restoration between 2006 and 2009. They are adaptively reused and in their
new life contribute significantly to the value of the HCA.
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Dwellings are valid and contributory built forms and land uses within the HCA as was affirmed
in the 2018 Urban Design Framework (UDF) which recommends their reinstatement as a
permitted use. The UDF also encourages residential living in the HCA.
Prohibited Use as a Dwelling House

The argument that the existing cottage as a dwelling house is not permissible in the B4 zone is
irrelevant as that is not the use proposed. Commercial interests are encouraged to adaptively reuse
cottages through the DCP and the Burra Charter as adopted by Camden Council.
There seems to be some confusion in the documentation accompanying the Appeal.
The HIS (p.14) states that It is likely that a future resident of a residential redevelopment of the
site would demolish the existing building and replace it with a purpose built, contemporary
house with all of the modern facilities expected in a modern dwelling complete with modern
materials and finishes. As a result, the demolition of the cottage is considered to be a logical
result of any development of the site regardless of the future use.
Currently a dwelling is prohibited in the zone except through grandfather rights or heritage
listing (which it is understood allows the reversion to residential use if that provides protection of
the item).
However, the 2018 UDF for the township includes the recommendation to include dwellings in
the B4 zone land uses of the HCA. The 2019 draft Local Strategic Planning Statement, which is
designed to align with the Greater Sydney Commission’s plan for Camden incorporates the UDF,
and it is likely that dwellings will soon become a permitted use. Nevertheless, flooding
constraints may affect use as a home and building of a new residence. Buildings used for
commercial purposes are subject to fewer flooding constraints than residences.
Flooding Constraints

The applicant (p. 5) argues that due to the constraints of the site’s location in a flood area that
compliance with the height standard (and therefore the heritage protective controls) in delivery of
a commercial development is unreasonable and unnecessary.
The premise upon which this argument is based is flawed.
The flooding constraints, like the heritage constraints, are well known and were abundantly clear
at the time of purchase of the site in 2018. Other commercial developments, as is observable,
respect the constraints and adaptively reuse the cottages and seek sympathetic extensions that
comply with the planning instruments. This is clearly the expectation as expressed in the DCP
which also states (B3.1.2) that ‘the development of the flood affected fringes of the town shall not
compromise the prevailing character’.
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Other commercial proposals do not find this unreasonable. It is normal commercial practice to
undertake due diligence in finding an appropriate location for a proposal. There are many
opportunities for the type of commercial development sought within the Municipality on flood free
land in non-heritage listed areas.
In the flood affected areas, the expectation expressed through the planning instruments and the
Burra Charter as adopted by Camden Council, is that the fabric of the old town be conserved and
adaptively reused for commercial purposes. The Applicant does not acknowledge that many of
the surrounding properties have already been adapted to commercial uses whilst complying with
the development controls and without significant loss of the fabric and spatial qualities of the HCA.
Most developers do their due diligence and if they proceed to purchase within the HCA comply
with the planning controls. This is readily observable by the number of adaptively reused cottages
throughout the HCA.
This non-compliant proposal would degrade the prevailing character of the area. It is not true that
the existing cottage cannot be restored and adaptively reused or that there are no alternative designs
that can accommodate the flooding constraints.
The question is why not find a site that is suitable for the commercial venture envisioned
rather than assume that the rules can be changed at the expense of an irreplaceable heritage
asset and other occupiers of the area?

Compatibility with heritage items and conservation area

Although the amended design has reduced the overall building envelope and provided some
additional setbacks it remains incompatible in bulk, scale, form and height with heritage listed
adjacent properties and all of its close neighbours and within the fine-grained character of the
HCA.
The applicant (p. 6) claims that ‘the current proposal provides taller elements that are well
separated from the surrounding heritage items to the south’. Although the rear curtilage has been
increased the setback to the south is still minimal in comparison to other land coverage in the
area at only 0.9m for the three-storey section and 1.45m for the two-storey section.
The proposed building would dominate the streetscape and have adverse impacts on other heritage
listed items in the vicinity: 17, 19, 33 and 34 in Elizabeth Street; 17 (Taplin Cottage), 18
(Edithville) and 29-31 (Mitchell House) in Mitchell Street, the Camden Town Farm and 33 (Nant
Gwylan) in Exeter Street and the Camden Sale Yards in Edward Street. The proposed building
would tower over all these listed items and be many times their bulk.
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The DCP also lists potential heritage items in Elizabeth Street: cottages at 6-10 and 42 and the
former Picture Theatre at 39-41.
There is no demonstrable compatibility between a bulky three-storey building with minimal
curtilage that provides modern office space and the Town Farm, Sale Yards, Equestrian Centre,
residences, cottage-based businesses and heritage tourism
Camden is regarded as the “jewel in the crown” and the cultural and event hub of the Municipality
not least because of its pattern of development with wide streets, leafiness and openness. The
proposed overdevelopment of the site in terms of footprint, bulk and height is not compatible with
this function. Its visual incongruity with the town’s overall cottage and rural character and adjacent
and nearby heritage items would detract from Camden’s current attractiveness to visitors. It would
undermine Council’s strategic plan to increase the town’s profile as a tourist destination.
Transition Area

To claim (p. 6) that the site is located within a transition area, within a zone which seeks the
introduction of such development to replace dwellings that are not contributory within the
conservation area makes no sense, is not referenced and is clearly refuted by Council documents
and planning instruments.
The area is not a ‘transition area’ that seeks replacement of dwellings with any other built form.
Objectives of the B4 zone include minimisation of conflict of land uses within the zone and
adjoining zones and supporting and complementing the primary office and retail functions of the
local centre zone (B2). This proposal conflicts with uses of the fine-grained small cottages in the
B2 and B4 zone and is functionally and aesthetically inconsistent with the town farm, sale yards
and Camden’s rural heritage generally.
The claim that the northern section of Elizabeth Street is a transition area is used a number of times
throughout the SEE and HIS. This is not a term often used in Camden’s planning instruments and
studies, but the term was found in the 2008 Camden Town Centre Strategy (which has been
superseded by the 2018 Camden town Centre Urban Design framework, as well as legislation of
the HCA, LEP2010 and DCP2011). However, its meaning is not that of a zone that seeks
introduction of development to replace dwellings that are not contributory.
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The 2008 Strategy states
In order to permit a transition between zones and to allow the town centre to respond to market
conditions it is proposed to encourage adaptable building forms which could be utilised for both
residential or commercial uses in transitional areas and key locations. (p. 18).
Precinct 6 - Mixed Uses
The precinct is currently a mixture of uses marking a transition between more formally designed
precincts. Current uses should be reinforced with development sensitive to residential street
frontages opposite. (p. 21)
Precinct 7 –Arts and Culture (Mixed Use)
The precinct can be considered as a location for the development of cultural activities combined with
a modest residential component. As the land is flood prone the range of uses may be significantly
restricted. Existing houses might be adapted for community arts facilities and or as private studios.
• Complementary activities to the adjoining town farm;
• Introduction of town entry treatment on Macquarie Grove Road;
• Possible through block pedestrian access with redevelopment.

Similarly, the SEE (p. 38) refers to Precinct 6 and claims that: The proposal seeks to introduce a
new commercial development into the Mixed-Use Precinct, and will be appropriate within the
mixture of developments within this precinct.
In fact, according to the 2008 Strategy, 20 Elizabeth Street is halfway between Precincts 6 and 7.
Precinct 7 suggests that the existing house should be adaptively reused.
With reference to the Precinct descriptions clearly the SEE is incorrect. The proposal does not
reinforce a current use and it is not at all reflective of residential street frontages.
The above claims are without any foundation.
Nevertheless, the argument of the site being in a transition area is pursued as a major justification
for the proposal throughout the HIS. Its following claims are wishful thinking at best. They are not
correct and not how the local community, Camden Council or the State government views the
town.
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It is evident that for this portion of Elizabeth Street at least, existing development is and has been for many
years in a state of transition from individual small lot cottages on relatively large blocks to more mixed
density, style and type buildings reflecting the diversity of development to be expected in the existing mixed
use B4 zone of the precinct peripheral to the commercial centre of the town. (p. 11)
It is evident that the northern portion of the heritage conservation zone of Camden is undergoing a
transition from historically less dense, mixed use development to higher density, mixed uses (including
commercial and residential) due to the paucity of available space in the southern portion. The B4 mixed
use zoning encourages non-residential or higher density residential development. This is contrary to the
assertion that Camden’s Heritage Conservation Zone is (and by inference should continue to be)
dominated by ‘cottage dominated streetscapes’ (DCP B3.1.2), at least in this northern part of the
conservation zone. (p.17)
In recognition that the area is in a state of transition, the proposed density of development is greater than
the existing small cottage it replaces but reflective of other development in the B4 mixed use zones
throughout Camden. (p. 23)
This portion of Elizabeth Street has no uniform heritage theme and is obviously undergoing a transition
from more open, low density development of varying uses to denser more commercially based and/or
higher density residential development. This is already evident in the high density residential neoVictorian style development immediately opposite the site at the corner of Elizabeth and Mitchell Streets
and the current redevelopment of the Camden high school site with its high density, seniors living
residential use and correspondingly large scale and tall buildings. Both these developments take up a
significant proportion of the existing street frontage for this part of Elizabeth Street. (A total of 169m of
the 202m or 82% of street frontage available on the western side). (p.24)
We consider Elizabeth Street to be in a state of transition from low density, mixed scale development of
various uses (commercial, community and residential) to higher density residential and general
commercial use development.
This is a logical progression for development of any township and particularly for Camden which sits
at the western edge of the rapidly expanding outer suburbs of Sydney. (p. 26/27)

Given its rich history and vital place in the story of NSW and Australia the town may not have a
singular heritage theme as suggested in the HIS. This is because it reflects our agricultural history
as a working country town. Its rural heritage character is its strongest heritage feature. It is an
agricultural town on the edge of Sydney that is an extremely valuable heritage asset with enormous
tourism potential. It is not in a state of transition to anything other than what it is. Camden’s
history is as an agricultural town which was planned as a private town in 1840. Its founding by
and connection with the Macarthur family and its central place within the European development
of Australia is well documented and understood. It evolved as a self-sufficient working country
town and focal service area for many farming families and miners in the surrounding hinterland.
Agricultural, automotive and other small-scale businesses, restaurants, medical and service
industries, schools, churches, showground, town farm, equestrian centre, museum, library are wellused and compatible with its rural and heritage character.
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It is a legislated Heritage Conservation Area. The Greater Sydney Commission has designated it
as a heritage town. Camden Council is considering its State heritage listing which was
recommended to be investigated by the NSW Heritage Council. That it is a special place that
needs to be conserved is not up for debate.
The fact that it is on the edge of Sydney is one of its most valuable tourism features. This in itself
is a very good reason why the town is protected against the “logical progression” of the
expansion of Sydney.
It is not reasonable or relevant to suggest that the research and documentation underpinning
recognition of its heritage status, which had informed the objectives and protective controls in
the planning instruments is somehow wrong.

4.6(3)(b) - there are environmental planning grounds to justify the contravention of the
standard
Landscaped Character
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The Clause 4.6 Request (pp. 8,9) claims that development not only responds to the character of
both the subject urban block, as well as the Elizabeth Street streetscape, it also provides abundant
landscaping sympathetic to the adjoining heritage items fronting Mitchell Street and ensuring
that the proposal appears as recessive. It also claims that the proposal provides a quantity of new
plantings that is well in excess of that commonly provided to surrounding properties.
As can be seen in the aerial view above this is clearly an overstatement and not consistent with
the historic pattern of surrounding development or the town’s rural heritage and renowned
leafiness.
The proposed plantings, with little room and shaded by the building itself are unlikely to grow,
particularly on the southern side.
No 11 Mitchell Street, as shown in these photos, was also vegetated until recently when the new
owner cleared the site.

Unlike the existing pattern of the town shown in the wider aerial view below, the proposed
building would take up most of the site. This would be a significant departure from the average
proportion of building footprint and detract from the valued country town feel of the town. The
proposal would present as an anomaly and be in sharp contrast to the rural backdrop of the town,
which abruptly starts a matter of metres from 20 Elizabeth Street.
The new proposal does not, as claimed, maintain the landscaped character of the block or the town.
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Character of the Built Form
References to Camden Town Centre Strategy 2008 of course are somewhat irrelevant as it precedes
LEP 2010, DCP2011, 2018UDF, GSC 2016 SW and 2018 WCD District Plans. However, as
covered under Transition Area above the 2008 Strategy (p. 21) rather than supporting the
demolition of the existing cottage the Strategy suggests that it should be adaptively re-used and
refers to the restrictions on use of flood prone land.
To argue that the following statement from the 2008 Strategy which is headed Review of Building
Heights refers to Elizabeth Street is clearly wrong and is an example of cherry picking.
In some parts of the town centre, there is the possibility for considering moderate increases in
permissible building height. In some locations 3 storeys with suitable roof forms and siting could
be successfully incorporated into the existing streetscape and would not detract from the overall
character and design principles of the town centre. For sites affected by the 1 in 100-year flood,
appropriately designed buildings with additional height to facilitate the raising of habitable rooms
above flood levels would be one way of utilising this land provided safe access to flood free land
can be facilitated.
It is not clear as claimed that the area surrounding the subject site is one part of the town that is
referenced within the comment above. The “review” continues but we know from the adoption of
the 2018 UDF by Council at its meeting of 14 August 20181 that the Framework:



does not recommend changing the existing 7m height limit throughout
the town centre;
identifies Murray Street for possible further consideration in relation to height.

The area of Murray Street under consideration is not within the HCA.
It is claimed that 20 Elizabeth Street is not in a cottage-dominated area despite Council’s
documentation to the contrary. It is claimed that only four cottages will remain between Exeter
and Mitchell Street once 20 Elizabeth Street is demolished. This is incorrect. The cottage
adjacent at 18 Elizabeth Street has been omitted as has the new cottage at 14 Elizabeth Street.
The count is actually 6 cottage style buildings counting the commercial building at 14 Elizabeth
Street and 2 commercial buildings including 21 Elizabeth Street which is arguably an
overdevelopment but presents sympathetically. Clearly it is a cottage dominated streetscape.
Even if it were not, the block within which it sits most definitely is and in any case the planning
rules for the HCA still apply, most notably the 7m height limit. However, the Clause 4.6 Variation

https://www.camden.nsw.gov.au/assets/pdfs/Council/Business-Papers/2018/BP-agenda-14-Aug-2018.pdf
https://www.camden.nsw.gov.au/assets/pdfs/Council/Business-Papers/2018/BP-attach-14-Aug-2018.pdf
https://www.camden.nsw.gov.au/assets/pdfs/Council/Minutes/2018/Minutes-14-Aug-2018.pdf
1
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Request states that the following developments provide a clear indication of the character of the urban
block.
Camden High School Redevelopment – AEH Lifestyle Estate Project (“the AEH Development”)
The High School was relocated in 2001 due to old gas works contamination. The State government and
Camden Council grappled with the problem of contamination for a number of years before a seniors’ living
facility DA was approved in 2009. The DA has been subject to a Land and Environment Court decision
and a number of modification applications.

This redevelopment is not relevant for the following reasons:








Each proposal is assessed on its own merits, not perceived precedents
The High School was a special case due its government ownership, relocation due to
contamination and the need to pay for decontamination of the site
Development was contingent on the new owner taking responsibility for and
decontaminating the site before construction could commence
The High School was built in the early 1950s and parts were of three storey which were
originally intended to be retained.
It is as yet unbuilt and has recently changed ownership
The proposal was assessed under the State Environmental Planning Policy (Housing for
Seniors or People with a Disability) 2004 (SEPP) which overrides the local planning
instruments
It was approved prior to gazettal of LEP2010 and legislation of the HCA

We consider that development of the high school site is irrelevant to this proposal on an originally
residential lot which is to be assessed under LEP2010 and DCP2011
21-23 Elizabeth Street

This development is frequently mentioned in the documentation as a precedent. Whilst quite
arguably an overdevelopment of the site it is not relevant for the following reasons:








Each proposal is assessed on its own merits, not perceived precedents
It was approved prior to gazettal of LEP2010 and legislation of the HCA
It is on a corner site which allows minor exceedance of the height limit with architectural
roof forms
Any extra height is largely due to its roof form
It is predominantly two storeys and has been carefully designed to present as two storeys
to both Elizabeth and Mitchell Street,
It has been carefully designed so as not to overlook any other properties, unlike 20
Elizabeth Street,
Overshadowing is largely to the street, not other properties, unlike 20 Elizabeth Street
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We do not agree with the claim that this
development provides an overall scale which is
similar to the proposal for 20 Elizabeth Street

11 Mitchell Street (under assessment)

This proposal is under assessment and subject to community objections and a request for more
information from Council. We cannot therefore make comment about its relationship to 20
Elizabeth Street and view lines from Mitchell Street. We consider it irrelevant to the variation
request as any form of justification for the building design proposed for 20 Elizabeth Street.
However, the shadow diagrams of 20 Elizabeth Street show that solar access to 11 Mitchell
Street would be severely compromised by a building of over 10 metres at its back boundary. No
doubt this is something the new owner did not predict or factor into the purchase price as the
planning instruments state that the height limit is 7 metres. It is not fair play or in the public
interest that variations such at that requested are considered.
The Request also refers to other buildings in excess of 7 metres as justification to allow the
variation. As each case is determined on merits, we find these references irrelevant. However, for
the record:
11 Argyle Street Camden Vale Milk Depot (Heritage listed Item)
This approval was subject to considerable public protest and the intervention of Sydney media.
Although finally approved in 2017 no building work has begun. It is also not relevant to the
Request because
 is not adjacent to other heritage listed properties
 required concurrent restoration of the Milk Depot
 does not overlook or overshadow other properties
 is not in a cottage dominated area
 and is at the entrance to the HCA in the main street.
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Extent of non-compliance

As covered elsewhere the impact of the non-compliance on the HCA and neighbours is
unacceptable. The HIS (p. 22) shows the many changes made to the design through objections
about non-compliance and the LPP refusal.
The original proposal opposite was
very far removed from meeting the
objectives of the height standard, the
two-storey
control
and
other
protections of the HCA and heritage
items within the DCP.
We do not understand why the
planning rules were not factored into
the design in the first place.
What has evolved is still grossly noncompliant. This process wastes
everyone’s time and resources.
The fact that the back half of the
proposal is now somewhere within the 7m height limit is not a reason for allowing the gross
height exception of up to 3.3m, its domination of the streetscape and block and the proposal’s
overall incompatible footprint, scale and bulk.
Approval of such non-compliance would not be fair to others who rely on the planning instruments
to make investment and life decisions.
Objects of the Act
(c) to promote the orderly and economic use and development of land

The orderly use and development of land relies on everyone respecting and following the same
rules. This proposal does not comply in that it seeks an exemption from those rules.
(f) to promote the sustainable management of built and cultural heritage (including Aboriginal cultural
heritage

Management of the cultural heritage involves restoring the cottage. If that were proven to be
impossible (which it has not been) the proposal should be for a compatible alternative that does
not degrade the HCA or heritage items. This proposal fails to promote sustainable management.
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(g) to promote good design and amenity of the built environment,

This proposal would degrade the fabric of the HCA and the amenity of the existing built
environment. We do not agree that an additional rationale for the excessive height is to improve
the heritage outcome. We refute the claims made as follows:
•
•
•
•

Multi-storey buildings are not a feature of the HCA.
A pitched roof is commensurate with single storey and two-storey in the HCA, not multistorey.
The proposed roof is not typically pitched but is of a more mansard shape which is not seen
in the HCA.
The front gable entry is not a typical feature of buildings in the locality.

No examples to support how the proposal is a “good design” have been provided.
Clause 4(a)(ii) the proposed development will be in the public interest because it is consistent with
the objectives of the particular standard and the objectives for development within the zone in which
the development is proposed to be carried out,

As stated in the application one reason the previous design was refused by the CLPP was
because it did not meet the objectives of the height of buildings development standard.
Some changes have been made to the rear of the building but the maximum height has increased
from 10.1m to 10.3m and the bulk and scale of the building remain excessive. In particular the
impact on the streetscape of the Elizabeth Street frontage remains virtually unchanged with only
minor cosmetic changes.
The objectives of the height standard are violated by this proposal as follows.
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Height Standard Objective (a) to ensure that buildings are compatible with the height, bulk
and scale of the existing and desired future character of the locality,
The largest buildings near to the proposed development are The Elizabeth c2000
(DA/2000/2250) and Nepean House c1858.

Both are on corner lots and present as two storeys to their street frontages. Both were built prior
to legislation of the Heritage Conservation Area (2010). Nevertheless, their bulk and scale are
reflective of the desired future character the HCA and architectural roof features as encouraged
on signature sites (LEP2010 s5.6) largely account for any height in excess of 7m. Their
contribution to the HCA contrasts sharply with what is proposed for a non-corner lot within the
streetscape of Elizabeth St and the block within which it sits.
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Height Standard Objective (b) to minimise the visual impact, disruption of views, loss of
privacy and loss of solar access to existing development,
The visual impact of the proposal would be very
significant.
As well as adjacent heritage listed Nepean House and its
historic garden, the site is in a block that is cottage
dominated with cottages less than half the height of the
proposed building.

Two other heritage listed properties are adjacent at 7 and 9 Mitchell Street.

Other adjacent cottages include

18 Elizabeth St, a residential cottage.

15 Mitchell St, an adaptively reused cottage
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21 Edward St, an adaptively reused cottage

Two other heritage listed properties are
directly opposite the site at 17 and 19
Elizabeth Street.

The visual impact on these properties, their contribution to the HCA and their individual settings
is unacceptably severe.

Privacy
Loss of privacy due to the potential for overlooking all of the surrounding cottages is
unacceptable. Windows at the second and third storey levels provide opportunities to invade the
privacy of residents of private homes and occupants of adaptively reused cottages that expect the
amenity provided by the residential origin and nature of their premises.
Solar Access
Loss of solar access during the winter months would be dramatic. As can be seen in the provided
diagram below the properties to the south in Mitchell Street are severely and unacceptably
affected. The loss would be even more severe after 3pm.
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Height Standard Objective (c) To minimise the adverse impact of development on heritage
conservation areas and heritage items
Minimisation requires compliance with the LEP, DCP, other council policies and strategies and
the Greater Sydney Commission’s recognition of Camden as a heritage town. Non-compliance
with this objective has been partly covered above and is covered in greater detail in our
following discussion.
In its refusal the LPP stated
The proposal is an overdevelopment of the site because of its excessive height, bulk, scale and
roof form which incorporates a whole level of floor space. The height and minimal side and rear
setbacks result in a building that adversely dominates the streetscape and adjoining properties to
the detriment of those properties including heritage items.
The rear setback has been increased and the rear part of the building reduced in height. However,
the proposal otherwise remains largely unchanged as can be seen in the two artists impressions
below of what was refused and what is to be reviewed.

It is probably stating the obvious, but of course the artist’s impressions are not accurate and overflattering in terms of perspective and greenery. Nevertheless, the excessive height, bulk and
scale are clear and cannot but impact on adjoining heritage items, adjoining cottages, the
streetscape and the HCA.
We do find the various depictions of the development concerning.
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The greenery and curtilage depicted is subjective and inaccurate.
It is unlikely that plants will grow in the 1.45 m width area to the south due to lack of sunlight
Neighbouring cottages and their comparative scale are not shown
The buildings depicted to the north are not shown to scale
The building is 6 to 7 times taller than the average car

We also find the streetscape sketches provided to be unreflective of the proposal and to inappropriately
include the unbuilt seniors living facility planned for the large disused High School site.





Sketch 1 shows an elevation for the High School site which is difficult to compare with the
elevation provided in a 2012 s96 application to the 2008 DA;
Sketch 2 shows the proposed building as smaller in scale in comparison to heritage listed cottages
at Nos 7 and 9 Mitchell Street than the plans indicate;
Sketch 3 shows an incorrect interpretation of the building at 15 Mitchell Street;
Sketch 4 shows an out of scale characterisation and comparison of what is proposed for 20 Elizabeth
St and what is planned for the old high school site.
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The objectives of the B4 Mixed Use Zone are as follows:
(a) To provide a mixture of compatible land uses.

There is not an identified shortfall of commercial office space within the town centre. No
evidence is provided to support this assertion. The conversion of residential cottages into
offices is an example of adaptive reuse as directed by the planning instruments. There is
ample opportunity in the Municipality to accommodate the additional business activity that
the Western City airport may generate without degrading the small area of the HCA.
(b) To integrate suitable business, office, residential, retail and other development in accessible
locations so as to maximise public transport patronage and encourage walking and cycling.

Suitable integration would be adaptive reuse of the existing cottage.
(c) To minimise conflict between land uses within the zone and land uses within adjoining
zones.
This proposal significantly conflicts with land uses of residents and businesses occupying
cottages in the zone. Arguably the additional commercial space will conflict with the
primary function of the B2 zone, in which there are a noticeably large number of vacant
premises at the time of writing.
(d) To encourage development that supports or complements the primary office and retail
functions of the local centre zone
The proposal is offering space for primary office and retail functions that the B2 zone
provides, and in that sense is not complementing the local centre but competing with it.
The Public Interest
The Request does not directly address how the proposal is in the public interest.
Certainty in planning and trust in the planning instruments is in the public interest. What is not in
the public interest is this proposal’s request for
• Exemption from meeting objectives of the height standard
• Exemption from complying with the heritage protections
• Permission to degrade heritage items
• Permission to degrade the HCA, its valued amenity and tourism potential
• Exemption from contributing to desired future character
• Permission to gain at the expense of other owners and occupants
Variation of standards is only for very special circumstances. The circumstances and arguments
presented are generic to any developer who wishes to maximise return. It is not the intent of
Clause 4.6 to facilitate abnegation of the planning instruments.
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The public’s interest in the future planning and patterns of development of the town has been the
subject of repeated consultation over the years. The public’s view has not wavered about
conservation of our heritage and environment. That view is expressed and operationalised in
Camden 2040, 2019 draft Strategic Local Plan Statement, 2018 Urban Design Framework, GSC
District Plans, LEP2010 and DCP2011.
All development serves the public interest by respecting and conserving Camden’s heritage.
Conclusion
It is absolutely NOT clear as claimed that the development meets the objectives of the standard.
Whether it meets the objectives of the zone in its current form is doubtful.
Certainly, the proposed development is not compatible with the height, bulk and scale of buildings
within its vicinity or the HCA. It would have a devastating effect on the heritage value of the town
and adjacent and nearby heritage items. It would exacerbate developer interest in snapping up
cheap flood prone land to claim the same exemptions.
As covered in detail above, the Request has not demonstrated that compliance with the standard is
unnecessary and unreasonable. No environmental planning grounds have been provided to justify
the contravention of the development standard.
We maintain that the LPP reason for refusal has not changed and should stand:
The applicant’s written request to contravene Clause 4.3 - height of building development
standard of Camden LEP 2010 fails to provide sufficient environmental planning grounds to
justify the contravention having regard to the objectives of the standard nor does it
demonstrate that compliance with the development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary
in the circumstances of the case.
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Heritage Impact Statement
Deficiencies in this document have been partly covered through the above analysis of the Clause
4.6 Request for variation. The following further deficiencies are worthy of mention.
The statement fails to recognise the desired future character of the Camden Town Centre and the
HCA. In fact, the HIS (p. 17) disputes Camden DCP2011 in stating
It is evident that the northern portion of the heritage conservation zone of Camden is undergoing
a transition from historically less dense, mixed use development to higher density, mixed uses
(including commercial and residential) due to the paucity of available space in the southern
portion. The B4 mixed use zoning encourages non-residential or higher density residential
development. This is contrary to the assertion that Camden’s Heritage Conservation Zone is
(and by inference should continue to be) dominated by ‘cottage dominated streetscapes’ (DCP
B3.1.2), at least in this northern part of the conservation zone.
The HIS frequently insists that the northern section of Elizabeth Street is of comparatively little
heritage value and a transition area to more urbanised, high rise, high density development. The
claim of it being a transition area is nonsense. This is not how the how the community sees any
part of the town into the future. The HCA is one heritage item and the heritage objectives and
controls are clearly stated.
As covered above the 1840 town is what it is and is not transitioning to any other character.
Further the 2018 UDF makes the following statements about desired future character which are
consistent with the DCP:
Built Form Place Principle: Protect and enhance the unique character of Camden’s heritage,
it’s human scale and network of urban fabric ensuring all built form contributes to Camden’s
identity as a rural town. (p33)
The term fine grain as used in this document refers to the human scale of the town centre. Fine
grain contributes to a kind of spatial experience and allows for a diversity and range of specialised
activities. Urban components of the fine grain include small shops, micro plazas, active arcades,
laneways, and the specifics of how people relate to each of them. These elements all contribute to
the vibrant and diverse offering in the town centre.
The grain and character of Camden Town Centre is one of relatively low scale and density; a rural
township with a modest and varied collection of architecture, much of which is listed as having
local heritage significance. In addition, the entire Camden town centre is within a heritage
conservation area.
An overwhelming response from the community engagement has highlighted that the community
of Camden wish to see the heritage and historical values of their town preserved, enhanced and
celebrated.
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They emphasised the importance of recognising the current heritage fabric of Camden by limiting
over dominating built form into the area and retaining the existing 7m building height limit. This
will ensure that development will be in sympathy with the Town Centre’s character and
incorporates the human scale.
There is a strong desire that the fine grain character and human scale of Camden is retained into
the future.
Recommendation – Height
To be considered via separate studies and/or Planning Proposals:
Storey controls that ensure that character-based outcomes are appropriate. This would be in
the form of a map, identifying where only single storey is appropriate along with 2 storey-built
form and limited opportunities where a 3rd storey may be acceptable.
A change to Council’s LEP height control in the form of lowering the height on some sites
and proposing a minor increase from 7m to 8m on sites where 2 storey-built form is
appropriate. This LEP change would be facilitated at the same time as introducing the number
of storeys map within the DCP (p.79)
It is considered that this approach will result in the lowering of the height control on some sites
where single storey-built form is appropriate and a minor increase in height from 7m to 8m
where a two-storey built form is appropriate.
This will limit the bulk and scale of buildings but allow flexibility from a heritage perspective
to provide a more appropriate pitched roof consistent with surrounding built form in certain
instances.
The extant and desired future character of the town is quite clear. The proposal is not consistent
with that character.
Other issues
It is concerning that
•
•

•

the HIS is an almost identical reproduction to that submitted with the proposal that was
refused in part by the LPP on the grounds of adverse heritage impact.
the HIS fails to make any mention of the adjoining significant heritage item of Nepean
House (1858) and its historic garden and half- acre curtilage, which is consistent with the
original town plans drawn up by James and William Macarthur and Surveyor General Sir
Thomas Mitchell. Note that the names of the streets in the HCA reflect its heritage –
Mitchell, the parents of James and William, John and Elizabeth and elder brother Edward.
it is disingenuous to state (p7) that the closest point of the adjacent heritage listed cottages
is 14 metres from southern boundary. Most of the 14 metres is within their own lots, which
are part of their heritage value. The proposed building is less than 1.5m from their
boundaries. This setback is quite different to that expected and found in landscape
surrounds of a cottage dominated area.
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• the statement (p.16) is made that there is no consistent architectural heritage theme to
development which has occurred in the township over the past 70 years (post-World War
II). This shows a lack of understanding of the unique history of the town.
• the HIS does not seem to be prepared according to accepted professional practice including
the NSW State Government Guidelines – in particular these require a much more rigorous
and detailed analysis and assessment of the impact of a proposal on heritage items,
particularly adjacent ones, and also the HCA.
---------------------------------------We consider that we have adequately demonstrated that the following reasons for refusal of this
proposal by the LPP on 21 May 2019 should be upheld.
REASONS FOR DETERMINATION
1. The applicant’s written request to contravene Clause 4.3 - height of building
development standard of Camden LEP 2010 fails to provide sufficient
environmental planning grounds to justify the contravention having regard to the
objectives of the standard nor does it demonstrate that compliance with the
development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary in the circumstances of the
case.
2. The proposal is an overdevelopment of the site because of its excessive height,
bulk, scale and roof form which incorporates a whole level of floor space. The
height and minimal side and rear setbacks result in a building that adversely
dominates the streetscape and adjoining properties to the detriment of those
properties including heritage items.
3. The proposal does not maintain the predominately landscaped rear setback, which
runs at the rear of buildings fronting Elizabeth and Edward streets, which is part of
the character of this location in the Camden Heritage Conservation Area.
4. Given reasons 2 and 3 above, the proposal is not consistent with the existing
character of the heritage conservation area and would have a detrimental impact
on the heritage items in the vicinity of the site.
We trust that the Proposal will again be refused.
Yours sincerely

Glenda Davis, President
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Camden Residents' Action Group
Incorporated

Camden – Still a Country Town
Website: http://www.crag.org.au/
Face Book: https://www.facebook.com/CRAGCamden-Residents-Action-Group-Inc1805705173088888/

PO Box 188
Camden NSW 2570
Email: admin@crag.org.au

General Manager
Camden Council
70 Central Avenue
Oran Park 2570
Email: mail@camden.nsw.gov.au
13 December 2018
Dear General Manager,
RE: DA 2018/599/1
20 Elizabeth Street Camden
We note that the above DA has been revised and resubmitted as a result of non-compliance with the
Camden’s LEP and DCP, which has also adopted the principles of the Burra Charter.
We note that several amended documents as referenced in the Statement of Environmental Effects (SEE)
were not publicly available on Council’s DA tracker. As they may be pertinent to this submission, we must
ask to reserve the right to add to it when these documents become available. This is particularly the case
with the Flood Report, as diversion of flood waters may impact on surrounding properties due to the scale
of the proposal and the Landscape Plan due to perimeter trees being proposed to soften the impact of the
development.
The proposal is for a three-storey over-height and over-scale development within Camden’s Heritage
Conservation Area (HCA) and within close proximity to heritage listed properties, all of which are of
nineteenth century human scale and single or two-storey. All of the points and issues raised in our previous
submission, which is appended, are relevant to the revised proposal which like its predecessor is noncompliant with the height standard and heritage protection provisions within relevant planning instruments.
The proposal includes an application to vary the height standard (LEP s. 4.3) and attempts to argue that its
heritage impact would be minimal.
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HEIGHT VARIATION
The amended design and slight reduction in height of this iteration of the proposal for 20 Elizabeth
Street do not lessen the validity of our previous rejection of arguments for a variation of the height
limit. Our following comments and arguments are additional to and are to be read in conjunction
with our previous appended objection.


The SEE (p. 58) claims that a relevant consideration to the height variation application in this
iteration of the proposal for 20 Elizabeth Street is its amended design response which reduces
the overall building envelope and provides additional setbacks .

Comment: The fact is that the proposal remains as three storeys and grossly over-height. It
contravenes the height objective 4.3 (b) to a greater extent than the previous iteration because it
now has large windows at the eastern elevation which provide more extensive views to other
properties.


The SEE (p. 55) seeks to clarify the role of the consent authority and assert the outcome by
stating: The independent role for the consent authority is therefore to determine whether the
proposed development will be consistent with the objectives of the standard and the objectives
of the zone. This involves a consideration of the “development” in its entirety, not just the
proposed variation. It is clear that the development meets the objectives of the standard and of
the zone as discussed throughout this written request.

Comment: we categorically dispute, as covered below and in our appended initial objection, the
claim that the proposed development meets the objectives of the standard and zone, either in its
entirety or otherwise.


The SEE (p. 55) states that the recent Land and Environment Court case, Initial Action1, means
that the consent authority now only has to be satisfied that:
1) the applicant has adequately addressed matters covered by LEP clause 4.6(3);
2) the development is consistent with the objectives of the standard and zone, pursuant to
4.6(4)(a)(ii)

We address whether the proposal satisfies these two clauses below.

1

Initial Action Pty Ltd v Woollahra Municipal Council [2018] NSWLEC
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1) MATTERS COVERED BY LEP CLAUSE 4.6 (3)
LEP Clause 4.6 (3) states
Consent must not be granted for development that contravenes a development standard unless the
consent authority has considered a written request from the applicant that seeks to justify the
contravention of the development standard by demonstrating:
(a) that compliance with the development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary in the
circumstances of the case, and
(b) that there are sufficient environmental planning grounds to justify contravening the
development standard.
Comment:
a) Compliance is not unreasonable or unnecessary. Others comply and there is no reason why this
applicant should be considered differently. The owner surely knew that the site was subject to
flooding and heritage constraints. The question must be asked as to why the private company
purchased the property? The question must be asked as to why, if the constraints are
unacceptable, the owner pursues this non-compliant DA instead of selling and finding a site
that suits its needs? It is this proposal that is unreasonable and unnecessary, not the standard.
b) The environmental planning grounds that the SEE pursues are similar to those in the first
proposal. They are not clearly articulated and seem to depend on wrong assumptions that a
multi-storey office block is desirable and needed in the HCA and that it must be over-height
due to potential flooding. For instance, the SEE makes the following claims:


A multi-storey development with a ground floor building frontage of a sufficient width,
would be not be in keeping with the character of the area if it were to comply with the
7m building height limit. A taller façade provides greater opportunities for a better
streetscape presentation, and is proportionally consistent with the pattern of
development within the locality, including the proportions provided to single storey
heritage items within the vicinity of the proposal development. (p. 57)
Comment: this is a nonsensical argument. A two-storey limit applies. Multi-storey is not
a consideration, is not compliant and in any case is NOT consistent with the proportions
of the HCA as simple observation makes evident.



given the flooding constraints at ground floor, a development of only two-storeys would
require the majority of habitable areas throughout the development to be contained
within a pitched roof. A more appropriate design response to the streetscape is to include
at least one complete habitable level that is not contained within a pitched roof form, to
enable the provision of façade windows. (p. 57)
Comment: another nonsensical claim. Many businesses operate from cottages. The
proposal is an overreach for the area and is an attempt to maximise return at the expense
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of the public interest. Three storeys with a height of 10.1 metres is NOT an appropriate
design response for the HCA. This is an assertion without foundation.


On sites where the existing building is not suitable for retention, where a new commercial
development is proposed, and where the site is drastically affected by flooding, there is
little utility in providing a development that complies with the height limit. (p. 57)
Comment: The cottage is suitable for retention as is evidenced by the many cottages being
used for business purposes. Its footprint is valuable as a renovation project, which could be
undertaken for relatively little capital outlay and possibly a similar percentage return on
investment in the site. The question really is: If there is no appetite to use the cottage, why
pursue a non-compliant development on this site? The SEE (p. 58) tells of the bias inherent
in this proposal and the problem with it: The development provided to this site must
necessarily be a multi-storey development, and it is clear that a multi-storey commercial
development which complies with the height limit would generally be inconsistent with the
character of the locality and plainly unfeasible. Yes, the development is UNFEASIBLE
and should not be pursued.

The SEE also cites precedents, all of which have been comprehensively covered in our initial
appended objection. None of the precedents (Milk Depot, The Elizabeth, the High School DA)
are relevant, and the High School site is on the market to be sold. Even if a precedent could be
shown to be relevant it remains the case that each proposal is assessed on its compliance and
merits, not precedents.
Other attempted arguments include:


The subject site is located within a transition area, within a zone which seeks the
introduction of such development to replace dwellings that are not contributory within
the conservation area. (p. 58)
Comment: This statement is untrue. Small scale dwellings are at the very soul of the HCA.
They tell the story of Camden’s evolution and are consistent with its small scale nineteenth
century private town origins and contribute to the village profile as deliberately designed
in 1836 by the sons of John Macarthur. Residential uses within the town centre including
in the B4 zone are to be encouraged according to the recently approved Urban Design
Framework which is covered in more detail under Heritage Impact below.
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it is evident that no other commercial redevelopments have been able to achieve
compliance with the height limit (p. 58)
Comment: this is simply irrelevant and untrue as many cottages have been adapted for
commercial use.



…there is an identified shortfall of commercial space within the Camden Town Centre with
much of new commercial floor space provided within former cottages … (p. 66)

No evidence or reference is provided to support the claim of lack of commercial space and it
is a contradiction to then observe that new commercial floor space is provided by cottages
adapted for business use. As evidenced through a google search noted in our previous
submission there are many commercial premises for lease within and close to the HCA. The
best use of 20 Elizabeth Street would be to renovate the cottage and do what others find
appropriate and do what is compliant.
We found no environmental planning grounds that would support the height variation.
2) OBJECTIVES OF THE STANDARD AND ZONE, PURSUANT TO 4.6(4)(a)(ii)
LEP Clause 4.6 (4)(a) (ii): states
Consent must not be granted for development that contravenes a development standard unless:
(a) the consent authority is satisfied that: (ii) the proposed development will be in the public
interest because it is consistent with the
 objectives of the particular standard (HEIGHT) and the
 objectives for development within the ZONE (B4) in which the development is proposed to
be carried out
OBJECTIVES: HEIGHT STANDARD
The three objectives of the LEP 4.3 Height standard 2 are very clear:

(a) HEIGHT STANDARD OBJECTIVE: to ensure that buildings are compatible with the
height, bulk and scale of the existing and desired future character of the locality,

2

Camden Local Environmental Plan 2010 Current version for 9 November 2018 to date (accessed 10 December
2018 at 16:15)
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Comment: the proposed development is not compatible with the height, bulk and scale of the
existing HCA character by a very large margin. The desired future character is of a low-rise, small
scale conservation area that remains cottage dominated and true to its 19th century private town
origins. This is reflected by the LEP 7m height restriction, DCP controls and recently ratified
Urban Design Framework for the town, both covered in the next section on Heritage Impact, and
in the significant documentation of the town by Council and researchers.

(b) HEIGHT STANDARD OBJECTIVE: to minimise the visual impact, disruption of views,
loss of privacy and loss of solar access to existing development
Comment: the visual impact, loss of privacy and solar access is unacceptable and is likely also
covered by other personal submissions.
The artist’s impression supplied with the DA below is blatantly deceptive with a raised horizon,
non-existent mountains and fields and out of scale figures. Assuming a person was tall at 2 metres
the building would be more than 5 times higher.
The fact is that the site is surrounded by cottages less than half the height of the proposed building
and heritage listed items that at most are two-storey. The large windows would provide excellent
views into other properties. The height and bulk would cast long shadows throughout the day.
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The Land and Environment Court3 also uses criteria for assessing impact on neighbouring
properties in the form of the following relevant questions:
 How does the impact change the amenity of the affected property? How much sunlight, view

or privacy is lost as well as how much is retained?
Comment: many properties would be affected adversely, including heritage listed properties, as
the prevailing character is that of small-scale buildings with large gardens. The impact has not
been appropriately addressed in the SEE or HIS. As covered in our original objection an above
height building, including one of 10.1 metres (44% above the height limit) in this iteration of the
proposal, provides exceptional opportunity for overlooking properties in Elizabeth, Mitchell and
Edward Streets. The highest building within the vicinity (Nepean House) at its steep roof peak is
8 metres. Most cottages are less than half the height of the proposed building.
The shadow diagrams that are provided are insufficient but nevertheless indicate unacceptable
loss of solar access and impact on liveability, particularly for residents.
 How reasonable is the proposal causing the impact?

Comment: It presents as an anomaly and is not reasonable as explained throughout this
objection and in our previous objection
 How vulnerable to the impact is the property receiving the impact? Would it require the loss

of reasonable development potential to avoid the impact?
Comment: In the cases of
adjoining properties, including
Nepean House garden and
outbuilding at 23 Edward St and
Lina’s Touch of Beauty at 21A
Edward Street the impact would
be severe in terms of loss of
privacy and solar access, and
would unfairly limit compliant
development potential on the
properties.
Most properties in Edward Street
and Elizabeth Street towards the Town Farm would be adversely impacted in terms of loss of
privacy.

3

Davies v Penrith City Council [2013] NSWLEC 1141
https://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/decision/54a63b123004de94513daebd
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 Does the impact arise out of poor design? Could the same amount of floor space and

amenity be achieved for the proponent while reducing the impact on neighbours?
Comment: Yes, it is over-height and overscale and bears no complementarity or sympathetic
interpretation of the character of the HCA or buildings within it. The third storey and floor
space sought is an over-reach and simply an attempt to maximise financial return at the expense
of neighbours, heritage conservation and the public interest.
 Does the proposal comply with the planning controls? If not, how much of the impact is due to

the non-complying elements of the proposal?
Comment: As covered throughout our two objections this proposal categorically does not comply with
the planning controls and hence has a very large and unacceptable impact.

(c) HEIGHT STANDARD OBJECTIVE: to minimise the adverse impact of development on
heritage conservation areas and heritage items.
Comment: clearly this proposal would have a detrimental effect on the HCA and surrounding
heritage listed items by presenting as a large modern anomaly with no reference to its surrounds.
This aspect is covered in more detail under Heritage Impact below.
Clearly this proposal does not achieve any of the objectives of the LEP s4.3 height control.
OBJECTIVES of ZONE (B4)

The objectives of the zone are
 To provide a mixture of compatible land uses.
Comment: the proposal is incompatible with the land uses of cottage-based businesses and
residences.
The SEE and HIS attempt to argue that the built form in Elizabeth Street is non-homogenous and
land uses within the Elizabeth Street or northern section of the HCA are eclectic and transitional
to higher density commercial and residential uses.
The SEE (p. 58) claims: the site is located within a transition area, within a zone which seeks the
introduction of such development to replace dwellings that are not contributory within the
conservation area.
The Heritage Impact Statement (HIS (p. 16) claims: it is evident that the northern portion of the
heritage conservation zone of Camden is undergoing a transition from historically less dense,
mixed use development to higher density, mixed uses (including commercial and residential) due
to the paucity of available space in the southern portion. The B4 mixed use zoning encourages
non-residential or higher density residential development. This is contrary to the assertion that
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Camden’s Heritage Conservation Zone is (and by inference should continue to be) dominated by
‘cottage dominated streetscapes’ (DCP B3.1.2), at least in this northern part of the conservation
zone.
The HCA provides a mixture of compatible land uses as befits its history as a working country
town servicing its surrounding population. The nearby Guide Hall is a community asset like many
others in the old township. The location of the former high school was an expected use within the
town, just like the nearby public and catholic primary schools. The agricultural, automotive and
other small-scale commercial uses are likewise typical of a working country town.
The HIS (p. 6) claims that the vacant former Camden high school site … is undergoing
development for high density residential use including seniors living.
This statement implies that the DA attached to this land is mainly for use as normal residential
living. It is fully seniors living which comes under state policy which can override Camden’s LEP
and DCP.
Further this is a highly difficult site, which no-one wanted to lay claim to because it required
remediation from serious contamination that may have affected students and teachers from the
early 1950s until it was evacuated and a new high school built by the State government. The
requirement to decontaminate and rehabilitate the site was a condition of sale. It was also approved
prior to 2010 when Camden’s Heritage Conservation Area was legislated.
Also, the site is for sale and the development is not being pursued by the current owner. It is not
as claimed (HIS p. 13) currently under construction.
It is a weak assertion at best to claim that a potential land use that may or may not be pursued by
a future prospective purchaser, that comes under different jurisdiction, is grounds for allowing a
development that is non-compliant with Camden’s current LEP and DCP. As pointed out in our
original objection the DA attached to this land is completely irrelevant to the proposal for 20
Elizabeth Street.
There is currently NO high-density large-scale residential or commercial land use in the area and
as pointed out above if there ever is on the High School site it would have been assessed under
state level policy and before the HCA was legislated. The SEE and HIS fail to appreciate that most
buildings in the vicinity are one storey cottages and that any alterations to them are minor. “The
Elizabeth”, on the corner of Mitchell and Elizabeth, which could be argued to be an
overdevelopment of the site, was approved prior to legislation of the HCA. Nevertheless, it fronts
the streets as two-storey, captures the architectural styles of surrounding buildings, especially
Taplin cottage and Nepean House and has been designed not to overlook any other properties. It
is only approximately 10% above the 7m height limit at its peak. It accommodates architectural
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features, which may be allowed contribute to minor exceedance of the height limit on a corner
block. This does not apply to 20 Elizabeth Street.
The SEE and HIS make no mention of the agricultural land uses nearby to 20 Elizabeth Street,
conveniently dismiss the many heritage listed properties in close vicinity as shown in the map
below and instead concentrate on one small section of the HCA. This is despite the fact that,
according to the planning instruments, the HCA is considered to be one integrated heritage place.

Heritage Map - Sheet HER_010

The HIS (p. 14) also makes the ill-informed and easily refuted comment:
……the variety of uses, Architectural styles and quality of buildings on this portion of
Elizabeth Street is at odds with the comment in Council’s development control plan that the
conservation area is dominated by cottage development. By contrast, the southern portion of
the heritage precinct (south of Argyle Street) has a greater density of cottage development and
is provided with parallel Street parking (other than a small portion of angled parking on the
southern end of John Street adjacent to St John’s Church).
The fact is that the entire HCA is dominated by human scale buildings as befits a carefully
designed village inspired by the home country of the Macarthur family. It is a self-evident fact
that land uses within the township beyond Argyle Street with its mainly two storey buildings are
accommodated by one storey cottages, a few two storey houses and civic buildings.
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Current land uses throughout the town currently mainly accommodate and respect the town’s
significant heritage, unlike this proposal. To suggest that the buildings in the northern part of the
HCA are somehow of a lesser (although not defined) “quality” than those in the southern part is
an irrelevant opinion and probably on the whole erroneous depending on perspective; a larger
proportion of the northern area is comprised of a variety of heritage listed items.
Another implausible argument presented in the HIS (p. 15) is: The fact that Council have provided
such a large amount of street parking adjacent to the subject site at the expense of streetscape
appeal suggests a future need for parking in the area associated with denser development (either
commercial or high density residential) than currently exists.
To claim a connection between the number of parking spaces near 20 Elizabeth Street and an
intention by Council to allow denser development is a non-sequitur and refuted by the planning
instruments and the recently approved Urban Design Framework discussed below under Heritage
Impact.
Elizabeth Street is NOT a transition zone of land uses for large scale, high density development
and this proposal would not be a compatible land use. The alleged transition is NOT evident.


To integrate suitable business, office, residential, retail and other development in accessible
locations so as to maximise public transport patronage and encourage walking and cycling.

Comment: the proposal is not suitable. It does not particularly encourage patronage of public
transport or walking and cycling.


To minimise conflict between land uses within the zone and land uses within adjoining zones.

Comment: the land use of modern office space is not particularly compatible with the Town
Farm, Sale Yards, Equestrian Centre, heritage tourism, residences or cottage-based businesses.


To encourage development that supports or complements the primary office and retail
functions of the local centre zone.

Comment: the proposed development would not support or complement the local centre zone as
it is far greater in scale than anything in this zone. It would detract and/or compete with primary
office function of the main centre.

The application for height variation must fail through lack of achievement of the objectives of the height
standard and the zone. We could find no environmental planning grounds to allow this over-height and
over-scale development.
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HERITAGE IMPACT
The cultural significance of Camden as a privately designed, working country town with its unique
character described in the DCP is not consistent with the proposal for 20 Elizabeth Street. The complete
inappropriateness of the proposal and its contrasts with the mainly one-storey cottage character of the HCA
outside the main street has been addressed in our first objection in July 2018 which is provided for
completeness in the Appendix. The revised proposal remains as over-height and overscale and as a
potential anomaly within the HCA. All of the arguments presented in our earlier objection remain valid
despite changes to the first proposal.
Despite attempts in documents submitted with the proposal to downplay the character of the town and the
importance of preservation, conservation and enhancement, there is no doubt that Camden is exceptionally
historically significant and well worthy of careful and sympathetic treatment. It is the only known extant
town in Australia with private origins and is strongly connected to Camden Park and the Macarthur family.
Its original design, by the sons of John and Elizabeth (James and William) and Surveyor General Sir
Thomas Mitchell, crowned by St John’s Church Precinct, its streetscapes and lay-out named for the
Macarthur family (for example John and Elizabeth Streets) remain intact to this day.
Camden’s cultural, social and aesthetic significance is well documented as evidenced within Council
documents, our fully referenced 2016 Heritage Study 4 , Land and Environment Court ruling 5 and most
recently in the state listing of the church precinct6 which was expedited by the NSW Heritage Council
because of fears of a potential purchaser pursuing overdevelopment of the site through possible State
government policy exemptions to the Camden LEP and DCP.
Further on 14 August 2018 Camden Council7 adopted the Urban Design Framework for the town, the
Council Report and attachments for which make the following statements. The Framework:



recognises that the town centre has a unique and distinct heritage character that is highly
valued by the community and should be retained.



recognises the importance of heritage in the town centre and the need to preserve and
enhance heritage in the future.

Camden Residents’ Action Group Inc (April 2016) HERITAGE STUDY CAMDEN NEW SOUTH WALES
Documentary Evidence addressing criteria for statutory heritage listing Available at: http://www.crag.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/2016/06/Camden-Heritage-Study-April-2016.pdf
5
Land and Environment Court (1996) Gledhill Constructions Pty Limited V. The Council of Camden NSWLEC 120
(19 April 1996) Available at: http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgibin/sinodisp/au/cases/nsw/NSWLEC/1996/120.html?stem=0&synonyms=0&query=1996%20gledhill%20camden
6
NSW Office of Environment and Heritage St Johns Anglican Church Precinct Available at:
https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/heritageapp/ViewHeritageItemDetails.aspx?ID=5053423
7
Camden Council, see
https://www.camden.nsw.gov.au/assets/pdfs/Council/Business-Papers/2018/BP-agenda-14-Aug-2018.pdf
https://www.camden.nsw.gov.au/assets/pdfs/Council/Business-Papers/2018/BP-attach-14-Aug-2018.pdf
https://www.camden.nsw.gov.au/assets/pdfs/Council/Minutes/2018/Minutes-14082018.pdf
4
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does not propose radical change, but rather it considers opportunities for minimal change
to the built form and uses within the town centre, with a focus on enhancing the
attributes that make Camden unique.



does not propose to amend the height control of 7m over the Camden Town Centre.
Criteria for consideration of minor height amendments will be further investigated as part
of a future planning proposal to provide clarity and consistency when considering variation
requests. Any change in height requirements will be the subject of further investigation and
a future planning proposal and community engagement.



does not propose major changes to increase commercial floor space or incentivise
growth.



does not specify or promote development in the floodplain.



identifies that residential use adds to the vibrancy and viability of a town centre and
recommends re-introducing the ability to have a dwelling house under the existing zoning.



is designed to strengthen the planning controls contained in the DCP.

The proposed change to the HCA at 20 Elizabeth Street is founded in misinterpretation as it is not guided
by an understanding of Camden’s rich history, strong community identity, sense of place and associations
with the Macarthur heritage (Burra Charter Article 15).

Instead of understanding that the diverse uses in the town are integral to its historic character and
value, they are cited as reasons for a non-compliant, grossly overscale and over-height
development.
Instead of recognising that any degradation of the amenity in the HCA is not acceptable and should be
subject to restoration, the HIS and SEE argue it as a reason to allow a non-sympathetic and grossly oversized
change to the special area.
This approach in these documents is not logical. The above misinterpretations lead to arguments presented
in the SEE and HIS which are actually solid reasons why proposals should interpret the cultural identity of
the unique town and strive to reflect its cultural and aesthetic significance and enhance it.
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For instance, the HIS (p. 8) states

The wider streets of Camden in the Heritage Precinct are typically provided with angled (45°)
parking and Elizabeth Street is no exception with angled parking existing along both sides of the
street in the vicinity of the subject site between Mitchell Street and Exeter Street. This creates the
effect of vehicles dominating the street frontage and detracts from the heritage theme. (p. 8)
The streetscape in the vicinity of the site is dominated by 45° angled parking with sparsely spaced
or no street front planting. ……. As much as this provides useful parking for the precinct and
adjacent commercial areas, it is contradictory to the listed heritage significance of this part of
the conservation area, allowing vehicles to dominate the streetscape. This is contrary to the
objectives of the heritage conservation zone, diminishing the streetscape quality by allowing
vehicles to dominate rather than the buildings. (p.14)
To make much of the fact that 45o angle parking and lack of tree planting reduces the heritage
amenity of streets in the northern area of the town, especially Elizabeth Street is an obvious
overreach. The parking design (note that the HCA is a small defined area which borders open space
including Onslow Park and the Town Farm that can be made available) and lack of trees are easily
remedied, and in any case on weekends and public holidays the streets are usually mainly clear
and the intent of the town’s original design and overall leafiness is fully evident.
The issue is that the town is unique in Australia’s European history and the site of this proposed
development is in the original grid pattern set out in 1836 by the sons of John Macarthur, and
named for their mother Elizabeth. Future generations are entitled to be able to appreciate this town
with its nineteenth century townscape and the focus and profile of St John’s Hill as originally
designed. This proposed development is larger than St John’s church and completely out of
proportion with its cottage dominated surrounds.
The HIS (p. 14) also overreaches with
……the variety of uses, Architectural styles and quality of buildings on this portion of
Elizabeth Street is at odds with the comment in Council’s development control plan that the
conservation area is dominated by cottage development. By contrast, the southern portion of
the heritage precinct (south of Argyle Street) has a greater density of cottage development and
is provided with parallel Street parking (other than a small portion of angled parking on the
southern end of John Street adjacent to St John’s Church).
The fact is that the entire HCA is dominated by human scale buildings as befits a carefully
designed private village that grew to be an important country town as wool and horticultural
industries became established in the colony. It is a self-evident fact that the township beyond
Argyle Street with its mainly two storey buildings is dominated by one storey cottages, with a few
two storey houses and civic buildings.
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The Land and Environment Court 8 is required to give weight to the controls in a DCP9 and the
Controls for the HCA are very clear with the most relevant being:
6. Additional development on the fringe of the town should complement and not detract from
the viability of the “main street”.
Comment: There is no building in the main street of three storeys or that comes near the scale and
floor space of this proposal, and therefore it can only detract from the primacy of the main street.
7. Original uses of significant buildings should be encouraged and facilitated. Where this is
no longer possible, appropriate adaptive re-use opportunities should be explored to facilitate
the conservation of these buildings.
Comment: although arguably the original residential cottage at 20 Elizabeth may not be significant
in that there are many similar examples across NSW it does complement the streetscape scale. It
contributes to Camden’s historical narrative as reflective of post war architectural austerity and
shortage of building materials. There are many examples of similar sized cottages, some with
minor extensions at ground level being restored and successfully used for business purposes.
Examples are the faithfully restored much smaller heritage listed cottages at 7 and 9 Mitchell
Street, 15 Mitchell Street and 21A Edward Street, all of which adjoin 20 Elizabeth Street. This
proposal if approved would make a mockery of the efforts of others to respect the HCA.
8. Existing cottage dominated streetscapes shall be retained and complemented with
compatible extensions/additions and new developments.
Comment: Cottages can be extended and compatible human scale two storey developments added.
This approach is common throughout the HCA. A good example of a recent, compliant single
storey cottage-fronted development with two storeys at the rear exists nearby at 14 Elizabeth Street.
9. A two storey height limit shall prevail except for significant architectural features
incorporated in the design of buildings in significant locations.
Comment: this proposal is for THREE storeys. It is simply non-compliant and unacceptable. The
location site is not a significant location, as are the sites of “The Elizabeth” which is often
referenced as a precedent in the proposal and Nepean House, which surprisingly is not mentioned
at all.
10. Large built forms in cottage dominated precincts shall be avoided through the use of
various roof forms and pitches, wall openings and recesses, materials, recessive colours and
landscaping
8

New Street No. 1 Pty Ltd v Waverley Council [2017] NSWLEC 1592
https://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/decision/59e93d23e4b058596cbab420
9
Camden Development Control Plan 2011 P. B56 Accessed 10 December 2018
https://www.camden.nsw.gov.au/assets/pdfs/Planning/Development-Control-Plan/Part-B-UPDATED-May-20182.pdf
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Comment: the proposal argues illogically and unsuccessfully that the vicinity of 20 Elizabeth
Street is not cottage dominated. Simple observation indicates otherwise. The proposed design seeks
to maximise floor space at the expense of neighbours and the HCA.
11. The development of the flood affected fringes of the town shall not compromise the
prevailing character.
Comment: There is no building within the HCA of similar design to that proposed. It would sit as
an anomaly within the HCA. Citing possible flooding as a reason for an above height, three storey
development is a nonsense. If it is a problem for the scale of development that the owner wishes
to undertake, then a site should have been purchased elsewhere.
This proposal is not compliant with any of the above DCP controls.

We find that the revised HIS makes incorrect assumptions to prosecute arguments that instead are
no more than wishful assertions. As covered in our original objection the HIS is not prepared
according to guidelines supported by the NSW Heritage Council10 including analysis of the impact
on the conservation area and adjacent heritage items (cottages at 7 and 9 Mitchell Street and
Nepean House).
Simple observation shows that businesses are in fact adaptively using restored cottages as is
compliant with the LEP and DCP and acceptable as having minimal impact on the HCA (Burra
Charter Article 21).
To claim and continue to claim otherwise ties up and wastes the resources of Council and the
community unnecessarily.
----------------------

NSW OEH Statements of Heritage Impact Available at:
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/heritagebranch/heritage/hmstatementsofhi.pdf
10
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We trust that this proposal will be denied because it fails to meet the objectives of the height standard and
the zone, and because it would have a detrimental impact on the significance of the HCA.
We hope that the applicant will be encouraged to either sell the site or follow the example of others and
respect the heritage of the town.

As for the first iteration of this proposal for 20 Elizabeth Street, we again request for the
second iteration that:




the demolition of the cottage be refused;
the DA be refused;
the applicant be encouraged to reuse the existing cottage.

Yours sincerely

Glenda Davis
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APPENDIX: CRAG objection 30 July 2018

Camden Residents' Action Group
Incorporated

Camden – Still a Country Town
Website: http://www.crag.org.au/
Face Book: https://www.facebook.com/CRAGCamden-Residents-Action-Group-Inc1805705173088888/

PO Box 188
Camden NSW 2570
Email: admin@crag.org.au

General Manager
Camden Council
70 Central Avenue
Oran Park 2570
Email: mail@camden.nsw.gov.au
30 July 2018
Dear General Manager,
RE: DA 2018/599/1
20 Elizabeth Street Camden
It is noted that Council provided a formalised Pre-DA advice letter (PREDA/2017/138/1 dated 12
February 2018) as referred to in the Statement of Environmental Effects (SEE, p. 5). We thank
Council for raising important issues and problems with the proposal.
Unfortunately, we find that these issues were not subsequently resolved and that the proposal as
lodged is an affront to the Heritage Area and a number of individually listed heritage items. The
proposal contravenes the spirit and letter of the LEP, DCP and Burra Charter.
We strongly object to the proposal on the following grounds.
18

HEIGHT VARIATION

The applicant seeks a variation of the height standard under LEP Clause 4.6 (see Appendix A).
Building height is defined in the LEP to mean the vertical distance between ground level (existing)
at any point to the highest point of the building. The height limit in the conservation area is 7
metres.
The SEE refers to the Pre-DA meeting in which the height is referred to as 10.5 metres (43% above
the height limit). The SEE (p.18) indicates that the height of the proposed building is 11.47 metres
(64% above the height limit).
Justification for the variation is required from the Applicant under 4.6 (3) by demonstrating:
(a) that compliance with the development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary in
the circumstances of the case, and
(b) that there are sufficient environmental planning grounds to justify contravening
the development standard.
The attempt at justification in the Application for Variation of the Height Standard (SEE pp. 4358) is not successful.
The SEE (p. 47) correctly refers to the authority established by Four2Five Pty Ltd v Ashfield
Council (2015)11 noting that it necessitates that environmental planning grounds for the proposed
variation must be established aside from the consistency of the development with the objectives of
the standard and the objectives of the zone. The Land and Environment Court in this 2015 case 12
established that applicants need to demonstrate and justify that application of the development
standard is unreasonable or unnecessary not merely or only because the development is consistent
with zone objectives and achieves the objectives of the development standard but also that


aspects of the specific proposal outweigh the countervailing objective that controls
ought generally to be observed;

11

Four2Five Pty Ltd v Ashfield Council [2015] NSWLEC 1009 (30 January 2015);
Four2Five Pty Ltd v Ashfield Council [2015] NSWLEC 90 (3 June 2015);
Four2Five Pty Ltd v Ashfield Council [2015] NSWCA 248 (20 August 2015) Available at
https://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/decision/55d6b37ae4b0a95dbff9e015
12
For an analysis, see Lindsay Taylor Lawyers (24 July 2015) Is an Objection Under Clause 4.6 More Onerous to
Establish Than Under SEPP1? Available at
http://www.lindsaytaylorlawyers.com.au/in_focus/index.php/2015/07/is-an-objection-under-clause-4-6-moreonerous-to-establish-than-under-sepp1/#.W1U2NtIza70
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under clause 4.6(3)(a) the development standard was unreasonable or unnecessary on
grounds other than consistency with zoning and development standard objectives (because
this is a matter for the consent authority under 4.6(4)(a)(ii));



under clause 4.6(3)(b) there are other non-generic and sufficient environmental planning
grounds to justify contravening the development standard particular to the circumstances
of the proposed development.

The SEE (p. 47) also cites the earlier case of Wehbe 2007 13 and claims that it is generally
understood that Clause 4.6(3) can be satisfied if one or more of Points 2-5 below are satisfied:
1. The objectives of the standard are achieved notwithstanding non-compliance with the standard;
2. The underlying objective or purpose of the standard is not relevant to the development and therefore
compliance is unnecessary;
3. The underlying object or purpose would be defeated or thwarted if compliance was required and
therefore compliance is unreasonable;
4. The development standard has been virtually abandoned or destroyed by the Council's own actions in
granting consents departing from the standard and hence compliance with the standard is unnecessary
and unreasonable;
5. The zoning of the particular land is unreasonable or inappropriate so that a development standard
appropriate for that zoning is also unreasonable and unnecessary as it applies to the land and
compliance with the standard that would be unreasonable or unnecessary. That is, the particular parcel
of land should not have been included in the particular zone.

Similarly, NSW Planning and Infrastructure (2011)14 refers to a five-part test indicating that as
well as demonstrating consistency with the objectives of the relevant standard that written
applications for variations may also address matters set out in the ‘five-part test’ established by
NSW Land and Environment Court. Point 1 or Test 1 must at a minimum be achieved.
Whilst court cases challenging Council’s application of Clause 4.6 are interesting, each case of
course, is different. The Courts make determinations based on the arguments, specific merits and
circumstances of each proposed development, as well as examining and taking into account the
reasoning and interpretation associated with previous judgements. It is abundantly clear from

13

The test is identical to the five points except for Test 5; the reworded Point 5 is similar and found in use by the legal
profession. The wording of Test 5 is
The compliance with development standard is unreasonable or inappropriate due to existing use of land and current
environmental character of the particular parcel of land. That is, the particular parcel of land should not have been
included in the zone.
14
NSW Planning and Infrastructure (2011) Varying development standards: A Guide August 2011 Available at
http://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/Plans-for-your-area/Local-Planning-andZoning/~/media/7CCD3A20E9A24B0E858DF2E05A856867.ashx
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previous legal interpretations that justification for a variation under 4.6 (3) requires at a minimum
that the objectives of the LEP height standard and B4 zoning are demonstrated to have been met.
However as covered above, case Four2Five 2015 established that applicants need to demonstrate
and justify that application of the development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary not merely
or only because the development is consistent with zone objectives and achieves the objectives of
the development standard. Under clause 4.6(3)(b) other non-generic and sufficient environmental
planning grounds to justify contravening the development standard particular to the circumstances
of the proposed development need to be demonstrated.

These objectives of the height standard and zone are set out below.
______________________________________________________________________________
4.3 Height of buildings
(1) The objectives of this clause are as follows:
(a) to ensure that buildings are compatible with the height, bulk and scale of the
existing and desired future character of the locality,
(b) to minimise the visual impact, disruption of views, loss of privacy and loss of solar
access to existing development,
(c) to minimise the adverse impact of development on heritage conservation areas and
heritage items.
Zone B4 Mixed Use
1 Objectives of zone
• To provide a mixture of compatible land uses.
• To integrate suitable business, office, residential, retail and other development in accessible
locations so as to maximise public transport patronage and encourage walking and cycling.
• To minimise conflict between land uses within the zone and land uses within adjoining
zones.
• To encourage development that supports or complements the primary office and retail
functions of the local centre zone.
_____________________________________________________________________________
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The application for variation makes two arguments:
1. That strict application under the circumstances, although the standard may not have been
destroyed, is decidedly unreasonable (Wehbe Point Test 4; SEE pp. 47-50)
2. That the objectives of the standard (and zone) are achieved notwithstanding noncompliance (Wehbe Point/Test 1; SEE pp. 50-58)
It is noted (SEE p. 5) that Council have advised the applicant this significant variation of a
development standard would require determination by the Independent Hearing and Assessment
Panel (IHAP).
ARGUMENT 1: Strict application of the 7-metre height standard is decidedly unreasonable
The SEE (p. 48) states that it has been determined, in the circumstances of the case of 20 Elizabeth
Street, that compliance with the maximum height development standard is unreasonable and unnecessary
(LEP 4.6(3)(a)) and concludes (SEE p.50) although the standard may not have been destroyed, its
strict application under these circumstances is decidedly unreasonable.
The circumstantial arguments for this conclusion are refuted as follows.
The SEE (p. 48-49) argues that the constraints and opportunities of the site are valid reasons to
allow a multi-storey development that is over-height. This is a self-serving and illogical argument.
Rather the constraints are reasons why the land should not have been purchased if the aim was to
build a such a structure.
If parking areas must be provided at grade because of significant flooding this is an indication that
only one above-ground storey is acceptable to comply with the 7-metre height limit. The human
scale of the conservation area and reuse of old cottages as business premises is testament to the
respect paid to Camden’s unique character and observance of provisions of the planning
instruments.
The better solution is to restore the existing building, as is usual practice, including on flood
prone land which makes up much of the conservation area.
We do not agree that the existing cottage is beyond retention. It has been allowed to deteriorate
but it can be restored. The cottages on adjoining properties at 7 and 9 Mitchell Street are much
older and were in a worse state of repair. They have been faithfully restored and are used as offices
as is readily apparent. This proposed development being directly behind and towering over them
by more than 6 metres would make a mockery of that restoration, and the conservation area.
The SEE (p. 48-49) makes various claims that are unreasonable or incorrect. In a heritage
conservation area
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It is not generally appropriate, as is claimed, to provide minimal setbacks if that is not
consistent with heritage character and streetscapes;



It is not a reasonable expectation as is implied to be able to erect a multi storey building
that is not consistent with the heritage and character of the area;



It is not reasonable to maintain that a pitched roof cannot be incorporated because it would
not be appropriate for a commercial development. Why not?



It is not reasonable to assert that the development must necessarily be a multi-storey
development. Why?



It is incorrect to state that no other commercial developments have been able to achieve
compliance with the height limit. Camden township is already largely developed and it is
a matter of reusing building stock not replacing it with something totally out of character,
over-height and overscale;



It is irrelevant to present the argument that Argyle Street buildings may be over 7 metres.
They are human scale, not more than two-storey and built prior to planning controls. They
are located in Zone B2 not B4. Also, they are significantly less high than this proposed
building;



It is a nonsense to state that Elizabeth Street is within a “transition zone”. A transition zone
to what? It is an important street within the intact street grid designed by the Macarthur
brothers, the sons of John and Elizabeth, on Camden Park in 1836. This is an essential
element of the heritage value of the Camden township. It is not necessarily or deliberately
transitioning to anything else. It is what it is.

The usual caveat emptor applies. The planning instruments and their heritage protections are
designed to conserve the only known extant originally private town in Australia, the town that
served the birthplace of Australia’s wealth and that has stood largely intact for nearly 180 years.
The heritage protections are not in place to be criticised and argued against, but to be observed.
The existing and desired cottage character of the area is intrinsic to the heritage value of the
conservation area, is significant to the story of Camden as a country town and its sense of place
and community.
An alarming trend has become apparent, as in the case of 11 Argyle Street cited by the SEE (p.50),
for developers to purchase land that is comparatively cheaper due to its being flood prone and
within a heritage protected precinct, and then argue to vary the planning controls.
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Citing flooding as a reason for exceeding the height limit when the land was known to be floodprone and subject to height control as a heritage protection is not fair play. Clearly the purchase
and subsequent 4.6 variation application were undertaken to seek a greater economic return than
would have been achievable on land purchased at a price reflective of its context, i.e. appropriate
for multi-storey development.
Although applications are intended to be assessed on their own merits according to the planning
instruments, the SEE (p. 50) cites three examples or precedents of Council approved variations as
arguments in support of this variation request.
1. DA/2016/169 – 11 Argyle Street, Camden – determined on 28/11/2017, with a maximum
building height of 12.815m, and similar flooding and heritage constraints to the subject
site.
This development proposal was very contentious and drawn out with many objectors and
significant media interest. CRAG lodged three objections15.
The approval of the private development for an additional overscale and 12.8 metre over-height
building, adjacent to the much smaller scaled heritage listed Milk Depot, possibly sets a new State
record for non-observance of an LEP, a DCP and a number of Burra Charter principles.
The contentiously approved building is at a signature gateway site within the heritage conservation
area, within the main approach and entrance to the town which is in itself listed as a potential
heritage item16, is well within the flood area and research by CRAG members has shown that it is
in a floodway. The approval accepts that the floodway begins discretely at the very edge of the
new building which is most unlikely given the way flood waters behave.
It is unfathomable as to how this development came to be approved as clearly and inarguably it is
in complete contravention of the height limit and other provisions of the planning instruments as
well as Burra Charter Principles.
It should not be pointed to as an argument or precedent.

15

CRAG (2016-2017) Camden Vale Milk Depot objections. Available at:
http://www.crag.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/CRAG-OBJECTION-Camden-Vale-Milk-Depot-22-April2016.pdf
http://www.crag.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Milk-Depot-additional-objection-17-June-2016.pdf
http://www.crag.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/CRAG-Milk-Depot-objection-20-April-2017.pdf
16
Camden DCP 2011 Table B5 Potential Heritage Items – Cultural and Visual Landscapes Available at:
https://www.camden.nsw.gov.au/assets/pdfs/Planning/Development-Control-Plan/Part-B-UPDATED-May-20182.pdf
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2. DA/2008/644 – John Street, Camden – approved with a maximum building height of
12.815m.
No building of that height currently exists in John Street. No street number is provided and the DA
number was found to relate to the redevelopment on the Camden High School site17. The DA
(644/2008) was lodged in 2008 and amended in May 2009, prior to gazettal of LEP 2010. Clearly
this development is overscale and over-height, and generally an overdevelopment of the site.
However, it is understood that the circumstances of this proposal were unique and/or different to
the circumstances of 20 Elizabeth Street:






the site was found to be contaminated and a new high school had to be built;
the source of the contamination, old gas works, had long ceased to exist as an entity;
neither Council nor NSW government wished to take responsibility for clean up;
the developer agreed to undertake the clean-up;
the development is for senior living which is believed to come under SEPP Housing for
Seniors, which provides incentives allowing developers to override local planning
instruments if building homes for people over 55;



for the most part it does not impinge upon the quiet enjoyment, privacy and solar access of other
properties;



social and economic advantages are likely; seniors will be able to access the town and its
services easily; and additional residents will add to the town’s economic base and
vibrancy.

Being approved almost 10 years ago we could not properly establish how the High School site
development would compare to the proposal for 20 Elizabeth Street. At the time of exhibition of
the high school development CRAG inspected documents at Council’s enquiry desk and lodged
two objections, the second relating to amendment of the plans in 2009, that particularly referred to
the proposal’s exceedance of the relevant height limit control of LEP45. Little information could
be found in the public domain today of the exact nature of what is planned, except that the units
are marketed as being within historic Camden with views to the north over the town farm and
floodplain.
Also, we find the inference that John Street is generally available for new developments to be
misleading given the acknowledged significance of John Street and conservation area of the glebe
of St John’s Church. As shown in Appendix B many items in Camden township have long been
recognised to be of national heritage significance. Most of John Street is included as indicated in
the descriptions of St John’s Hill and John Street Conservation Area and John Street Group. The
NSW Heritage Office has also recently investigated and written of the high significance of St
John’s Church Precinct and its relationship to Camden township.
Ian Willis (30 November 2017) Camden History Notes The phoenix rises from the ashes at the old Camden
High site Available at https://camdenhistorynotes.wordpress.com/2017/11/30/the-old-camden-high-site/
17
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Further the Land and Environment Court (April 1996) 18 ruled in favour of Council against a
development application in the vicinity of St John’s Church. The Honourable Justice M L
Pearlman AM, stated:
"It is abundantly clear that the Camden Township represents a particularly significant and
sensitive heritage site in which conservation, involving reuse of buildings or land, must necessarily
be approached with considerable care."
Other developers have taken care and attempted sensitive and sympathetic developments such as
at 21 Elizabeth Street, approved prior to gazettal of LEP2010, which is discussed below as the
third of the precedents cited.

3. 21 Elizabeth – commercial building constructed in the early 2000s, which is a total of
three storeys, and is provided with under-croft parking.

Land and Environment Court (1996) Gledhill Constructions Pty Limited V. The Council of Camden NSWLEC 120
(19 April 1996) Available at: http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgibin/sinodisp/au/cases/nsw/NSWLEC/1996/120.html?stem=0&synonyms=0&query=1996%20gledhill%20camden
18
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This development is also quite arguably an overdevelopment of the site but it has little in common with
what is proposed for 20 Elizabeth Street:

 At Mitchell and Elizabeth Street interfaces it is estimated to be around 8 metres and less than
7 metres excluding the pitched roofs;
 It is comprised of a number of pitched roofs that interrupt and reduce the seeming mass of the
building and also reflect the predominant surrounding roofscapes.
 It largely presents as two storeys, not three as claimed. As shown above two storeys face Elizabeth
Street. The section with three stories is set well back from the street.
 The building has been designed to avoid overlooking of other properties. Windows have been
placed to face Mitchell and Elizabeth Streets or internally only; walls facing other properties
are blank but with architectural features that simulate windows similar to the technique often
observed in larger old buildings, to break up what would otherwise be too large and
homogenous to be aesthetically pleasing.
 Similarly, it has been designed to minimise blocking of solar access and being on a corner
block most shadowing is to the two streets, not to cottages occupied as homes and businesses.
The photos provided in the application (SEE Figure 3 p.52) are not taken from Elizabeth Street as
is implied but are taken from cherry-picked angles that are not reflective of how the building
presents in the streetscapes of Elizabeth and Mitchell Streets.
It should be noted that DCP D3.2.3 (10) makes allowance for buildings on corner lots to have
feature elements that exceed the building height limit if compliant with LEP 5.6. The proposed
building is not on a corner block.
Under LEP 5.6 development that includes an architectural roof feature or decorative element that
causes a building to exceed the height limit and does not include floor space or cause unreasonable
overshadowing of other properties may be carried out with development consent.
For the proposed development:





The roofline has no architectural feature or decorative element;
The height exceeds the standard without including the roof;
The roof includes floor-space;
The height, scale and position cause unreasonable overshadowing.

The mansard roofline of the proposed building is completely inconsistent with the pitched roof
character of the area and contravenes DCP B 3.1.1 Control 13: The existing pattern, pitch,
materials and details of original roof forms within the Heritage Conservation Area shall be
retained.
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None of the three precedents cited provide telling arguments relevant to this proposal.
Our opinion is that, in any case, they should not be used to support arguments for developments
that are non-compliant with the planning provisions. Allowing precedents to inform assessment
and approval of developments has a domino effect over time of rendering the planning provisions
ineffectual and irrelevant, and creating an outcome that is far removed from existing and desired
character.
Such precedents could reasonably be viewed as a reason for NOT allowing another dilution of
Camden’s authentic character and heritage value.

ARGUMENT 2: Objectives of the standard (and zone) are achieved notwithstanding non-compliance

Achievement of each of the objectives of the LEP 4.3 Height of Buildings are refuted as
follows
Height standard objective (a) to ensure that buildings are compatible with the height, bulk and
scale of the existing and desired future character of the locality,
The height and scale, the absolute bulk of the proposed development have nothing in common
with 21 Elizabeth or surrounding properties as shown in the indicative graphic below.
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The SEE (pp.50-53) attempts to show, quoting from the Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) which
is covered below, that the area in question is eclectic with non-uniform height, bulk and scale and
a mix of building styles, residential and non-residential cottages.
It again refers to 21 Elizabeth Street as a three-storey development and the over-height
development on the Camden High School site, claiming that these two developments combine to
dictate the dominant existing character within Elizabeth Street. It claims that this demonstrates that
the area is not “cottage-dominated” and that the proposed development is more consistent with its
soon-to-be existing character and therefore compliant with 4.3 (a).

Clearly from the above aerial photo (SEE p.43) the footprint of the proposed development, which
is to take up most of the lot, is greater and more intrusive by far than any other building and unlike
most other buildings, has minimum curtilage.
It would sit closely adjacent to the main outbuildings of No 7 Mitchell Street and Nepean House
garden at 23 Edward and be around twice the height of most buildings in its surroundings.
The conclusion that the above arguments indicate compliance with the desired future character of
the area is nonsensical. The claim is easily refuted by referring to the current LEP and DCP, which
are addressed below under Heritage Impact, as they are written to conserve the town’s existing
character and direct and ensure a similar character over time as would be expected for planning
controls for a conservation area.
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Height standard objective (b) to minimise the visual impact, disruption of views, loss of privacy
and loss of solar access to existing development,
Views
There are obviously private views from surrounding properties that would be detrimentally
affected, if not blocked completely. Instead of leafy openness occupants would be confronted by
an urban style monolith completely at variance to their accustomed surroundings.
The streetscape view would obviously be detrimentally affected. The village profile of the town,
so intrinsic to its heritage value would be interrupted. Views between the town and Camden
Town Farm and river plain would be interrupted.
Privacy
Loss of privacy of surrounding properties is a major consideration and is categorically
unacceptable by any standard.
The proposed building provides exceptional opportunity for overlooking properties in Elizabeth,
Mitchell and Edward Streets.
The SEE (p. 30) states that boundary screen planting is proposed along the side and rear boundaries
of the proposed development in order to minimise overlooking into the adjoining properties. This
statement is misleading. Trees that are currently in place are no higher than the proposed building
and have taken decades to reach their height. Given that so little room remains outside the building
envelope and that new plantings would receive negligible sunlight they would rarely reach
maturity anyway. Almost certainly they would be stunted or die.
The statement that no residential property directly
adjoins the proposed development is absolutely
wrong. Heritage listed Nepean House (1858) with
its old garden and outbuildings is residential and
adjacent.
Nepean House is inexplicably not mentioned in
the SEE or HIS.
Many Edward and Elizabeth Street properties are residential and given the excessive height of the
proposed building would obviously be overlooked. Business properties would also be overlooked
and this is not acceptable given their cottage and garden nature. It is also generally understood that
heritage listed properties can flip-flop between residential and business use.
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Compared to the adjacent tallest outbuilding (5.9 metres) of Nepean House, as shown in the
indicative graphical representation below, the proposed building is of massive scale and almost
twice as high.

The proposed building is more than twice as high as most other nearby properties. Nepean House
itself is only 8 metres high including architectural roof features.
Australian cities and towns that respect their history, such as Launceston in Tasmania, are more
attractive. Development that creates stark contrast between old human scale architecture and
architecture blatantly only made possible by modern materials and new engineering solutions are
generally found to be segregated in more successful areas. European cities renowned as tourist
destinations take this approach to conservation.
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As a very telling comparison the heritage listed cottages, adjacent at 7 and 9 Mitchell Street, are
around 5m in height to their rooftops, which are architectural features. The cottages are miniscule
in relation to the proposed building. Note the proposed building would also be closely adjacent to
the outbuilding at No 7 a part of which is captured to the left in the above graphic.

Most properties in the vicinity would experience a building that is more than twice their height
and many would be confronted by a first storey landscaped rooftop (4.7m above ground level at
the rear of the building) and/or another two levels of second and third storey office windows on
both the south and north elevations.
The height differential of roughly between 3.5 and 6.5 metres between the proposed building and
its potential neighbours is preposterous.
The loss of privacy is breathtakingly apparent and alarmingly extreme. It is extraordinary that it
can be documented in a DA as being insignificant.
It is clearly wrong to state that privacy impacts are minor; they are major and deny others quiet
enjoyment of their properties and the peace of mind to which they are entitled.
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Solar Access
Blocking of solar access due to the height of this proposed building is absolutely unacceptable.

The shadow diagrams that are provided are horrifying and enough to refuse this DA outright. As
shown in the above shadow diagram the cottages in Mitchell Street would be very significantly
deprived of solar access (as well as privacy).
However, the shadow diagrams provided do not show shadowing over the full hours of daylight
or in different seasons. They do not show overshadowing of all properties affected.
No doubt the heritage listed Nepean House property would be similarly affected, as would 21
Edward Street and possibly other properties, but diagrams were not made available. The real
impact of the building on solar access to all affected properties has not been explained.
This is not acceptable.
It is disingenuous at best to make the statement: It would be expected that generous solar access
will remain available for other properties, particularly at 9am and 12pm (SEE p. 55).
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Height standard objective (c) to minimise the adverse impact of development on heritage
conservation areas and heritage items.
The height and scale and design of the proposed building is completely inconsistent with the
character, height and scale of the listed heritage items and the human- scale and fine-grained
HCA.
The SEE (p. 33) states that given the minor scale of the proposed development, it is not considered
to result in amenity conflicts to adjoining and nearby development within the mixed-use zone.
This is clearly a false statement. It cannot be of minor scale given its height and scale in relation
to surrounding cottages. Loss of amenity would be unacceptably significant.
The proposed building would potentially be comfortable in newer nearby areas such as Oran Park,
Gregory Hills and Spring Farm, if it met their height limits.
The impact of the development on the HCA and heritage items would be devastating. This is
explored further in the next section on Heritage Impact.

The SEE has failed to demonstrate consistency with the objectives of LEP 4.3 Height of
Buildings and has failed under clause 4.6(3)(b) to show sufficient environmental planning
grounds and non-generic circumstances particular to the proposal to justify contravention
of the height limit.
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Achievement of the objectives of Zone B4 is refuted as follows
It is observable that the three relevant zone objectives of representation of a mixture of compatible
land uses, integration of suitable business, office, residential and retail developments and
complementing the primary functions of the local centre B2 zone are being met by normal market
forces.
Achievement of these objectives is not reliant on proposals such as that for 20 Elizabeth Street.
Indeed, it could be argued that the proposed development would compete with the function of the
B2 zone rather than complement it.
It is evident that cottages are reused for business purposes. This is because owners observe the
planning instruments which, in conjunction with the zoning, are designed to retain the cottage
character of the area, as befits a Heritage Conservation Area.
The SEE (p. 57) claims that there is an identified shortfall of commercial floor space within the
Camden Town Centre. This needs to be evidenced, as it is not apparent, and is contradictory to
its own statement that much of the new commercial floor space is provided within former
cottages converted for commercial use.
As at 28 July 2018 a Google search brought up more than 40 commercial properties for lease
including suites 2 and 4 of 21 Elizabeth Street which almost always has office space for lease and
1/33 Elizabeth Street. Many were in Argyle Street; the remainder were also in the conservation
area or just outside it. The cottages in the conservation area are easily reused as office space as
they come on to the market. The fact that they are still purchased as non-income generating homes
suggests that the market demand for office space is not great enough to put them out of reach for
residential use.
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HERITAGE IMPACT
The Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) (p.3) rightly states that
 owners of land in heritage precincts have a responsibility to ensure that the heritage
significance of the precinct is maintained and not adversely affected by the proposed
development;
 new developments within a heritage conservation area should be designed to ensure that
the heritage significance of the surrounding area is not diminished by the new
development, and that new development is sensitive and respectful to adjacent heritage
items and their contribution to the character and setting of their surrounds.
The conclusions reached in the HIS (p. 24) that the proposed development will cause negligible
adverse impacts and that it is sympathetic and appropriate are not supported throughout the HIS;
as will be shown below, they are not evidence-based or arrived at through best practice analysis.
The HIS is not prepared according to guidelines supported by the NSW Heritage Council19. For
instance, it does not answer the following questions about a new development within a
conservation area and adjacent to heritage items:
• How is the impact of the new development on the heritage significance of the item or area to be
minimised?
• Why is the new development required to be adjacent to a heritage item?
• How does the new development affect views to, and from, the heritage item? What has been done
to minimise negative effects?
• Is the new development sympathetic to the heritage item? In what way (e.g. form, siting,
proportions, design)?
• Will the additions visually dominate the heritage item? How has this been minimised?
• Will the public, and users of the item, still be able to view and appreciate its significance?
The HIS fails to address the impact of the proposed building being adjacent to heritage listed
properties. It notes that two heritage listed properties (17 and 19 Elizabeth Street) are opposite the
proposed development and that two lots containing rare, intact examples of small late Victorian
cottages in Mitchell St are adjacent to it. It fails to mention that the site is also adjacent to the site
of Nepean House (1858) and its historic garden, which makes three heritage listed properties
adjacent to the proposed development.

NSW OEH Statements of Heritage Impact Available at
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/heritagebranch/heritage/hmstatementsofhi.pdf
19
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It also fails to address the impact on all heritage items in its close vicinity which can quickly be
ascertained by perusal of the LEP and DCP:
Listed Heritage Items (LEP Schedule 5 extract)
Cottage

17 Elizabeth Street

“Chesham’s Cottage”

19 Elizabeth Street

Inter-war flat building

33 Elizabeth Street

House weatherboard

34 Elizabeth Street

“Nepean House”

1–3 Mitchell Street;
23 Edward Street

Cottage

7 Mitchell Street

Cottage

9 Mitchell Street

“Taplin”

17 Mitchell Street

“Edithville”

18 Mitchell Street

“Mitchell House”

29–31 Mitchell Street

“Nant Gwylan” (including house and garden)

33A Exeter Street

Camden Town Farm (including cottage, dairy, milking parlour, barn, 40 Exeter Street and 75 and 75A
rustic storage sheds and out buildings, fences and views to Nepean Macquarie Grove Road
River and hinterland)
Stockyard (including auction ring, buildings and cattle chutes)

30, 32 and 34 Edward Street

Potential Heritage Items (DCP Table B4 Potential Heritage Items – Built Environment P. B61 extract)
Cottage

6-10 Elizabeth Street

Cottage

42 Elizabeth Street

Cottage

44 Elizabeth Street

Former Picture Theatre

39-41 Elizabeth Street
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Article 8 of the Burra Charter 20 requires the retention of an appropriate setting to heritage
properties, as do the LEP and DCP.
We also consider that the HIS conclusions are inconsistent with the NSW Heritage Office
guidelines21 for new development in a heritage context which for instance, on scale and form,
advises that …the grain, or pattern of arrangement and size of buildings in a precinct or
conservation area, can be an important part of its character. …The form of a building …. its
overall shape and volume and the arrangement of its parts……should be sympathetic with the
predominant form of its neighbours.
The HIS fails to appreciate or analyse the differential in height and scale of the proposed building
to its neighbours.
The claim (p.23) that the different scale of the proposed development would create negligible
conflict with the existing smaller scale heritage items is clearly wrong, even by its own artist’s
impressions (which in any case seem to underestimate the relative height of the proposed
building).

The HIS makes no mention that Camden’s agricultural history is intrinsic to its heritage value, and
that the nearby listed sale yards and Camden Town Farm, as well as retail agricultural suppliers
and Equestrian Park very much represent that history. This tangible history is not enhanced by this
proposal and would, very arguably, be diminished.

ICOMOS (2013) The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance
Available at: https://australia.icomos.org/wp-content/uploads/The-Burra-Charter-2013-Adopted-31.10.2013.pdf
21
NSW Heritage Office (June 2005) Design in Context Guidelines for Infill Development in the Historic
Environment Available at:
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/heritagebranch/heritage/DesignInContext.pdf
20
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The proposed urban-style high rise
would sit in sharp contrast to the 19th
century country townscape and distort
the village profile deliberately planned
by the Macarthur brothers and
Surveyor General Sir Thomas
Mitchell in 1836.

It would be of greater scale and bulk than St John’s Church,
designed in 1836 as the spiritual, social and physical focus of
the planned private town of Camden, and which is
acknowledged to be of great cultural and aesthetic
significance (see Appendix B).

The HIS, instead of addressing the impact of the proposal on the Heritage Conservation Area and
heritage items in its vicinity, concentrates on and makes much of the eclectic nature of the existing
built form, irregularity of setbacks and dominance of angle parking in the northern section of
Elizabeth Street.
The HIS also does not address the history of the cottage that it flags for demolition. Increasingly
the style and fabric of cottages built in the post war period of austerity and shortage of building
materials are being recognised as reflective of an important historical era 22 . Post War Fibro
Cottages are making their way into heritage lists of LEPs in NSW.23 The cottage, a Fibro Majestic
as acclaimed in our culture24 is not beyond restoration and provides an appropriate footprint for
the site, perhaps with an increase in floor area as allowed on flood prone land as was undertaken
in neighbouring 9 Mitchell Street.
Antony Lawes (2 January 2012) Architects defend the majesty of unwanted ’50s fibros
Available at https://www.domain.com.au/news/architects-defend-the-majesty-of-unwanted-50s-fibros-201112301pfed/
23
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/heritageapp/ViewHeritageItemDetails.aspx?ID=1172092
24
Junior (2010) https://junioraustralia.bandcamp.com/album/the-fibro-majestic
22
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Essentially the argument running through the HIS is that this proposed development would simply
create more diversity within the immediate streetscape.
It is well understood that conservation areas have protective planning controls and also that
developers are required to understand and interpret the area’s special character and qualities and
enhance it. Developers should purchase elsewhere if that is not acceptable to them. Camden is
tired of developers snapping up cheaper flood-prone land in the conservation area and then wanting
to override the rules to maximise return at the expense of Camden’s unique character, heritage
significance and the amenity of residents and other businesses who have incorporated Camden’s
difference into their business models.
According to the SEE (p. 6) Council has advised the applicant that the development needs to
demonstrate character, scale, form, materials, colours and detailing sympathetic to the significance
of the conservation area and heritage items in the vicinity.
The SEE (p. 4) states that the proposal has been assessed as generally compliant with the provisions
of the LEP 2010 and DCP 2011, with the main exception being the maximum height of the
building. The HIS (p. 24) concludes with the following unsubstantiated and unjustified opinions:
o It is our opinion that there are negligible adverse impacts upon the heritage precinct, its
historical setting and use, adjacent locally listed heritage cottages or their curtilage.
o The architectural scale and mass and overall detailing of the proposal is considered to be
appropriate to the heritage setting and colours and finishes are compatible with the
existing streetscape.
o The proposed development is considered sympathetic and appropriate in architectural
form and scale to the existing and future streetscape and anticipated development within
the B4 zone in which it stands.
We cannot agree, not least because the following provisions of the LEP and DCP have not been
addressed in the SEE or HIS.
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__________________________________________________________________________
 LEP 5.10 Objectives
(a) to conserve the environmental heritage of Camden,
(b) to conserve the heritage significance of heritage items and heritage conservation areas, including
associated fabric, settings and views.
 DCP Part B DCP 3.1.1 General heritage objectives
1. Retain and conserve heritage items and their significant elements and settings.
6. Protect and conserve heritage in accordance with the principles of the Burra Charter.
9. Ensure that adequate consideration is given to the significance of a heritage place and all
alternative options, where the demolition of a heritage place is proposed.
11. Ensure that any development within a heritage conservation area is compatible with and
sympathetic to the significant characteristics of the conservation area as a whole and make a
positive contribution to the area.
12. Ensure that the development in the vicinity of a heritage place is undertaken in a manner that
does not detract from the heritage significance of the place.
13. Ensure the integrity of the heritage item and its setting (including landscape and special
qualities); or the Heritage Conservation Area is retained by the careful design, scale and siting of
new buildings and alterations and additions to existing buildings.
 DCP Part B 3.1.1 General heritage controls
5. New development must be designed reflecting the general form, bulk, scale, height, architectural
elements and other significant elements of the surrounding heritage items and heritage conservation
areas.
13.The existing pattern, pitch, materials and details of original roof forms within the Heritage Conservation
Area shall be retained.
 DCP Part B 3.1.2 Camden Heritage Conservation Area objectives
1. Retain the unique heritage significance of Camden town, recognising it as a rare and distinctive area
2. Retain and promote evidence of the historical development of the town and enable interpretation of that
historical development
6. Promote the concept of adaptive reuse as a major conservation tool.
8. Retain the rural working town character of Camden.
 DCP Part B 3.1.2 Camden Heritage Conservation Area controls
6. Additional development on the fringe of the town should complement and not detract from the viability
of the “main street”.
9. A two storey height limit shall prevail except for significant architectural features incorporated in the
design of buildings in significant locations.
10. Large built forms in cottage dominated precincts shall be avoided through the use of various roof forms
and pitches, wall openings and recesses, materials, recessive colours and landscaping
11. The development of the flood affected fringes of the town shall not compromise the prevailing character.
___________________________________________________________________________________
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No analytic attempt has been made to address the proposals impacts on heritage value of heritage
listed items or the conservation area.
Camden’s heritage is irreplaceable and culturally important to current and future generations. This
has been documented most recently in a 2016 Heritage Study 201625 which has been endorsed by
academic and eminent historians.
It must be noted also that conservation of Camden’s heritage is economically important. It cannot
compete with Narellan or Oran Park on the same terms. It must capitalise on having irreplaceable
authentic heritage as this underpins its economic base. It is a place of special events and a visitor
and tourism destination because of its special amenity which also supports the livelihoods of those
depending on Camden’s attractiveness and differentiation.

The HIS offers no evidenced opinions and makes no evidenced-based attempt, to justify this
proposal. In light of the detailed critique provided above this would undoubtedly be a fruitless
endeavour.

---------------------------------------------------

We request that:




the demolition of the cottage be refused;
the DA be refused;
the applicant be encouraged to restore and reuse the existing cottage.

Yours sincerely,

Glenda Davis, President

25
Camden Residents’ Action Group Inc (April 2016) HERITAGE STUDY CAMDEN NEW SOUTH WALES
Documentary Evidence addressing criteria for statutory heritage listing Available at http://www.crag.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/2016/06/Camden-Heritage-Study-April-2016.pdf
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APPENDIX A: LEP 2010 Clause 4.6
4.6 Exceptions to development standards
(1) The objectives of this clause are:
(a) to provide an appropriate degree of flexibility in applying certain development standards to particular
development, and
(b) to achieve better outcomes for and from development by allowing flexibility in particular circumstances.
(2) Consent may, subject to this clause, be granted for development even though the development would contravene
a development standard imposed by this or any other environmental planning instrument.
However, this clause does not apply to a development standard that is expressly excluded from the operation of this
clause.
(3) Consent must not be granted for development that contravenes a development standard unless the consent authority
has considered a written request from the applicant that seeks to justify the contravention of the development standard
by demonstrating:
(a) that compliance with the development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary in the circumstances of
the case, and
(b) that there are sufficient environmental planning grounds to justify contravening the development standard.
(4) Consent must not be granted for development that contravenes a development standard unless:
(a) the consent authority is satisfied that:
(i) the applicant’s written request has adequately addressed the matters required to be demonstrated
by subclause (3), and
(ii) the proposed development will be in the public interest because it is consistent with the
objectives of the particular standard and the objectives for development within the zone in which
the development is proposed to be carried out, and
(b) the concurrence of the Director-General has been obtained.
(5) In deciding whether to grant concurrence, the Director-General must consider:
(a) whether contravention of the development standard raises any matter of significance for State or regional
environmental planning, and
(b) the public benefit of maintaining the development standard, and
(c) any other matters required to be taken into consideration by the Director-General before granting
concurrence.
(6) Consent must not be granted under this clause for a subdivision of land in Zone RU1 Primary Production, Zone
RU2 Rural Landscape, Zone RU3 Forestry, Zone RU4 Rural Small Holdings, Zone RU6 Transition, Zone R5 Large
Lot Residential, Zone E2 Environmental Conservation, Zone E3 Environmental Management or Zone E4
Environmental Living if:
(a) the subdivision will result in 2 or more lots of less than the minimum area specified for such lots by a
development standard, or
(b) the subdivision will result in at least one lot that is less than 90% of the minimum area
specified for such a lot by a development standard.
(7) After determining a development application made pursuant to this clause, the consent authority must keep a record
of its assessment of the factors required to be addressed in the applicant’s written request referred to in subclause (3).
(8) This clause does not allow consent to be granted for development that would contravene any of the following:
(a) a development standard for complying development,
(b) a development standard that arises, under the regulations under the Act, in connection with a commitment
set out in a BASIX certificate for a building to which State Environmental Planning Policy (Building
Sustainability Index: BASIX) 2004 applies or for the land on which such a building is situated,
(c) clause 5.4, (c1) clauses 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3.
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APPENDIX B: Acknowledgment of Heritage Significance of Camden
Camden Items Register of the National Estate (non-statutory archive)
Camden Airport Airport Rd

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Indicative Place)

Camden Courthouse 31 John St

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

Camden Park Camden Park Estate Rd

Camden Park, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

Cottage 39 John St

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

Cottage rear Macquarie Grove House
Macquarie Grove Rd

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Interim List)

Home Farmhouse Camden Park Estate Rd

Camden South, NSW, Australia (Registered)

John Street Group John St

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

Macaria 37 John St

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

Macarthur Family Cemetery Camden Park
Estate Rd

Camden South, NSW, Australia (Registered)

Macquarie Grove House Macquarie Grove Rd

Cobbitty, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

National Australia Bank Argyle St

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

Police Station and Residence 33-35 John St

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

St John the Evangelist Anglican Church
Menangle Rd

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

St Johns Anglican Church Group Menangle Rd Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

St Johns Hill and John Street Conservation
Area

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

St Johns Rectory and Stables Menangle Rd

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

St Pauls Catholic Church John St

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

Report Produced: Mon Jul 23 17:56:57 2018 http://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/ahdb/search.pl
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St Johns Hill and John Street Conservation Area, Camden, NSW, Australia
Photographs

List

Register of the National Estate (Non-statutory archive)

Class

Historic

Legal Status

Registered (28/09/1982)

Place ID

3255

Place File No

1/15/009/0030

Statement of Significance
St Johns Church is one of the finest examples of early Gothic Revival in Australia, superbly sited for
near and distant appreciation, virtually as it was when erected. It has an unusual character with a
hilltop site of rural character approached by way of climbing streets closely built in the manner of a
well-developed country town, the combination is worthy of preservation.
(The Commission is in the process of developing and/or upgrading official statements for places listed
prior to 1991. The above data was mainly provided by the nominator and has not yet been revised by
the Commission.)
Official Values Not Available
Description
An uncommon townscape, consisting of a large and mostly open hilltop (tree filled around buildings)
containing the prominent Church, overlooking Camden, the hilltop is double humped, the Church is
on one prominence, the rectory on the other, with a grassy saddle of land between. Distant views to
and from the area are important and views from the town along John Street are of high quality.
History Not Available
Condition and Integrity
Virtually as it was when erected. Street plantings have matured. Recently built cluster of parish
meeting rooms discreetly located and designed.
Location

About 9ha, around St Johns Anglican Church, Camden. The boundary of the area extends in the north
to include property blocks fronting John Street, between Argyle and Broughton Streets, as far north
as and including Lot 3 on the western side and Lot 19 on the eastern side, and property blocks
fronting Hill Street as far north as and including, Lot 9 on the west and the western half of the block
containing the presbytery, on the east. In the east the boundary includes the Masonic Temple and
extends south along the rear of subdivisions fronting Alpha Road and the eastern boundary of the
property block containing St Johns rectory and stables. In the south the boundary follows the south
boundary of the block containing the rectory. In the west the boundary excludes Macarthur Park and
includes all property blocks fronting the western side of Menangle Road between Park and Broughton
Street.
Bibliography Not Available
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John Street Group, John St, Camden, NSW, Australia
Photographs
None
List

Register of the National Estate (Non-statutory
archive)

Class

Historic

Legal Status

Registered (21/03/1978)

Place ID

3225

Place File No

1/15/009/0002

Statement of Significance
Camden is one of the most delightful early towns near Sydney. It has perhaps the
strongest plan form of any of them. The buildings of John Street are very important to the
main feeling of the town and the group is enhanced by several extremely fine examples of
architecture; the picturesque Macaria, the Italianate CBC Bank and restrained elegance
of No 39 John Street.
(The Commission is in the process of developing and/or upgrading official statements for
places listed prior to 1991. The above data was mainly provided by the nominator and has
not yet been revised by the Commission.)
Description
See related Files 3226, 3227, 3228, 3229, 3230, 3231
History Not Available
Condition and Integrity Not Available
Location
Comprising:
CBC Bank, John and Argyle Streets, Camden;
cottage 39 John Street, Camden;
Macaria, 37 John Street, Camden;
Police Station and Residence, 33-35 John Street, Camden;
Courthouse, 31 John Street; and
St Pauls Catholic Church, John and Mitchell Streets, Camden.
Bibliography Not Available
Official Values Not Available
Description
See related Files 3226, 3227, 3228, 3229, 3230, 3231
History Not Available
Condition and Integrity Not Available
Report Produced Mon Jul 23 18:10:58 2018
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Extract: Statement of Significance of St John’s Church within Camden and its landscape
Full statement available at
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/heritageapp/ViewHeritageItemDetails.aspx?ID=5053423
St John's Anglican Church Precinct is of state heritage significance as a group of ecclesiastical
buildings set in a beautiful landscape setting comprised of mature and exotic tree plantings and open
grassed slopes. The precinct's centre and focal point is St John's the Evangelist Anglican Church which
is of state heritage significance as the first Gothic Revival church constructed in NSW that was correct
in its medieval detail ('archaeologically correct'). This status, along with its strong connection to the
1836 Church Act, renders it an important early forerunner of the Gothic Revival movement which was
to dominate ecclesiastical architecture in the Colony throughout the remainder of the nineteenth
century.
The church, and especially its tower and spire, is aesthetically significant to NSW as part of the
regional Camden landscape created by the Macarthur family. St John's as an important regional
landmark is a significant element in the picturesque landscape planning used to create the Camden
Park Estate, the seat of the Macarthur family. As part of a triumvirate of significant points in the
landscape, along with Camden Park House and the township of Camden, it also expresses the power
structures the Macarthur family wished to instil in the local community they were creating in the early
nineteenth century. This regional landscape design is of state heritage significance as an important
example of early-mid nineteenth century landscape planning.

St John's Anglican Church Precinct is an exemplary demonstration of the regional use of
landscape design. St John's Anglican Church, with its tower and spire, dominates and commands
the Camden landscape on its high prominence (St John's Hill) in the middle of what is a low-lying
flood plain. Its tower and spire symbolically reach for heaven and point the way for the minds and
souls of the local community. The church tower and spire, as well as other elements of the church
precinct such as the rectory, are visible from many locations in the local landscape from Cobbitty
to the north, Narellan in the east, Cawdor in the south, and Grasmere and Bickley Vale to the west.
More distant views are also available of the church in the greater region as well. This effect on
the local landscape is the result of a deliberate landscape design by the Macarthur family that was
aimed both at creating picturesque vistas that reminded them of an English countryside, and
reinforcing the social order the Macarthurs, as part of the ruling class, wished to uphold. St John's
extraordinary command of the regional landscape ensures that it is visible from all the major
roads, high points, and the seats of several of the major local estates. This command is expressed
through 16 significant views and vistas in the regional landscape that is identified in the CMP
(2004:35-36, 44)26.

26

The Conservation Management Plan is available at https://stjohnscamden.org.au/index.php/about/history
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Camden Residents' Action Group
Incorporated

Camden – Still a Country Town
Website: http://www.crag.org.au/
Face Book: https://www.facebook.com/CRAGCamden-Residents-Action-Group-Inc1805705173088888/

PO Box 188
Camden NSW 2570
Email: admin@crag.org.au

General Manager
Camden Council
70 Central Avenue
Oran Park 2570
Email: mail@camden.nsw.gov.au
30 July 2018

Dear General Manager,
RE: DA 2018/599/1
20 Elizabeth Street Camden

It is noted that Council provided a formalised Pre-DA advice letter (PREDA/2017/138/1 dated 12
February 2018) as referred to in the Statement of Environmental Effects (SEE, p. 5). We thank
Council for raising important issues and problems with the proposal.
Unfortunately, we find that these issues were not subsequently resolved and that the proposal as
lodged is an affront to the Heritage Area and a number of individually listed heritage items. The
proposal contravenes the spirit and letter of the LEP, DCP and Burra Charter.
We strongly object to the proposal on the following grounds.

1

HEIGHT VARIATION
The applicant seeks a variation of the height standard under LEP Clause 4.6 (see Appendix A).
Building height is defined in the LEP to mean the vertical distance between ground level (existing)
at any point to the highest point of the building. The height limit in the conservation area is 7
metres.
The SEE refers to the Pre-DA meeting in which the height is referred to as 10.5 metres (43% above
the height limit). The SEE (p.18) indicates that the height of the proposed building is 11.47 metres
(64% above the height limit).
Justification for the variation is required from the Applicant under 4.6 (3) by demonstrating:
(a) that compliance with the development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary in
the circumstances of the case, and
(b) that there are sufficient environmental planning grounds to justify contravening
the development standard.
The attempt at justification in the Application for Variation of the Height Standard (SEE pp. 4358) is not successful.
The SEE (p. 47) correctly refers to the authority established by Four2Five Pty Ltd v Ashfield
Council (2015)1 noting that it necessitates that environmental planning grounds for the proposed
variation must be established aside from the consistency of the development with the objectives of
the standard and the objectives of the zone. The Land and Environment Court in this 2015 case 2
established that applicants need to demonstrate and justify that application of the development
standard is unreasonable or unnecessary not merely or only because the development is consistent
with zone objectives and achieves the objectives of the development standard but also that
•

aspects of the specific proposal outweigh the countervailing objective that controls
ought generally to be observed;

1

Four2Five Pty Ltd v Ashfield Council [2015] NSWLEC 1009 (30 January 2015);
Four2Five Pty Ltd v Ashfield Council [2015] NSWLEC 90 (3 June 2015);
Four2Five Pty Ltd v Ashfield Council [2015] NSWCA 248 (20 August 2015) Available at
https://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/decision/55d6b37ae4b0a95dbff9e015
2
For an analysis, see Lindsay Taylor Lawyers (24 July 2015) Is an Objection Under Clause 4.6 More Onerous to
Establish Than Under SEPP1? Available at
http://www.lindsaytaylorlawyers.com.au/in_focus/index.php/2015/07/is-an-objection-under-clause-4-6-moreonerous-to-establish-than-under-sepp1/#.W1U2NtIza70
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•

under clause 4.6(3)(a) the development standard was unreasonable or unnecessary on
grounds other than consistency with zoning and development standard objectives (because
this is a matter for the consent authority under 4.6(4)(a)(ii));

•

under clause 4.6(3)(b) there are other non-generic and sufficient environmental planning
grounds to justify contravening the development standard particular to the circumstances
of the proposed development.

The SEE (p. 47) also cites the earlier case of Wehbe 2007 3 and claims that it is generally
understood that Clause 4.6(3) can be satisfied if one or more of Points 2-5 below are satisfied:
1. The objectives of the standard are achieved notwithstanding non-compliance with the standard;
2. The underlying objective or purpose of the standard is not relevant to the development and therefore
compliance is unnecessary;
3. The underlying object or purpose would be defeated or thwarted if compliance was required and
therefore compliance is unreasonable;
4. The development standard has been virtually abandoned or destroyed by the Council's own actions in
granting consents departing from the standard and hence compliance with the standard is unnecessary
and unreasonable;
5. The zoning of the particular land is unreasonable or inappropriate so that a development standard
appropriate for that zoning is also unreasonable and unnecessary as it applies to the land and
compliance with the standard that would be unreasonable or unnecessary. That is, the particular parcel
of land should not have been included in the particular zone.

Similarly, NSW Planning and Infrastructure (2011)4 refers to a five-part test indicating that as well
as demonstrating consistency with the objectives of the relevant standard that written applications
for variations may also address matters set out in the ‘five-part test’ established by NSW Land and
Environment Court. Point 1 or Test 1 must at a minimum be achieved.
Whilst court cases challenging Council’s application of Clause 4.6 are interesting, each case of
course, is different. The Courts make determinations based on the arguments, specific merits and
circumstances of each proposed development, as well as examining and taking into account the
reasoning and interpretation associated with previous judgements. It is abundantly clear from

3

The test is identical to the five points except for Test 5; the reworded Point 5 is similar and found in use by the legal
profession. The wording of Test 5 is
The compliance with development standard is unreasonable or inappropriate due to existing use of land and current
environmental character of the particular parcel of land. That is, the particular parcel of land should not have been
included in the zone.
4
NSW Planning and Infrastructure (2011) Varying development standards: A Guide August 2011 Available at
http://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/Plans-for-your-area/Local-Planning-andZoning/~/media/7CCD3A20E9A24B0E858DF2E05A856867.ashx
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previous legal interpretations that justification for a variation under 4.6 (3) requires at a minimum
that the objectives of the LEP height standard and B4 zoning are demonstrated to have been met.
However as covered above, case Four2Five 2015 established that applicants need to demonstrate
and justify that application of the development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary not merely
or only because the development is consistent with zone objectives and achieves the objectives of
the development standard. Under clause 4.6(3)(b) other non-generic and sufficient environmental
planning grounds to justify contravening the development standard particular to the circumstances
of the proposed development need to be demonstrated.

These objectives of the height standard and zone are set out below.
______________________________________________________________________________
4.3 Height of buildings
(1) The objectives of this clause are as follows:
(a) to ensure that buildings are compatible with the height, bulk and scale of the
existing and desired future character of the locality,
(b) to minimise the visual impact, disruption of views, loss of privacy and loss of solar
access to existing development,
(c) to minimise the adverse impact of development on heritage conservation areas and
heritage items.

Zone B4 Mixed Use
1 Objectives of zone
• To provide a mixture of compatible land uses.
• To integrate suitable business, office, residential, retail and other development in accessible
locations so as to maximise public transport patronage and encourage walking and cycling.
• To minimise conflict between land uses within the zone and land uses within adjoining
zones.
• To encourage development that supports or complements the primary office and retail
functions of the local centre zone.
_____________________________________________________________________________
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The application for variation makes two arguments:
1. That strict application under the circumstances, although the standard may not have been
destroyed, is decidedly unreasonable (Wehbe Point Test 4; SEE pp. 47-50)
2. That the objectives of the standard (and zone) are achieved notwithstanding noncompliance (Wehbe Point/Test 1; SEE pp. 50-58)
It is noted (SEE p. 5) that Council have advised the applicant this significant variation of a
development standard would require determination by the Independent Hearing and Assessment
Panel (IHAP).
ARGUMENT 1: Strict application of the 7-metre height standard is decidedly unreasonable
The SEE (p. 48) states that it has been determined, in the circumstances of the case of 20 Elizabeth
Street, that compliance with the maximum height development standard is unreasonable and unnecessary
(LEP 4.6(3)(a)) and concludes (SEE p.50) although the standard may not have been destroyed, its
strict application under these circumstances is decidedly unreasonable.
The circumstantial arguments for this conclusion are refuted as follows.
The SEE (p. 48-49) argues that the constraints and opportunities of the site are valid reasons to
allow a multi-storey development that is over-height. This is a self-serving and illogical argument.
Rather the constraints are reasons why the land should not have been purchased if the aim was to
build a such a structure.
If parking areas must be provided at grade because of significant flooding this is an indication that
only one above-ground storey is acceptable to comply with the 7-metre height limit. The human
scale of the conservation area and reuse of old cottages as business premises is testament to the
respect paid to Camden’s unique character and observance of provisions of the planning
instruments.
The better solution is to restore the existing building, as is usual practice, including on flood
prone land which makes up much of the conservation area.
We do not agree that the existing cottage is beyond retention. It has been allowed to deteriorate
but it can be restored. The cottages on adjoining properties at 7 and 9 Mitchell Street are much
older and were in a worse state of repair. They have been faithfully restored and are used as offices
as is readily apparent. This proposed development being directly behind and towering over them
by more than 6 metres would make a mockery of that restoration, and the conservation area.
The SEE (p. 48-49) makes various claims that are unreasonable or incorrect. In a heritage
conservation area
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•

It is not generally appropriate, as is claimed, to provide minimal setbacks if that is not
consistent with heritage character and streetscapes;

•

It is not a reasonable expectation as is implied to be able to erect a multi storey building
that is not consistent with the heritage and character of the area;

•

It is not reasonable to maintain that a pitched roof cannot be incorporated because it would
not be appropriate for a commercial development. Why not?

•

It is not reasonable to assert that the development must necessarily be a multi-storey
development. Why?

•

It is incorrect to state that no other commercial developments have been able to achieve
compliance with the height limit. Camden township is already largely developed and it is
a matter of reusing building stock not replacing it with something totally out of character,
over-height and overscale;

•

It is irrelevant to present the argument that Argyle Street buildings may be over 7 metres.
They are human scale, not more than two-storey and built prior to planning controls. They
are located in Zone B2 not B4. Also, they are significantly less high than this proposed
building;

•

It is a nonsense to state that Elizabeth Street is within a “transition zone”. A transition zone
to what? It is an important street within the intact street grid designed by the Macarthur
brothers, the sons of John and Elizabeth, on Camden Park in 1836. This is an essential
element of the heritage value of the Camden township. It is not necessarily or deliberately
transitioning to anything else. It is what it is.

The usual caveat emptor applies. The planning instruments and their heritage protections are
designed to conserve the only known extant originally private town in Australia, the town that
served the birthplace of Australia’s wealth and that has stood largely intact for nearly 180 years.
The heritage protections are not in place to be criticised and argued against, but to be observed.
The existing and desired cottage character of the area is intrinsic to the heritage value of the
conservation area, is significant to the story of Camden as a country town and its sense of place
and community.
An alarming trend has become apparent, as in the case of 11 Argyle Street cited by the SEE (p.50),
for developers to purchase land that is comparatively cheaper due to its being flood prone and
within a heritage protected precinct, and then argue to vary the planning controls.
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Citing flooding as a reason for exceeding the height limit when the land was known to be floodprone and subject to height control as a heritage protection is not fair play. Clearly the purchase
and subsequent 4.6 variation application were undertaken to seek a greater economic return than
would have been achievable on land purchased at a price reflective of its context, i.e. appropriate
for multi-storey development.
Although applications are intended to be assessed on their own merits according to the planning
instruments, the SEE (p. 50) cites three examples or precedents of Council approved variations as
arguments in support of this variation request.
1. DA/2016/169 – 11 Argyle Street, Camden – determined on 28/11/2017, with a maximum
building height of 12.815m, and similar flooding and heritage constraints to the subject
site.
This development proposal was very contentious and drawn out with many objectors and
significant media interest. CRAG lodged three objections5.
The approval of the private development for an additional overscale and 12.8 metre over-height
building, adjacent to the much smaller scaled heritage listed Milk Depot, possibly sets a new State
record for non-observance of an LEP, a DCP and a number of Burra Charter principles.
The contentiously approved building is at a signature gateway site within the heritage conservation
area, within the main approach and entrance to the town which is in itself listed as a potential
heritage item6, is well within the flood area and research by CRAG members has shown that it is
in a floodway. The approval accepts that the floodway begins discretely at the very edge of the
new building which is most unlikely given the way flood waters behave.
It is unfathomable as to how this development came to be approved as clearly and inarguably it is
in complete contravention of the height limit and other provisions of the planning instruments as
well as Burra Charter Principles.
It should not be pointed to as an argument or precedent.

5

CRAG (2016-2017) Camden Vale Milk Depot objections. Available at
http://www.crag.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/CRAG-OBJECTION-Camden-Vale-Milk-Depot-22-April2016.pdf
http://www.crag.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Milk-Depot-additional-objection-17-June-2016.pdf
http://www.crag.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/CRAG-Milk-Depot-objection-20-April-2017.pdf
6
Camden DCP 2011 Table B5 Potential Heritage Items – Cultural and Visual Landscapes
https://www.camden.nsw.gov.au/assets/pdfs/Planning/Development-Control-Plan/Part-B-UPDATED-May-20182.pdf
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2. DA/2008/644 – John Street, Camden – approved with a maximum building height of
12.815m.
No building of that height currently exists in John Street. No street number is provided and the DA
number was found to relate to the redevelopment on the Camden High School site 7. The DA
(644/2008) was lodged in 2008 and amended in May 2009, prior to gazettal of LEP 2010. Clearly
this development is overscale and over-height, and generally an overdevelopment of the site.
However, it is understood that the circumstances of this proposal were unique and/or different to
the circumstances of 20 Elizabeth Street:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

the site was found to be contaminated and a new high school had to be built;
the source of the contamination, old gas works, had long ceased to exist as an entity;
neither Council nor NSW government wished to take responsibility for clean up;
the developer agreed to undertake the clean-up;
the development is for senior living which is believed to come under SEPP Housing for
Seniors, which provides incentives allowing developers to override local planning
instruments if building homes for people over 55;

▪

for the most part it does not impinge upon the quiet enjoyment, privacy and solar access of other
properties;

▪

social and economic advantages are likely; seniors will be able to access the town and its
services easily; and additional residents will add to the town’s economic base and
vibrancy.

Being approved almost 10 years ago we could not properly establish how the High School site
development would compare to the proposal for 20 Elizabeth Street. At the time of exhibition of
the high school development CRAG inspected documents at Council’s enquiry desk and lodged
two objections, the second relating to amendment of the plans in 2009, that particularly referred to
the proposal’s exceedance of the relevant height limit control of LEP45. Little information could
be found in the public domain today of the exact nature of what is planned, except that the units
are marketed as being within historic Camden with views to the north over the town farm and
floodplain.

Also, we find the inference that John Street is generally available for new developments to be
misleading given the acknowledged significance of John Street and conservation area of the glebe
of St John’s Church. As shown in Appendix B many items in Camden township have long been
recognised to be of national heritage significance. Most of John Street is included as indicated in
the descriptions of St John’s Hill and John Street Conservation Area and John Street Group. The
NSW Heritage Office has also recently investigated and written of the high significance of St
John’s Church Precinct and its relationship to Camden township.
Ian Willis (30 November 2017) Camden History Notes The phoenix rises from the ashes at the old Camden
High site Available at https://camdenhistorynotes.wordpress.com/2017/11/30/the-old-camden-high-site/
7
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Further the Land and Environment Court (April 1996) 8 ruled in favour of Council against a
development application in the vicinity of St John’s Church. The Honourable Justice M L
Pearlman AM, stated:
"It is abundantly clear that the Camden Township represents a particularly significant and
sensitive heritage site in which conservation, involving reuse of buildings or land, must necessarily
be approached with considerable care."
Other developers have taken care and attempted sensitive and sympathetic developments such as
at 21 Elizabeth Street, approved prior to gazettal of LEP2010, which is discussed below as the
third of the precedents cited.

3. 21 Elizabeth – commercial building constructed in the early 2000s, which is a total of
three storeys, and is provided with under-croft parking.

Land and Environment Court (1996) Gledhill Constructions Pty Limited V. The Council of Camden NSWLEC 120
(19 April 1996) Available at: http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgibin/sinodisp/au/cases/nsw/NSWLEC/1996/120.html?stem=0&synonyms=0&query=1996%20gledhill%20camden
8
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This development is also quite arguably an overdevelopment of the site but it has little in common with
what is proposed for 20 Elizabeth Street:

• At Mitchell and Elizabeth Street interfaces it is estimated to be around 8 metres and less than
7 metres excluding the pitched roofs;
• It is comprised of a number of pitched roofs that interrupt and reduce the seeming mass of the
building and also reflect the predominant surrounding roofscapes.
• It largely presents as two storeys, not three as claimed. As shown opposite two storeys face Elizabeth
Street. The section with three stories is set well back from the street.
• The building has been designed to avoid overlooking of other properties. Windows have been
placed to face Mitchell and Elizabeth Streets or internally only; walls facing other properties
are blank but with architectural features that simulate windows similar to the technique often
observed in larger old buildings, to break up what would otherwise be too large and
homogenous to be aesthetically pleasing.
• Similarly, it has been designed to minimise blocking of solar access and being on a corner
block most shadowing is to the two streets, not to cottages occupied as homes and businesses.

The photos provided in the application (SEE Figure 3 p.52) are not taken from Elizabeth Street as
is implied but are taken from cherry-picked angles that are not reflective of how the building
presents in the streetscapes of Elizabeth and Mitchell Streets.
It should be noted that DCP D3.2.3 (10) makes allowance for buildings on corner lots to have
feature elements that exceed the building height limit if compliant with LEP 5.6. The proposed
building is not on a corner block.
Under LEP 5.6 development that includes an architectural roof feature or decorative element that
causes a building to exceed the height limit and does not include floor space or cause unreasonable
overshadowing of other properties may be carried out with development consent.
For the proposed development:
➢
➢
➢
➢

The roofline has no architectural feature or decorative element;
The height exceeds the standard without including the roof;
The roof includes floor-space;
The height, scale and position cause unreasonable overshadowing.

The mansard roofline of the proposed building is completely inconsistent with the pitched roof
character of the area and contravenes DCP B 3.1.1 Control 13: The existing pattern, pitch,
materials and details of original roof forms within the Heritage Conservation Area shall be
retained.
10

None of the three precedents cited provide telling arguments relevant to this proposal.
Our opinion is that, in any case, they should not be used to support arguments for developments
that are non-compliant with the planning provisions. Allowing precedents to inform assessment
and approval of developments has a domino effect over time of rendering the planning provisions
ineffectual and irrelevant, and creating an outcome that is far removed from existing and desired
character.
Such precedents could reasonably be viewed as a reason for NOT allowing another dilution of
Camden’s authentic character and heritage value.

ARGUMENT 2: Objectives of the standard (and zone) are achieved notwithstanding non-compliance

Achievement of each of the objectives of the LEP 4.3 Height of Buildings are refuted as
follows
Height standard objective (a) to ensure that buildings are compatible with the height, bulk and
scale of the existing and desired future character of the locality,
The height and scale, the absolute bulk of the proposed development have nothing in common
with 21 Elizabeth or surrounding properties as shown in the indicative graphic below.
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The SEE (pp.50-53) attempts to show, quoting from the Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) which
is covered below, that the area in question is eclectic with non-uniform height, bulk and scale and
a mix of building styles, residential and non-residential cottages.
It again refers to 21 Elizabeth Street as a three-storey development and the over-height
development on the Camden High School site, claiming that these two developments combine to
dictate the dominant existing character within Elizabeth Street. It claims that this demonstrates that
the area is not “cottage-dominated” and that the proposed development is more consistent with its
soon-to-be existing character and therefore compliant with 4.3 (a).

Clearly from the above aerial photo (SEE p.43) the footprint of the proposed development, which
is to take up most of the lot, is greater and more intrusive by far than any other building and unlike
most other buildings, has minimum curtilage.
It would sit closely adjacent to the main outbuildings of No 7 Mitchell Street and Nepean House
garden at 23 Edward and be around twice the height of most buildings in its surroundings.
The conclusion that the above arguments indicate compliance with the desired future character of
the area is nonsensical. The claim is easily refuted by referring to the current LEP and DCP, which
are addressed below under Heritage Impact, as they are written to conserve the town’s existing
character and direct and ensure a similar character over time as would be expected for planning
controls for a conservation area.
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Height standard objective (b) to minimise the visual impact, disruption of views, loss of privacy
and loss of solar access to existing development,
Views
There are obviously private views from surrounding properties that would be detrimentally
affected, if not blocked completely. Instead of leafy openness occupants would be confronted by
an urban style monolith completely at variance to their accustomed surroundings.
The streetscape view would obviously be detrimentally affected. The village profile of the town,
so intrinsic to its heritage value would be interrupted. Views between the town and Camden
Town Farm and river plain would be interrupted.
Privacy
Loss of privacy of surrounding properties is a major consideration and is categorically
unacceptable by any standard.
The proposed building provides exceptional opportunity for overlooking properties in Elizabeth,
Mitchell and Edward Streets.
The SEE (p. 30) states that boundary screen planting is proposed along the side and rear boundaries
of the proposed development in order to minimise overlooking into the adjoining properties. This
statement is misleading. Trees that are currently in place are no higher than the proposed building
and have taken decades to reach their height. Given that so little room remains outside the building
envelope and that new plantings would receive negligible sunlight they would rarely reach
maturity anyway. Almost certainly they would be stunted or die.
The statement that no residential property directly
adjoins the proposed development is absolutely
wrong. Heritage listed Nepean House (1858) with
its old garden and outbuildings is residential and
adjacent.
Nepean House is inexplicably not mentioned in
the SEE or HIS.
Many Edward and Elizabeth Street properties are residential and given the excessive height of the
proposed building would obviously be overlooked. Business properties would also be overlooked
and this is not acceptable given their cottage and garden nature. It is also generally understood that
heritage listed properties can flip-flop between residential and business use.
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Compared to the adjacent tallest outbuilding (5.9 metres) of Nepean House, as shown in the
indicative graphical representation below, the proposed building is of massive scale and almost
twice as high.

The proposed building is more than twice as high as most other nearby properties. Nepean House
itself is only 8 metres high including architectural roof features.
Australian cities and towns that respect their history, such as Launceston in Tasmania, are more
attractive. Development that creates stark contrast between old human scale architecture and
architecture blatantly only made possible by modern materials and new engineering solutions are
generally found to be segregated in more successful areas. European cities renowned as tourist
destinations take this approach to conservation.
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As a very telling comparison the heritage listed cottages, adjacent at 7 and 9 Mitchell Street, are
around 5m in height to their rooftops, which are architectural features. The cottages are miniscule
in relation to the proposed building. Note the proposed building would also be closely adjacent to
the outbuilding at No 7 a part of which is captured to the left in the above graphic.

Most properties in the vicinity would experience a building that is more than twice their height
and many would be confronted by a first storey landscaped rooftop (4.7m above ground level at
the rear of the building) and/or another two levels of second and third storey office windows on
both the south and north elevations.
The height differential of roughly between 3.5 and 6.5 metres between the proposed building and
its potential neighbours is preposterous.
The loss of privacy is breathtakingly apparent and alarmingly extreme. It is extraordinary that it
can be documented in a DA as being insignificant.
It is clearly wrong to state that privacy impacts are minor; they are major and deny others quiet
enjoyment of their properties and the peace of mind to which they are entitled.
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Solar Access
Blocking of solar access due to the height of this proposed building is absolutely unacceptable.

The shadow diagrams that are provided are horrifying and enough to refuse this DA outright. As
shown in the above shadow diagram the cottages in Mitchell Street would be very significantly
deprived of solar access (as well as privacy).
However, the shadow diagrams provided do not show shadowing over the full hours of daylight
or in different seasons. They do not show overshadowing of all properties affected.
No doubt the heritage listed Nepean House property would be similarly affected, as would 21
Edward Street and possibly other properties, but diagrams were not made available. The real
impact of the building on solar access to all affected properties has not been explained.
This is not acceptable.
It is disingenuous at best to make the statement: It would be expected that generous solar access
will remain available for other properties, particularly at 9am and 12pm (SEE p. 55).
16

Height standard objective (c) to minimise the adverse impact of development on heritage
conservation areas and heritage items.
The height and scale and design of the proposed building is completely inconsistent with the
character, height and scale of the listed heritage items and the human- scale and fine-grained
HCA.
The SEE (p. 33) states that given the minor scale of the proposed development, it is not considered
to result in amenity conflicts to adjoining and nearby development within the mixed-use zone.
This is clearly a false statement. It cannot be of minor scale given its height and scale in relation
to surrounding cottages. Loss of amenity would be unacceptably significant.
The proposed building would potentially be comfortable in newer nearby areas such as Oran Park,
Gregory Hills and Spring Farm, if it met their height limits.
The impact of the development on the HCA and heritage items would be devastating. This is
explored further in the next section on Heritage Impact.

The SEE has failed to demonstrate consistency with the objectives of LEP 4.3 Height of
Buildings and has failed under clause 4.6(3)(b) to show sufficient environmental planning
grounds and non-generic circumstances particular to the proposal to justify contravention
of the height limit.
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Achievement of the objectives of Zone B4 is refuted as follows
It is observable that the three relevant zone objectives of representation of a mixture of compatible
land uses, integration of suitable business, office, residential and retail developments and
complementing the primary functions of the local centre B2 zone are being met by normal market
forces.
Achievement of these objectives is not reliant on proposals such as that for 20 Elizabeth Street.
Indeed, it could be argued that the proposed development would compete with the function of the
B2 zone rather than complement it.
It is evident that cottages are reused for business purposes. This is because owners observe the
planning instruments which, in conjunction with the zoning, are designed to retain the cottage
character of the area, as befits a Heritage Conservation Area.
The SEE (p. 57) claims that there is an identified shortfall of commercial floor space within the
Camden Town Centre. This needs to be evidenced, as it is not apparent, and is contradictory to
its own statement that much of the new commercial floor space is provided within former
cottages converted for commercial use.
As at 28 July 2018 a Google search brought up more than 40 commercial properties for lease
including suites 2 and 4 of 21 Elizabeth Street which almost always has office space for lease and
1/33 Elizabeth Street. Many were in Argyle Street; the remainder were also in the conservation
area or just outside it. The cottages in the conservation area are easily reused as office space as
they come on to the market. The fact that they are still purchased as non-income generating homes
suggests that the market demand for office space is not great enough to put them out of reach for
residential use.
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HERITAGE IMPACT
The Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) (p.3) rightly states that
• owners of land in heritage precincts have a responsibility to ensure that the heritage
significance of the precinct is maintained and not adversely affected by the proposed
development;
• new developments within a heritage conservation area should be designed to ensure that
the heritage significance of the surrounding area is not diminished by the new
development, and that new development is sensitive and respectful to adjacent heritage
items and their contribution to the character and setting of their surrounds.
The conclusions reached in the HIS (p. 24) that the proposed development will cause negligible
adverse impacts and that it is sympathetic and appropriate are not supported throughout the HIS;
as will be shown below, they are not evidence-based or arrived at through best practice analysis.
The HIS is not prepared according to guidelines supported by the NSW Heritage Council 9. For
instance, it does not answer the following questions about a new development within a
conservation area and adjacent to heritage items:
• How is the impact of the new development on the heritage significance of the item or area to be
minimised?
• Why is the new development required to be adjacent to a heritage item?
• How does the new development affect views to, and from, the heritage item? What has been done
to minimise negative effects?
• Is the new development sympathetic to the heritage item? In what way (e.g. form, siting,
proportions, design)?
• Will the additions visually dominate the heritage item? How has this been minimised?
• Will the public, and users of the item, still be able to view and appreciate its significance?
The HIS fails to address the impact of the proposed building being adjacent to heritage listed
properties. It notes that two heritage listed properties (17 and 19 Elizabeth Street) are opposite the
proposed development and that two lots containing rare, intact examples of small late Victorian
cottages in Mitchell St are adjacent to it. It fails to mention that the site is also adjacent to the site
of Nepean House (1858) and its historic garden, which makes three heritage listed properties
adjacent to the proposed development.

NSW OEH Statements of Heritage Impact Available at
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/heritagebranch/heritage/hmstatementsofhi.pdf
9
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It also fails to address the impact on all heritage items in its close vicinity which can quickly be
ascertained by perusal of the LEP and DCP:

Listed Heritage Items (LEP Schedule 5 extract)
Cottage

17 Elizabeth Street

“Chesham’s Cottage”

19 Elizabeth Street

Inter-war flat building

33 Elizabeth Street

House weatherboard

34 Elizabeth Street

“Nepean House”

1–3 Mitchell Street;
23 Edward Street

Cottage

7 Mitchell Street

Cottage

9 Mitchell Street

“Taplin”

17 Mitchell Street

“Edithville”

18 Mitchell Street

“Mitchell House”

29–31 Mitchell Street

“Nant Gwylan” (including house and garden)

33A Exeter Street

Camden Town Farm (including cottage, dairy, milking parlour, barn, 40 Exeter Street and 75 and 75A
rustic storage sheds and out buildings, fences and views to Nepean Macquarie Grove Road
River and hinterland)
Stockyard (including auction ring, buildings and cattle chutes)

30, 32 and 34 Edward Street

Potential Heritage Items (DCP Table B4 Potential Heritage Items – Built Environment P. B61 extract)
Cottage

6-10 Elizabeth Street

Cottage

42 Elizabeth Street

Cottage

44 Elizabeth Street

Former Picture Theatre

39-41 Elizabeth Street
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Article 8 of the Burra Charter 10 requires the retention of an appropriate setting to heritage
properties, as do the LEP and DCP.
We also consider that the HIS conclusions are inconsistent with the NSW Heritage Office
guidelines11 for new development in a heritage context which for instance, on scale and form,
advises that …the grain, or pattern of arrangement and size of buildings in a precinct or
conservation area, can be an important part of its character. …The form of a building …. its
overall shape and volume and the arrangement of its parts……should be sympathetic with the
predominant form of its neighbours.
The HIS fails to appreciate or analyse the differential in height and scale of the proposed building
to its neighbours.
The claim (p.23) that the different scale of the proposed development would create negligible
conflict with the existing smaller scale heritage items is clearly wrong, even by its own artist’s
impressions (which in any case seem to underestimate the relative height of the proposed
building).

The HIS makes no mention that Camden’s agricultural history is intrinsic to its heritage value, and
that the nearby listed sale yards and Camden Town Farm, as well as retail agricultural suppliers
and Equestrian Park very much represent that history. This tangible history is not enhanced by this
proposal and would, very arguably, be diminished.

ICOMOS (2013) The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance
Available at: https://australia.icomos.org/wp-content/uploads/The-Burra-Charter-2013-Adopted-31.10.2013.pdf
11
NSW Heritage Office (June 2005) Design in Context Guidelines for Infill Development in the Historic
Environment Available at:
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/heritagebranch/heritage/DesignInContext.pdf
10
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The proposed urban-style high rise
would sit in sharp contrast to the 19th
century country townscape and distort
the village profile deliberately planned
by the Macarthur brothers and
Surveyor General Sir Thomas
Mitchell in 1836.

It would be of greater scale and bulk than St John’s Church,
designed in 1836 as the spiritual, social and physical focus of
the planned private town of Camden, and which is
acknowledged to be of great cultural and aesthetic
significance (see Appendix B).

The HIS, instead of addressing the impact of the proposal on the Heritage Conservation Area and
heritage items in its vicinity, concentrates on and makes much of the eclectic nature of the existing
built form, irregularity of setbacks and dominance of angle parking in the northern section of
Elizabeth Street.
The HIS also does not address the history of the cottage that it flags for demolition. Increasingly
the style and fabric of cottages built in the post war period of austerity and shortage of building
materials are being recognised as reflective of an important historical era 12 . Post War Fibro
Cottages are making their way into heritage lists of LEPs in NSW.13 The cottage, a Fibro Majestic
as acclaimed in our culture14 is not beyond restoration and provides an appropriate footprint for
the site, perhaps with an increase in floor area as allowed on flood prone land as was undertaken
in neighbouring 9 Mitchell Street.
Antony Lawes (2 January 2012) Architects defend the majesty of unwanted ’50s fibros
Available at https://www.domain.com.au/news/architects-defend-the-majesty-of-unwanted-50s-fibros-201112301pfed/
13
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/heritageapp/ViewHeritageItemDetails.aspx?ID=1172092
14
Junior (2010) https://junioraustralia.bandcamp.com/album/the-fibro-majestic
12
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Essentially the argument running through the HIS is that this proposed development would simply
create more diversity within the immediate streetscape.
It is well understood that conservation areas have protective planning controls and also that
developers are required to understand and interpret the area’s special character and qualities and
enhance it. Developers should purchase elsewhere if that is not acceptable to them. Camden is
tired of developers snapping up cheaper flood-prone land in the conservation area and then wanting
to override the rules to maximise return at the expense of Camden’s unique character, heritage
significance and the amenity of residents and other businesses who have incorporated Camden’s
difference into their business models.
According to the SEE (p. 6) Council has advised the applicant that the development needs to
demonstrate character, scale, form, materials, colours and detailing sympathetic to the significance
of the conservation area and heritage items in the vicinity.
The SEE (p. 4) states that the proposal has been assessed as generally compliant with the provisions
of the LEP 2010 and DCP 2011, with the main exception being the maximum height of the
building. The HIS (p. 24) concludes with the following unsubstantiated and unjustified opinions:
o It is our opinion that there are negligible adverse impacts upon the heritage precinct, its
historical setting and use, adjacent locally listed heritage cottages or their curtilage.
o The architectural scale and mass and overall detailing of the proposal is considered to be
appropriate to the heritage setting and colours and finishes are compatible with the
existing streetscape.
o The proposed development is considered sympathetic and appropriate in architectural
form and scale to the existing and future streetscape and anticipated development within
the B4 zone in which it stands.
We cannot agree, not least because the following provisions of the LEP and DCP have not been
addressed in the SEE or HIS.
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__________________________________________________________________________
❖ LEP 5.10 Objectives
(a) to conserve the environmental heritage of Camden,
(b) to conserve the heritage significance of heritage items and heritage conservation areas, including
associated fabric, settings and views.
❖ DCP Part B DCP 3.1.1 General heritage objectives
1. Retain and conserve heritage items and their significant elements and settings.
6. Protect and conserve heritage in accordance with the principles of the Burra Charter.
9. Ensure that adequate consideration is given to the significance of a heritage place and all
alternative options, where the demolition of a heritage place is proposed.
11. Ensure that any development within a heritage conservation area is compatible with and
sympathetic to the significant characteristics of the conservation area as a whole and make a
positive contribution to the area.
12. Ensure that the development in the vicinity of a heritage place is undertaken in a manner that
does not detract from the heritage significance of the place.
13. Ensure the integrity of the heritage item and its setting (including landscape and special
qualities); or the Heritage Conservation Area is retained by the careful design, scale and siting of
new buildings and alterations and additions to existing buildings.
❖ DCP Part B 3.1.1 General heritage controls
5. New development must be designed reflecting the general form, bulk, scale, height, architectural
elements and other significant elements of the surrounding heritage items and heritage conservation
areas.
13.The existing pattern, pitch, materials and details of original roof forms within the Heritage Conservation
Area shall be retained.
❖ DCP Part B 3.1.2 Camden Heritage Conservation Area objectives
1. Retain the unique heritage significance of Camden town, recognising it as a rare and distinctive area
2. Retain and promote evidence of the historical development of the town and enable interpretation of that
historical development
6. Promote the concept of adaptive reuse as a major conservation tool.
8. Retain the rural working town character of Camden.
❖ DCP Part B 3.1.2 Camden Heritage Conservation Area controls
6. Additional development on the fringe of the town should complement and not detract from the viability
of the “main street”.
9. A two storey height limit shall prevail except for significant architectural features incorporated in the
design of buildings in significant locations.
10. Large built forms in cottage dominated precincts shall be avoided through the use of various roof forms
and pitches, wall openings and recesses, materials, recessive colours and landscaping
11. The development of the flood affected fringes of the town shall not compromise the prevailing character.
___________________________________________________________________________________
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No analytic attempt has been made to address the proposals impacts on heritage value of heritage
listed items or the conservation area.
Camden’s heritage is irreplaceable and culturally important to current and future generations. This
has been documented most recently in a 2016 Heritage Study 201615 which has been endorsed by
academic and eminent historians.
It must be noted also that conservation of Camden’s heritage is economically important. It cannot
compete with Narellan or Oran Park on the same terms. It must capitalise on having irreplaceable
authentic heritage as this underpins its economic base. It is a place of special events and a visitor
and tourism destination because of its special amenity which also supports the livelihoods of those
depending on Camden’s attractiveness and differentiation.

The HIS offers no evidenced opinions and makes no evidenced-based attempt, to justify this
proposal. In light of the detailed critique provided above this would undoubtedly be a fruitless
endeavour.

---------------------------------------------------

We request that:
•
•
•

the demolition of the cottage be refused;
the DA be refused;
the applicant be encouraged to restore and reuse the existing cottage.

Yours sincerely,

Glenda Davis, President

Camden Residents’ Action Group Inc (April 2016) HERITAGE STUDY CAMDEN NEW SOUTH WALES
Documentary Evidence addressing criteria for statutory heritage listing Available at http://www.crag.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/2016/06/Camden-Heritage-Study-April-2016.pdf
15
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APPENDIX A: LEP 2010 Clause 4.6
4.6 Exceptions to development standards
(1) The objectives of this clause are:
(a) to provide an appropriate degree of flexibility in applying certain development standards to particular
development, and
(b) to achieve better outcomes for and from development by allowing flexibility in particular circumstances.
(2) Consent may, subject to this clause, be granted for development even though the development would contravene
a development standard imposed by this or any other environmental planning instrument.
However, this clause does not apply to a development standard that is expressly excluded from the operation of this
clause.
(3) Consent must not be granted for development that contravenes a development standard unless the consent authority
has considered a written request from the applicant that seeks to justify the contravention of the development standard
by demonstrating:
(a) that compliance with the development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary in the circumstances of
the case, and
(b) that there are sufficient environmental planning grounds to justify contravening the development standard.
(4) Consent must not be granted for development that contravenes a development standard unless:
(a) the consent authority is satisfied that:
(i) the applicant’s written request has adequately addressed the matters required to be demonstrated
by subclause (3), and
(ii) the proposed development will be in the public interest because it is consistent with the
objectives of the particular standard and the objectives for development within the zone in which
the development is proposed to be carried out, and
(b) the concurrence of the Director-General has been obtained.
(5) In deciding whether to grant concurrence, the Director-General must consider:
(a) whether contravention of the development standard raises any matter of significance for State or regional
environmental planning, and
(b) the public benefit of maintaining the development standard, and
(c) any other matters required to be taken into consideration by the Director-General before granting
concurrence.
(6) Consent must not be granted under this clause for a subdivision of land in Zone RU1 Primary Production, Zone
RU2 Rural Landscape, Zone RU3 Forestry, Zone RU4 Rural Small Holdings, Zone RU6 Transition, Zone R5 Large
Lot Residential, Zone E2 Environmental Conservation, Zone E3 Environmental Management or Zone E4
Environmental Living if:
(a) the subdivision will result in 2 or more lots of less than the minimum area specified for such lots by a
development standard, or
(b) the subdivision will result in at least one lot that is less than 90% of the minimum area
specified for such a lot by a development standard.
(7) After determining a development application made pursuant to this clause, the consent authority must keep a record
of its assessment of the factors required to be addressed in the applicant’s written request referred to in subclause (3).
(8) This clause does not allow consent to be granted for development that would contravene any of the following:
(a) a development standard for complying development,
(b) a development standard that arises, under the regulations under the Act, in connection with a commitment
set out in a BASIX certificate for a building to which State Environmental Planning Policy (Building
Sustainability Index: BASIX) 2004 applies or for the land on which such a building is situated,
(c) clause 5.4, (c1) clauses 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3.
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APPENDIX B: Acknowledgment of Heritage Significance of Camden
Camden Items Register of the National Estate (non-statutory archive)
Camden Airport Airport Rd

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Indicative Place)

Camden Courthouse 31 John St

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

Camden Park Camden Park Estate Rd

Camden Park, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

Cottage 39 John St

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

Cottage rear Macquarie Grove House
Macquarie Grove Rd

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Interim List)

Home Farmhouse Camden Park Estate Rd

Camden South, NSW, Australia (Registered)

John Street Group John St

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

Macaria 37 John St

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

Macarthur Family Cemetery Camden Park
Estate Rd

Camden South, NSW, Australia (Registered)

Macquarie Grove House Macquarie Grove Rd

Cobbitty, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

National Australia Bank Argyle St

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

Police Station and Residence 33-35 John St

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

St John the Evangelist Anglican Church
Menangle Rd

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

St Johns Anglican Church Group Menangle Rd Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

St Johns Hill and John Street Conservation
Area

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

St Johns Rectory and Stables Menangle Rd

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

St Pauls Catholic Church John St

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

Report Produced: Mon Jul 23 17:56:57 2018 http://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/ahdb/search.pl
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St Johns Hill and John Street Conservation Area, Camden, NSW, Australia
Photographs

List

Register of the National Estate (Non-statutory archive)

Class

Historic

Legal Status

Registered (28/09/1982)

Place ID

3255

Place File No

1/15/009/0030

Statement of Significance
St Johns Church is one of the finest examples of early Gothic Revival in Australia, superbly sited for
near and distant appreciation, virtually as it was when erected. It has an unusual character with a
hilltop site of rural character approached by way of climbing streets closely built in the manner of a
well-developed country town, the combination is worthy of preservation.
(The Commission is in the process of developing and/or upgrading official statements for places listed
prior to 1991. The above data was mainly provided by the nominator and has not yet been revised by
the Commission.)
Official Values Not Available
Description
An uncommon townscape, consisting of a large and mostly open hilltop (tree filled around buildings)
containing the prominent Church, overlooking Camden, the hilltop is double humped, the Church is
on one prominence, the rectory on the other, with a grassy saddle of land between. Distant views to
and from the area are important and views from the town along John Street are of high quality.
History Not Available
Condition and Integrity
Virtually as it was when erected. Street plantings have matured. Recently built cluster of parish
meeting rooms discreetly located and designed.
Location

About 9ha, around St Johns Anglican Church, Camden. The boundary of the area extends in the north
to include property blocks fronting John Street, between Argyle and Broughton Streets, as far north
as and including Lot 3 on the western side and Lot 19 on the eastern side, and property blocks
fronting Hill Street as far north as and including, Lot 9 on the west and the western half of the block
containing the presbytery, on the east. In the east the boundary includes the Masonic Temple and
extends south along the rear of subdivisions fronting Alpha Road and the eastern boundary of the
property block containing St Johns rectory and stables. In the south the boundary follows the south
boundary of the block containing the rectory. In the west the boundary excludes Macarthur Park and
includes all property blocks fronting the western side of Menangle Road between Park and Broughton
Street.
Bibliography Not Available
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John Street Group, John St, Camden, NSW, Australia
Photographs
None
List

Register of the National Estate (Non-statutory
archive)

Class

Historic

Legal Status

Registered (21/03/1978)

Place ID

3225

Place File No

1/15/009/0002

Statement of Significance
Camden is one of the most delightful early towns near Sydney. It has perhaps the
strongest plan form of any of them. The buildings of John Street are very important to the
main feeling of the town and the group is enhanced by several extremely fine examples of
architecture; the picturesque Macaria, the Italianate CBC Bank and restrained elegance
of No 39 John Street.
(The Commission is in the process of developing and/or upgrading official statements for
places listed prior to 1991. The above data was mainly provided by the nominator and has
not yet been revised by the Commission.)
Description
See related Files 3226, 3227, 3228, 3229, 3230, 3231
History Not Available
Condition and Integrity Not Available
Location
Comprising:
CBC Bank, John and Argyle Streets, Camden;
cottage 39 John Street, Camden;
Macaria, 37 John Street, Camden;
Police Station and Residence, 33-35 John Street, Camden;
Courthouse, 31 John Street; and
St Pauls Catholic Church, John and Mitchell Streets, Camden.
Bibliography Not Available
Official Values Not Available
Description
See related Files 3226, 3227, 3228, 3229, 3230, 3231
History Not Available
Condition and Integrity Not Available
Report Produced Mon Jul 23 18:10:58 2018
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Extract: Statement of Significance of St John’s Church within Camden and its landscape
Full statement available at
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/heritageapp/ViewHeritageItemDetails.aspx?ID=5053423
St John's Anglican Church Precinct is of state heritage significance as a group of ecclesiastical
buildings set in a beautiful landscape setting comprised of mature and exotic tree plantings and open
grassed slopes. The precinct's centre and focal point is St John's the Evangelist Anglican Church which
is of state heritage significance as the first Gothic Revival church constructed in NSW that was correct
in its medieval detail ('archaeologically correct'). This status, along with its strong connection to the
1836 Church Act, renders it an important early forerunner of the Gothic Revival movement which was
to dominate ecclesiastical architecture in the Colony throughout the remainder of the nineteenth
century.
The church, and especially its tower and spire, is aesthetically significant to NSW as part of the
regional Camden landscape created by the Macarthur family. St John's as an important regional
landmark is a significant element in the picturesque landscape planning used to create the Camden
Park Estate, the seat of the Macarthur family. As part of a triumvirate of significant points in the
landscape, along with Camden Park House and the township of Camden, it also expresses the power
structures the Macarthur family wished to instil in the local community they were creating in the early
nineteenth century. This regional landscape design is of state heritage significance as an important
example of early-mid nineteenth century landscape planning.

St John's Anglican Church Precinct is an exemplary demonstration of the regional use of
landscape design. St John's Anglican Church, with its tower and spire, dominates and commands
the Camden landscape on its high prominence (St John's Hill) in the middle of what is a low-lying
flood plain. Its tower and spire symbolically reach for heaven and point the way for the minds and
souls of the local community. The church tower and spire, as well as other elements of the church
precinct such as the rectory, are visible from many locations in the local landscape from Cobbitty
to the north, Narellan in the east, Cawdor in the south, and Grasmere and Bickley Vale to the west.
More distant views are also available of the church in the greater region as well. This effect on
the local landscape is the result of a deliberate landscape design by the Macarthur family that was
aimed both at creating picturesque vistas that reminded them of an English countryside, and
reinforcing the social order the Macarthurs, as part of the ruling class, wished to uphold. St John's
extraordinary command of the regional landscape ensures that it is visible from all the major
roads, high points, and the seats of several of the major local estates. This command is expressed
through 16 significant views and vistas in the regional landscape that is identified in the CMP
(2004:35-36, 44)16.

16

The Conservation Management Plan is available at https://stjohnscamden.org.au/index.php/about/history
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Camden Residents' Action Group
Incorporated

Camden – Still a Country Town
Website: http://www.crag.org.au/
Face Book:
https://www.facebook.com/CRAGcamdenreside
ntsactiongroup/

PO Box 188
Camden NSW 2570
Email: admin@crag.org.au

Local Planning Panel
21 May 2019
20 Elizabeth St Camden
We have lodged two comprehensive objections on this DA, dated 30 July and 13 December
2018. Since submissions on the second notification closed (on 13 December 2018) changes have
been made to the DA and amendments made to documents lodged with Council which affect the
Report before us, including a change in description of the building from three storey to twostorey but with no reduction in its height. The changes only became apparent in the Report made
available from 14 May. For this reason we contend that if this DA is not refused outright is
should be deferred as the community and affected parties have not been given the opportunity to
respond to new information.
We do strongly urge that this DA be refused today as it remains grossly non-compliant with the
LEP2010, DCP2011 and council policy which is to conserve what is a legislated Heritage
Conservation Area with many individually listed items. Council has adopted the Burra Charter’s
standard of practice. The proposal and its assessment are not consistent with its principles of
conservation and management of significant places and are contrary to many of its Articles1.
Simple observation shows that businesses, as consistent with Article 21, are adaptively re-using
cottages.
We find reference to other buildings that may exceed the 7m height limit to be irrelevant for an
old town that predates planning law and in any case present as one or two-storey. Most examples
provided predate legislation of the HCA.
We strongly disagree with many of LEP and DCP assessments in the Compliance Tables. As
presentations are time limited, on behalf of the community we must ask to table our objections.
In a particular we dispute the DCP assessment (B3.7.4 (5) p. 54) that the proposal does not
contravene the overarching desired future character of the HCA which is repeatedly expressed
in Council policy documents.
1

Including Article 8 on conservation of an appropriate setting, and Article 22 that new work is not to distort or
obscure or detract from interpretation and appreciation of cultural significance

1

Council policy was reconfirmed in the town’s Urban Design Framework which was
unanimously adopted by Council on 14 August 2018. The outcome of the Framework project,
which is referenced in the Report, would have been known at the time this DA was lodged and
throughout its assessment.
The earlier 2008 Strategy as referenced in the LEP 4.6 Request (p. 17) describes the Precinct of
20 Elizabeth Street as a cultural and residential area with complementary activities to the
adjoining town farm and adaptation of existing houses for arts and private studios. Any reference
to possible moderate increases in height were about subsequent review, as has occurred in the
2018 Framework.
The Framework does not recommend an overall increase in the height limit and describes the
town as being of relatively low scale and density; a rural township with a modest and varied
collection of architecture, much of which is listed as having heritage significance and uses the
term fine grain to refer to the town’s human scale, spatial experience and urban components. It
expresses a built form place principle for the future as: Protect and enhance the unique character
of Camden’s heritage, it’s human scale and network of urban fabric ensuring all built form
contributes to Camden’s identity as a rural town.
This proposal is not fine grained and exceeds the height limit by a massive 44%. It cannot be
argued to contribute to historic Camden’s identity as a rural and historic town and therefore
should not be allowed to proceed.
The 4.6 argument of the site being flood prone, which was known and factored into its
purchase price, is not a valid a reason for exceeding the LEP height limit. Much of the HCA is
flood prone and obviously the LEP and DCP controls have accounted for that well-known fact.
It is very evident that it is possible to comply with the height limit and the two-storey
restriction, perhaps with minor additional height to accommodate a pitched roof and
architectural roof features to reflect and complement the roofscape of the HCA.
The approval of this proposal would be seen as an invitation for a developer bonanza of overheight buildings. We sincerely request that this proposal be refused.

2

Notes on Urban Design Framework
On 14 August 2018 Camden Council7 adopted the Urban Design Framework for the town, the
Council Report and attachments for which make the following statements. The Framework:

❖ recognises that the town centre has a unique and distinct heritage character that is highly
valued by the community and should be retained.
❖ recognises the importance of heritage in the town centre and the need to preserve and
enhance it; does not propose radical change, but rather it considers opportunities for
minimal change to the built form and uses within the town centre, with a focus on
enhancing the attributes that make Camden unique.
❖ does not propose to amend the height control of 7m over the Camden Town Centre.
Criteria for consideration of minor height amendments will be further investigated as part
of a future planning proposal to provide clarity and consistency when considering variation
requests. Any change in height requirements will be the subject of further investigation and
a future planning proposal and community engagement.
• does not propose major changes to increase commercial floor space or incentivise
growth.
• does not specify or promote development in the floodplain.
• identifies that residential use adds to the vibrancy and viability of a town centre and
recommends re-introducing the ability to have a dwelling house under the existing zoning.
• is designed to strengthen the heritage planning controls contained in the DCP in the
future.
Note on HIS
The HIS is not prepared according to guidelines supported by the NSW Heritage Council including
analysis of the impact on the conservation area and adjacent heritage items

3

Camden Residents' Action Group
Incorporated

Camden – Still a Country Town
Website: http://www.crag.org.au/
Face Book: https://www.facebook.com/CRAGCamden-Residents-Action-Group-Inc1805705173088888/

PO Box 188
Camden NSW 2570
Email: admin@crag.org.au

General Manager
Camden Council
70 Central Avenue
Oran Park 2570
Email: mail@camden.nsw.gov.au
13 December 2018
Dear General Manager,
RE: DA 2018/599/1
20 Elizabeth Street Camden
We note that the above DA has been revised and resubmitted as a result of non-compliance with the
Camden’s LEP and DCP, which has also adopted the principles of the Burra Charter.
We note that several amended documents as referenced in the Statement of Environmental Effects (SEE)
were not publicly available on Council’s DA tracker. As they may be pertinent to this submission, we must
ask to reserve the right to add to it when these documents become available. This is particularly the case
with the Flood Report, as diversion of flood waters may impact on surrounding properties due to the scale
of the proposal and the Landscape Plan due to perimeter trees being proposed to soften the impact of the
development.
The proposal is for a three-storey over-height and over-scale development within Camden’s Heritage
Conservation Area (HCA) and within close proximity to heritage listed properties, all of which are of
nineteenth century human scale and single or two-storey. All of the points and issues raised in our previous
submission, which is appended, are relevant to the revised proposal which like its predecessor is noncompliant with the height standard and heritage protection provisions within relevant planning instruments.
The proposal includes an application to vary the height standard (LEP s. 4.3) and attempts to argue that its
heritage impact would be minimal.
1

HEIGHT VARIATION
The amended design and slight reduction in height of this iteration of the proposal for 20 Elizabeth
Street do not lessen the validity of our previous rejection of arguments for a variation of the height
limit. Our following comments and arguments are additional to and are to be read in conjunction
with our previous appended objection.


The SEE (p. 58) claims that a relevant consideration to the height variation application in this
iteration of the proposal for 20 Elizabeth Street is its amended design response which reduces
the overall building envelope and provides additional setbacks .

Comment: The fact is that the proposal remains as three storeys and grossly over-height. It
contravenes the height objective 4.3 (b) to a greater extent than the previous iteration because it
now has large windows at the eastern elevation which provide more extensive views to other
properties.


The SEE (p. 55) seeks to clarify the role of the consent authority and assert the outcome by
stating: The independent role for the consent authority is therefore to determine whether the
proposed development will be consistent with the objectives of the standard and the objectives
of the zone. This involves a consideration of the “development” in its entirety, not just the
proposed variation. It is clear that the development meets the objectives of the standard and of
the zone as discussed throughout this written request.

Comment: we categorically dispute, as covered below and in our appended initial objection, the
claim that the proposed development meets the objectives of the standard and zone, either in its
entirety or otherwise.


The SEE (p. 55) states that the recent Land and Environment Court case, Initial Action1, means
that the consent authority now only has to be satisfied that:
1) the applicant has adequately addressed matters covered by LEP clause 4.6(3);
2) the development is consistent with the objectives of the standard and zone, pursuant to
4.6(4)(a)(ii)

We address whether the proposal satisfies these two clauses below.

1

Initial Action Pty Ltd v Woollahra Municipal Council [2018] NSWLEC
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1) MATTERS COVERED BY LEP CLAUSE 4.6 (3)
LEP Clause 4.6 (3) states
Consent must not be granted for development that contravenes a development standard unless the
consent authority has considered a written request from the applicant that seeks to justify the
contravention of the development standard by demonstrating:
(a) that compliance with the development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary in the
circumstances of the case, and
(b) that there are sufficient environmental planning grounds to justify contravening the
development standard.
Comment:
a) Compliance is not unreasonable or unnecessary. Others comply and there is no reason why this
applicant should be considered differently. The owner surely knew that the site was subject to
flooding and heritage constraints. The question must be asked as to why the private company
purchased the property? The question must be asked as to why, if the constraints are
unacceptable, the owner pursues this non-compliant DA instead of selling and finding a site
that suits its needs? It is this proposal that is unreasonable and unnecessary, not the standard.
b) The environmental planning grounds that the SEE pursues are similar to those in the first
proposal. They are not clearly articulated and seem to depend on wrong assumptions that a
multi-storey office block is desirable and needed in the HCA and that it must be over-height
due to potential flooding. For instance, the SEE makes the following claims:


A multi-storey development with a ground floor building frontage of a sufficient width,
would be not be in keeping with the character of the area if it were to comply with the
7m building height limit. A taller façade provides greater opportunities for a better
streetscape presentation, and is proportionally consistent with the pattern of
development within the locality, including the proportions provided to single storey
heritage items within the vicinity of the proposal development. (p. 57)
Comment: this is a nonsensical argument. A two-storey limit applies. Multi-storey is not
a consideration, is not compliant and in any case is NOT consistent with the proportions
of the HCA as simple observation makes evident.



given the flooding constraints at ground floor, a development of only two-storeys would
require the majority of habitable areas throughout the development to be contained
within a pitched roof. A more appropriate design response to the streetscape is to include
at least one complete habitable level that is not contained within a pitched roof form, to
enable the provision of façade windows. (p. 57)
Comment: another nonsensical claim. Many businesses operate from cottages. The
proposal is an overreach for the area and is an attempt to maximise return at the expense
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of the public interest. Three storeys with a height of 10.1 metres is NOT an appropriate
design response for the HCA. This is an assertion without foundation.


On sites where the existing building is not suitable for retention, where a new commercial
development is proposed, and where the site is drastically affected by flooding, there is
little utility in providing a development that complies with the height limit. (p. 57)
Comment: The cottage is suitable for retention as is evidenced by the many cottages being
used for business purposes. Its footprint is valuable as a renovation project, which could be
undertaken for relatively little capital outlay and possibly a similar percentage return on
investment in the site. The question really is: If there is no appetite to use the cottage, why
pursue a non-compliant development on this site? The SEE (p. 58) tells of the bias inherent
in this proposal and the problem with it: The development provided to this site must
necessarily be a multi-storey development, and it is clear that a multi-storey commercial
development which complies with the height limit would generally be inconsistent with the
character of the locality and plainly unfeasible. Yes, the development is UNFEASIBLE
and should not be pursued.

The SEE also cites precedents, all of which have been comprehensively covered in our initial
appended objection. None of the precedents (Milk Depot, The Elizabeth, the High School DA)
are relevant, and the High School site is on the market to be sold. Even if a precedent could be
shown to be relevant it remains the case that each proposal is assessed on its compliance and
merits, not precedents.
Other attempted arguments include:


The subject site is located within a transition area, within a zone which seeks the
introduction of such development to replace dwellings that are not contributory within
the conservation area. (p. 58)
Comment: This statement is untrue. Small scale dwellings are at the very soul of the HCA.
They tell the story of Camden’s evolution and are consistent with its small scale nineteenth
century private town origins and contribute to the village profile as deliberately designed
in 1836 by the sons of John Macarthur. Residential uses within the town centre including
in the B4 zone are to be encouraged according to the recently approved Urban Design
Framework which is covered in more detail under Heritage Impact below.
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it is evident that no other commercial redevelopments have been able to achieve
compliance with the height limit (p. 58)
Comment: this is simply irrelevant and untrue as many cottages have been adapted for
commercial use.



…there is an identified shortfall of commercial space within the Camden Town Centre with
much of new commercial floor space provided within former cottages … (p. 66)

No evidence or reference is provided to support the claim of lack of commercial space and it
is a contradiction to then observe that new commercial floor space is provided by cottages
adapted for business use. As evidenced through a google search noted in our previous
submission there are many commercial premises for lease within and close to the HCA. The
best use of 20 Elizabeth Street would be to renovate the cottage and do what others find
appropriate and do what is compliant.
We found no environmental planning grounds that would support the height variation.
2) OBJECTIVES OF THE STANDARD AND ZONE, PURSUANT TO 4.6(4)(a)(ii)
LEP Clause 4.6 (4)(a) (ii): states
Consent must not be granted for development that contravenes a development standard unless:
(a) the consent authority is satisfied that: (ii) the proposed development will be in the public
interest because it is consistent with the
 objectives of the particular standard (HEIGHT) and the
 objectives for development within the ZONE (B4) in which the development is proposed to
be carried out
OBJECTIVES: HEIGHT STANDARD
The three objectives of the LEP 4.3 Height standard 2 are very clear:

(a) HEIGHT STANDARD OBJECTIVE: to ensure that buildings are compatible with the
height, bulk and scale of the existing and desired future character of the locality,

2

Camden Local Environmental Plan 2010 Current version for 9 November 2018 to date (accessed 10 December
2018 at 16:15)
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Comment: the proposed development is not compatible with the height, bulk and scale of the
existing HCA character by a very large margin. The desired future character is of a low-rise, small
scale conservation area that remains cottage dominated and true to its 19th century private town
origins. This is reflected by the LEP 7m height restriction, DCP controls and recently ratified
Urban Design Framework for the town, both covered in the next section on Heritage Impact, and
in the significant documentation of the town by Council and researchers.

(b) HEIGHT STANDARD OBJECTIVE: to minimise the visual impact, disruption of views,
loss of privacy and loss of solar access to existing development
Comment: the visual impact, loss of privacy and solar access is unacceptable and is likely also
covered by other personal submissions.
The artist’s impression supplied with the DA below is blatantly deceptive with a raised horizon,
non-existent mountains and fields and out of scale figures. Assuming a person was tall at 2 metres
the building would be more than 5 times higher.
The fact is that the site is surrounded by cottages less than half the height of the proposed building
and heritage listed items that at most are two-storey. The large windows would provide excellent
views into other properties. The height and bulk would cast long shadows throughout the day.
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The Land and Environment Court3 also uses criteria for assessing impact on neighbouring
properties in the form of the following relevant questions:
 How does the impact change the amenity of the affected property? How much sunlight, view

or privacy is lost as well as how much is retained?
Comment: many properties would be affected adversely, including heritage listed properties, as
the prevailing character is that of small-scale buildings with large gardens. The impact has not
been appropriately addressed in the SEE or HIS. As covered in our original objection an above
height building, including one of 10.1 metres (44% above the height limit) in this iteration of the
proposal, provides exceptional opportunity for overlooking properties in Elizabeth, Mitchell and
Edward Streets. The highest building within the vicinity (Nepean House) at its steep roof peak is
8 metres. Most cottages are less than half the height of the proposed building.
The shadow diagrams that are provided are insufficient but nevertheless indicate unacceptable
loss of solar access and impact on liveability, particularly for residents.
 How reasonable is the proposal causing the impact?

Comment: It presents as an anomaly and is not reasonable as explained throughout this
objection and in our previous objection
 How vulnerable to the impact is the property receiving the impact? Would it require the loss

of reasonable development potential to avoid the impact?
Comment: In the cases of
adjoining properties, including
Nepean House garden and
outbuilding at 23 Edward St and
Lina’s Touch of Beauty at 21A
Edward Street the impact would
be severe in terms of loss of
privacy and solar access, and
would unfairly limit compliant
development potential on the
properties.
Most properties in Edward Street
and Elizabeth Street towards the Town Farm would be adversely impacted in terms of loss of
privacy.

3

Davies v Penrith City Council [2013] NSWLEC 1141
https://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/decision/54a63b123004de94513daebd
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 Does the impact arise out of poor design? Could the same amount of floor space and

amenity be achieved for the proponent while reducing the impact on neighbours?
Comment: Yes, it is over-height and overscale and bears no complementarity or sympathetic
interpretation of the character of the HCA or buildings within it. The third storey and floor
space sought is an over-reach and simply an attempt to maximise financial return at the expense
of neighbours, heritage conservation and the public interest.
 Does the proposal comply with the planning controls? If not, how much of the impact is due to

the non-complying elements of the proposal?
Comment: As covered throughout our two objections this proposal categorically does not comply with
the planning controls and hence has a very large and unacceptable impact.

(c) HEIGHT STANDARD OBJECTIVE: to minimise the adverse impact of development on
heritage conservation areas and heritage items.
Comment: clearly this proposal would have a detrimental effect on the HCA and surrounding
heritage listed items by presenting as a large modern anomaly with no reference to its surrounds.
This aspect is covered in more detail under Heritage Impact below.
Clearly this proposal does not achieve any of the objectives of the LEP s4.3 height control.
OBJECTIVES of ZONE (B4)

The objectives of the zone are
 To provide a mixture of compatible land uses.
Comment: the proposal is incompatible with the land uses of cottage-based businesses and
residences.
The SEE and HIS attempt to argue that the built form in Elizabeth Street is non-homogenous and
land uses within the Elizabeth Street or northern section of the HCA are eclectic and transitional
to higher density commercial and residential uses.
The SEE (p. 58) claims: the site is located within a transition area, within a zone which seeks the
introduction of such development to replace dwellings that are not contributory within the
conservation area.
The Heritage Impact Statement (HIS (p. 16) claims: it is evident that the northern portion of the
heritage conservation zone of Camden is undergoing a transition from historically less dense,
mixed use development to higher density, mixed uses (including commercial and residential) due
to the paucity of available space in the southern portion. The B4 mixed use zoning encourages
non-residential or higher density residential development. This is contrary to the assertion that
8

Camden’s Heritage Conservation Zone is (and by inference should continue to be) dominated by
‘cottage dominated streetscapes’ (DCP B3.1.2), at least in this northern part of the conservation
zone.
The HCA provides a mixture of compatible land uses as befits its history as a working country
town servicing its surrounding population. The nearby Guide Hall is a community asset like many
others in the old township. The location of the former high school was an expected use within the
town, just like the nearby public and catholic primary schools. The agricultural, automotive and
other small-scale commercial uses are likewise typical of a working country town.
The HIS (p. 6) claims that the vacant former Camden high school site … is undergoing
development for high density residential use including seniors living.
This statement implies that the DA attached to this land is mainly for use as normal residential
living. It is fully seniors living which comes under state policy which can override Camden’s LEP
and DCP.
Further this is a highly difficult site, which no-one wanted to lay claim to because it required
remediation from serious contamination that may have affected students and teachers from the
early 1950s until it was evacuated and a new high school built by the State government. The
requirement to decontaminate and rehabilitate the site was a condition of sale. It was also approved
prior to 2010 when Camden’s Heritage Conservation Area was legislated.
Also, the site is for sale and the development is not being pursued by the current owner. It is not
as claimed (HIS p. 13) currently under construction.
It is a weak assertion at best to claim that a potential land use that may or may not be pursued by
a future prospective purchaser, that comes under different jurisdiction, is grounds for allowing a
development that is non-compliant with Camden’s current LEP and DCP. As pointed out in our
original objection the DA attached to this land is completely irrelevant to the proposal for 20
Elizabeth Street.
There is currently NO high-density large-scale residential or commercial land use in the area and
as pointed out above if there ever is on the High School site it would have been assessed under
state level policy and before the HCA was legislated. The SEE and HIS fail to appreciate that most
buildings in the vicinity are one storey cottages and that any alterations to them are minor. “The
Elizabeth”, on the corner of Mitchell and Elizabeth, which could be argued to be an
overdevelopment of the site, was approved prior to legislation of the HCA. Nevertheless, it fronts
the streets as two-storey, captures the architectural styles of surrounding buildings, especially
Taplin cottage and Nepean House and has been designed not to overlook any other properties. It
is only approximately 10% above the 7m height limit at its peak. It accommodates architectural
9

features, which may be allowed contribute to minor exceedance of the height limit on a corner
block. This does not apply to 20 Elizabeth Street.
The SEE and HIS make no mention of the agricultural land uses nearby to 20 Elizabeth Street,
conveniently dismiss the many heritage listed properties in close vicinity as shown in the map
below and instead concentrate on one small section of the HCA. This is despite the fact that,
according to the planning instruments, the HCA is considered to be one integrated heritage place.

Heritage Map - Sheet HER_010

The HIS (p. 14) also makes the ill-informed and easily refuted comment:
……the variety of uses, Architectural styles and quality of buildings on this portion of
Elizabeth Street is at odds with the comment in Council’s development control plan that the
conservation area is dominated by cottage development. By contrast, the southern portion of
the heritage precinct (south of Argyle Street) has a greater density of cottage development and
is provided with parallel Street parking (other than a small portion of angled parking on the
southern end of John Street adjacent to St John’s Church).
The fact is that the entire HCA is dominated by human scale buildings as befits a carefully
designed village inspired by the home country of the Macarthur family. It is a self-evident fact
that land uses within the township beyond Argyle Street with its mainly two storey buildings are
accommodated by one storey cottages, a few two storey houses and civic buildings.
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Current land uses throughout the town currently mainly accommodate and respect the town’s
significant heritage, unlike this proposal. To suggest that the buildings in the northern part of the
HCA are somehow of a lesser (although not defined) “quality” than those in the southern part is
an irrelevant opinion and probably on the whole erroneous depending on perspective; a larger
proportion of the northern area is comprised of a variety of heritage listed items.
Another implausible argument presented in the HIS (p. 15) is: The fact that Council have provided
such a large amount of street parking adjacent to the subject site at the expense of streetscape
appeal suggests a future need for parking in the area associated with denser development (either
commercial or high density residential) than currently exists.
To claim a connection between the number of parking spaces near 20 Elizabeth Street and an
intention by Council to allow denser development is a non-sequitur and refuted by the planning
instruments and the recently approved Urban Design Framework discussed below under Heritage
Impact.
Elizabeth Street is NOT a transition zone of land uses for large scale, high density development
and this proposal would not be a compatible land use. The alleged transition is NOT evident.


To integrate suitable business, office, residential, retail and other development in accessible
locations so as to maximise public transport patronage and encourage walking and cycling.

Comment: the proposal is not suitable. It does not particularly encourage patronage of public
transport or walking and cycling.


To minimise conflict between land uses within the zone and land uses within adjoining zones.

Comment: the land use of modern office space is not particularly compatible with the Town
Farm, Sale Yards, Equestrian Centre, heritage tourism, residences or cottage-based businesses.


To encourage development that supports or complements the primary office and retail
functions of the local centre zone.

Comment: the proposed development would not support or complement the local centre zone as
it is far greater in scale than anything in this zone. It would detract and/or compete with primary
office function of the main centre.

The application for height variation must fail through lack of achievement of the objectives of the height
standard and the zone. We could find no environmental planning grounds to allow this over-height and
over-scale development.
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HERITAGE IMPACT
The cultural significance of Camden as a privately designed, working country town with its unique
character described in the DCP is not consistent with the proposal for 20 Elizabeth Street. The complete
inappropriateness of the proposal and its contrasts with the mainly one-storey cottage character of the HCA
outside the main street has been addressed in our first objection in July 2018 which is provided for
completeness in the Appendix. The revised proposal remains as over-height and overscale and as a
potential anomaly within the HCA. All of the arguments presented in our earlier objection remain valid
despite changes to the first proposal.
Despite attempts in documents submitted with the proposal to downplay the character of the town and the
importance of preservation, conservation and enhancement, there is no doubt that Camden is exceptionally
historically significant and well worthy of careful and sympathetic treatment. It is the only known extant
town in Australia with private origins and is strongly connected to Camden Park and the Macarthur family.
Its original design, by the sons of John and Elizabeth (James and William) and Surveyor General Sir
Thomas Mitchell, crowned by St John’s Church Precinct, its streetscapes and lay-out named for the
Macarthur family (for example John and Elizabeth Streets) remain intact to this day.
Camden’s cultural, social and aesthetic significance is well documented as evidenced within Council
documents, our fully referenced 2016 Heritage Study 4 , Land and Environment Court ruling 5 and most
recently in the state listing of the church precinct6 which was expedited by the NSW Heritage Council
because of fears of a potential purchaser pursuing overdevelopment of the site through possible State
government policy exemptions to the Camden LEP and DCP.
Further on 14 August 2018 Camden Council7 adopted the Urban Design Framework for the town, the
Council Report and attachments for which make the following statements. The Framework:



recognises that the town centre has a unique and distinct heritage character that is highly
valued by the community and should be retained.



recognises the importance of heritage in the town centre and the need to preserve and
enhance heritage in the future.

Camden Residents’ Action Group Inc (April 2016) HERITAGE STUDY CAMDEN NEW SOUTH WALES
Documentary Evidence addressing criteria for statutory heritage listing Available at: http://www.crag.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/2016/06/Camden-Heritage-Study-April-2016.pdf
5
Land and Environment Court (1996) Gledhill Constructions Pty Limited V. The Council of Camden NSWLEC 120
(19 April 1996) Available at: http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgibin/sinodisp/au/cases/nsw/NSWLEC/1996/120.html?stem=0&synonyms=0&query=1996%20gledhill%20camden
6
NSW Office of Environment and Heritage St Johns Anglican Church Precinct Available at:
https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/heritageapp/ViewHeritageItemDetails.aspx?ID=5053423
7
Camden Council, see
https://www.camden.nsw.gov.au/assets/pdfs/Council/Business-Papers/2018/BP-agenda-14-Aug-2018.pdf
https://www.camden.nsw.gov.au/assets/pdfs/Council/Business-Papers/2018/BP-attach-14-Aug-2018.pdf
https://www.camden.nsw.gov.au/assets/pdfs/Council/Minutes/2018/Minutes-14082018.pdf
4
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does not propose radical change, but rather it considers opportunities for minimal change
to the built form and uses within the town centre, with a focus on enhancing the
attributes that make Camden unique.



does not propose to amend the height control of 7m over the Camden Town Centre.
Criteria for consideration of minor height amendments will be further investigated as part
of a future planning proposal to provide clarity and consistency when considering variation
requests. Any change in height requirements will be the subject of further investigation and
a future planning proposal and community engagement.



does not propose major changes to increase commercial floor space or incentivise
growth.



does not specify or promote development in the floodplain.



identifies that residential use adds to the vibrancy and viability of a town centre and
recommends re-introducing the ability to have a dwelling house under the existing zoning.



is designed to strengthen the planning controls contained in the DCP.

The proposed change to the HCA at 20 Elizabeth Street is founded in misinterpretation as it is not guided
by an understanding of Camden’s rich history, strong community identity, sense of place and associations
with the Macarthur heritage (Burra Charter Article 15).

Instead of understanding that the diverse uses in the town are integral to its historic character and
value, they are cited as reasons for a non-compliant, grossly overscale and over-height
development.
Instead of recognising that any degradation of the amenity in the HCA is not acceptable and should be
subject to restoration, the HIS and SEE argue it as a reason to allow a non-sympathetic and grossly oversized
change to the special area.
This approach in these documents is not logical. The above misinterpretations lead to arguments presented
in the SEE and HIS which are actually solid reasons why proposals should interpret the cultural identity of
the unique town and strive to reflect its cultural and aesthetic significance and enhance it.
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For instance, the HIS (p. 8) states

The wider streets of Camden in the Heritage Precinct are typically provided with angled (45°)
parking and Elizabeth Street is no exception with angled parking existing along both sides of the
street in the vicinity of the subject site between Mitchell Street and Exeter Street. This creates the
effect of vehicles dominating the street frontage and detracts from the heritage theme. (p. 8)
The streetscape in the vicinity of the site is dominated by 45° angled parking with sparsely spaced
or no street front planting. ……. As much as this provides useful parking for the precinct and
adjacent commercial areas, it is contradictory to the listed heritage significance of this part of
the conservation area, allowing vehicles to dominate the streetscape. This is contrary to the
objectives of the heritage conservation zone, diminishing the streetscape quality by allowing
vehicles to dominate rather than the buildings. (p.14)
To make much of the fact that 45o angle parking and lack of tree planting reduces the heritage
amenity of streets in the northern area of the town, especially Elizabeth Street is an obvious
overreach. The parking design (note that the HCA is a small defined area which borders open space
including Onslow Park and the Town Farm that can be made available) and lack of trees are easily
remedied, and in any case on weekends and public holidays the streets are usually mainly clear
and the intent of the town’s original design and overall leafiness is fully evident.
The issue is that the town is unique in Australia’s European history and the site of this proposed
development is in the original grid pattern set out in 1836 by the sons of John Macarthur, and
named for their mother Elizabeth. Future generations are entitled to be able to appreciate this town
with its nineteenth century townscape and the focus and profile of St John’s Hill as originally
designed. This proposed development is larger than St John’s church and completely out of
proportion with its cottage dominated surrounds.
The HIS (p. 14) also overreaches with
……the variety of uses, Architectural styles and quality of buildings on this portion of
Elizabeth Street is at odds with the comment in Council’s development control plan that the
conservation area is dominated by cottage development. By contrast, the southern portion of
the heritage precinct (south of Argyle Street) has a greater density of cottage development and
is provided with parallel Street parking (other than a small portion of angled parking on the
southern end of John Street adjacent to St John’s Church).
The fact is that the entire HCA is dominated by human scale buildings as befits a carefully
designed private village that grew to be an important country town as wool and horticultural
industries became established in the colony. It is a self-evident fact that the township beyond
Argyle Street with its mainly two storey buildings is dominated by one storey cottages, with a few
two storey houses and civic buildings.
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The Land and Environment Court 8 is required to give weight to the controls in a DCP9 and the
Controls for the HCA are very clear with the most relevant being:
6. Additional development on the fringe of the town should complement and not detract from
the viability of the “main street”.
Comment: There is no building in the main street of three storeys or that comes near the scale and
floor space of this proposal, and therefore it can only detract from the primacy of the main street.
7. Original uses of significant buildings should be encouraged and facilitated. Where this is
no longer possible, appropriate adaptive re-use opportunities should be explored to facilitate
the conservation of these buildings.
Comment: although arguably the original residential cottage at 20 Elizabeth may not be significant
in that there are many similar examples across NSW it does complement the streetscape scale. It
contributes to Camden’s historical narrative as reflective of post war architectural austerity and
shortage of building materials. There are many examples of similar sized cottages, some with
minor extensions at ground level being restored and successfully used for business purposes.
Examples are the faithfully restored much smaller heritage listed cottages at 7 and 9 Mitchell
Street, 15 Mitchell Street and 21A Edward Street, all of which adjoin 20 Elizabeth Street. This
proposal if approved would make a mockery of the efforts of others to respect the HCA.
8. Existing cottage dominated streetscapes shall be retained and complemented with
compatible extensions/additions and new developments.
Comment: Cottages can be extended and compatible human scale two storey developments added.
This approach is common throughout the HCA. A good example of a recent, compliant single
storey cottage-fronted development with two storeys at the rear exists nearby at 14 Elizabeth Street.
9. A two storey height limit shall prevail except for significant architectural features
incorporated in the design of buildings in significant locations.
Comment: this proposal is for THREE storeys. It is simply non-compliant and unacceptable. The
location site is not a significant location, as are the sites of “The Elizabeth” which is often
referenced as a precedent in the proposal and Nepean House, which surprisingly is not mentioned
at all.
10. Large built forms in cottage dominated precincts shall be avoided through the use of
various roof forms and pitches, wall openings and recesses, materials, recessive colours and
landscaping
8

New Street No. 1 Pty Ltd v Waverley Council [2017] NSWLEC 1592
https://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/decision/59e93d23e4b058596cbab420
9
Camden Development Control Plan 2011 P. B56 Accessed 10 December 2018
https://www.camden.nsw.gov.au/assets/pdfs/Planning/Development-Control-Plan/Part-B-UPDATED-May-20182.pdf
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Comment: the proposal argues illogically and unsuccessfully that the vicinity of 20 Elizabeth
Street is not cottage dominated. Simple observation indicates otherwise. The proposed design seeks
to maximise floor space at the expense of neighbours and the HCA.
11. The development of the flood affected fringes of the town shall not compromise the
prevailing character.
Comment: There is no building within the HCA of similar design to that proposed. It would sit as
an anomaly within the HCA. Citing possible flooding as a reason for an above height, three storey
development is a nonsense. If it is a problem for the scale of development that the owner wishes
to undertake, then a site should have been purchased elsewhere.
This proposal is not compliant with any of the above DCP controls.

We find that the revised HIS makes incorrect assumptions to prosecute arguments that instead are
no more than wishful assertions. As covered in our original objection the HIS is not prepared
according to guidelines supported by the NSW Heritage Council10 including analysis of the impact
on the conservation area and adjacent heritage items (cottages at 7 and 9 Mitchell Street and
Nepean House).
Simple observation shows that businesses are in fact adaptively using restored cottages as is
compliant with the LEP and DCP and acceptable as having minimal impact on the HCA (Burra
Charter Article 21).
To claim and continue to claim otherwise ties up and wastes the resources of Council and the
community unnecessarily.
----------------------

NSW OEH Statements of Heritage Impact Available at:
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/heritagebranch/heritage/hmstatementsofhi.pdf
10
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We trust that this proposal will be denied because it fails to meet the objectives of the height standard and
the zone, and because it would have a detrimental impact on the significance of the HCA.
We hope that the applicant will be encouraged to either sell the site or follow the example of others and
respect the heritage of the town.

As for the first iteration of this proposal for 20 Elizabeth Street, we again request for the
second iteration that:




the demolition of the cottage be refused;
the DA be refused;
the applicant be encouraged to reuse the existing cottage.

Yours sincerely

Glenda Davis
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APPENDIX: CRAG objection 30 July 2018

Camden Residents' Action Group
Incorporated

Camden – Still a Country Town
Website: http://www.crag.org.au/
Face Book: https://www.facebook.com/CRAGCamden-Residents-Action-Group-Inc1805705173088888/

PO Box 188
Camden NSW 2570
Email: admin@crag.org.au

General Manager
Camden Council
70 Central Avenue
Oran Park 2570
Email: mail@camden.nsw.gov.au
30 July 2018
Dear General Manager,
RE: DA 2018/599/1
20 Elizabeth Street Camden
It is noted that Council provided a formalised Pre-DA advice letter (PREDA/2017/138/1 dated 12
February 2018) as referred to in the Statement of Environmental Effects (SEE, p. 5). We thank
Council for raising important issues and problems with the proposal.
Unfortunately, we find that these issues were not subsequently resolved and that the proposal as
lodged is an affront to the Heritage Area and a number of individually listed heritage items. The
proposal contravenes the spirit and letter of the LEP, DCP and Burra Charter.
We strongly object to the proposal on the following grounds.
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HEIGHT VARIATION

The applicant seeks a variation of the height standard under LEP Clause 4.6 (see Appendix A).
Building height is defined in the LEP to mean the vertical distance between ground level (existing)
at any point to the highest point of the building. The height limit in the conservation area is 7
metres.
The SEE refers to the Pre-DA meeting in which the height is referred to as 10.5 metres (43% above
the height limit). The SEE (p.18) indicates that the height of the proposed building is 11.47 metres
(64% above the height limit).
Justification for the variation is required from the Applicant under 4.6 (3) by demonstrating:
(a) that compliance with the development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary in
the circumstances of the case, and
(b) that there are sufficient environmental planning grounds to justify contravening
the development standard.
The attempt at justification in the Application for Variation of the Height Standard (SEE pp. 4358) is not successful.
The SEE (p. 47) correctly refers to the authority established by Four2Five Pty Ltd v Ashfield
Council (2015)11 noting that it necessitates that environmental planning grounds for the proposed
variation must be established aside from the consistency of the development with the objectives of
the standard and the objectives of the zone. The Land and Environment Court in this 2015 case 12
established that applicants need to demonstrate and justify that application of the development
standard is unreasonable or unnecessary not merely or only because the development is consistent
with zone objectives and achieves the objectives of the development standard but also that


aspects of the specific proposal outweigh the countervailing objective that controls
ought generally to be observed;

11

Four2Five Pty Ltd v Ashfield Council [2015] NSWLEC 1009 (30 January 2015);
Four2Five Pty Ltd v Ashfield Council [2015] NSWLEC 90 (3 June 2015);
Four2Five Pty Ltd v Ashfield Council [2015] NSWCA 248 (20 August 2015) Available at
https://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/decision/55d6b37ae4b0a95dbff9e015
12
For an analysis, see Lindsay Taylor Lawyers (24 July 2015) Is an Objection Under Clause 4.6 More Onerous to
Establish Than Under SEPP1? Available at
http://www.lindsaytaylorlawyers.com.au/in_focus/index.php/2015/07/is-an-objection-under-clause-4-6-moreonerous-to-establish-than-under-sepp1/#.W1U2NtIza70
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under clause 4.6(3)(a) the development standard was unreasonable or unnecessary on
grounds other than consistency with zoning and development standard objectives (because
this is a matter for the consent authority under 4.6(4)(a)(ii));



under clause 4.6(3)(b) there are other non-generic and sufficient environmental planning
grounds to justify contravening the development standard particular to the circumstances
of the proposed development.

The SEE (p. 47) also cites the earlier case of Wehbe 2007 13 and claims that it is generally
understood that Clause 4.6(3) can be satisfied if one or more of Points 2-5 below are satisfied:
1. The objectives of the standard are achieved notwithstanding non-compliance with the standard;
2. The underlying objective or purpose of the standard is not relevant to the development and therefore
compliance is unnecessary;
3. The underlying object or purpose would be defeated or thwarted if compliance was required and
therefore compliance is unreasonable;
4. The development standard has been virtually abandoned or destroyed by the Council's own actions in
granting consents departing from the standard and hence compliance with the standard is unnecessary
and unreasonable;
5. The zoning of the particular land is unreasonable or inappropriate so that a development standard
appropriate for that zoning is also unreasonable and unnecessary as it applies to the land and
compliance with the standard that would be unreasonable or unnecessary. That is, the particular parcel
of land should not have been included in the particular zone.

Similarly, NSW Planning and Infrastructure (2011)14 refers to a five-part test indicating that as
well as demonstrating consistency with the objectives of the relevant standard that written
applications for variations may also address matters set out in the ‘five-part test’ established by
NSW Land and Environment Court. Point 1 or Test 1 must at a minimum be achieved.
Whilst court cases challenging Council’s application of Clause 4.6 are interesting, each case of
course, is different. The Courts make determinations based on the arguments, specific merits and
circumstances of each proposed development, as well as examining and taking into account the
reasoning and interpretation associated with previous judgements. It is abundantly clear from

13

The test is identical to the five points except for Test 5; the reworded Point 5 is similar and found in use by the legal
profession. The wording of Test 5 is
The compliance with development standard is unreasonable or inappropriate due to existing use of land and current
environmental character of the particular parcel of land. That is, the particular parcel of land should not have been
included in the zone.
14
NSW Planning and Infrastructure (2011) Varying development standards: A Guide August 2011 Available at
http://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/Plans-for-your-area/Local-Planning-andZoning/~/media/7CCD3A20E9A24B0E858DF2E05A856867.ashx
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previous legal interpretations that justification for a variation under 4.6 (3) requires at a minimum
that the objectives of the LEP height standard and B4 zoning are demonstrated to have been met.
However as covered above, case Four2Five 2015 established that applicants need to demonstrate
and justify that application of the development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary not merely
or only because the development is consistent with zone objectives and achieves the objectives of
the development standard. Under clause 4.6(3)(b) other non-generic and sufficient environmental
planning grounds to justify contravening the development standard particular to the circumstances
of the proposed development need to be demonstrated.

These objectives of the height standard and zone are set out below.
______________________________________________________________________________
4.3 Height of buildings
(1) The objectives of this clause are as follows:
(a) to ensure that buildings are compatible with the height, bulk and scale of the
existing and desired future character of the locality,
(b) to minimise the visual impact, disruption of views, loss of privacy and loss of solar
access to existing development,
(c) to minimise the adverse impact of development on heritage conservation areas and
heritage items.
Zone B4 Mixed Use
1 Objectives of zone
• To provide a mixture of compatible land uses.
• To integrate suitable business, office, residential, retail and other development in accessible
locations so as to maximise public transport patronage and encourage walking and cycling.
• To minimise conflict between land uses within the zone and land uses within adjoining
zones.
• To encourage development that supports or complements the primary office and retail
functions of the local centre zone.
_____________________________________________________________________________
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The application for variation makes two arguments:
1. That strict application under the circumstances, although the standard may not have been
destroyed, is decidedly unreasonable (Wehbe Point Test 4; SEE pp. 47-50)
2. That the objectives of the standard (and zone) are achieved notwithstanding noncompliance (Wehbe Point/Test 1; SEE pp. 50-58)
It is noted (SEE p. 5) that Council have advised the applicant this significant variation of a
development standard would require determination by the Independent Hearing and Assessment
Panel (IHAP).
ARGUMENT 1: Strict application of the 7-metre height standard is decidedly unreasonable
The SEE (p. 48) states that it has been determined, in the circumstances of the case of 20 Elizabeth
Street, that compliance with the maximum height development standard is unreasonable and unnecessary
(LEP 4.6(3)(a)) and concludes (SEE p.50) although the standard may not have been destroyed, its
strict application under these circumstances is decidedly unreasonable.
The circumstantial arguments for this conclusion are refuted as follows.
The SEE (p. 48-49) argues that the constraints and opportunities of the site are valid reasons to
allow a multi-storey development that is over-height. This is a self-serving and illogical argument.
Rather the constraints are reasons why the land should not have been purchased if the aim was to
build a such a structure.
If parking areas must be provided at grade because of significant flooding this is an indication that
only one above-ground storey is acceptable to comply with the 7-metre height limit. The human
scale of the conservation area and reuse of old cottages as business premises is testament to the
respect paid to Camden’s unique character and observance of provisions of the planning
instruments.
The better solution is to restore the existing building, as is usual practice, including on flood
prone land which makes up much of the conservation area.
We do not agree that the existing cottage is beyond retention. It has been allowed to deteriorate
but it can be restored. The cottages on adjoining properties at 7 and 9 Mitchell Street are much
older and were in a worse state of repair. They have been faithfully restored and are used as offices
as is readily apparent. This proposed development being directly behind and towering over them
by more than 6 metres would make a mockery of that restoration, and the conservation area.
The SEE (p. 48-49) makes various claims that are unreasonable or incorrect. In a heritage
conservation area
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It is not generally appropriate, as is claimed, to provide minimal setbacks if that is not
consistent with heritage character and streetscapes;



It is not a reasonable expectation as is implied to be able to erect a multi storey building
that is not consistent with the heritage and character of the area;



It is not reasonable to maintain that a pitched roof cannot be incorporated because it would
not be appropriate for a commercial development. Why not?



It is not reasonable to assert that the development must necessarily be a multi-storey
development. Why?



It is incorrect to state that no other commercial developments have been able to achieve
compliance with the height limit. Camden township is already largely developed and it is
a matter of reusing building stock not replacing it with something totally out of character,
over-height and overscale;



It is irrelevant to present the argument that Argyle Street buildings may be over 7 metres.
They are human scale, not more than two-storey and built prior to planning controls. They
are located in Zone B2 not B4. Also, they are significantly less high than this proposed
building;



It is a nonsense to state that Elizabeth Street is within a “transition zone”. A transition zone
to what? It is an important street within the intact street grid designed by the Macarthur
brothers, the sons of John and Elizabeth, on Camden Park in 1836. This is an essential
element of the heritage value of the Camden township. It is not necessarily or deliberately
transitioning to anything else. It is what it is.

The usual caveat emptor applies. The planning instruments and their heritage protections are
designed to conserve the only known extant originally private town in Australia, the town that
served the birthplace of Australia’s wealth and that has stood largely intact for nearly 180 years.
The heritage protections are not in place to be criticised and argued against, but to be observed.
The existing and desired cottage character of the area is intrinsic to the heritage value of the
conservation area, is significant to the story of Camden as a country town and its sense of place
and community.
An alarming trend has become apparent, as in the case of 11 Argyle Street cited by the SEE (p.50),
for developers to purchase land that is comparatively cheaper due to its being flood prone and
within a heritage protected precinct, and then argue to vary the planning controls.
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Citing flooding as a reason for exceeding the height limit when the land was known to be floodprone and subject to height control as a heritage protection is not fair play. Clearly the purchase
and subsequent 4.6 variation application were undertaken to seek a greater economic return than
would have been achievable on land purchased at a price reflective of its context, i.e. appropriate
for multi-storey development.
Although applications are intended to be assessed on their own merits according to the planning
instruments, the SEE (p. 50) cites three examples or precedents of Council approved variations as
arguments in support of this variation request.
1. DA/2016/169 – 11 Argyle Street, Camden – determined on 28/11/2017, with a maximum
building height of 12.815m, and similar flooding and heritage constraints to the subject
site.
This development proposal was very contentious and drawn out with many objectors and
significant media interest. CRAG lodged three objections15.
The approval of the private development for an additional overscale and 12.8 metre over-height
building, adjacent to the much smaller scaled heritage listed Milk Depot, possibly sets a new State
record for non-observance of an LEP, a DCP and a number of Burra Charter principles.
The contentiously approved building is at a signature gateway site within the heritage conservation
area, within the main approach and entrance to the town which is in itself listed as a potential
heritage item16, is well within the flood area and research by CRAG members has shown that it is
in a floodway. The approval accepts that the floodway begins discretely at the very edge of the
new building which is most unlikely given the way flood waters behave.
It is unfathomable as to how this development came to be approved as clearly and inarguably it is
in complete contravention of the height limit and other provisions of the planning instruments as
well as Burra Charter Principles.
It should not be pointed to as an argument or precedent.

15

CRAG (2016-2017) Camden Vale Milk Depot objections. Available at:
http://www.crag.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/CRAG-OBJECTION-Camden-Vale-Milk-Depot-22-April2016.pdf
http://www.crag.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Milk-Depot-additional-objection-17-June-2016.pdf
http://www.crag.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/CRAG-Milk-Depot-objection-20-April-2017.pdf
16
Camden DCP 2011 Table B5 Potential Heritage Items – Cultural and Visual Landscapes Available at:
https://www.camden.nsw.gov.au/assets/pdfs/Planning/Development-Control-Plan/Part-B-UPDATED-May-20182.pdf
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2. DA/2008/644 – John Street, Camden – approved with a maximum building height of
12.815m.
No building of that height currently exists in John Street. No street number is provided and the DA
number was found to relate to the redevelopment on the Camden High School site17. The DA
(644/2008) was lodged in 2008 and amended in May 2009, prior to gazettal of LEP 2010. Clearly
this development is overscale and over-height, and generally an overdevelopment of the site.
However, it is understood that the circumstances of this proposal were unique and/or different to
the circumstances of 20 Elizabeth Street:






the site was found to be contaminated and a new high school had to be built;
the source of the contamination, old gas works, had long ceased to exist as an entity;
neither Council nor NSW government wished to take responsibility for clean up;
the developer agreed to undertake the clean-up;
the development is for senior living which is believed to come under SEPP Housing for
Seniors, which provides incentives allowing developers to override local planning
instruments if building homes for people over 55;



for the most part it does not impinge upon the quiet enjoyment, privacy and solar access of other
properties;



social and economic advantages are likely; seniors will be able to access the town and its
services easily; and additional residents will add to the town’s economic base and
vibrancy.

Being approved almost 10 years ago we could not properly establish how the High School site
development would compare to the proposal for 20 Elizabeth Street. At the time of exhibition of
the high school development CRAG inspected documents at Council’s enquiry desk and lodged
two objections, the second relating to amendment of the plans in 2009, that particularly referred to
the proposal’s exceedance of the relevant height limit control of LEP45. Little information could
be found in the public domain today of the exact nature of what is planned, except that the units
are marketed as being within historic Camden with views to the north over the town farm and
floodplain.
Also, we find the inference that John Street is generally available for new developments to be
misleading given the acknowledged significance of John Street and conservation area of the glebe
of St John’s Church. As shown in Appendix B many items in Camden township have long been
recognised to be of national heritage significance. Most of John Street is included as indicated in
the descriptions of St John’s Hill and John Street Conservation Area and John Street Group. The
NSW Heritage Office has also recently investigated and written of the high significance of St
John’s Church Precinct and its relationship to Camden township.
Ian Willis (30 November 2017) Camden History Notes The phoenix rises from the ashes at the old Camden
High site Available at https://camdenhistorynotes.wordpress.com/2017/11/30/the-old-camden-high-site/
17
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Further the Land and Environment Court (April 1996) 18 ruled in favour of Council against a
development application in the vicinity of St John’s Church. The Honourable Justice M L
Pearlman AM, stated:
"It is abundantly clear that the Camden Township represents a particularly significant and
sensitive heritage site in which conservation, involving reuse of buildings or land, must necessarily
be approached with considerable care."
Other developers have taken care and attempted sensitive and sympathetic developments such as
at 21 Elizabeth Street, approved prior to gazettal of LEP2010, which is discussed below as the
third of the precedents cited.

3. 21 Elizabeth – commercial building constructed in the early 2000s, which is a total of
three storeys, and is provided with under-croft parking.

Land and Environment Court (1996) Gledhill Constructions Pty Limited V. The Council of Camden NSWLEC 120
(19 April 1996) Available at: http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgibin/sinodisp/au/cases/nsw/NSWLEC/1996/120.html?stem=0&synonyms=0&query=1996%20gledhill%20camden
18
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This development is also quite arguably an overdevelopment of the site but it has little in common with
what is proposed for 20 Elizabeth Street:

 At Mitchell and Elizabeth Street interfaces it is estimated to be around 8 metres and less than
7 metres excluding the pitched roofs;
 It is comprised of a number of pitched roofs that interrupt and reduce the seeming mass of the
building and also reflect the predominant surrounding roofscapes.
 It largely presents as two storeys, not three as claimed. As shown above two storeys face Elizabeth
Street. The section with three stories is set well back from the street.
 The building has been designed to avoid overlooking of other properties. Windows have been
placed to face Mitchell and Elizabeth Streets or internally only; walls facing other properties
are blank but with architectural features that simulate windows similar to the technique often
observed in larger old buildings, to break up what would otherwise be too large and
homogenous to be aesthetically pleasing.
 Similarly, it has been designed to minimise blocking of solar access and being on a corner
block most shadowing is to the two streets, not to cottages occupied as homes and businesses.
The photos provided in the application (SEE Figure 3 p.52) are not taken from Elizabeth Street as
is implied but are taken from cherry-picked angles that are not reflective of how the building
presents in the streetscapes of Elizabeth and Mitchell Streets.
It should be noted that DCP D3.2.3 (10) makes allowance for buildings on corner lots to have
feature elements that exceed the building height limit if compliant with LEP 5.6. The proposed
building is not on a corner block.
Under LEP 5.6 development that includes an architectural roof feature or decorative element that
causes a building to exceed the height limit and does not include floor space or cause unreasonable
overshadowing of other properties may be carried out with development consent.
For the proposed development:





The roofline has no architectural feature or decorative element;
The height exceeds the standard without including the roof;
The roof includes floor-space;
The height, scale and position cause unreasonable overshadowing.

The mansard roofline of the proposed building is completely inconsistent with the pitched roof
character of the area and contravenes DCP B 3.1.1 Control 13: The existing pattern, pitch,
materials and details of original roof forms within the Heritage Conservation Area shall be
retained.
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None of the three precedents cited provide telling arguments relevant to this proposal.
Our opinion is that, in any case, they should not be used to support arguments for developments
that are non-compliant with the planning provisions. Allowing precedents to inform assessment
and approval of developments has a domino effect over time of rendering the planning provisions
ineffectual and irrelevant, and creating an outcome that is far removed from existing and desired
character.
Such precedents could reasonably be viewed as a reason for NOT allowing another dilution of
Camden’s authentic character and heritage value.

ARGUMENT 2: Objectives of the standard (and zone) are achieved notwithstanding non-compliance

Achievement of each of the objectives of the LEP 4.3 Height of Buildings are refuted as
follows
Height standard objective (a) to ensure that buildings are compatible with the height, bulk and
scale of the existing and desired future character of the locality,
The height and scale, the absolute bulk of the proposed development have nothing in common
with 21 Elizabeth or surrounding properties as shown in the indicative graphic below.
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The SEE (pp.50-53) attempts to show, quoting from the Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) which
is covered below, that the area in question is eclectic with non-uniform height, bulk and scale and
a mix of building styles, residential and non-residential cottages.
It again refers to 21 Elizabeth Street as a three-storey development and the over-height
development on the Camden High School site, claiming that these two developments combine to
dictate the dominant existing character within Elizabeth Street. It claims that this demonstrates that
the area is not “cottage-dominated” and that the proposed development is more consistent with its
soon-to-be existing character and therefore compliant with 4.3 (a).

Clearly from the above aerial photo (SEE p.43) the footprint of the proposed development, which
is to take up most of the lot, is greater and more intrusive by far than any other building and unlike
most other buildings, has minimum curtilage.
It would sit closely adjacent to the main outbuildings of No 7 Mitchell Street and Nepean House
garden at 23 Edward and be around twice the height of most buildings in its surroundings.
The conclusion that the above arguments indicate compliance with the desired future character of
the area is nonsensical. The claim is easily refuted by referring to the current LEP and DCP, which
are addressed below under Heritage Impact, as they are written to conserve the town’s existing
character and direct and ensure a similar character over time as would be expected for planning
controls for a conservation area.
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Height standard objective (b) to minimise the visual impact, disruption of views, loss of privacy
and loss of solar access to existing development,
Views
There are obviously private views from surrounding properties that would be detrimentally
affected, if not blocked completely. Instead of leafy openness occupants would be confronted by
an urban style monolith completely at variance to their accustomed surroundings.
The streetscape view would obviously be detrimentally affected. The village profile of the town,
so intrinsic to its heritage value would be interrupted. Views between the town and Camden
Town Farm and river plain would be interrupted.
Privacy
Loss of privacy of surrounding properties is a major consideration and is categorically
unacceptable by any standard.
The proposed building provides exceptional opportunity for overlooking properties in Elizabeth,
Mitchell and Edward Streets.
The SEE (p. 30) states that boundary screen planting is proposed along the side and rear boundaries
of the proposed development in order to minimise overlooking into the adjoining properties. This
statement is misleading. Trees that are currently in place are no higher than the proposed building
and have taken decades to reach their height. Given that so little room remains outside the building
envelope and that new plantings would receive negligible sunlight they would rarely reach
maturity anyway. Almost certainly they would be stunted or die.
The statement that no residential property directly
adjoins the proposed development is absolutely
wrong. Heritage listed Nepean House (1858) with
its old garden and outbuildings is residential and
adjacent.
Nepean House is inexplicably not mentioned in
the SEE or HIS.
Many Edward and Elizabeth Street properties are residential and given the excessive height of the
proposed building would obviously be overlooked. Business properties would also be overlooked
and this is not acceptable given their cottage and garden nature. It is also generally understood that
heritage listed properties can flip-flop between residential and business use.
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Compared to the adjacent tallest outbuilding (5.9 metres) of Nepean House, as shown in the
indicative graphical representation below, the proposed building is of massive scale and almost
twice as high.

The proposed building is more than twice as high as most other nearby properties. Nepean House
itself is only 8 metres high including architectural roof features.
Australian cities and towns that respect their history, such as Launceston in Tasmania, are more
attractive. Development that creates stark contrast between old human scale architecture and
architecture blatantly only made possible by modern materials and new engineering solutions are
generally found to be segregated in more successful areas. European cities renowned as tourist
destinations take this approach to conservation.
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As a very telling comparison the heritage listed cottages, adjacent at 7 and 9 Mitchell Street, are
around 5m in height to their rooftops, which are architectural features. The cottages are miniscule
in relation to the proposed building. Note the proposed building would also be closely adjacent to
the outbuilding at No 7 a part of which is captured to the left in the above graphic.

Most properties in the vicinity would experience a building that is more than twice their height
and many would be confronted by a first storey landscaped rooftop (4.7m above ground level at
the rear of the building) and/or another two levels of second and third storey office windows on
both the south and north elevations.
The height differential of roughly between 3.5 and 6.5 metres between the proposed building and
its potential neighbours is preposterous.
The loss of privacy is breathtakingly apparent and alarmingly extreme. It is extraordinary that it
can be documented in a DA as being insignificant.
It is clearly wrong to state that privacy impacts are minor; they are major and deny others quiet
enjoyment of their properties and the peace of mind to which they are entitled.
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Solar Access
Blocking of solar access due to the height of this proposed building is absolutely unacceptable.

The shadow diagrams that are provided are horrifying and enough to refuse this DA outright. As
shown in the above shadow diagram the cottages in Mitchell Street would be very significantly
deprived of solar access (as well as privacy).
However, the shadow diagrams provided do not show shadowing over the full hours of daylight
or in different seasons. They do not show overshadowing of all properties affected.
No doubt the heritage listed Nepean House property would be similarly affected, as would 21
Edward Street and possibly other properties, but diagrams were not made available. The real
impact of the building on solar access to all affected properties has not been explained.
This is not acceptable.
It is disingenuous at best to make the statement: It would be expected that generous solar access
will remain available for other properties, particularly at 9am and 12pm (SEE p. 55).
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Height standard objective (c) to minimise the adverse impact of development on heritage
conservation areas and heritage items.
The height and scale and design of the proposed building is completely inconsistent with the
character, height and scale of the listed heritage items and the human- scale and fine-grained
HCA.
The SEE (p. 33) states that given the minor scale of the proposed development, it is not considered
to result in amenity conflicts to adjoining and nearby development within the mixed-use zone.
This is clearly a false statement. It cannot be of minor scale given its height and scale in relation
to surrounding cottages. Loss of amenity would be unacceptably significant.
The proposed building would potentially be comfortable in newer nearby areas such as Oran Park,
Gregory Hills and Spring Farm, if it met their height limits.
The impact of the development on the HCA and heritage items would be devastating. This is
explored further in the next section on Heritage Impact.

The SEE has failed to demonstrate consistency with the objectives of LEP 4.3 Height of
Buildings and has failed under clause 4.6(3)(b) to show sufficient environmental planning
grounds and non-generic circumstances particular to the proposal to justify contravention
of the height limit.
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Achievement of the objectives of Zone B4 is refuted as follows
It is observable that the three relevant zone objectives of representation of a mixture of compatible
land uses, integration of suitable business, office, residential and retail developments and
complementing the primary functions of the local centre B2 zone are being met by normal market
forces.
Achievement of these objectives is not reliant on proposals such as that for 20 Elizabeth Street.
Indeed, it could be argued that the proposed development would compete with the function of the
B2 zone rather than complement it.
It is evident that cottages are reused for business purposes. This is because owners observe the
planning instruments which, in conjunction with the zoning, are designed to retain the cottage
character of the area, as befits a Heritage Conservation Area.
The SEE (p. 57) claims that there is an identified shortfall of commercial floor space within the
Camden Town Centre. This needs to be evidenced, as it is not apparent, and is contradictory to
its own statement that much of the new commercial floor space is provided within former
cottages converted for commercial use.
As at 28 July 2018 a Google search brought up more than 40 commercial properties for lease
including suites 2 and 4 of 21 Elizabeth Street which almost always has office space for lease and
1/33 Elizabeth Street. Many were in Argyle Street; the remainder were also in the conservation
area or just outside it. The cottages in the conservation area are easily reused as office space as
they come on to the market. The fact that they are still purchased as non-income generating homes
suggests that the market demand for office space is not great enough to put them out of reach for
residential use.
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HERITAGE IMPACT
The Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) (p.3) rightly states that
 owners of land in heritage precincts have a responsibility to ensure that the heritage
significance of the precinct is maintained and not adversely affected by the proposed
development;
 new developments within a heritage conservation area should be designed to ensure that
the heritage significance of the surrounding area is not diminished by the new
development, and that new development is sensitive and respectful to adjacent heritage
items and their contribution to the character and setting of their surrounds.
The conclusions reached in the HIS (p. 24) that the proposed development will cause negligible
adverse impacts and that it is sympathetic and appropriate are not supported throughout the HIS;
as will be shown below, they are not evidence-based or arrived at through best practice analysis.
The HIS is not prepared according to guidelines supported by the NSW Heritage Council19. For
instance, it does not answer the following questions about a new development within a
conservation area and adjacent to heritage items:
• How is the impact of the new development on the heritage significance of the item or area to be
minimised?
• Why is the new development required to be adjacent to a heritage item?
• How does the new development affect views to, and from, the heritage item? What has been done
to minimise negative effects?
• Is the new development sympathetic to the heritage item? In what way (e.g. form, siting,
proportions, design)?
• Will the additions visually dominate the heritage item? How has this been minimised?
• Will the public, and users of the item, still be able to view and appreciate its significance?
The HIS fails to address the impact of the proposed building being adjacent to heritage listed
properties. It notes that two heritage listed properties (17 and 19 Elizabeth Street) are opposite the
proposed development and that two lots containing rare, intact examples of small late Victorian
cottages in Mitchell St are adjacent to it. It fails to mention that the site is also adjacent to the site
of Nepean House (1858) and its historic garden, which makes three heritage listed properties
adjacent to the proposed development.

NSW OEH Statements of Heritage Impact Available at
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/heritagebranch/heritage/hmstatementsofhi.pdf
19
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It also fails to address the impact on all heritage items in its close vicinity which can quickly be
ascertained by perusal of the LEP and DCP:
Listed Heritage Items (LEP Schedule 5 extract)
Cottage

17 Elizabeth Street

“Chesham’s Cottage”

19 Elizabeth Street

Inter-war flat building

33 Elizabeth Street

House weatherboard

34 Elizabeth Street

“Nepean House”

1–3 Mitchell Street;
23 Edward Street

Cottage

7 Mitchell Street

Cottage

9 Mitchell Street

“Taplin”

17 Mitchell Street

“Edithville”

18 Mitchell Street

“Mitchell House”

29–31 Mitchell Street

“Nant Gwylan” (including house and garden)

33A Exeter Street

Camden Town Farm (including cottage, dairy, milking parlour, barn, 40 Exeter Street and 75 and 75A
rustic storage sheds and out buildings, fences and views to Nepean Macquarie Grove Road
River and hinterland)
Stockyard (including auction ring, buildings and cattle chutes)

30, 32 and 34 Edward Street

Potential Heritage Items (DCP Table B4 Potential Heritage Items – Built Environment P. B61 extract)
Cottage

6-10 Elizabeth Street

Cottage

42 Elizabeth Street

Cottage

44 Elizabeth Street

Former Picture Theatre

39-41 Elizabeth Street
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Article 8 of the Burra Charter 20 requires the retention of an appropriate setting to heritage
properties, as do the LEP and DCP.
We also consider that the HIS conclusions are inconsistent with the NSW Heritage Office
guidelines21 for new development in a heritage context which for instance, on scale and form,
advises that …the grain, or pattern of arrangement and size of buildings in a precinct or
conservation area, can be an important part of its character. …The form of a building …. its
overall shape and volume and the arrangement of its parts……should be sympathetic with the
predominant form of its neighbours.
The HIS fails to appreciate or analyse the differential in height and scale of the proposed building
to its neighbours.
The claim (p.23) that the different scale of the proposed development would create negligible
conflict with the existing smaller scale heritage items is clearly wrong, even by its own artist’s
impressions (which in any case seem to underestimate the relative height of the proposed
building).

The HIS makes no mention that Camden’s agricultural history is intrinsic to its heritage value, and
that the nearby listed sale yards and Camden Town Farm, as well as retail agricultural suppliers
and Equestrian Park very much represent that history. This tangible history is not enhanced by this
proposal and would, very arguably, be diminished.

ICOMOS (2013) The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance
Available at: https://australia.icomos.org/wp-content/uploads/The-Burra-Charter-2013-Adopted-31.10.2013.pdf
21
NSW Heritage Office (June 2005) Design in Context Guidelines for Infill Development in the Historic
Environment Available at:
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/heritagebranch/heritage/DesignInContext.pdf
20
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The proposed urban-style high rise
would sit in sharp contrast to the 19th
century country townscape and distort
the village profile deliberately planned
by the Macarthur brothers and
Surveyor General Sir Thomas
Mitchell in 1836.

It would be of greater scale and bulk than St John’s Church,
designed in 1836 as the spiritual, social and physical focus of
the planned private town of Camden, and which is
acknowledged to be of great cultural and aesthetic
significance (see Appendix B).

The HIS, instead of addressing the impact of the proposal on the Heritage Conservation Area and
heritage items in its vicinity, concentrates on and makes much of the eclectic nature of the existing
built form, irregularity of setbacks and dominance of angle parking in the northern section of
Elizabeth Street.
The HIS also does not address the history of the cottage that it flags for demolition. Increasingly
the style and fabric of cottages built in the post war period of austerity and shortage of building
materials are being recognised as reflective of an important historical era 22 . Post War Fibro
Cottages are making their way into heritage lists of LEPs in NSW.23 The cottage, a Fibro Majestic
as acclaimed in our culture24 is not beyond restoration and provides an appropriate footprint for
the site, perhaps with an increase in floor area as allowed on flood prone land as was undertaken
in neighbouring 9 Mitchell Street.
Antony Lawes (2 January 2012) Architects defend the majesty of unwanted ’50s fibros
Available at https://www.domain.com.au/news/architects-defend-the-majesty-of-unwanted-50s-fibros-201112301pfed/
23
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/heritageapp/ViewHeritageItemDetails.aspx?ID=1172092
24
Junior (2010) https://junioraustralia.bandcamp.com/album/the-fibro-majestic
22
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Essentially the argument running through the HIS is that this proposed development would simply
create more diversity within the immediate streetscape.
It is well understood that conservation areas have protective planning controls and also that
developers are required to understand and interpret the area’s special character and qualities and
enhance it. Developers should purchase elsewhere if that is not acceptable to them. Camden is
tired of developers snapping up cheaper flood-prone land in the conservation area and then wanting
to override the rules to maximise return at the expense of Camden’s unique character, heritage
significance and the amenity of residents and other businesses who have incorporated Camden’s
difference into their business models.
According to the SEE (p. 6) Council has advised the applicant that the development needs to
demonstrate character, scale, form, materials, colours and detailing sympathetic to the significance
of the conservation area and heritage items in the vicinity.
The SEE (p. 4) states that the proposal has been assessed as generally compliant with the provisions
of the LEP 2010 and DCP 2011, with the main exception being the maximum height of the
building. The HIS (p. 24) concludes with the following unsubstantiated and unjustified opinions:
o It is our opinion that there are negligible adverse impacts upon the heritage precinct, its
historical setting and use, adjacent locally listed heritage cottages or their curtilage.
o The architectural scale and mass and overall detailing of the proposal is considered to be
appropriate to the heritage setting and colours and finishes are compatible with the
existing streetscape.
o The proposed development is considered sympathetic and appropriate in architectural
form and scale to the existing and future streetscape and anticipated development within
the B4 zone in which it stands.
We cannot agree, not least because the following provisions of the LEP and DCP have not been
addressed in the SEE or HIS.
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__________________________________________________________________________
 LEP 5.10 Objectives
(a) to conserve the environmental heritage of Camden,
(b) to conserve the heritage significance of heritage items and heritage conservation areas, including
associated fabric, settings and views.
 DCP Part B DCP 3.1.1 General heritage objectives
1. Retain and conserve heritage items and their significant elements and settings.
6. Protect and conserve heritage in accordance with the principles of the Burra Charter.
9. Ensure that adequate consideration is given to the significance of a heritage place and all
alternative options, where the demolition of a heritage place is proposed.
11. Ensure that any development within a heritage conservation area is compatible with and
sympathetic to the significant characteristics of the conservation area as a whole and make a
positive contribution to the area.
12. Ensure that the development in the vicinity of a heritage place is undertaken in a manner that
does not detract from the heritage significance of the place.
13. Ensure the integrity of the heritage item and its setting (including landscape and special
qualities); or the Heritage Conservation Area is retained by the careful design, scale and siting of
new buildings and alterations and additions to existing buildings.
 DCP Part B 3.1.1 General heritage controls
5. New development must be designed reflecting the general form, bulk, scale, height, architectural
elements and other significant elements of the surrounding heritage items and heritage conservation
areas.
13.The existing pattern, pitch, materials and details of original roof forms within the Heritage Conservation
Area shall be retained.
 DCP Part B 3.1.2 Camden Heritage Conservation Area objectives
1. Retain the unique heritage significance of Camden town, recognising it as a rare and distinctive area
2. Retain and promote evidence of the historical development of the town and enable interpretation of that
historical development
6. Promote the concept of adaptive reuse as a major conservation tool.
8. Retain the rural working town character of Camden.
 DCP Part B 3.1.2 Camden Heritage Conservation Area controls
6. Additional development on the fringe of the town should complement and not detract from the viability
of the “main street”.
9. A two storey height limit shall prevail except for significant architectural features incorporated in the
design of buildings in significant locations.
10. Large built forms in cottage dominated precincts shall be avoided through the use of various roof forms
and pitches, wall openings and recesses, materials, recessive colours and landscaping
11. The development of the flood affected fringes of the town shall not compromise the prevailing character.
___________________________________________________________________________________
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No analytic attempt has been made to address the proposals impacts on heritage value of heritage
listed items or the conservation area.
Camden’s heritage is irreplaceable and culturally important to current and future generations. This
has been documented most recently in a 2016 Heritage Study 201625 which has been endorsed by
academic and eminent historians.
It must be noted also that conservation of Camden’s heritage is economically important. It cannot
compete with Narellan or Oran Park on the same terms. It must capitalise on having irreplaceable
authentic heritage as this underpins its economic base. It is a place of special events and a visitor
and tourism destination because of its special amenity which also supports the livelihoods of those
depending on Camden’s attractiveness and differentiation.

The HIS offers no evidenced opinions and makes no evidenced-based attempt, to justify this
proposal. In light of the detailed critique provided above this would undoubtedly be a fruitless
endeavour.

---------------------------------------------------

We request that:




the demolition of the cottage be refused;
the DA be refused;
the applicant be encouraged to restore and reuse the existing cottage.

Yours sincerely,

Glenda Davis, President

25
Camden Residents’ Action Group Inc (April 2016) HERITAGE STUDY CAMDEN NEW SOUTH WALES
Documentary Evidence addressing criteria for statutory heritage listing Available at http://www.crag.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/2016/06/Camden-Heritage-Study-April-2016.pdf
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APPENDIX A: LEP 2010 Clause 4.6
4.6 Exceptions to development standards
(1) The objectives of this clause are:
(a) to provide an appropriate degree of flexibility in applying certain development standards to particular
development, and
(b) to achieve better outcomes for and from development by allowing flexibility in particular circumstances.
(2) Consent may, subject to this clause, be granted for development even though the development would contravene
a development standard imposed by this or any other environmental planning instrument.
However, this clause does not apply to a development standard that is expressly excluded from the operation of this
clause.
(3) Consent must not be granted for development that contravenes a development standard unless the consent authority
has considered a written request from the applicant that seeks to justify the contravention of the development standard
by demonstrating:
(a) that compliance with the development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary in the circumstances of
the case, and
(b) that there are sufficient environmental planning grounds to justify contravening the development standard.
(4) Consent must not be granted for development that contravenes a development standard unless:
(a) the consent authority is satisfied that:
(i) the applicant’s written request has adequately addressed the matters required to be demonstrated
by subclause (3), and
(ii) the proposed development will be in the public interest because it is consistent with the
objectives of the particular standard and the objectives for development within the zone in which
the development is proposed to be carried out, and
(b) the concurrence of the Director-General has been obtained.
(5) In deciding whether to grant concurrence, the Director-General must consider:
(a) whether contravention of the development standard raises any matter of significance for State or regional
environmental planning, and
(b) the public benefit of maintaining the development standard, and
(c) any other matters required to be taken into consideration by the Director-General before granting
concurrence.
(6) Consent must not be granted under this clause for a subdivision of land in Zone RU1 Primary Production, Zone
RU2 Rural Landscape, Zone RU3 Forestry, Zone RU4 Rural Small Holdings, Zone RU6 Transition, Zone R5 Large
Lot Residential, Zone E2 Environmental Conservation, Zone E3 Environmental Management or Zone E4
Environmental Living if:
(a) the subdivision will result in 2 or more lots of less than the minimum area specified for such lots by a
development standard, or
(b) the subdivision will result in at least one lot that is less than 90% of the minimum area
specified for such a lot by a development standard.
(7) After determining a development application made pursuant to this clause, the consent authority must keep a record
of its assessment of the factors required to be addressed in the applicant’s written request referred to in subclause (3).
(8) This clause does not allow consent to be granted for development that would contravene any of the following:
(a) a development standard for complying development,
(b) a development standard that arises, under the regulations under the Act, in connection with a commitment
set out in a BASIX certificate for a building to which State Environmental Planning Policy (Building
Sustainability Index: BASIX) 2004 applies or for the land on which such a building is situated,
(c) clause 5.4, (c1) clauses 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3.
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APPENDIX B: Acknowledgment of Heritage Significance of Camden
Camden Items Register of the National Estate (non-statutory archive)
Camden Airport Airport Rd

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Indicative Place)

Camden Courthouse 31 John St

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

Camden Park Camden Park Estate Rd

Camden Park, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

Cottage 39 John St

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

Cottage rear Macquarie Grove House
Macquarie Grove Rd

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Interim List)

Home Farmhouse Camden Park Estate Rd

Camden South, NSW, Australia (Registered)

John Street Group John St

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

Macaria 37 John St

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

Macarthur Family Cemetery Camden Park
Estate Rd

Camden South, NSW, Australia (Registered)

Macquarie Grove House Macquarie Grove Rd

Cobbitty, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

National Australia Bank Argyle St

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

Police Station and Residence 33-35 John St

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

St John the Evangelist Anglican Church
Menangle Rd

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

St Johns Anglican Church Group Menangle Rd Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

St Johns Hill and John Street Conservation
Area

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

St Johns Rectory and Stables Menangle Rd

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

St Pauls Catholic Church John St

Camden, NSW, Australia

(Registered)

Report Produced: Mon Jul 23 17:56:57 2018 http://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/ahdb/search.pl
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St Johns Hill and John Street Conservation Area, Camden, NSW, Australia
Photographs

List

Register of the National Estate (Non-statutory archive)

Class

Historic

Legal Status

Registered (28/09/1982)

Place ID

3255

Place File No

1/15/009/0030

Statement of Significance
St Johns Church is one of the finest examples of early Gothic Revival in Australia, superbly sited for
near and distant appreciation, virtually as it was when erected. It has an unusual character with a
hilltop site of rural character approached by way of climbing streets closely built in the manner of a
well-developed country town, the combination is worthy of preservation.
(The Commission is in the process of developing and/or upgrading official statements for places listed
prior to 1991. The above data was mainly provided by the nominator and has not yet been revised by
the Commission.)
Official Values Not Available
Description
An uncommon townscape, consisting of a large and mostly open hilltop (tree filled around buildings)
containing the prominent Church, overlooking Camden, the hilltop is double humped, the Church is
on one prominence, the rectory on the other, with a grassy saddle of land between. Distant views to
and from the area are important and views from the town along John Street are of high quality.
History Not Available
Condition and Integrity
Virtually as it was when erected. Street plantings have matured. Recently built cluster of parish
meeting rooms discreetly located and designed.
Location

About 9ha, around St Johns Anglican Church, Camden. The boundary of the area extends in the north
to include property blocks fronting John Street, between Argyle and Broughton Streets, as far north
as and including Lot 3 on the western side and Lot 19 on the eastern side, and property blocks
fronting Hill Street as far north as and including, Lot 9 on the west and the western half of the block
containing the presbytery, on the east. In the east the boundary includes the Masonic Temple and
extends south along the rear of subdivisions fronting Alpha Road and the eastern boundary of the
property block containing St Johns rectory and stables. In the south the boundary follows the south
boundary of the block containing the rectory. In the west the boundary excludes Macarthur Park and
includes all property blocks fronting the western side of Menangle Road between Park and Broughton
Street.
Bibliography Not Available
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John Street Group, John St, Camden, NSW, Australia
Photographs
None
List

Register of the National Estate (Non-statutory
archive)

Class

Historic

Legal Status

Registered (21/03/1978)

Place ID

3225

Place File No

1/15/009/0002

Statement of Significance
Camden is one of the most delightful early towns near Sydney. It has perhaps the
strongest plan form of any of them. The buildings of John Street are very important to the
main feeling of the town and the group is enhanced by several extremely fine examples of
architecture; the picturesque Macaria, the Italianate CBC Bank and restrained elegance
of No 39 John Street.
(The Commission is in the process of developing and/or upgrading official statements for
places listed prior to 1991. The above data was mainly provided by the nominator and has
not yet been revised by the Commission.)
Description
See related Files 3226, 3227, 3228, 3229, 3230, 3231
History Not Available
Condition and Integrity Not Available
Location
Comprising:
CBC Bank, John and Argyle Streets, Camden;
cottage 39 John Street, Camden;
Macaria, 37 John Street, Camden;
Police Station and Residence, 33-35 John Street, Camden;
Courthouse, 31 John Street; and
St Pauls Catholic Church, John and Mitchell Streets, Camden.
Bibliography Not Available
Official Values Not Available
Description
See related Files 3226, 3227, 3228, 3229, 3230, 3231
History Not Available
Condition and Integrity Not Available
Report Produced Mon Jul 23 18:10:58 2018
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Extract: Statement of Significance of St John’s Church within Camden and its landscape
Full statement available at
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/heritageapp/ViewHeritageItemDetails.aspx?ID=5053423
St John's Anglican Church Precinct is of state heritage significance as a group of ecclesiastical
buildings set in a beautiful landscape setting comprised of mature and exotic tree plantings and open
grassed slopes. The precinct's centre and focal point is St John's the Evangelist Anglican Church which
is of state heritage significance as the first Gothic Revival church constructed in NSW that was correct
in its medieval detail ('archaeologically correct'). This status, along with its strong connection to the
1836 Church Act, renders it an important early forerunner of the Gothic Revival movement which was
to dominate ecclesiastical architecture in the Colony throughout the remainder of the nineteenth
century.
The church, and especially its tower and spire, is aesthetically significant to NSW as part of the
regional Camden landscape created by the Macarthur family. St John's as an important regional
landmark is a significant element in the picturesque landscape planning used to create the Camden
Park Estate, the seat of the Macarthur family. As part of a triumvirate of significant points in the
landscape, along with Camden Park House and the township of Camden, it also expresses the power
structures the Macarthur family wished to instil in the local community they were creating in the early
nineteenth century. This regional landscape design is of state heritage significance as an important
example of early-mid nineteenth century landscape planning.

St John's Anglican Church Precinct is an exemplary demonstration of the regional use of
landscape design. St John's Anglican Church, with its tower and spire, dominates and commands
the Camden landscape on its high prominence (St John's Hill) in the middle of what is a low-lying
flood plain. Its tower and spire symbolically reach for heaven and point the way for the minds and
souls of the local community. The church tower and spire, as well as other elements of the church
precinct such as the rectory, are visible from many locations in the local landscape from Cobbitty
to the north, Narellan in the east, Cawdor in the south, and Grasmere and Bickley Vale to the west.
More distant views are also available of the church in the greater region as well. This effect on
the local landscape is the result of a deliberate landscape design by the Macarthur family that was
aimed both at creating picturesque vistas that reminded them of an English countryside, and
reinforcing the social order the Macarthurs, as part of the ruling class, wished to uphold. St John's
extraordinary command of the regional landscape ensures that it is visible from all the major
roads, high points, and the seats of several of the major local estates. This command is expressed
through 16 significant views and vistas in the regional landscape that is identified in the CMP
(2004:35-36, 44)26.

26

The Conservation Management Plan is available at https://stjohnscamden.org.au/index.php/about/history
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